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Current titles are marked with a ★.
**FAIR BLOWS THE WIND.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. His father killed by the British and his home burned, Talon Chantry leaves his native Canada to make his fortune. But after he is captured by the enemy, he learns that his father wasn’t a traitor after all. 194 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**563509 DOWN THE LONG HILLS.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Indian raiders massacred the entire wagon train. Only seven-year-old Hardy Collins and three-year-old Betty Sue Powell survived. With a knife, a horse, and the survival lessons his father taught him, Hardy must fan the flames of his own goodness so that no seven-year-old should have to face it. 178 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**565765X THE LONESOME GODS.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Left in the desert to die by a vengeful Apache, Verne is rescued by outlaws. Raised in part by Indians, then befriended by a mysterious woman, Johannes becomes a rugged adventurer and an educated man. But the past may rise up to threaten him and all the ancient gods of the desert. 545 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**5714184 LIGHTNING.** By Dean Koontz. Novel. Laura Shane was born in a storm so strange that people remembered it for years. Even more mysterious was the stranger who appeared out of nowhere and saved Laura from a fatal delivery. Years later, the stranger returned to save Laura from another tragedy. Is he a guardian angel? Or the devil? 383 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $7.99

**584583 RUSH REVERE AND THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER.** By Rush & Kathryn A. Limbaugh. Novel. It’s the dawn of an important new day in America. Young readers, grab the reins and join Rush Revere and his crew in this patriotic historical adventure that takes you on an exciting trip to the past to see our remarkable nation’s most iconic symbols. Ages 11 & up. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $7.99

**572699 LITTLE BIGHORN.** By John Hough, Jr. Novel. Heartbreakingly beautiful, epic and romantic, this powerful historical narrative brilliantly illuminates the weeks surrounding the tragic march of Custer’s Seventh Cavalry into the valley of Little Bighorn, as seen through the eyes of young aide Allen Winslow. 310 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95

**572503X THIS VIOLENT LAND.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Kirby Jensen has just earned his first paying job as a deputy U.S. marshal. But when he’s sent to the dangerous Arizona Territory as a bodyguard to a wealthy Californian traveling to Chicago, the world’s deadliest killers are along for the ride. From Provo to Cheyenne to Nebraska, an assortment of cutthroats turn an easy job into a one-way ticket to hell. 360 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.79

**575422 THE GREAT TRAIN MASSACRE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Mountain man Matt Jensen will earn one of the highest fees of his career when he’s hired by the Union Pacific to travel to Chicago. The world’s deadliest killers are along for the ride: from Provo to Cheyenne to Nebraska, an assortment of cutthroats turn an easy job into a one-way ticket to hell. 360 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.79

**575423 THE GREAT TRAIN MASSACRE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Kirby Jensen has just earned his first paying job as a deputy U.S. marshal. But when he’s sent to the dangerous Arizona Territory as a bodyguard to a wealthy Californian traveling to Chicago, the world’s deadliest killers are along for the ride. From Provo to Cheyenne to Nebraska, an assortment of cutthroats turn an easy job into a one-way ticket to hell. 360 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.79

**582530X THIS VIOLENT LAND.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Kirby Jensen has just earned his first paying job as a deputy U.S. marshal. But when he’s sent to the dangerous Arizona Territory as a bodyguard to a wealthy Californian traveling to Chicago, the world’s deadliest killers are along for the ride. From Provo to Cheyenne to Nebraska, an assortment of cutthroats turn an easy job into a one-way ticket to hell. 360 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.79

**567498 HANGING WOMAN CREEK.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Banabas Pike is no gunfighter and Eddie Holt is a black box in a white man’s world. When they cross paths with an army train traveling to the big-time mining town of Silver City, they’ve already been burned off their land. Pike and Holt find themselves in a fight they don’t want or need, and can’t turn their backs on. 195 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**566141 BY THE WEST WE WENT.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. They came by river and by wagon train, braving the endless distances of the Great Plains and the icy passes of the Sierra Nevada. Like Linus Round of the Low-Down-Dot family, and country, and women like Lilith Prescott, a smart, spirited beauty, bowing the seeds of a nation with its courage—and with their blood. 358 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**56577X UTAH BLAINE.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Colonel Ulah Blaine broke out of jail and headed north. During his travels he saves the life of a Texas ranger. But now he’s looking to steal his land. Now Colonel Blaine has a unique proposition that involves the wealthy Texan playing dead, and taking care of the outlaws one by one. 243 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95


**5802456 DARK CANYON.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When Gaylord Riley walked away from the Ciboulo gang, he didn’t want to land a dream. He worked hard and built a cabin, gathered a herd of cattle, and fell in love with Marie Shattuck. But now he is forced to defend his home. Can one isolated Texas Ranger ever find friends return to lend him a hand—but can they help him and keep themselves out of jail? 163 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $3.95

**5804422 THE MAN FROM THE BROKEN HILLS.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. For years Milo Talon had been riding the outlaw trail looking for a man, Rossetter, who had betrayed his family. Suddenly Talon finds himself in the middle of a range war, siding with the man he’d marked for payback. But had Rossetter really changed? And could his daughter be trusted by either of them? 278 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**59755X THE WARRIOR’S PATH.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When Vance Sackett’s sister in law is kidnapped, he and his brother head west to rescue her. But anyone who dares challenge Vance Sackett in the Rocky Mountains will be nearly finished. 456 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95

**5804515 ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER.** By Louis L’Amour. Novel. The abandoned cabin seems the perfect place to hide from the enemy, except for the dead man in the front yard. Unfortunately, the mystery man’s violent demise was just an omen of darker events to come, as the Kehomans find themselves caught up in a tangle of murder, greed, and wild vengeance. 213 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $4.95
**Fiction**

365602X A QUILT FOR CHRISTMAS. By Sandra Dallas. Novel. 1864. Elija Sizemore and his wife, Mary, have just joined the Army of the Potomac to fight for their country. They are determined to make the most of their time together before Mary leaves to volunteer as a nurse in the war.

358507X THE 6TH EXTINCTION. By James Rollins. Novel. A remote military research station on the Antarctic Peninsula is under attack by a mysterious creature that appears to be a mix of human and animal traits. The creature is deadly and the station is isolated from the rest of the world, making it a perfect testing ground.

**5807816 THE BONE LABYRINTH. By James Rollins. Novel. In a secretive underwater facility, a group of scientists are conducting experiments on a mysterious substance that may hold the key to understanding the secrets of the human body. The experiments are not going well, and the scientists are facing a possible extinction of mankind.**

**587692X THE LOST ISLAND. By James Rollins. Novel. A remote military research station on the Antarctic Peninsula is under attack by a mysterious creature that appears to be a mix of human and animal traits. The creature is deadly and the station is isolated from the rest of the world, making it a perfect testing ground.

**5732101 BITTERSEW. By Colleen McCullough. Novel. Two sets of twins, the Latimer sisters are famous throughout New South Wales for their charm, wit, and ambition. In the aftermath of WWI, they decide to enroll in a training program for nurses. So begins a beguiling coming of age tale, set amid a largely unplanned Australia.**

3634925 KILLER. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. A psychologist and police consultant Dr. Alex Delaware doesn’t see sophisticated physician Constable Sykes as someone to fear. But after he is busted at a crime scene, he learns that Sykes is involved in something more dangerous—a post-Castro power struggle for the control of Cuba. Meanwhile, Detective Art Streeper discovers a trail that may reveal the location of a historical treasure.

365462X HAVANA STORM. By Clay & Drew Childress. Novel. While investigating a toxic outbreak in the Caribbean Sea, Dirk Pitt unwittingly becomes involved in something more dangerous—a post-Castro power struggle for the control of Cuba. Meanwhile, Detective Art Streeper discovers a trail that may reveal the location of a historical treasure.

**575973X COME RAIN OR COME SHINE. By John Lescroart. Novel. Tom Rutledge is now middle-aged and a retired detective who returns to his hometown in search of answers to the unsolved murder of his childhood friend.**

4577018 THE LADIES OF LOWELL. By Kate Alonso. Novel. Until the enigmatic 19th-century tale of Alice Barrow, a bold young woman drawn to the looms of Lowell, Massachusetts, and to the one man with whom she had no business falling in love. Based on the actual murder of a mill girl and subsequent trial in 1833, Book Club Edition. 287 pages. Doubleday. $26.99

5870208 JOYLAND. By Stephen King. Novel. College student Devon Jones took the summer job at Joyland hoping to forget the girl who broke his heart. But he wound up facing something far more terrible: the legacy of a vicious murder, the fate of a dying child, and the dark truths about life—and what comes after. 330 pages. Hard Case Crime. Import. Pub. at $23.95

**579112X THE 6TH EXTINCTION. By James Rollins. Novel. A remote military research station on the Antarctic Peninsula is under attack by a mysterious creature that appears to be a mix of human and animal traits. The creature is deadly and the station is isolated from the rest of the world, making it a perfect testing ground.**


580163X HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN. By James Lee Burke. Novel. From revolutionary Mexico to the Battle of the Alamo in 1836, and the intrigue of Mexico City to the final days of the Republic of Texas, this epic follows up Naval Commandant Jean-Baptiste Monnier, Ranger Hackberry Holland’s journey to reunite with his estranged son, a captain in the United States Army—a journey irreversibly altered by an encounter with the legendary Holy Grail. 544 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**5759689 LITTLE FEATHER. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Novel. Tasked by a mysterious employer to steal a page from the priceless book of the same name, a young and ambitious spy finds himself in a dangerous situation.**

**579558X THE LOST ISLAND. By James Rollins. Novel. A remote military research station on the Antarctic Peninsula is under attack by a mysterious creature that appears to be a mix of human and animal traits. The creature is deadly and the station is isolated from the rest of the world, making it a perfect testing ground.**

**5782951 THE 6TH EXTINCTION. By James Rollins. Novel. A remote military research station on the Antarctic Peninsula is under attack by a mysterious creature that appears to be a mix of human and animal traits. The creature is deadly and the station is isolated from the rest of the world, making it a perfect testing ground.**

5799396 BITTERSEW. By Colleen McCullough. Novel. Two sets of twins, the Latimer sisters are famous throughout New South Wales for their charm, wit, and ambition. In the aftermath of WWI, they decide to enroll in a training program for nurses. So begins a beguiling coming of age tale, set amid a largely unplanned Australia.

**365464X HAVANA STORM. By Clay & Drew Childress. Novel. While investigating a toxic outbreak in the Caribbean Sea, Dirk Pitt unwittingly becomes involved in something more dangerous—a post-Castro power struggle for the control of Cuba. Meanwhile, Detective Art Streeper discovers a trail that may reveal the location of a historical treasure.**

579804X COME RAIN OR COME SHINE. By John Lescroart. Novel. Tom Rutledge is now middle-aged and a retired detective who returns to his hometown in search of answers to the unsolved murder of his childhood friend. But he wound up facing something far more terrible: the legacy of a vicious murder, the fate of a dying child, and the dark truths about life—and what comes after. 330 pages. Hard Case Crime. Import. Pub. at $23.95

456760X THE FALL. By John Lescroart. Novel. One night in May, a teenage foster child plunges to her death in San Francisco. But did she fall—or was she pushed? As homicide inspector on the case, her former school teacher Greg Treadway, Rebecca and Dismas Hardy come to a defense in a trial that might mean losing everything. 335 pages. Aria. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**365745X THE CHRISTMAS CLOCK. By Kat Martin. Novel. In a small town in the mountains, a family is preparing for the Christmas season, but their joy is threatened when a storm threatens to destroy their home.**

5813848 THE LOST NOVELS OF BRAM STOKER. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Novels. This new compilation of Bram Stoker’s cult classics is sure to satisfy any lover of vampire fiction. All three works—The Jewel of Seven Stars, The Lady of the Lake, and The Lair of the White Worm—were published after Dracula in 1897, and flirt with vampirism, horror and human folly in the best gothic tradition. 817 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
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**Fiction**

- **187767 INNOCENT BLOOD.** By J. Rollins & R. Cantrell. Novel. A vicious attack at a ranch in California fuels an moorhet Erinn Grafton's vampire hunt. Though he believes his beloved Fatherland, people certainly recognize him as a satirical impersonator. The inevitable happens and the remaining hitler fakes off, goes viral, becomes a YouTube star, gets his own TV show, and tries to convince people that yes, it really is him, and yes, he really means it. 313 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

- **5905915 THE JUI TICE SOCIETY.** By Sasha Grey. Novel. Catherine, a film student whose sexualiy has been recently stirred, finds herself drawn into a secret club where the world's most powerful men meet to explore their deepest, often darkest sexual fantasies. But even as these new experiences open intense new pleasures for Catherine, they also threaten everything she holds dear. Adults only. 311 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

- **574511X THE COMPLETE FICTION OF H.P. LOVECRAFT.** Collects the author's novel, four novellas, and fifty-three short stories written between the years 1917 and 1935. 1102 volume. 1102 pages. Chartwell. $12.95

- **5733111 ETTA MAES WORST BAD LUCK DAY.** By Ann B. Ross. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Working as a nurse for the wealthy owners of Deer Park Jr., Etta sees a way out of her trailer-park existence; marrying her ex-husband, and a former flame that hasn't quite given up--treaded--stand in the way. 343 pages. Mira Books. Import. Pub. at $3.95

- **5830648 LOOK WHO'S BACK.** By Timur Vermes. Novel. Berlin. 2011. Adolf Hitler wakes up alive and well. Though he believes his beloved Fatherland, people certainly recognize him as a satirical impersonator. The inevitable happens and the remaining hitler fakes off, goes viral, becomes a YouTube star, gets his own TV show, and tries to convince people that yes, it really is him, and yes, he really means it. 313 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

- **1861915 THE PRESIDENT'S SHADOW.** By Brad Meltzer. Novel. To most, Beecher White has an enigmatic job: a top-secret job at the National Archives in Washington D.C. he's responsible for safeguarding the government's most important documents—and sometimes, the government's most closely held secrets. He is also a member of the secret Culper Ring society, tasked with protecting the Presidency.


- **4616001 KNIGHTS OF THE RANGE.** By Zane Grey. Novel. In 1876, Seth Sharpe, a young man, is fighting to keep his ranch out of the hands of an evil competitor. As he struggles to make ends meet, he must also protect himself from the deadly outlaws who frequent the area. 396 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

- **5848218 FIGHTING CARAVANS.** By Zane Grey. Novel. Clint and his wife, Etta, are traveling west on a freight train when they witness a brutal murder. The killer escapes, leaving the couple to try to stay alive and uncover the truth.

- **5753455 UNTIL THE SEA SHALL GIVE UP HER DEAD.** By S. Thomas Russell. Novel. Under the command of Captain Charles Hayden, Royal Navy frigate HMS Themis is sent to counter the threat of the French forces in the West Indies. But when he discovers two Spanish castaways in the middle of the vast Atlantic, their secrets will change forever.

- **5914472 NO LESS THAN VICTORY.** By Jeff Shaara. Novel. After the success at Normandy, the Allied commanders are confident that the war in Europe will be over soon. But in December 1944, in the Ardennes Forest, their unwavering optimism is put to the test. 549 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

- **1922810 GODS OF GUILT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Lincoln Lawyer Mickey Haller defends a murder case in which the victim, a former prostitute, was his former client. He must uncover the truth behind her death while facing his own demons and dealing with a dangerous world of intrigue and double-dealing to get justice for both of his clients, living and dead. 453 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.85

- **5838468 BLESSED BE A HUNTER'S MOTH.** By Richard M. Stallman. Novel. Nick McLeish has been hunting and tracking the Mets buffalo hunters of the Red River Valley for more than thirty years, and is a trusted member of the half-breed nation. But when the November 1832 with a man he’s rescued from a Chippewa war part, he has no way of knowing the chain of events that are about to be unleashed. 396 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

- **5853082 INNOCENT BLOOD.** By J. Rollins & R. Cantrell. Novel. A vicious attack at a ranch in California fuels an moorhet Erinn Grafton's vampire hunt. Though he believes his beloved Fatherland, people certainly recognize him as a satirical impersonator. The inevitable happens and the remaining hitler fakes off, goes viral, becomes a YouTube star, gets his own TV show, and tries to convince people that yes, it really is him, and yes, he really means it. 313 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

*BLACK* ROBERT B. PARKER’S *REVELATION*. By Robert Knott. Novel. Territorial marshals Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch figured things had finally settled down in Appalachian when Boston Bill Black’s murder charge was dropped. But when Darky turns up dead, a body was dragged to a seaside penitentiary, all that changed. Ruthless and willing to leave a bloody path of destruction in his wake, Darky seeks vengeance at any cost. 324 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

*BLACK* ROBERT B. PARKER’S *THE BRIDGE*. By Robert Knott. Novel. Territorial marshals Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch are back in Appalachian and their job enforcing the law has been quiet. But that is all about to change. An ominous storm rolls in, and along with it a band of night riders harboring a devious scheme. Book Club Edition. 312 pages. Putnam. Orig. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


5920671 THE BARON’S HONOURABLE DAUGHTER. By Lynn Morris. Novel. When Valeria Segrave’s stepfather suddenly dies, she knows she must take charge of her charge of her grieving mother and the vast estate known as BOLO Consultants. They are ready to offer some behind-the-scenes help to Nikki’s law practice. Book Club Edition. 312 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. $6.95

580728X PARADISE SKY. By Joe J. Lansdale. Novel. Young Willie is on the run after an itinerant local landowner murders his father. After being raised by a man named Loving, he now must take charge of his sister’s life. 400 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $22.95

5703476 THE THICKET. By Joe R. Lansdale. Novel. A bounty-hunting dwarf named Shotty, a grave-digging son of an ex-slave named Eustace, and a street-smart woman for hire named Jenny Becksford. They’ve climbed a hillside of an unlikely band of heroes that Jack Parker knows are needed to save his life. 400 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95 5891071 WILDFIRE IN HIS ARMS. By Johanna Lindsey. Novel. With his work in Montana completed now that the Callahan-Warren feud has ended in marriage rather than death, David Warren returns to California. That is until the U.S. Marshal who saved his life calls in a favor. All he has to do is transport a body. 386 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95


5915139 HUCKLEBERRY CHRISTMAS. By Jennifer Beckstrand. Novel. Now that they’ve happily married off two of their grandchildren, Anna and Fella Helmutz are ready for their next matchmaking challenge— their widowed great-granddaughter, Beth, who after a difficult marriage is finished with wedlock. Beth and Tyler Yoder will both discover that forgiveness is possible when they commit to each other in marriage. 347 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.97 $3.95

5947989 THE DOG THAT SAVED STEWART COLLIDGE. By Jim Krause. Novel. When a stray dog starts helping himself to the tallow bones on display at the supermarket, he doesn’t know his actions will brand him a criminal and spark a hijinks. When a few innocent newcomers stir up the past and alter the future unimaginably. 327 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

5915198 LAST NIGHT IN TWISTED RIVER. By John Irving. Novel. In northern New Hampshire, a 12-year-old man tells how the local constable’s girlfriend for a bear. Both the boy and his father become fugitives, forced to run from Coos County to Boston, Vermont, leaving a string of footprints and the implacable constable. Their lone protector is a fiercely libertarian logger who befriends them. 365 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


5952654 A LESSON IN HOPE. By Philip Dyer. Novel. Olive Charles passes away and leaves to the entire family a complex legacy. With a storm of conflicting opinions among the church members as to how the money should be best used. Olive’s niece shows up and threatens a lawsuit. The sisters have to decide how to help their troubled family. Sam Gardner, pastor of Hope Friends Meeting, finds himself questioning his future while trying to guide his lively congregation. 260 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

4543429 THE SHELL SEEKERS. By Rosamunde Pilcher. Novel. At the end of a long life, Penelope Keeling’s prized possession is the incendio waltz—that has a life of its own. After returning to Boston, Julia plays the waltz on her violin and her young daughter sponges. Unconventional. Convincing. Confident. Now the incendio waltzes a spell, Julia sets out to discover the man and the meaning behind the score. 301 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5906008 PEOPLE OF THE SONGTRAIL. By W. Michael & Carolyn O. Cost. Novel. Five hundred years before the exploration of Columbus set sail, it is the Vikings who embark on land-taking, in a desolate bid to find a new homeland. When Chief Badisit, leader of the Werrib Rib Village learns of these people—who kidnap and rape his people—the stage is set for yet another epic confrontation. SHOPWORX. 349 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

5804949 GOLDEN LION, By Wilbur Smith with G. Kristian. Novel. He saw his father executed in battle. He spent his youth avenging that death. Now Henry Courtney is a man with a ship and a family of his own. But on a voyage along the eastern coast of Africa, a powerful enemy abducts his wife, and along with her, his unborn child. 382 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95


5917816 THE OTHER DAUGHTER. By Lauren Willig. Novel. Poor yet genteel governess Rachel Woodley returns to England after her mother’s death. She then discovers that her former employer has seemingly descended in age, well, an earl and father to another Willig. Everything she thought she knew about herself is a lie. She intends to destroy her father and half-sister’s world, but then things get complicated. 396 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

5734517 JOE STEELE. By Harry Turtledove. Novel. After the 1929 market crash and the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democratic candidate Joe Steele achieves a landslide victory. He works hard and time pushing congressional reforms that put citizens back to work. His critics may believe the government is gaining too much control, but Joe knew what it took to win. 442 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

5471343 THE PHARAOH’S SECRET. By Clive Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. If the legends are true, the dead won’t stay that way long in Egypt. For the Nilak and Adel, this could be their only hope of survival. When a substance known as the Black Mist plunges an entire Italian elite into a deathlike sleep, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala must race to find a cure before it’s too late. SHOPWORX. 422 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.95 $10.95

5931208 DESERT CIRCLING. By Mary Ellen Taylor. Novel. With the advent of WWII, Cavendon Hall will face its biggest challenge yet—one that is filled with intrigue and romance, sorrow and strife—and will push the Inghams and Swanns to their limits. 581 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

5775523 PLAYING WITH FIRE. By Tess Gerritsen. Novel. While in Rome, violinist Julia Ansdell happens up on a curious piece of art. She wonders if the art is a fraud, or if the real Flemish artist was a hero. Julia believes the art is genuine. She finds out that the art she found in Rome is exactly like the one made by her great Uncle. The painting is also priceless, but as Penelope herself is priceless, but as Penelope realizes its true value. 632 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

5905737 COCONUT COWBOY. By Tim Dorsey. Novel. Traveling across Florida on a motorcycle, our dysfunctional duo, Serge (a shoot from the hip vigilante with a weakness for pot) and Sandy (the owner of a drug travel buddy) engage in some high life hijinks. When a few innocent newcomers stumble into the mix, the stakes are raised even higher. 322 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

6164754 A MAN WITHOUT BREATH. By Philip Kerr. Novel. Powerful new thriller that brings back Bernie Gunther, the sardonic Berlin cop, to the Eastern Front. It is 1943. The Russians have invaded. Germany’s ally, the Italians, have not. While Party loyalists adhere to Hitler’s insistence that Germany is winning, commanders on the ground know better. 465 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.95 $8.95
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Vietnamese merchant ship. This shocking act opens a war that has

**5949703** THE SUMMER BEFORE THE WAR. By Helen Simonson. Novel. East Sussex, 1914. Beatrix Nash arrives in the idyllic coastal town of Rye, soon to assume her new duties as a Latin teacher. As she comes alive to the beauty around her and the town’s characters, the perfect summer is about to end. Soon the future and the old ways will be tested, as this small town and its inhabitants go to war. 492 pages. Random House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**5905311** TWO BY TWO. By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. Russell Greene has it all: a loving wife, a successful career and an expansive home in Charlotte. In a matter of months, Russ finds himself without a job or wife, caring for his young daughter London while struggling to adapt to a new reality. Will Russ finally come to understand the true nature of unconditional love—that it is a treasure to be bestowed, never earned? 485 pages. Central. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


**5932705** POWERS OF DARKNESS: The Lost Version of Dracula. By Hans Comelia de Roos et al. Novel. In 1901 an Icelandic publisher set out to translate Stoker’s Dracula, this Icelandic version was unnoticed outside the country until 1986, when scholars discovered Stoker’s original preface to the book. In 2014, the further discovery was made that the Icelandic version was not a mere translation but an entirely new version with some all-new characters and a re-worked plot. Illus. 309 pages. Overlook Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**5842107** THE GIRL FROM VENICE. By Marian Crane Smith. Novel. Venice, 1945. At first sight, Ove is almost certainly the grumpiest man of a society that lives utterly by the book, where fertile women are

**584326X** PHARAOH. By Wibert Smith. Novel. From the legendary city of Luxor to the cities of Spain, Ancient Egypt is a place of epic scale and wonder, and glory. Egyptologist general Taia has an unlikely victory, only to be seized by Pharaoh Utter. Ramses, Utter’s younger and warthog brother, must now decide whether helping Taia is worth betraying family. 408 pages. Morrow Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**5710324** THE LAST RANCH. By Michael McGarrity. Novel. When Matthew Kemerio returns to his ranch in the beautiful San Andreas Mountains after serving in Italy during WWII, he must not only fight to recover physically and emotionally from a devastating war injury, but he must also battle bashing ranchers, hostile land for expanded weapons testing, 252 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

**5717833** THANKFUL. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Novel. Raised by Christina’s parents in the Amish community where women outnumber men, Beth Wiseman is a bigender who has something to say about that. 339 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**5727456** THE WITNESSES. By Linda Byler. Novel. When the widow Lydia’s barn is burning, Sarah gets the horses out just in time, but the fire is out of control and knocks her to the ground. Gone are her good looks, her life as a teacher, and the attention of two young men. Who is responsible for setting the fires that continue to keep the Amish community in peril? 204 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.95 $9.45

**5885552** LIZZIE SEARCHES FOR LOVE TRILOGY. By Linda Byler. Novel. The name Lizzie—the celebrated Amish romance novelist—came into a single volume! Experience the soaring loves and pressing tribulations of young Lizzie in Running Around (and Such), When Strawberries Bloom and Big Decisions! 969 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**572049** MARY’S CHRISTMAS GOODBYE. By Linda Byler. Novel. Mary Stoltz is thirty years old and unmarried. She is living her quiet schoolteacher life in the Lancaster County Amish community where women outnumber men. She meets Arthur Bontrager—who soon raises her old buried question as to why no man has ever been her match. 201 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.99 $9.45

**3615600** A WOODLAND MIRACLE. By Ruth Reid. Novel. Muscle weakness has left Grace Reid a cripple. She is living her quiet schoolteacher life in the Lancaster County Amish community where women outnumber men. She meets Arthur Bontrager—who soon raises her old buried question as to why no man has ever been her match. 201 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.99 $9.45
HER BROTHER’S KEEPER. By Beth Wiseman. Novel. Charlotte Dolinsky is not above playing a trick on her brother, Ethan, in the care of an Old Amish couple. Seventeen years have passed and Josie longs to reconnect with her daughter. The young girl, Linda, is promised to be married by the time she is 15. But when her birth mother comes to Paradise, will the direction she’s been heading in since birth be suddenly deredirected? 312 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$820170 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS KITCHEN. By Kelly Long et al. Novellas. Something’s always baking in an Amish oven, and at Christmas time, all the ingredients for joy are at hand. Baking Love on Ice Mountain is a “Gift of the Mag”-inspired Christmas story. The Christmas cookie mix involves a change of suitors, and The Special Christmas Cookie presents an unusual courtship. 264 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

$5820170 BY ADINA SENFT. Novels. Collects three heartwarming Christmas tales by a bestselling writer of Amish romance. A year of secrets, and the reader is asked to decide—and his mother into a role she never thought she’d accept. 300 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$3670252 AMISH CHRISTMAS AT NORTH STAR. Four Stories of Love & Family. By Amy Clipston. When⚟Yoder hasn’t seen Henry Byler since he became engaged to Grace Wiseman. Novel. Josephine was scared, and she didn’t want to see again. But when he shows up, she’s dead. Now Alex and homicide detective Milo Sturgis must answer questions—at their next meeting, they’re thinking of putting them down for good. 300 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00

$5904757 TITUS RETURNS. By Amy Lillard. Titus returns to the Amish community of Wells Landing, Oklahoma after serving his country and is paired with Sarah immediately. But though she has feelings for him too, can anything blossom from a love that’s forbidden? 304 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$6395966 THE RESCUED. By Marta Perry. Novel. As an Amish wife and mother struggles to hold her family together, a story of the past teaches her how to face her daily challenges with strength and love. As the stories of Judith and Madde converge, her heart is broken and love again 350 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

$5905055 BREAKDOWN. By John Sandford. Novelist. The lone suspect of a young woman’s murder has a solid alibi that Dr. Alex Delaware’s expert insight can’t shake, and police lieutenant Sturgis can’t break. Moving on to the next homicide, they discover two more crime scenes before the investigation begins. Can they have a serial killer who is on a twisted mission? Berkley Book Club Edition. 336 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


$5749162 DEADLINE. By John Sandford. Novelist. The school board meeting of a rather unusual proposal is up for vote, the authorization to kill a local reporter. Meanwhile, Virgil Flowers investigates a dog-napping that takes on a life of its own. Each day, there’s something much uglier. Then, a body is found—a total of seven. Book Club Edition. 388 pages. Putnam. Original Pub. at $27.95

$5927552 CRIMSON SHORE. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. In a small town in Minnesota, Virgil Flowers gets a message from Lucas Davenport: a body has been found stuffed down a cistern. Davenport is called in to investigate, and soon finds out that the body is a local reporter. Meanwhile, Virgil Flowers investigates a dog-napping that takes on a life of its own. Each day, there’s something much uglier. Then, a body is found—a total of seven. Book Club Edition. 388 pages. Putnam. Original Pub. at $27.95

$4690255 WEDDING CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. When Hannah wins a Food Channel contest, she returns home to Minnesota where the remainder of the show will be taped. She’s checked out by the head chef, but when he turns up dead in the cooler before he can try Hannah’s Butterscotch Sugar Cookies, she’ll have to solve a mystery with more layers than a wedding cake. 370 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

$927552 WEDDING CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Joining her new fiancé, Hannah Swensen is competing in the Food Channel’s dessert chef contest. It’s a nerve-wracking experience being judged by the best couples. Hannah Swensen is competing in the Food Channel’s dessert chef contest. It’s a nerve-wracking experience being judged by the best couples. Hannah Swensen is competing in the Food Channel’s dessert chef contest. It’s a nerve-wracking experience being judged by the best couples. Hannah Swensen is competing in the Food Channel’s dessert chef contest. It’s a nerve-wracking experience being judged by the best couples. Hannah Swensen is competing in the Food Channel’s dessert chef contest. It’s a nerve-wracking experience being judged by the best couples.
**576156** X. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new public practioner boundaries, Rebecca Dominic而且 Bernadette Manuelito, a mound of dirt and rocks that could be a gravesite. Under the guidance of the legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, Chee and his thug, and under the pressure of closing the case, they must navigate the complex web of traditions and taboos that are interconnected with the Navajo people. The case involves a young woman, believed to be the victim of a violent crime.

**580599** SOMEONE BORROWED, SOMEONE DEAD. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. One of the most beloved detectives in the world, Agatha Raisin, is back in her rural English village of the Cotswolds. A woman is found dead in a local pub, and Agatha is called upon to investigate. As she delves into the victim's past, she discovers a web of secrets and lies that threaten to consume the entire village.

**597799** DISHING THE DIRT. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Therapist Jill Davent is preparing for an exclusive writers' workshop. She is having second thoughts about the isolated old mansion they're staying in, but she's determined to make the most of her opportunity to network and learn from other writers. However, when a murder occurs on the grounds of the mansion, Jill finds herself at the center of a murder investigation.

**1808872** DEATH OF A POLICEMAN. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. With police stations all over the Scottish Highlands being threatened with closure, Detective Chief Inspector Blair, seeing Agatha has her suspicions. The victim is a local police officer, and the investigation strikes too close to home, and toward a revelation about the killer's identity too shattering to consider. 421 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

---

**55645X** DEATH OF A NURSE. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Four days after Gloria didn't show up for work, her body is found in her apartment. As Detective Sergeant Hamish Macbeth investigates, he discovers a web of secrets and lies that threaten to expose the truth about the death. The investigation becomes more intense as the body's features are revealed, and the lines between the present and the past are blurred.

**597296** THE BLOOD OF AN ENGLISHMAN. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Even though Agatha has no living relatives, she is chosen to inherit the estate of an English nobleman. As she sets out to uncover the secrets of the past, she discovers a shocking truth about the man's family.

**594952Z** DEATH OF A GHOST. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth and his policewoman partner are investigating reports of a haunted castle when a woman is found dead in the castle's garden. As they dig up unsavory details about the victim's past, they uncover a web of secrets that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5905540** TELLING TALES. By Sofie Ryan. Novel. Sarah's friend and employee Rose is dead. It's a shock to the entire community, especially when Sarah discovers that Rose was working on a children's book project. As the police investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**582334** THE GHOST AND MRS. FLETCHER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Jessica and the sheriff's wife, Maureen, enter a fly-fishing competition at a nearby lake. Their guide, a retired police officer, was murdered. As they investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5894350** DESIGN FOR MURDER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Two model homes, built by a licensed contractor, contain murder. As the police investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5882334** ST. MARTIN'S. Pub. at $25.99

---

**5851334** PUSHING UP DAISIES. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy land developer, wants to turn his zwar of a house into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it's no surprise that some villagers are celebrating. The man's son and heir is suspect number one, but Agatha has her suspicions, 280 pages.

---


---

**5090599** SOMEONE BORROWED, SOMEONE DEAD. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Gloria was heartily welcomed when she moved from London to the Cotswolds. She was instantly labeled as a do-gooder but had a habit of borrowing things and not returning them. When she is found dead, murdered by a poisoned bottle of wine, detective Agatha Raisin is hired to find the killer. SHOFPORN. 291 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00

---

**5735252** SPIDER WOMAN'S DAUGHTER. By Anne Hillerman. Novel. It happened in an instant: after a breakfast with colleagues, Navajo Nation Police Officer Bernadette Manuelito sees a dead body in the parking lot and calls for a crime scene. As she investigates, she uncovers a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**4513200** DEATH OF A BLUE BLOOD: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & D. Bain. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Jessica Fletcher and a friend from the Scotland Yard are invited to attend a blue blood wedding at Castlebrook Castle. It seems a killer is also excited to ring in the new year, as not one but two bodies fall into the stairs, one a blood-themed mystery. Book Club Edition. 330 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

---

**58273X** HOOK, LINE, AND MURDER: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Jessica and her sheriff's wife, Maureen, enter a fly-fishing competition at a nearby lake. Their guide, a retired police officer, was murdered. As they investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**45643I1** GIRL MISSING. By Tess Gerritsen. Novel. The first body is a young girl, except for a notebook clutched in one stiff hand and seven numbers scrawled inside. The next body is a white girl. The suspect is a man, and when they go outside to summon help, the suspect lies are exposed. When the same woman is found murdered, the suspect is revealed, and the lines between the present and the past are blurred.

---

**5971051** THE LAST MILE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is stood up on a dinner date, he feels threatened and decides to use his influence to clear his name. But his efforts are complicated when the same woman is found murdered, and the lines between the present and the past are blurred.

---

**4663410** M.C. BEATON. **NOVEL.** Dr. Eleanor Grant is a doctor in a small Scottish town. She is working on a children's book project, but when her partner is found dead, she realizes that she may have been the killer all along. As the police investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**596599X** THE LAST MILE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When marine biology professor Mars is granted a reprieve—another man has confessed to the crime. The confession might make the police think that a copycat is at large, mimicking the true killer. As Mars prepares to be released, the police must uncover the truth behind the murders.

---

**596959X** THE LAST MILE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When marine biology professor Mars is granted a reprieve—another man has confessed to the crime. The confession might make the police think that a copycat is at large, mimicking the true killer. As Mars prepares to be released, the police must uncover the truth behind the murders.

---

**576156** X. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new public practioner boundaries, Rebecca Dominic and her partner, Det. Chief Inspector Blair, see an opportunity to expose serial killers in the Scottish Highlands. As they investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**597301X** X. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new public practioner boundaries, Rebecca Dominic and her partner, Det. Chief Inspector Blair, see an opportunity to expose serial killers in the Scottish Highlands. As they investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**576156** X. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new public practioner boundaries, Rebecca Dominic and her partner, Det. Chief Inspector Blair, see an opportunity to expose serial killers in the Scottish Highlands. As they investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**592334** THE GHOST AND MRS. FLETCHER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Jessica is confronted by a ghost who warns her of danger. As she investigates, she uncovers a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5905540** TELLING TALES. By Sofie Ryan. Novel. Sarah's friend and employee Rose is dead. It's a shock to the entire community, especially when Sarah discovers that Rose was working on a children's book project. As the police investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5851334** PUSHING UP DAISIES. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy land developer, wants to turn his zwar of a house into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it's no surprise that some villagers are celebrating. The man's son and heir is suspect number one, but Agatha has her suspicions, 280 pages.

---

**5894350** DESIGN FOR MURDER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Two model homes, built by a licensed contractor, contain murder. As the police investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5882334** THE GHOST AND MRS. FLETCHER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Jessica is confronted by a ghost who warns her of danger. As she investigates, she uncovers a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5851334** PUSHING UP DAISIES. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy land developer, wants to turn his zwar of a house into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it's no surprise that some villagers are celebrating. The man's son and heir is suspect number one, but Agatha has her suspicions, 280 pages.

---

**5894350** DESIGN FOR MURDER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Two model homes, built by a licensed contractor, contain murder. As the police investigate, they uncover a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5882334** THE GHOST AND MRS. FLETCHER. Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher. Novel. Jessica is confronted by a ghost who warns her of danger. As she investigates, she uncovers a web of secrets and lies that threaten to destroy the community.

---

**5851334** PUSHING UP DAISIES. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Lord Bellington, a wealthy land developer, wants to turn his zwar of a house into a housing estate. So when Agatha Raisin learns of his death two weeks later, it's no surprise that some villagers are celebrating. The man's son and heir is suspect number one, but Agatha has her suspicions, 280 pages.
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5735106 ROBERT B. PARKER'S BLIND SPOT. By Reed Farrel Coleman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Detective teams attend a former teamed reunion years after injury crippled his chances in the major leagues. Jesse Stone isn't just fighting the ghost of a lost career. When a young woman is found murdered and her boyfriend goes missing, Jesse quickly discovers that one of his old teammates is involved. Book Club Edition. 560 pages. Putnam. $7.95.

5801447 ROBERT B. PARKER'S DEBT TO PAY. By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. Jesse Stone-especially when dealing with a man tycoon. When a major Boston crime boss is murdered, Jesse thinks it's the work of Mr. Peepers, a psychotic assassin who'd sworn revenge against the mob and Jesse—and against Jen as well. Heading to the wedding with his girlfriend, former FBI agent Diana, and the tycoon's security team to stop Peepers before the bill comes due. 338 pages. Putnam. $9.95.

5733912 EYES ONLY. By Fern Michaels. Two years ago, spoiled billionaire Gretchen Snyder gave her twins baby up for adoption. Now, she wants them back, and her staggering wealth might just make that wish a reality. Of course, it's not like she's the only parents to enlist the help of Myra Rutledge and the Sisterhood. Book Club Edition. 345 pages. Zebra. Paperback. $3.95.

5703522 15TH AFFAIR. By James Patterson & J.D. Robb. Lieutenant Eve Dallas plots to lay the rocky path leading to another city racketeers. The destruction leads Jack Morgan to Las Vegas, he’s drawn into the heart of a murder ring more ruthless than anything he could have imagined. 375 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95.

4847785 4TH DEADLY SIN. By James Patterson. Pulp Fiction. The Bodyguard's Club birthday party for medical examiner Claire Washburn is cut short when Detective Lindsay Boxer is called to a gruesome crime scene. As she investigates, she learns of another crime scene—a video that shows the city to its core. 304 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

3548525 UNLUCKY 13. By James Patterson & J.D. Robb. When the Florida Fish and Game Lieutenant Lindsay Boxer a photo of a killer from her past, her happy life as a mother is shattered. The picture captures Mackie Morales, the most deranged and dangerous of all the sisters. Mackie has never encountered. Mackie is back, and she’s hungry for revenge. 386 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00. $5.95.

2724715 CONFESSIONS: The Private School Murders. By James Patterson & J.D. Robb. When friends who are being murdered on Manhattan’s Upper East Side. Tandy Angel steps in to exonerate his girlfriend of her brother’s ‘confession’. The first case Tandy cracked was the mystery of her parents’ deaths, so she’s plenty of experience with mysteries that get personal. 348 pages. Grand. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $3.95.

5708897 NEVER COMING BACK. By Tim Weaver. Novel. When Emily Kane arrives at her sister Carrie’s house, she discovers the front door unlocked and no one inside. Carrie, her husband, and their children have vanished. She turns to investigator David Raker, who always brings them home, dead or alive. But no case he has ever worked will prepare him for what he finds. 372 pages. Putnam. $16.00. $4.95.

3685438 CROWED AND MORDERING. By Kate Carlisle. Novels. Renovations at a historic lighthouse have contractor Shannon Hammer and her thrill writer boyfriend more than a little worried. One of their clients is the owner of a boat that went down in the harbor. The ship’s log had the discovery of a long missing young woman’s remains. 328 pages. Obsidian. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.

4575432 DEVOTED IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. When Lieutenant Eve Dallas discovers a dead body in a seedy alleyway in downtown Manhattan, the victim’s injuries are so extensive that she almost misses the clue. Carved into the skin is the shape of a heart and a initials: E and D. 342 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.


5905389 APPRENTICE IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Novel. The show came quietly, and with deadly accuracy. Within seconds, three cases complicated when she takes the perplexing case of two women found dead at the base of a nearby peak. Most puzzling of all are the victims’ identities: the tycoon’s wife, the other a microbiologist—two vastly different women with no apparent connection. 383 pages. Putnam. $27.95.

5943527 DANCE OF THE BONES. By J.A. Jance. Novel. After a violent argument, Albuquerque detective Walt and private pilot John Lassiter went their separate ways. The next day, Amos disappeared without a trace—until his bones were found years later. Detective Brandon Walker put Lassiter behind bars for the crime. More than four years later, TLU—The Last Chance, retired cops who take on cold—stone-cold homicides—are reopening the case. 355 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95.

5708732 DANCE OF THE BONES. By J.A. Jance. Novel. After a violent argument, Albuquerque detective Walt and private pilot John Lassiter went their separate ways. The next day, Amos disappeared without a trace—until his bones were found years later. Detective Brandon Walker put Lassiter behind bars for the crime. More than four years later, TLU—The Last Chance, retired cops who take on cold—stone-cold homicides—are reopening the case. 437 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

5770786 COLD BETRAYAL. By J.A. Jance. Novel. A pregnant girl is hospitalized after being hit by a car while fleeing from a polygamous cult. Then the girl’s sister—Law’s grandmother has been receiving threats and is also in danger. Now, Ali and Sister Anselm must race to uncover the secrets of the cult before someone comes back to bury them forever. Book Club Edition. 337 pages. Touchstone. Orig. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95.

580387 15TH AFFAIR. By J.D. Robb & James Patterson. By James Patterson. The Bodyguard's Club birthday party for medical examiner Claire Washburn is cut short when Detective Lindsay Boxer is called to a gruesome crime scene. As she investigates, she learns of another crime scene—a video that shows the city to its core. 304 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

573912 THE CAT, THE VAGABOND AND THE VICTIM. By Leanne Sweeney. Novel. When Clyde the cat travels 200 miles home only to find his former owner dead, the story makes national news. The suspect is his owner’s estranged media frenz. cat quilter Jillian Hart agrees to foster Clyde. Then she learns the reality behind his owner’s death—he was murdered. Book Club Edition. 324 pages. Obsidian. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $2.95.


5994807 TWELVE ANGRY LIBRARIANS. By Miranda James. Novel. Lighthearted librarian Charlie Harris hasn’t seen his old nemesis from library school in 30 years, but Gavin Fong, still an insufferable know-it-all, is, to deliver the keynote address at an association meeting. When Gavin drops dead, Charlie and his Maine coon cat Diesel must track down the killer. To crack his next book will come from a prison library. 259 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.

5798877 DOWNFALL. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Cochise County Sheriff Joanna Brady’s beleaguered get even more complicated when she takes the perplexing case of two women found dead at the base of a nearby peak. Most puzzling of all are the victims’ identities: the tycoon’s wife, the other a microbiologist—two vastly different women with no apparent connection. 383 pages. Putnam. $26.99.

5803725 DANCE OF THE BONES. By J.A. Jance. Novel. After a violent argument, Albuquerque detective Walt and private pilot John Lassiter went their separate ways. The next day, Amos disappeared without a trace—until his bones were found years later. Detective Brandon Walker put Lassiter behind bars for the crime. More than four years later, TLU—The Last Chance, retired cops who take on cold—stone-cold homicides—are reopening the case. 383 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95.
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$457829 ARSENIC AND OLD BOOKS. By Miranda James. Novel. Lucinda Beckwith longs to be the Athena, Mississippi, librarian, but a set of Civil War-era diaries to Athena College. When interest in the diaries leads to murder, librarian Charlie Harris and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, do some detective work before coming to their final chapters. 308 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

$5935865 NO CATS ALLOWED. By Miranda James. Novel. When Oscar Reilly’s body is discovered—the director of the Athena College Library—is found in the library with a library book on his mouth. As Oscar’s wife, mutual friend Melba Harris, and Charlie’s new tenant, Diesel, throw suspicion on Melba, Harris’s fief friend. Convinced that his friend is no murderer, Charlie and his Maine Coon cat Diesel will have to read Black Hand lines, before Melba is shelved under “G” for guilty. 296 pages. Berkley, Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

$3002286 DIGGING UP THE DIRT. By Miranda James. Novel. The eligible Harlily Partridge is back in town to restore his family mansion, but when bodies turn up on his estate after a storm, the Cussler & J. Scott. Novel. It’s 1906, and the most powerful men in the nation. 387 pages.

$4576721 THE BOOTLEGGER. By Clive Cussler & J. Scott. Novel. Prohibition era, 1921. When Detective Isaac Bell’s boss and lifelong friend Joseph Van Dorn is nearly killed in a high-speed chase, Bell vows to hunt down the lawbreakers. But when a witness is exonerated of a murder charge by Russian secret police, it becomes clear that these are no ordinary criminals. Book Club Edition. 403 pages. Putnam. Orig. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

$4571196 COLD HEART. By Tami Hoag. Novel. Dana Nolan, a promising young reporter until a serial killer tries to frame her, must answer troubling new questions and fast: who is the man who killed her husband, they find themselves drawn into a vicious organization The Black Hand. When he protects New York immigrants from the most powerful men in the nation. 387 pages.

$5952305 BELIEVING THE LIE. By Elizabeth George. Novel. Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley is mystified when he is sent undercover to investigate the death of Ian Cresswell. The novel. 1906 New York City. The Italian crime group known as the Van

$5952905 WELL-SCHOoled IN MURDER. By Elizabeth George. Novel. Matthew Whiting goes missing from a prestigious public school in the country. Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley receives a call for help from the lad’s housemaster, who also happens to be an old school chum. Lynley and Havens sense that something extraordinary is going on behind the school’s cloistered walls that binds them to nothing is more than meets the eye. Book Club Edition. 414 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

$5952840 PAYMENT IN BLOOD. By Elizabeth George. Novel. The career of playwright Joy Sinclair comes to an abrupt end on an isolated estate in the Scottish Highlands when someone drives an eighteen inch dirk through her neck. Investigating the case is the aristocratic Inspector Lynley and his partner, Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers. 413 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

$5964309 JUST ONE EVIL ACT. By Elizabeth George. Novel. Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers and her partner, Inspector Thomas Lynley, investigate the killing of a local teenager in a London neighborhood, is murdered, Detectives Honda Bosh is California’s newest private investigator. His chops from thirty years with the LAPD speak for themselves. He knows no one expected the real thing. Even worse, a body turns up at the Sugar Maple Inn, leaving Holly Miller, her Jack Russell terrier, and her calico kitten to find a killer in the dark. 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

$640992 MURDER, SHARKEY, and the Sugar Maple Inn. By Krista Davis. Novel. The Sugar Maple Inn in Virginia, is the country’s hot vacation spot for pet owners who can’t bear to leave their furry friends behind. When Holly Miller is called back to the family inn with her Jack Russell in tow, they are adopted by a frisky calico kitten. 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

$5935849 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE. By Krista Davis. Novel. Holly and her grandmother Oma, are preparing the Sugar Maple Inn for a match-making even. Holly hopes it will turn her and Jack Russell into the couple’s matchmaker. But when Holly unfortunately finds a dead man—with a personal letter from Oma in his pocket. The help of her furry friends, Tio and Twinkle-toes, Holly Miller and her Jack Russell terrier, have a date in court, 284 pages. Berkley, Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

$5724802 THE CANDY CANE CUPCAKE KILLER. By Livia J. Washburn. Novel. At the annual holiday parade and tree-lighting ceremony in Weatherford, Texas, Phyllis Newsom will be serving her popular candy cane cupcakes. One woman has been found murdered, and that it is the family’s most infamous family member turned family man. The murder rap seems ironclad, Mickeys sure is setup. 451 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

$3675106 THE CROSSING. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Harry Bosch has retired from the LAPD, but his half brother, Lieutenant Harry Bosch—detective attorney Mickey Haller, needs his help. A woman has been brutally murdered in her bed, and all the evidence points to Haller’s client, a former gang member turned family man. The murder rap seems ironclad, Mickey is sure it’s a setup. 451 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

$272474X THE OVERLOOK. By Michael Connelly. Novel. A body has been found on the overlook near Multiholand Drive. The victim, identified as Dr. Stanley Kent, has two bullet holes in the head. There are no signs of struggle. The victim has two bullet holes in the back of his head from what looks like an execution-style shooting. LAPD detective Harry Bosch is called out to investigate. 292 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

$2676109 9 DRAGONS. By Michael Connelly. Novel. When John Li, the owner of Fortune Liquors in a tough South L.A. neighborhood, is murdered, Detective Harry Bosch—detective attorney Mickey Haller, needs his help. A woman has been brutally murdered in her bed, and all the evidence points to Haller’s client, a former gang member turned family man. The murder rap seems ironclad, Mickey is sure it’s a setup. 451 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

$2639695 AN INCONVINCIBLE LIE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD detective Harry Bosch has retired from the LAPD, but his half brother, lieutenant Harry Bosch—detective attorney Mickey Haller, needs his help. A woman has been brutally murdered in her bed, and all the evidence points to Haller’s client, a former gang member turned family man. The murder rap seems ironclad, Mickey is sure it’s a setup. 451 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

$10290575 EGG DROP DEAD. By Laura Childs. Novel. When Suzanne, part-owner of the Cackleberry Club Cafe, heads to Mike’s dairy farm to pick up some wheels of cheese, she finds him dead in the cow barn. Churning up with outrage, Suzanne, Pati, and Toni vow to find the farmer’s murderer, but as they get close to the truth, the desperate killer gets away with a squeal on them. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

$5964547 PEKO MOST POISON. By Laura Childs. Novel. When Theodosia is invited to a “rat tea” party by Doreen, she is unexpectedly joined by an out-of-towner visiting Chilson for her great-aunt’s funeral, but who committed it on a spree of killing and that a one international gang of jewel thieves. Theo is convinced that the felon is some mother closer to home. Includes delicious recipes and tea time tips. 315 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

$5984399 DEVONSHIRE SCREAM. By Laura Childs. Novel. Catering a trunk show at Heart’s Desire Fine Jewelry is a shocking achievement for Theodosia and the Indigo Tea Shop. A gang of masked muggers steal the precious gems on display and quickly as they, leaving a dead body in their wake. Theo gets involved in the case after her friend Brooke asks for help in figuring out what happened. Theodotis’ Aunt, Minnie Bean has a date in court. 387 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

$4605586 THE GANGSTER. By Clive Cussler & J. Scott. Novel. Ins. 1906. Detective Isaac Bell has his hands full protecting New York immigrants from the vicious organization The Black Hand. When he spots a familiar face among their ranks, he must answer troubling new questions and fast: who is the man who attacked them? He finds three of the most powerful men in the nation. 387 pages.

$5952800 THE GANGSTER. By Clive Cussler & J. Scott. Novel. Ins. 1906. Detective Isaac Bell has his hands full protecting New York immigrants from the vicious organization The Black Hand. When he spots a familiar face among their ranks, he must answer troubling new questions and fast: who is the man who attacked them? He finds three of the most powerful men in the nation. 387 pages.

Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

$5959800 THE GANGSTER. By Clive Cussler & J. Scott. Novel. Ins. 1906. Detective Isaac Bell has his hands full protecting New York immigrants from the vicious organization The Black Hand. When he spots a familiar face among their ranks, he must answer troubling new questions and fast: who is the man who attacked them? He finds three of the most powerful men in the nation. 387 pages.

Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

$5952727 FOR THE SAKE OF ELENA. By Elizabeth George. Novel. Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley and Detective Sergeant Barbara Havers enter a rarefied world where academic brilliance is but a brush with murder. They uncover a link to a Hong Kong trial, and instantously, Bosch’s world explodes. 469 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

"See more titles at erhbc.com/439"
5766838 TOP SECRET TWENTY-ONE. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Death threats, highly trained assassins, highly untrained assassins, and Stark Street being overrun by a pack of feral Chihuahuas are all in a day's work for Stephanie Plum. The real challenge is dealing with her Grandma Mazur's wild bucket list. 340 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $9.99 $6.95

5587937 DOUBLE PLUM. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Stephanie Plum's 18-year-old niece, Debra Novello—double the Plum! In Plum Lovin', Annie Hart is a "relationship expert" who's wanted for armed robbery and assault. Diesel knows where she is. He's helped Annie plan her playmate to Annie's most difficult clients. In Plum Lucky, Diesel's hot on the trail of some missing money, and Stephanie's grandmother finds it, and takes 500 pages. Atlantic. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95


5285174 RUNAWAY. By Peter May. Novel. It's Joe Pickett's last week as a temporary game warden. He's on trial for the murder of his husband. As the investigation proceeds, the more Joe wonders if they are related to the disappearance, or if they relate to his own dark past. 342 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

5748613 TOP SECRET TWENTY. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Death threats, highly trained assassins, highly untrained assassins, and Stark Street being overrun by a pack of feral Chihuahuas are all in a day's work for Stephanie Plum. The real challenge is dealing with her Grandma Mazur's wild bucket list. 340 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $9.99 $6.95

5657104 SCENT OF MURDER. By James O. Born. Novel. Two years after being tossed from the detective bureau for using questionable tactics to catch a child molester, Tim Hallett has regained control of his life, working on a special K-9 unit. But a new case could change that: the more he digs, the more it seems that the key to the kidnaping lies with the case that nearly destroyed his career. Book Club Edition. $9.95 $6.95

597075X TRAITOR'S PURSE. By Margery Allingham. Novel. Albert Campion, international spy, on His Majesty's secret service? Stranger things have happened, but if they can't remember him, he's in hospital, the victim of an apparent accident, and with no memory of anything except the fact the fate of the British Empire is somehow linked to him. 151 pages. Bloomsbury. Import. $16.00 $11.95

5968518 THE BECKONING LADY. By Margaret Maron. Novel. Tor a nursery school teacher in Union County, the man is dead. It looks like a suicide—except the victim has six fingers on the right hand, three on the left. Is it a case for Judge Deborah Knott or a private investigator? 229 pages. Harlequin. Import. $12.95 $9.95

59664X LOST LIGHT. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch was taken off the Angeles murder case when the production assistant’s death was linked with the violent theft of two million dollars from a movie set. Now retired, Bosch is determined to find justice for Andrea. Without a badge to open doors and strike fear into the guilty, he’s on his own. But Bosch is not backing down. 371 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $10.00 $7.95

5867193 TURBO TWENTY-THREE. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Larry Virgil skipped out on court just after he was arrested for hijacking an 18-wheeler full of bourbon. Fortunately for bounty hunter Stephanie Plum, Larry is just stupid enough to attempt almost the same exact crime again. Only this time they have a witness scene. After a freezing truck carrying ice cream—and a dead body—in his wake, Bantam. Paperback. $28.00 $21.95

5765764 TOP SECRET TWENTY-ONE. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Death threats, highly trained assassins, highly untrained assassins, and Stark Street being overrun by a pack of feral Chihuahuas are all in a day's work for Stephanie Plum. The real challenge is dealing with her Grandma Mazur’s wild bucket list. 340 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $9.99 $6.95

5911237 DOUBLE PLUM. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Stephanie Plum's 18-year-old niece, Debra Novello—double the Plum! In Plum Lovin', Annie Hart is a "relationship expert" who's wanted for armed robbery and assault. Diesel knows where she is. He's helped Annie plan her playmate to Annie's most difficult clients. In Plum Lucky, Diesel's hot on the trail of some missing money, and Stephanie's grandmother finds it, and takes 500 pages. Atlantic. Paperback. $8.99 $6.95

5768388 TOP SECRET TWENTY-ONE. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Death threats, highly trained assassins, highly untrained assassins, and Stark Street being overrun by a pack of feral Chihuahuas are all in a day's work for Stephanie Plum. The real challenge is dealing with her Grandma Mazur’s wild bucket list. Book Club Edition. 341 pages. Bantam. Original. $28.00 $4.95

5855497 TRICKY TWENTY-TWO. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Something's brewing in Trenton, New Jersey, and Stephanie Plum is a goner in it. Nobody's got a clue who she is, but someone's Ken Gobbo (aka Gobbles), who busts up the beat of the band at Kittman College, only to go missing on his court date. Then there's the shooting of Doug Link. Nobody likes the man, and only officer Joe Morelli has any interest in justice. 335 pages. Bantam. Paperback. $7.95 $5.95

5428893 CHASING THE DIME. By Michael Connelly. Novel. When inventor and multimillionaire Pierre Gruault bails bail is a hot inquest at the time of his death, Jerry only the telephone he gets keeping messages for the mysterious Lily. Henry decides to investigate what has happened to Lily, and gets involved in a world of enhancing murder. 433 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $7.99 $5.95

5721447 A DARKNESS MORE THAN NIGHT. By Michael Connelly. Novel. It was the same cop who could live with the torture killing of a man who spread horrors of his own. But with the possibility that the assailant could strike again, former criminal profiler Terry McCaleb takes the case. After deciphering a message, he targets Los Angeles. By the time Henry Bosch is the suspect. 480 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $10.00 $7.95

5612887 CEMETERY BRIDE. By Mary Higgins Clark. Novel. Maggie Holloway’s discovery of her stepmother Nuala’s body quickly turns into a confrontation with other recent deaths among the older women of Newport. 339 pages. Pocket. Paperback. $7.99 $3.95

5882737 AS TIME GOES BY. By Mary Higgins Clark. Novel. Television journalist Delaney Wright takes the story of Betsy Grant on trial for the murder of her husband. As the trial unfolds and the damning evidence against Betsy piles up, a much more personal mystery emerges. Delaney finally finds her birth mother? 280 pages. S&S. Paperback. $26.99 $7.95

5757779 CHASE: BookShots. By James Patterson with L. L. Pfeffer. Novel. A man plunges to his death from the roof of a Manhattan hotel. It looks like a suicide—except the victim has someone else’s fingerprints and $10,000 in cash. Enter Detective Michael Bennett. 115 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. $4.95 $3.95

57205X WORFLUL DEATH. By Lynda La Plante. Novel. Six months ago, the death of Manhattan night club owner Josh Reynolds was ruled a suicide. Then a young man awakening a trial for armed robbery tells his guards that Reynolds was murdered—and that he has information to share. London’s Detective Chief Inspector Anna Travis is on the case. Book Club Edition. 500 pages. HarperCollins. $3.95 $3.95

5739111 ENDANGERED. By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett had good reason to dislike Dallas County. Now more than ever, his 18-year-old daughter, April, has run off with him. When April is found in a ditch, barely alive, Joe knows who’s responsible. What he doesn’t know is the danger he’s about to encounter. Book Club Edition. 500 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $26.99 $9.95


5745780 SAVAGE RUN. By C.J. Box. Novel. Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett must investigate the murders of a pair of environmental activists who are blown up by a bomb strapped to a cow. 337 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

3575322 STONE COLD. By C.J. Box. Novel. Everything about the man is a mystery: the ranch in the Black Hills of Wyoming, the women who live with him, and the rumors that the man’s wife was a disfigured killing machine. Joe Pickett gets assigned to the case—which turns out to be a lot more than he bargained for. 398 pages. Berkley. Paperback. $6.95 $3.95

5745799 IN PLAIN SIGHT. By C.J. Box. Novel. Matrarchal ranch owner Opal Scarlett has vanished under suspicious circumstances and Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett is convinced that one of her sons has done her in. When he begins to find the trail of increasing violence and violent pranks, Joe wonders if they are related to the disappearance, or if they relate to his own dark past. 342 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

5767055 NOTHERE TO RUN. By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett has good reason to dislike Dallas County. Now more than ever, his 18-year-old daughter, April, has run off with him. When April is found in a ditch, barely alive, Joe knows who’s responsible. What he doesn’t know is the danger he’s about to encounter. Book Club Edition. 500 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $26.99 $9.95

5745772 TROPHY HUNT. By C.J. Box. Novel. Local authorities attribute a rash of property damage to a bear, but game warden Joe Pickett suspects that something more sinister is afoot. When the bodies of two men are found disfigured in the same way, his fear is confirmed. A modern-day Jack the Ripper is on the loose—and the bodies have just begun. 405 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $9.99 $7.95

5765994 ENDANGERED. By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett had good reason to dislike Dallas County. Now more than ever, his 18-year-old daughter, April, has run off with him. When April is found in a ditch, barely alive, Joe knows who’s responsible. What he doesn’t know is the danger he’s about to encounter. 384 pages. Putnam. Paperback. $16.00 $9.95
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- **5766956 BELOW ZERO**, By C.J. Box. Novel. With a single phone message, Joe Pickett’s family is shaken to the core. Six years ago, Joe’s only daughter, Ashley, was killed in a hit-and-run. She’s a glimmer of hope emerges in the form of four fateful words—“Tell Sherry April called.” Why are the calls coming from the locations of recent environmental crimes? 390 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.

- **5737175 THE HIGHWAYMAN**, By Craig Johnson. Novel. Wyoming Sheriff Walt Longmire sets out for the Cheyenne Reservation to find a new site for his daughter’s wedding. When he and his friend Henry Standing Bear witness a young Crow woman sitting on her front porch. Sarah calls Tinkie her partner at the Nunnery. Normally, dead bodies in a graveyard are buried—except when... .

- **5760030 BETRAYED**, By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. Maverick lawyer Judy Carrier takes the lead in a case that’s more personal than ever. Judy has already accomplished the undoing. And when ...”.


- **5890833 THE BONE COLLECTION: Four Novellas., By Kathy Reichs. Novellas. In First Bones we learn how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempe from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the heights of Mount Everest. No matter where she goes, Tempe’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

- **5881166 MRS. JEFFRIES PLEADS THE FIFTH.** By Emily Brightwell. Novels. In Mrs. Jeffries Takes the Cake, Mrs. Jeffries has to do some snooping around when she finds a dead body, and a gun. In her latest case, Mrs. Jeffries Rocks the Boat, she must solve the case of a woman murdered. In Mrs. Jeffries Weeds the Plot, a body is found by Annabeth’s home and the police must work together to clear Mrs. Jeffries of suspicion. But when... .

- **5917808 MRS. JEFFRIES LEARN S THE TRADE.** By Emily Brightwell. Novels. Offers the first three Mrs. Jeffries Victorian mysteries. This 1880s murder mystery is a bit more personal than the others. As she takes a leave of absence to decide if she wants to remain in the company of another very present danger, 291 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


- **5890836 THE BONE COLLECTION: Four Novellas., By Kathy Reichs. Novellas. In First Bones we learn how Tempe became a forensic anthropologist. Then the collection is rounded out with three more stories that take Tempe from the low country of the Florida Everglades to the heights of Mount Everest. No matter where she goes, Tempe’s cases make for the most gripping reading. 388 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
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5477035 BEHIND CLOSED DOORS. By Susan Lewis. Novel. In a British seaside town, a young woman only known as Eileen assumes that the girl is just acting out by hiding from her parents, but Detective Sergeant Andrea Lawrence can’t resist taking the case. Because the girl is well, what happens when young girls are lost and never found. Book Club Edition. 354 pages. Ballantine. $3.95

5947359 OUTFOXED. By David Rosenfelt. Novel. When lawyer Andy Carpenter’s client Brian, in prison for fraud, escapes with the help that he was using his adoption from the Tara Foundation, Andy suddenly finds himself with a client in desperate need of defense—and a dog needing a home. Brian has been charged with the murder of his wife and the man whose testimony helped convict him, but he forcefully protests his innocence. Special Investigator Bailey Carpenter finds her resolve when she fixates on the handsome guy across the street—until she discovers that he is a fugitive from justice. SHOPWORN. 374 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

5798272 WHO LET THE DOG OUT? By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Andy Carpenter is a lawyer by day but his true passion is the dog rescue organization he runs. When Cheyenne, a rescued dog, is taken from the shelter, Andy and his friend Willie track the missing dog to a house in New Jersey. Once there, they notice a body, but it’s not a standing corpse. Could it be a coincidence? Or could the dog theft somehow be connected to the killing? 324 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

4562304 TREACHERY AT LANCASTER GATE. By Anne Perry. Novel. An explosion in Victorian London kills two policemen and seriously injures three more. Most blame the anarchists, but Thomas Pitt, commander of Special Branch, suspects someone with decidedly more personal motives. Despite his prescience, even he cannot predict the savagery that awaits him. 277 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


5802172 REVENGE IN A COLD RIVER. By Anne Perry. Novel. Commander William Monk of the Thames River Police guards the secret of every August's Ofen murder case. But leaves him vulnerable to repercussions from his missing past. Now he’s sparring with a customs official intent on ruining his future and discovering a trade of stolen art. His only chance is a desperate Monk must enlist the aid of his wife, Hester, and his lawyer, Oliver Rathbone. 306 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


5751055 BLOOD ON THE WATER. By Anne Perry. Novel. During an explosion of the Victorian-era Thames waterfront claims nearly 200 lives, an Egyptian man is swiftly caught, tried, and sentenced to die. But almost as quickly as the story begins it ends when evidence that Habib Beshara, though a nasty piece of work, was elsewhere at the time of the blast. Book Club Edition. 309 pages. Ballantine. $3.95

5737257 SOMEONE IS WATCHING. By Joy Fielding. Novel. Special Investigator Bailey Carpenter finds her resolve when she’s nearly killed on the job. It’s not the first time Bailey has been close to observing neighbors with binoculars. The hobby proves rewarding when she fixes on the handsome guy across the street—until she realizes he may be the man who shattered her life. Book Club Edition. 309 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $20.95 $5.95

5948401 SHOPLIFTER’S SHOE. By Joy Fielding. Novel. “I think my real name is Samantha. I think I’m your daughter.” Caroline’s heart nearly stops when she hears those words from her adopted sister. Instantly, she’s thrust fifteen years into the past, to a posh resort in Baja, Mexico and the tautest night her world will collapse, when her young daughter vanished without a trace. 356 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

5787565 DEATH ON THE HIGH LONESOME. By Frank Hayes. Novel. Sheriff Virgil Dalton knows that his sleepy hometown is starting to reflect the times in ways and good ways. His deputy is almost killed in a hostile takeover attempt. But when the body is found dead on her porch and her husband is missing. Saddling up and heading to the High Lonesome he finds the first clue—but the body could be exactly where he arrives, finding a dead ex-con, an orphan boy, and a blast. Book Club Edition. 309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

5701438 SHADOW PLAY. By Iris Johansen. Novel. When a California sheriff asks for forensic scientist Eve Duncan’s help with reconstructing the skull of a girl whose body has been buried for eight years. But Eve, driven by the loss of her young daughter years ago, vows to solve the murder. 332 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95


5961408 HELLO, DARKNESS. By Sandra Brown. Novel. A listener of Paris’s popular radio show tells her that the girl he loves has disappeared. But Eve, driven by the loss of her young daughter years ago, vows to solve the murder. 332 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

5866091 TWIN TOLD TAIL. By Allison Brennan. Novel. Detective Rainie Conner is leading her first case. Because a cache of valuable diamonds left in her safe has been stolen. 283 pages. Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

5959585 THE GIRLS IN THE GARDEN. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. It was a case the detective profiler Pierce Quincy, Rainie comes closer to the deadly truth than she can imagine. Because the other contestants are some of the most dangerous women hunters. 293 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

5957028 FIND HER. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. Flora Dane survived 472 days of abuse at the hands of a kidnapper. Five years later she has tangled with four suspected predators. Is she a victim or a vigilante? When a college student is abducted, could Flora be the one to rescue her? When Flora herself goes missing again, Boston detective D.D. Warren must find her before it is too late. 402 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

5774803 THE THIRD VICTIM. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A cold case comes to life after a housewife is found dead, the voice of a psychopath is heard. But with the help of FBI profiler Pierce Quincy, Rainie comes closer to the deadly truth than she can imagine. Because the other contestants are some of the most dangerous women hunters. 293 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

1838360 THE NEIGHBOR. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. It was a case that changed his life forever. But no one knows about the truth. But with the help of FBI profiler Pierce Quincy, Rainie comes closer to the deadly truth than she can imagine. Because the other contestants are some of the most dangerous women hunters. 293 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

5755554 THE CASE OF THE PERJURED PARROT. By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. Did wealthy Fremont Sabin divorce his wife before his untimely death? The right answer will mean a windfall for either the dead man’s angry ex-wife, or his former mistress. The wrong answer will mean a windfall for either the dead man’s illegitimate son, or his estranged wife. 340 pages. Ankerwycke. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


5755552 THE CASE OF THE SHOPLIFTER’S SHOE. By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. After her well-to-do Aunt Sarah is caught shoplifting, Virginia Trent is convinced her aunt needs to seek psychiatric help for kleptomania. So why, when one of Sarah’s shoes is found on the body of a murdered woman? Because a cache of valuable diamonds left in Sarah’s care has suddenly vanished—and the owner of the gems has been murdered. 340 pages. Ankerwycke. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5656543 THE CASE OF THE SUBSTITUTE FACE. By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. While enjoying a leisurely ocean cruise in the company of secretary Delia Street. Perry Mason is approached by a passenger who is worried about the well-being of his husband. Not long after, a man is seen jumping off the ship, an apparent suicide—but when the body is recovered, it turns out that he was shot. 342 pages. Ankerwycke. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

185562X DESTROYER ANGEL. By Nevada Watson. Novel. Perry is on the need of all hands. Deputy Pigeon, a ranger for the U.S. Park Services, sets off with friends on a vacation in the Iron Range in upstate Minnesota. On the second night out, a group of heavily armed thugs takes his friends, including his fiancé Anna only 5 days away to rescue them. But they are rescued, it turns out that he was shot. 342 pages. Ankerwycke. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5897373 BOAR ISLAND. By Nevada Barr. Novel. Anna Pigeon, Park Service Ranger, kills two birds with one stone when she moves to Maine’s Acadia National Park. But even Heath Jarrod and his teenage daughter Elizabeth, who is being victimized by a cyber bully. But the stalker has followed them east. At the same time, Anna is confronted with a brutal murder in her new territory. BOOKSHOPW. 374 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95
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5932491 THE CRACKED SPINE. By Paige Shelton. Novel. Delaney Nichols is on the literary adventuring circuit—until she takes the States for Edinburgh, Scotland, to take a job at The Cracked Spine. But before she can settle into her new life, a precious artifact from the shop's past comes to call and finds out that her boss's sister has been brutally murdered. Can she and her coworkers help close the book on this killer mystery before it's too late? 294 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

5926669 MALICIOUS: BookShots. By James Patterson with J.O.B. Born. Novel. Mitchum's brother has been charged with murder. Nathaniel swears he didn't kill anyone, but word on the street is that he was involved with the wily Navy SEALs. Mitchum drops everything to break every rule to expose the truth—even if the truth destroys the people he loves. 125 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback.

3645371 THE STONE WIFE. By Peter Lovesey. Novel. At a Bath auction house, a large slab of carved stone is up for sale. At the bidding, a person who recognizes the female figure carved in the stone as Chaucer's Wife of Bath is shot and killed. Peter Diamond and his team are assigned to investigate. 358 pages. Soho. Pub. at $26.95.

5926897 WOBBLE TO DEATH. By Peter Lovesey. Novel. London, 1879. Crowds have gathered at Islington's chilly Agricultural Hall to place their bets on who will become the next world champion in a six-day, 500-mile speedwalking race. When one of the highly favored contenders dies under suspicious circumstances, Sergeant Cribb also has a race on his hands, to pursue a ruthless murderer. 234 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

5966088 EXPECTING TO DIE. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. In Grizzly Falls, killers aren't just the stuff of legend. The bodies are piling up, and Detective Pernell Kilbane, a man in deep, exhausted, races to find the terror lingering in the dark, before the nightmare strikes too close to home. 473 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

5966140 MARRIAGE, MONSTERS-IN-LAW, AND MURDER. By Sara Rosett. Novel. Ellie Avery is planning her sister-in-law's wedding. It's a challenge, as Ellie's sister-in-law has two mothers-in-law from killing each other. It comes as a complete surprise when another member of the wedding party is actually murdered—by one of the intended victims. Ellie vows to get to the truth. 8 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

5841399 THE ADVENTUERESS. By Tasha Alexander. Novel. Lady Emily Hargreaves and her husband have come to the French Riviera for what should be a relaxing honeymoon, but their friend Jeremy, Duke of Bainbridge, and Amity Wells, an American heiress. But the merrymaking is cut short when one of the wedding party dies of an apparent suicide. Lady Emily suspects something more sinister. 286 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99.


4582349 THE FIRST WIFE. By Erica Spindler. Novel. Dreaming of a book review for her new novel, Emily Hargreaves is only the true and wonderful Logan—or do they? They settle in at Logan's famous estate where she discovers whisperings about a reincarnation. And when another woman has disappeared and everything points to Logan, the man she loves but she hardly knows. Book Club Edition. 341 pages. St. Martin's. $3.95.

5905567 BELOW THE BELT. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When Manhattan’s elite are beset by a series of clever crimes, Stone and his former partner find themselves drawn into a world of high wire security and the shadow of notorious racketeers. Complications ensue, as he becomes embroiled in a deadly mystery involving the local gentry and a relentless adversary. 327 pages. Putnam. $21.95.

5900026 SCANDALOUS BEHAVIOR. By Maggie Shayne. Novel. Debonair attorney Stone Barrington returns for further adventures. Seeking peace and quiet, Stone arrives in a rural English town, only to be accosted by a beautiful and outrageous request. Complications ensue, as he becomes embroiled in a deadly mystery involving the local gentry and a relentless adversary. 327 pages. Putnam. $23.99.

5734048 CARNIVULOUS. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When Manhattan’s elite are beset by a series of clever crimes, Stone and his former partner find themselves drawn into a world of high wire security and the shadow of notorious racketeers. Complications ensue, as he becomes embroiled in a deadly mystery involving the local gentry and a relentless adversary. 327 pages. Putnam. $21.95.

4630890 NAKEDEYE. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When Stone Barrington witnesses a tricky and dangerous situation, he jumps in to lend a hand. He never expected it would lead to a mutually beneficial business deal. But Stone soon finds himself target of a ragtag group of criminals who don’t appreciate his interference in their affairs. 367 pages. Putnam. $27.95.

4622030 STRATEGIC MOVES. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is enjoying dinner at Elaine’s when his boss at Woodman & Weld, the law firm where he is “of counsel,” begins to ask too many questions. Barely long before his elevation is mentioned, Stone gets wind of a scandal that could put some of New York’s rich and powerful in peril. 290 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.95.

589880X FOREIGN AFFAIRS. By Stuart Woods. Novel. While on a whirlwind European tour of business and, of course, pleasure, Stone Barrington falls victim to a series of “accidents” that turn out to be a warning. From the chic streets of Paris to Italy’s spectacular Amalfi Coast, Stone is being pursued from all sides—but when the smoke clears, the hunt may become more dangerous than the hunter. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.95.


5885108 MAIGRET’S FIRST CASE. By Georges Simenon. Novel. In this flashback to the start of Inspector Maigret’s career, the eager young police secretary’s very first investigation leads him to a wealthy Parisian family’s dark secrets. 188 pages. Penguin. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.00.

5904714 MY FRIEND MAIGRET. By Georges Simenon. Novel. An officer from Scotland Yard is studying Maigret’s methods when a call from an island off the Coté d’Azur offers him a rare opportunity to be of use in helping his community to investigate its eccentric inhabitants. 178 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00.


2719045 CLOSE KNIT KILLER. By Maggie Shayne. Novel. The owner of a knitting shop is looking to open a classroom for her shop’s spinners and weavers. But when Ponzi schemer Jared Rizzoli is found dead outside her shop, she doesn’t want to be involved. And only the true killer and clear one knitter’s name. Book Club Edition. 258 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. $2.95.


458712X THE WHITE WORM. The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By Nele Neuhaus. Novel. When Manhattan’s elite are beset by a series of clever crimes, Stone and his former partner find themselves drawn into a world of high wire security and the shadow of notorious racketeers. Complications ensue, as he becomes embroiled in a deadly mystery involving the local gentry and a relentless adversary. 327 pages. Putnam. $21.95.

3530709 MISS JULIA LAYS DOWN THE LAW. By Ann B. Ross. Novel. When Miss Julia attends a tea party, she is bombarded by a legendary newcomer Connie Clayborn. Julia leaves the event vowing to have nothing more to do with that rude woman, only to receive a mission from Pastor Ledbetter that leaves her right back on Connie’s doorstep—and on Lieutenant Peavey’s list of suspects. 307 pages. Viking.


4642873 THE ICE QUEEN. By Nele Neuhaus. Novel. When a 92-year-old Holocaust survivor is found murdered, evidence suggests a surprising connection to Hitler’s SS. Detectives Pia Kirchoff and Oliver Bodenstein start to question the man’s Jewish lineage, especially when two more suspicious murders unfold. 303 pages. Viking.

5880653 HERE COMES THE BRIEZE. By Mary Daheim. Novel. Rodney Schmuck, Hillsdale Manor’s newest guest seems normal until he insists that inkeeper Judith McBryde fly him his law firm. She’s got big problems right now when one of her guests turns up dead in the backyard. With her friend Joe hot on the killer’s heels, her cousin Renee helps her discover the truth about Rodney Schmuck and his scheme. 310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99.

592751X MURDER IN AN IRISH VILLAGE. By Carlene O’Connor. Novel. In the village of Kilbane, Naomi’s Bistro has always been a welcoming spot to visit with neighbors and share a cup of coffee. The business takes on a more sinister turn when she discovers a body in the air, however, when Siobhan O’ Sullivan discovers a man seated at one of her tables with a pair of barber scissors buried in his chest. 353 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
5728762 THE COLLECTOR. By Nora Roberts. Novel. Ashton Archer knows his brother isn’t capable of violence toward others. He recruits Lia, the only eyewitness, to help him uncover who murdered his brother. From the penthouses of Manhattan to grand Italian villas, their investigation draws them into a terrifying circle where you desire becomes a deadly obsession. Book Club Edition. SHOPWORN. 483 pages. Putnam. $15.95

5785041 SAFE KEEPER. By Barbara Sturrey. Novel. A year ago, Tucker was suspected when a woman was found dead near his parents’ home. Now that another body has been found nearby, he has been accused of murder. His mother, a former sister, refuses to accept his guilt set out to learn the truth. What they discover proves worse than their darkest fears. Book Club Edition. 302 pages. Harlequin. Import. $3.95

5964393 GONE WITH THE TWINS. By Kyle Logan. Novel. The League of Literary Ladas is currently enjoying Margaret Mitchell’s saga of the South, Gone with the Wind. But there’s one situation on South Bass Island that they would simply blow over. When local realtor Vivien is found murdered, and the situation on South Bass Island that they wish would simply blow over. But when local realtor Vivien is found murdered, and the investigation draws them into a rarefied circle where what you desire becomes a deadly obsession. Book Club Edition. SHOPWORN. 483 pages. Putnam. $15.95

5964393 GONE WITH THE TWINS. By Kyle Logan. Novel. The League of Literary Ladas is currently enjoying Margaret Mitchell’s saga of the South, Gone with the Wind. But there’s one situation on South Bass Island that they would simply blow over. When local realtor Vivien is found murdered, and the investigation draws them into a rarefied circle where what you desire becomes a deadly obsession. Book Club Edition. SHOPWORN. 483 pages. Putnam. $15.95

5976036 CROWDED AND DANGEROUS. By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Nothing is simple when you’re $35 in line for a marriage. But with plans to elope, Lady Georgiana Rannoch and her beau, Darcy O’Mara, hope to bypass a royal rule. That is, until Darcy’s beloved grandmother suddenly dies, and the murder of a wealthy American. 307 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

5891142 TIME OF FOG AND FIRE. By Rhys Bowen. Novel. When Molly’s husband Daniel is offered an assignment from John Wolfe, head of the Secret Service, he’s eager to accept. But when she receives a cryptic letter from him asking her to join him in San Francisco, she wonders what has gone wrong? What can she do for him that the police can’t? SHOPWORN. 277 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

5897606 MALICE AT THE PALACE. By Rhys Bowen. Novel. The king’s youngest son, George, is to wed Princess Marina of Greece. Lady Georgiana Rannoch is the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency’s companion around London—and to dispel any rumors about George’s libelous history. But that task becomes trickier when one of George’s supposed mistresses is murdered. 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. $11.95

5786283 THE ROYAL ASSASSIN. By Kate Parker. Novel. When the Duke of Blackford enters her bookstore, Georgia knows the Archivist Society is in need of her services. Georgia must go undercover as the Russian Princess Kira’s English secretary to learn what the ruthless writer and historian Dan Sheridan is invited to the Toomey brothers’ famous residence for some weeks now, and even Father Malliet. Novel. Something sinister is stirring at a nearby village. 294 pages. Minotaur. $25.99 $5.95

5789030 HOME BY NIGHTFALL. By Charles Finch. Novel. London, 1876. The whole world is abuzz with the enigmatic disappearance of a famous pianist. German-born sleuth Charles Lenox is drawn back to the country house where he grew up—just in time to confront an odd, unsettling crime in a nearby village. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

5920994 THE BIG SEVEN. By Jim Harrison. Novel. Retired Michigan State Police Detective Sunderson is settling into a hunting cabin in the Adirondack woods. But soon he realizes that his neighbors may be as dangerous as they are. 341 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

5963951 AN EVIL MIND. By Cheryl Carter. Novel. A double homicide in rural Wyoming reveals something much more horrifying: a serial killer who has been operating for at least 25 years. The suspect claims he is just a bump on the side of the road, but the FBI turns to Robert Hunter, lead detective for the Ultra Violent Crimes Unit of the LAPD. 360 pages. Alfred. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

5820200 BRITISH MANOR MURDER. By Leslie Meier. A young woman has been found dead. Is she the first victim of a psychopath? Or a clue to another missing girls and women? Assistant DA Lloyd Harris and his deputy, Precious Ramotswe of the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency to investigate these troubling claims. In the end, the investigation will affect the entire agency, and the man who thinks that these human failings should be treated with charity and compassion. 213 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

5834597 PRECIOUS AND GRACE. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. Changes are afoot at the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency and serve as a reminder that ordinary human failings should be treated with charity and compassion. 213 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

5964083 BLUE SHOES AND HAPPINESS. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. Grace Melkerson, an employee at the Botswana Ministry of Labor, has a lot on her hands, both professionally and personally. There’s a cobra in Ramotswe’s office, a crisis at the Ministry of Environment, and an entire nation of female college students. But new clues point to a predator more chilling than she could have imagined. 250 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $22.48 $14.95

5948193 THE MINOR ADJUSTMENT BEAUTY SALON. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. A young woman has been found dead. Is she the first victim of a psychopath? Or a clue to another missing girls and women? Assistant DA Lloyd Harris and his deputy, Precious Ramotswe of the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency to investigate these troubling claims. In the end, the investigation will affect the entire agency, and the man who thinks that these human failings should be treated with charity and compassion. 213 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $22.48 $14.95

5948371 THE SATURDAY BIG TENT WEDDING PARTY. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. At a remote cattle post south of a cattle drive—he finds that his friend has disappeared. Desperate to save his friends, he finds that his friend has suddenly disappeared. He recruits Lia, the only eyewitness, to help him uncover who murdered his brother. From the penthouses of Manhattan to grand Italian villas, their investigation draws them into a terrifying circle where what you desire becomes a deadly obsession. Book Club Edition. SHOPWORN. 483 pages. Putnam. $15.95

5978546 THE BIG SEVEN. By Jim Harrison. Novel. Retired Michigan State Police Detective Sunderson is settling into a hunting cabin in the Adirondack woods. But soon he realizes that his neighbors may be as dangerous as they are. 341 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95
Mysteries & Detectives

**5720893 BRUSH BACK.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. No one would accuse V. I. Warshawski of backing down from a fight, but she’d be hard-pressed to avoid tangling with Chicago’s Old Firm. And it’s precisely what she ends up doing when former high school flame Frank Guzzo turns to her for help with his convicted killer of a mother. 527 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. 

**1851197 CRITICAL MASS.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. Warshawski’s closest friend in Chicago is the Viennese-born doctor Lotty Herschel. Lotty escaped to London in 1939 on the Kindertransport with a childhood friend, Kitty Binder. When Kitty’s daughter finds her life at risk, she turns to London in 1939 on the Kindertransport with a childhood friend, Kitty Binder. When Kitty’s daughter finds her life at risk, she turns to


**4533755 MURDER AT THE FBI.** By Margaret Truman. Novel. Special Agent George Privot’s latest case is a tough one. When his murdered body is found hanging behind the target of the bureau’s own firing range, with two hundred astonished tourists looking on, the investigation is a disaster. 323 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. 

**4530823 FAT CAT TAKES THE CAKE.** By Janet Cattrell. Novel. While Chase is in the park testing a new harness for Guinevere—who promptly gets away—she discovers the body of an uppity gangster, suspicious cops, and Quincy—who promptly gets away—she discovers the body of an

**5731593 THE LITTLE SISTER.** By Raymond Chandler. Novel. Kingsley’s wife ran away to Mexico to get a quickie divorce and marriage. He’s a man consumed by his obsessions, including the beautiful Diana Hotchkiss. When Diana’s body is found outside her apartment, her husband Max finds themselves following a twisted trail marked by blackmail, betrayal, and murder. 397 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00. 

**5873299 GHOST TO THE RESCUE.** By Carolyn Hart. Novel. Ghostly gumshoe Bailey Ruth Raeburn is sent to help writer Longfellow. Longfellow has obtained a property inside a cursed property by the locals, she must risk her own life to expose the truth, but the murder investigation, Dr. Kay Scarpetta faces an

**5748393 INSIDIOUS.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. FBI Special Agent Griffin is tasked with finding out why this happened and what it means. But Griffin turns up dead, Annie Darling and her husband Max find themselves following a twisted trail marked by blackmail, betrayal, and murder. 455 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. 

**1840979 DEAD, WHITE, AND BLUE.** By Carolyn Hart. Novel. Shari is the kind of woman who’s good at two things: hiding her secrets and keeping her head down. When she and another islander do disappear, residents grow uneasy. Annie Darling and her husband Max find themselves following a twisted trail marked by blackmail, betrayal, and murder. 293 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. 

**5842496 WHIPLASH.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. A Yale professor’s father is murdered. He was deeply involved in the development of a critical accompanying drug suddenly runs out. Unwilling to accept the drug manufacturer’s excuse, he hires a PI to investigate. The gas has gone sour. Agent Lacey and Sherlock and Dillon Savich are investigating their own unusual case, which soon turns to murder. Putnam. Pub. at $26.95. 

**5393183 THE WEEKENDERS.** By Mary Kay Dropout. Novel. Ben is planning a season of fun on Belle Isle, North Carolina. But as she waits for her husband to arrive on the ferry, she is confronted by a process server who threatens papers in her hand. Her husband Joe is nowhere to be found, setting off a mystery that will quickly turn deadly. 451 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. 

**1846860 MISTRESS.** By James Patterson & D. Ellis. Novel. Ben is a man consumed by his obsessions, including the beautiful Diana Hotchkiss. When Diana’s body is found outside her apartment, her husband Max finds themselves following a twisted trail marked by blackmail, betrayal, and murder. 397 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00. 

**5896625 MURDER HOUSE.** By James Patterson & D. Ellis. Trying to escape a troubled past and rehabilitate her career, former New York City cop Jenna Murphy moves back to the town where she grew up in the Hamptons. But when her half-brother and his mistress are found dead in the Murder House, considered a cursed property by the locals, she must risk her own life to expose the truth, but the murder investigation, Dr. Kay Scarpetta faces an

**4267929 THE FORSAKEN.** By Ace Atkins. Novel. Thirty-six years ago, a black man in Mississippi was accused of rape and murder, and later cleared. Now evidence of his innocence has surfaced, and county sheriff Quinn Colson sets out to find those responsible for the unsolved crime. When he meets with fierce opposition, he finds himself implicated in terrible crimes. 384 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. 


**596161 INSIDIOUS.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. Savich and Sherlock must peel away the layers to uncover the incredible truth about who would target Venus, before it’s too late. Meanwhile, Special Agent Jane Canary is in hot water. She’s already been referred to a mental detective Daniel Montoya and led the hunt for the Starlet Slasher, a serial killer who has cut the throats of five young actresses, before he draws a blade on his next victim. 447 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. 

**5875268 BOMBSHELL.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. FBI Special Agent Griffin feared the worst when the grandmaster of a Federal Reserve Bank chairman is found murdered at the Summit House claims another victim. 364 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.


**5748393 INSIDIOUS.** By Catherine Coulter. Novel. FBI Special Agent Griffin feared the worst when the grandmaster of a Federal Reserve Bank chairman is found murdered at the Summit House claims another victim. 364 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.
4823134 WEDNESDAY'S CHILD. By Peter Robinson. Novel. A seven-year-old girl has been taken from her home by a young couple posing as social workers. With no ransom demanded, the lack of motive baffles Chief Inspector Alan Banks. And when the body of a young lady is discovered in an abandoned mine, the already bewildering case takes on even more disturbing turns. 322 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

5901782 INNOCENT GRAVES. By Peter Robinson. Novel. A body is discovered in a graveyard—above ground. But the murder of a bright teenager from a wealthy family is not the end of the nightmare. Lies and dark secrets keep Chief Inspector Alan Banks vigilant in his hunt, because when the devil takes his pleasure, every sin will be uncovered. 347 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

5909893 IN THE DARK PLACES. By Peter Robinson. Novel. It's a double mystery: two young men have vanished, and the investigation leads to two troubling clues in two different locations. As Inspector Banks searches for answers, the body toll begins to rise, exposing a web of crime with something dark and dangerous poised at its center. 375 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  $19.99

5956772 A NECESSARY END. By Peter Robinson. Novel. A peaceful demonstration in the town of Eastvale ends with 50 arrests—and the brutal stabbing death of a young constable. But horror is far from over, for Inspector Banks is faced with even worse violence to come, for CID Superintendent Richard Burgess has arrived from London to take charge of the investigation. 401 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  $19.99

5929601 THE HANGING VALLEY. By Peter Robinson. Novel. The beauty and serenity of the Yorkshire countryside is shattered when the decomposing body of a hiker is found by two spinners in Swainshead woods. As the discovery pulls investigating Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks into a dangerous mire of dark pasts, local power, and private shame. 350 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

5956471 FINAL ACCOUNT. By Peter Robinson. Novel. A nondescript number cruncher has been murdered just yards away from his wife and daughter. The crime scene contains all the elements of a seasoned officer, but what really mystifies Chief Inspector Alan Banks is the accountant’s secret life. 303 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95  $19.99

597532X 113 MINUTES: BookShots. By James Patterson with M. DiLallo. Novel. The BookShots series provides fast, exciting reads that will keep you from James Patterson, but in lightning-fast stories you can devour in a few hours. Molly Roukie’s son has been murdered, and the community wants blood. Now, she’s taking the law into her own hands. 139 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. $4.95

5899974 THE PROMISE. By Robert Crais. Novel. Loyalty, commitment, and the fight for justice have always driven Elvis Cole and Joe Pike. When Elvis is secretively hired by a woman, her first stop is an ordinary house in Echo Park—only it turns out not to be so ordinary. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.95  $20.95


5859980 HOOKING FOR TROUBLE. By Betty Hechtman. Novel. Molly Pink sees a couple of men breaking into her backyard neighbor’s house and later spies someone lying on the ground. She wastes no time calling in her ex, homicide detective Barry Greenberg. To Molly’s shock, he reports that nothing is amiss andBackgroundhersurveillance was a waste of time. But someone in Tarzana is tangled up in murder and she’ll have to unravel the evidence on her own. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95


5907303 SUPERFLUOUS WOMEN. By Carla Dunn. Novel. Lunch in the country takes an unexpected turn when a surprise guest—a very dead body—-turns up. Daisy Dalrymple Fletcher is determined to use all her resources and skills to solve the murder behind this locked-room crime. Book Club Edition. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Original. Pub. at $24.99  $19.95

5906261 THE WINTER GARDEN MYSTERY. By Carla Dunn. Novel. Set in 1923, when the body of a pregnant maid is discovered in the garden of Occles Hall, the Welsh gardener who had been involved with her is arrested. But meticulous Daisy Dalrymple is convinced otherwise, and launches her own investigation. 318 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

573343X THE BRUTAL TELLING. By Louise Penny. Novel. Everybody in Three Pines is shocked when their favorite local bistro becomes the scene of a devastating crime. Even more harrowing is the sight of the beautiful bride who’s on the loose. 280 pages. Obsdian. Pub. at $23.95  $19.95

4542864 HUSH HUSH. By Laura Lippman. Novel. Melisande Harris was found not guilty by reason of insanity for leaving her two-month-old daughter in a hot car. But after leaving the country, she decides to return to Baltimore only to become a prime suspect in a murder. Now, private detective Tess Monaghan must find the real killer before they come after her. 305 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95


5865010 WEISHAVEYOURMURDEROUSTHR. By Vicki Delany. Novel. As Christmas approaches, shop owner Merry is enjoying a rare evening off at the Yuletide Inn when she runs into the owners. Because of ill health, their Son Gord will be taking over. But when he reveals a surprising idea that the Inn is to be opened over the Christmas holidays, Merry is concerned. 305 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

5865543 REST YEMURDEREDGHOST. By Richard North Patterson. Novel. In Rudolph, New York, it’s Christmas time all year long. But this December, while the snow-lined streets seem merry and bright, a murder is about to ruin everything. But for Merry Wilkison, owner of Mrs. Claus’s Treasures, who loves a good mystery, 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

5869826 A GILDED GHOST. By Shelley Freydon. Novel. In 1885 Newport, Rhode Island, newly widowed Elizabeth Ballantyne stands accused. Joe humiliated Deanna Randolph when he broke an engagement to her, but while he may be a cad, she knows he isn’t a killer. Now the flamboyant Mrs. Ballantyne has worked her way into Joe’s tennis matches, and schemes to find the real murderer. But a misstep among the upper classes could leave them exposed to something more dangerous than gossip. 405 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00  $12.95
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HAUNTED IS ALWAYS IN FASHION. By Rose Pressey. Novel. As the owner of it's Vintage, Y'all in Sugar Creek, Georgia, Cookie Pressey has agreed to take over Julia McDaniel. When Julie is shot dead, Cookie picks up the thread of the story with help from her psychic cat and a couple of inquisitive ghosts. 282 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


DEATH OF A DISHONORABLE GENTLEMAN. By Tess Arlen. Novel. Lady Montfort has been planning her annual costume ball for months where Miss Tandy’s body is found murdered. The official police inquiry is pointing toward her son as a suspect. Enlisting the aid of her housekeeper, she follows clues into the lives of her close friends, servants and family to find the killer. Book Club Edition. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

THE 13TH DISCIPLE. By Deepak Chopra. Novel. Before disappearing from her cloister, sister Margaret Thomas McGeary leaves behind a solid gold reliquary, which her niece Mare discovers. Mare discovers a connection between the sisters’ belongings with a note, “this is from the thirteenth disciple, follow it where it leads”. And so begins her quest, as she teams up with a rapturously gifted group of sinners and skeptics to find her aunt and where it leads. 281 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $25.95.

LOOKING THROUGH DARKNESS. By Aimee & David Thurlo. Novel. Leigh Ann finds a new family and coworkers at the Outpost, a post-trading post that sits just outside the Navajo Reservation, where she falls in love with her right-hand woman. After Kurt’s death, Leigh Ann is shocked to discover a string of affairs. But that’s only the beginning: Leigh Ann is accused of helping Kurt to embezzle money—and of killing him. 296 pages. Forge. Pub. at $15.99.

LOOKING THROUGH DARKNESS. By Aimee & David Thurlo. Novel. Leigh Ann finds a new family and coworkers at the Outpost, a post-trading post that sits just outside the Navajo Reservation, where she falls in love with her right-hand woman. After Kurt’s death, Leigh Ann is shocked to discover a string of affairs. But that’s only the beginning: Leigh Ann is accused of helping Kurt to embezzle money—and of killing him. 296 pages. Forge. Pub. at $15.99.
**Mysteries & Detectives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>5750962 AUNT DIMITRY AND THE SUMMER KING.</em> By Nancy Allerton. Novel.</td>
<td>Episodic inversions known as the “Summer King,” seems as warmhearted as the summer sun. But when an ancient feud between Hargreaves and the town of Finch comes to a head, Aunt Dimitry’s help and her new daughter in tow, mounts a crusade to save her beloved village from the Summer King’s scorching greed.</td>
<td>N. Viking. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5827450 SEEDS OF DECEPTION.</em> By Sherrilyn Kenyon. Novel. With the business of time they are spending organizing their wedding, Meg and Seth didn’t have a chance to plan a honeymoon. But with winter here, there’s not much to do at the orchard. While on a trip to tour Monticello, Anna finds their handyman dead in the backyard. So Meg and Seth cut their trip short to get to the root of the problem.</td>
<td>295 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5775017 DIE LIKE AN EAGLE.</em> By Donna Andrews. Novel. Amateur sleuth, Meg Langslow mystery, Meg tangles with Biff Brown, the petty, vindictive head of her twin’s soccer team. On opening day, Biff’s lookalike brother is found dead in the porta-potty at the ball fields. Meg suspects that Biff may have been the intended victim.</td>
<td>293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5964148 DIE LIKE AN EAGLE.</em> By Donna Andrews. Novel. Amateur sleuth, Meg Langslow’s mother is one of 12 designers participating in a Christmas-themed show house in Iceland, along with the investigation of a cold case in her space time.</td>
<td>345 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5845474 INTO OBSESSION.</em> By Amauldin Indrindrasana. Novel. Follow-up to popular Reykjavik Nights featuring Detective Erleundur. In 1979, the newly-promoted Erleundur must contend with a battered body death, a rogue CIA operative, and America’s troubleshooters presence in Iceland, along with the investigation of a cold case in his space time.</td>
<td>294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5995485 REYKJAVIK NIGHTS.</em> By Amauldin Indrindrasana. Novel. One night a homeless man is found dead in a swamp. Two cases both go cold, but officer Erleundur’s instincts tell him that the fates of these two victims are worth pursuing. Deciding to investigate these cases, Erleundur discovers that everyone is either in the dark or on the run.</td>
<td>345 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4530152 THE NIGHTINGALE BEFORE CHRISTMAS.</em> By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg Langslow is one of 12 designers participating in a Christmas-themed show house in Iceland, along with the investigation of a cold case in her space time.</td>
<td>294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5828117 ABOVE THE PAW.</em> By Diane Kelly. Novel. When a rash of college students falls seriously ill after ingesting Molly, a <em>club drug</em> also known as ecstasy, Officer Megan Luz and her K-9 sleuthing skills to unmask the culprit before more trouble is stirred up.</td>
<td>291 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5848038 POISONOUS.</em> By Allison Brennan. Novel. Tommy, a mentally challenged eighteen-year-old, writes to investigative reporter Maxine Retteve and asks for her help in finding his step-sister Ivy’s killer. With his favorite TV show Maxe Can’t solve. If Ivy was murdered, it was exceptionally well planned, and that kind of killer could be hiding in plain sight.</td>
<td>354 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5948231 NO SHRED OF EVIDENCE.</em> By Charles Todd. Novel. Four young women attempt to rescue a man whose boat seemed to be sinking in the local river, accidentally injuring him in the process. A witness accuses her of murder. With the help of a curious com, no one can refute the witness’s story.</td>
<td>416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5888322 A PATTERN OF LIES.</em> By Charles Todd. Novel. In 1916, an explosion and fire at an armament factory in Kent killed more than a hundred men. Two years after the event was deemed a tragedy, suspicion, gossip, and rumor raise the specter of murder—and fingers point to the owner, Philip Ashton. Can Bess Crawford keep everyone along the 325 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5956404 A DUTY TO THE DEAD.</em> By Charles Todd. Novel. Bess receives a desperate request from a dying lieutenant while serving as a nurse aboard a hospital ship. Back home with news that her fiancé, Lieutenant Walter, has been killed in battle, Bess receives an unexpected response from the dead soldiers family. The Grahams are harboring a grim secret, which Bess must get to—the truth. Harper. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>4579321 GEARED FOR THE GRAVE.</em> By Duffy Brown. Novel. Evie Bloomfield heads to Mackinac Island to assist her boss’s father, Russell, on his estate, staving off death wealthy resident Bunny Harrington dies in a bike accident—but his brakes were tampered with—Evie must find the real killer and keep Rudy out of jail. Berkley Book Club Edition.</td>
<td>288 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5705355 CATCH AS CAT CAN.</em> By Cat Donnelly. Novel. When Sunny Coolidge stops in at Neil’s new seafood shop, she stumbles upon something that’s even more of a little fishy—hiding bodies in a pile of blueberries. Sunny’s chief investigator boyfriend nety Neil as the prime suspect, but Sunny is determined to get him off the hook. 279 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5750426 HEARSE AND GARDENS.</em> By Kathleen Bridge. Novel. Interior designer Meg Bannerman finds out a piece of furniture from the massive Montauk estate of wealthy art broker Harrison Falks. When Meg stumbles upon the skeleton of the Harrison’s son—who vanished years ago with one of his father’s paintings—she realizes that dealing with the rich and famous can really be murder. 293 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5802206 OPEN SEASON.</em> By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett is the new game warden in Twelve Step, Wyoming, a town where patterns of lies and transparency are in almost every conversation. But when Joe finds a local hunting outfitter dead, he takes it personally and thrusts himself into a mystery that threatens the life and family he loves. 325 pages. Putnam. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>578431X THE BARK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.</em> By Lauren Berenson. Novel. Everything goes awry when a family of dog lovers get engaged in a town where things are more than they seem. When a prize showdog goes missing and Santa turns up dead. The dog’s owner entists Melanie Travis to help find the purloined pooch. But just as Mel and Charlie emerge as the truth, she stirs up a sleight of sinister secrets. 280 pages. Kensington.</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5820389 SEEDS OF DECEPTION.</em> By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett is the new game warden in Twelve Step, Wyoming, a town where patterns of lies and transparency are in almost every conversation. But when Joe finds a local hunting outfitter dead, he takes it personally and thrusts himself into a mystery that threatens the life and family he loves. 325 pages. Putnam. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5479410 ONCE UPON A GRIND.</em> By Clee Coyote. Novel. When coffeeshop manager turned amateur sleuth Clare Cosi restores “magic beans” for Fairy Tale Week, she stirs up a vision that leads to a young model’s body in Central Park. Clare has a full slate of Wall Street and an East Side enclave with storybook secrets. If she doesn’t solve this mystery those magic beans predict an unhappy ending. Berkley Book Club Edition. 402 pages. Berkley.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5802288 DEAD TO THE LAST DROP.</em> By Clee Coyote. Novel. First a State Department employee suspiciously collapses in her coffeeshop. Then the President’s daughter goes missing in a deadly twist, Clare finds herself on the run with her NYPD detective boyfriend. Brand new the state, she must uncover the truth before she comes to a bitter end. 346 pages. Berkley.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5854882 CAT SHOUT FOR JOY.</em> By Shirley Rousseau Murphy. Novel. Awaiting the birth of his kittens, feline PI Joe Gray, his companion, Dulcie, and their furry sleuthing pals must work fast to clear Margie’s name. 289 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5867134 SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SHADWELL SHADOWS: The Chuluu Casebooks.</em> By James Lovegrove. Novel. James Lovegrove’s new series takes us on a grand expedition in Afghanistan, Dr. Watson meets with Sherlock Holmes as he investigates a series of deaths in the Shadwell district of London. Victims appear to have been strangled over several days, yet were reported alive and well mere days before. 440 pages. Titan. Import. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>5935997 WAR AND PEACH.</em> By Susan Furlong. Novel. Nola Mae Harper is too busy running her peach and apricot farm to worry about the jars of preserves fly off the shelves of her shop, Peachy Ken, to keep up with all the gossip about the mayoral election. When a local farmer is killed before he reveals the plot against the town’s candidates, the town casts its vote against Margie. Not convinced she’s guilty, Nola has to work fast to clear Margie’s name. 289 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5891485 | THE THEORY OF DEATH. By Faye Kellerman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When the nude body of a man is found in the woods in Greenwich, uptown New York, police officer Peter Decker along with first year law student and former detective Tyler McAdams team up to find the killer. First they must penetrate the upper echelons of politics at Kellerman's estate, where they discover a sphere of scheming academics, hidden cyphers and a realm of underworld crime. 522 pages. HarperCollins, Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95
5853256 | BEHIND CLOSED DOORS. By Elizabeth Haynes. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Fifteen-year-old Elizabeth Finn vanishes. Lou Smith worked the case as a police constable and failing to find her has been one of the regrets of her career. But now Scarlett has been found during a raid by Special Branch in a brothel in Briarstone. Lou and DS Sam Hollands work with Special Branch to find her. Scarlett has been an undercover CIA asset, working in France, but how many spies can shoot from three quarters of a mile with total confidence? Very few, but John Knott—American sniper gone bad—is one of them. He's out of prison and unaccounted for, and only Jack Reacher can stop him. Book Club Edition. 662 pages. Delacorte. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95
5782120 | PERSONAL. By Lee Child. Novel. Child has taken a shot at the president of France, but how many snipers can shoot from three quarters of a mile with total confidence? Very few, but John Knott—American sniper gone bad—is one of them. He's out of prison and unaccounted for, and only Jack Reacher can stop him. Book Club Edition. 353 pages. Delacorte. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95
5850240 | NEVER GO BACK. By Lee Child. Novel. Former military cop Jack Reacher makes it all the way from snowbound South Carolina to his childhood home in central Virginia. He is at the headquarters of his old unit, the 11th MP, to meet the new commanding officer, but is hit instead with two pieces of shocking news. 607 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95
5600172 | RUNNING BLIND. By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher races to find a killer who is murdering women who were once in the military and knew Jack years ago. 536 pages. Berkley Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95
5476838 | WORTH DYING FOR. By Lee Child. Novel. There's a deadly truth in the com country of Nebraska, and Jack Reacher walks right into it. In his quest to solve the case of a missing child, Reacher finds himself running along the Duncans. But as dangerous as the Duncans are, they're just the bottom of a criminal food chain stretching halfway around the world. 530 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95
2648555 | THE ENEMY. By Lee Child. Novel. Jack Reacher is in Walla Walla trying to take down the world and is changing. A two-star general is found dead in a North Carolina motel. Jack Reacher gets his orders: control the scene, and if Reacher thinks the body is murdered hundred miles of away. Then the dominoes really start to fall. 464 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95
4328307 | ECHO BOOMING. By Lee Child. Novel. While thumbing across the Texas desert, Jack Reacher gets picked up by Carmen Reilly, a young woman looking for her brother. Carmen's tells him all about her husband, her family secrets, and a hometown that's purely gothic. And before sun sets, this ride could cost them both their lives. 568 pages. Jove. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95
5784783 | THE WHISTLER. By John Grisham. Novel. Lacy Stoltz is an investigator for the Florida Board on Judicial Conduct. She is a prosecutor short on job to respond to complaints dealing with judicial misconduct. Most problems are caused by incompetence, not corruption. But a corruption case eventually comes her desk, and it's desperate. And then it becomes deadly. 374 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $6.95
5394443 | THE BROKER. By John Grisham. Novel. In his final hours in the Oval Office, the outgoing President grants a controversial pardon to Joel Blackman, a notorious Washington power broker. Almost immediately in Italy, where his whereabouts is then “leaked” to the Israelis, Russians, Chinese, and Saudis, as the CIA waits to see who kills him. 422 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $6.95
3601773 | GRAY MOUNTAIN. By John Grisham. Novel. The Great recession of 2008 left Samantha Kofer without a job. A week later, she is working as an intern in a legal clinic in small town Appalachia. It doesn't take long before she learns that the town harbors big secrets and finds herself-engulfed in litigation that turns deadly. 461 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95
5774608 | ROGUE LAWYER. By John Grisham. Novel. Street lawyer Sebastian Rudd’s office is a customized bulletproof van, complete with Wi-Fi, a bar, a small fridge, five fine leather chairs. He has no firm, no partners, and his only employee is his heavily armed driver. Rudd defends people other lawyers won't go near, and after ten years in prison, he’s bent on revenge. The only thing standing in his way is Puller. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95
7565240 | KING AND MAXWELL. By David Baldacci. Novel. Puller’s mother was a back in Afghanistan. But when Tyler receives communication from his father, he hires Sean and Michelle to solve the mystery. They soon uncover threatening secrets and must protect Tyler without losing their lives. 561 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00. $9.95
6452817 | THE HIT. By David Baldacci. Novel. A skilled assassin, Will Robie is the man the U.S. government calls on to eliminate the worst of the worst. A fellow assassin, Jessica Reel, goes rogue, targeting members of the agency. To stop one of their own, the government contacts Robie to bring in Reel, dead or alive. 508 pages. Grand Central Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95
6515312 | FIRST FAMILY. By David Baldacci. Novel. It began with a drug deal, but it turned into a national security nightmare. 607 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00. $6.95
2684917 | THE TARGET. By David Baldacci. Novel. If the president gives the order, he has the power to take down a global menace. If the mission fails, he will face certain impeachment, and the threats to the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull it off: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Reel. 578 pages. Grand Central Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00. $6.95
5736803 | THE TARGET. By David Baldacci. Novel. If the president gives the order, he has the power to take down a global menace. If the mission fails, he will face certain impeachment, and the threats to the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull it off: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Reel. 420 pages. Grand Central. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. $4.95

---

**5855489 NIGHT SCHOOL.** By Lee Child. Novel. It’s 1996, and Jack Reacher is still in the army. A Jihadist sleeper cell is visited by a CIA agent, and Reacher learns that the cell has overhead the. As for what? And from whom? Reacher and two friends—an FBI agent and CIA analyst—are on the case. 369 pages. Delacorte. Orig. Pub. at $22.95. $9.95
**4583296 THE CAT, THE DEVIL, THE LAST EMPIRE.** By Stephen R. & Paul D. Large PRINT EDITION. The spirit of a cat, the devil, a deceiving criminal, an innocent man framed for murder, and a special girl who could not quite come to grips with this magical sequel to The cat, the devil, and Lee Fontana. 444 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95
**4583278 THE CAT, THE DEVIL, THE LAST EMPIRE.** By Stephen R. & Paul D. Large PRINT EDITION. The spirit of a cat, the devil, a deceiving criminal, an innocent man framed for murder, and a special girl who could not quite come to grips with this magical sequel to The cat, the devil, and Lee Fontana. 444 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95
**5834633 PERSONAL.** By Lee Child. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Someone has taken a shot at the president of France, but how many snipers can shoot from three quarters of a mile with total confidence? Very few, but John Knott—American sniper gone bad—is one of them. He's out of prison and unaccounted for, and only Jack Reacher can stop him. Book Club Edition. 662 pages. Delacote. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95
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**1710486 SAVING FAITH.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Before she can tell the FBI everything she knows about the powerful lobbyist with whom she worked, a former opponent of the wrong victim falls, and Faith Lockhart is on the run, with a man she doesn’t know, yet must trust. 509 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**560086X MEMORY MAN.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Amos Decker has a perfect memory, returns home one evening and enters a nightmare: his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law have been murdered. Now, more than a year later, Amos sees the chance to make it right. Pub. at $9.99 to his family that night. 544 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**5794277 THE QUALITY.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Will Robie is the government’s most professional, disciplined, and lethal assassin. He estimates the odds are one in two hundred that he will survive his next assignment. And it’s up to Corey to put a stop to whatever is planned before it’s too late. Book Club Edition. Central. Orig. Pub. at $28.00

**555041 RADIANT ANGEL.** By Nelson DeMille. Novel. John Corey has left the Anti-Terrorist Task Force and now works for the Diplomatic Surveillance Group. When he is assigned to track down a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service posing as an American tourist named J.I.N. it seems like Corey has got the one that got away—until he realizes his recent turn of fortune. From luxury New York high-rises to the New Mexico desert, his client is pursued from all angles—and Stone quickly learns that easy money isn’t always easy. 339 pages.

**556060X DISHONORABLE INTENTIONS.** By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington’s latest lady friend is full of surprises, both good and ill—including some unfinished business with a temperamental man who believes Stone is an undercurrent of deception, discovering a nother to grind. That was his mistake—but also a quick decision that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**277481X HOUR GAME.** By David Baldacci. Novel. It’s a father’s love at stake. Its security systems are unmanned. Prisoners know that a break-out is impossible—until now. Special Agent John Puller’s criminal brother has escaped, and John quickly discovers that he’s not the only one on the hunt. A hostage situation. 629 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**576319 THE WOLF.** By Lorenzo Carcaterra. Novel. Vincent Marcelli. The Wolf, runs the biggest criminal operation in the world. But he is unprepared when Puller is called out to investigate a grisly murder scene, he finds forces with a local homicide detective to solve the case. Together, they dig through multiple deaths, discovering an international conspiracy that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**578343 THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN.** By Paula Hawkins. Novel. Every day Rachel sees the same couple breakfasting on their deck when her train stops at the signal. And then she sees something shocking. The girl on the train. Did Rachel see something she shouldn’t have seen? Or is something someone else wants to keep hidden? 356 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**5849698 THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN.** By Paula Hawkins. Novel. Every day Rachel sees the same couple breakfasting on their deck when her train stops at the signal. And then she sees something shocking. The girl on the train. Did Rachel see something she shouldn’t have seen? Or is something someone else wants to keep hidden? 356 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**592921 ALL AROUND THE TOWN.** By Mary Higgins Clark. Novel. Two women who are close friends, have been friends for decades. Lavender has always been a cool, collected woman with a steady head. Topics. 341 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**361073X THE PANTHER.** By Nelson DeMille. Novel. Anti-Terrorist Task Force agent John Corey and his wife, FBI agent Kate Mayfield, are sent to Sana’a, Yemen, one of the most dangerous places in the world. Their mission: track down one of the masterminds behind the USS Cole bombing—an Al Qaeda operative known as The Panther. 629 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**5735041 SEX, LIES & SERIOUS MONEY.** By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington arrives home to find an unexpected new client on his doorstep. Everything is not as it seems when the client requests the true nature—without knowing—that he has the very recent tour of fortune. From luxury New York high-rises to the New Mexico desert, his client is pursued from all angles—and Stone quickly learns that easy money isn’t always easy. 339 pages.

**5648571 SEX, LIES & SERIOUS MONEY.** By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington arrives home to find an unexpected new client on his doorstep. Everything is not as it seems when the client requests the true nature—without knowing—that he has the very recent tour of fortune. From luxury New York high-rises to the New Mexico desert, his client is pursued from all angles—and Stone quickly learns that easy money isn’t always easy. 339 pages.

**56606X THE SCAM.** By Janet Evanovich & L. Jackson. Novel. The job belongs to an untouchable felon. This time it’s the chocolate-loving leader of a colony. Publicity stunt. It’s a story about a super-criminals the law can’t touch—like Stone Barrington, a man with a temperamental man who believes Stone is an undercurrent of deception, discovering another to grind. That was his mistake—but also a quick decision that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**4571932 CUT AND THRUST.** By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington travels to L.A. for a business with a temperamental man who believes Stone is an undercurrent of deception, discovering another to grind. That was his mistake—but also a quick decision that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**4571932 CUT AND THRUST.** By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington travels to L.A. for a business with a temperamental man who believes Stone is an undercurrent of deception, discovering another to grind. That was his mistake—but also a quick decision that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**4571932 CUT AND THRUST.** By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington travels to L.A. for a business with a temperamental man who believes Stone is an undercurrent of deception, discovering another to grind. That was his mistake—but also a quick decision that reaches far beyond the confines of this small town. 574 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**581683X THE LIE.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. The death of Sheila Foxworth’s husband left her crippled by debt. When she tracks down his sister’s secret, she descends into a desperate struggle to save her own life. For how long she not there? When she breaks free, she finds herself in a room lined with caskets and a handful of equalized mysteriously survived. Beyond their room, a corridor filled with bone dust—but no answers. 345 pages. Random. Pub. at $18.00

**580628 THE TREASURE OF THE THIEVES.** By Paul S. Becker. Novel. In his English shopjob, Robin Jessop makes an odd discovery. A medieval tome is not a book at all, but a safe harboring a rolled parchment written in code. A code is unbreakable, even to encryption expert David Mallory—until one clue connects the discovery to a centuries-old mystery. 518 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**59168X WHISPERS.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. It’s been sixteen years since Claire fled in terror from her family’s home on Lake Arrowhead and her fiancé’s weapon, a gun or hooking her there promised never to reveal to anyone. But that was before journalist Kane Moran began probing the mystery of that horrible night and exposing Claire once again to a cold-blooded killer. 447 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**571902X END OF WATCH.** By Stephen King. Novel. The spectacular finale to the trilogy that began with Mr. Mercedes and Finders Keepers. The diabolical Mercedes Kirk–is he a monster? The law or his wife, and now she has been killed. And it’s up to Bill Hodges, Holly Gibney, and Jerome Robinson to capture him. Or they’ll be victims themselves. 432 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**5354775 MR. MERCEDES.** By Stephen King. Novel. Merris Bellamy murders his favorite writer, and steals not only his cash but notebooks containing plot ideas for further books. With a wife, and now she has been killed. And it’s up to Bill Hodges, Holly Gibney, and Jerome Robinson to capture him. Or they’ll be victims themselves. 432 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**4578645 WICKED WAYS.** By L. Jackson & C. Coulter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In his Christmas job, Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin. When Nicholas Drummmond and Michaela Caine are the government’s Covert Eves—leading a top notch handpicked team of agents to tackle crimes and criminals both international and deadly. But their first case stretches their flagging team thin.
**5967007 ANY MINUTE NOW.** By Eric Van Lustbader. Novel. Red Rover—the blackest of black ops teams—is betrayed during a top priority mission. In a desperate mission, one of their men—a mysterious Saudi terrorist. One of their own is killed and the remaining two barely get home alive. Then, without warning or explanation, the team is disbanded. But this will not be the end of Red Rover. 369 pages.Forge. Pub. at $29.95.  

**5961300 CHILL FACTOR.** By Sandra Brown. Novel. Four women have disappeared from the North Carolina town of Cleary over the past two years. When Lilly Martin skids on an icy road and strikes a stranger, the woman's husband reaches out to walk out the stranger's cabin. As the hours of their confinement mount, Lilly wonders if the greater threat to her safety isn't the storm, but the stranger beside her. 534 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.  


**5795227 A SONG OF SHADOWS.** By John Connolly. Novel. Charlie Parker, an investigator who seems to attract dark forces, is asked to protect an ancient small Maine town of Bonners to keep it fromfall from 20 levels. There hebefriends a single mother named Ruth Winter and her young daughter, Amanda. But Ruth has her secrets, and old atrocities are about to be unearthed. 438 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99.  

**5793228 SUPERVOLCANO: Things Fall Apart.** By Harry Turtledove. Novel. An explosion of incalculable magnitude in Yellowstone Park propelled lava and ash into the atmosphere, forever altering the continent. As resources and supplies begin to irrevocably dwindle, former police officer Colin Ferguson knows that time is running out for his family—and humanity. 394 pages. Roc. Pub. at $26.95.  


**5713269 CODE OF CONDUCT.** By Brad Thor. Novel. Hidden within one of the world’s most powerful organizations is a secret, supposedly untouchable committee with a devastating agenda. When four of its members are killed, counterterrorist operative Scot Harvath is sent on the deadliest assignment of his career. 450 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.  

**4611919 TAKEDOWN.** By Brad Thor. Novel. Amid the chaos of a terrorist attack that has swept through the streets of New York, operative Scot Harvath must fight his way through the burning streets to take down an invisible terrorist mastermind with the means to unleash a global holocaust. 495 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.  


**4611675 BLOWBACK.** By Brad Thor. Novel. Deep beneath an alpine glacier, an ancient weapon designed to destroy the Roman Empire again surfaces. The organization that intends to use it for America’s downfall. Counterterrorist agent Scot Harvath must secure the ultimate instrument of destruction before it brings the world to its knees. 635 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.  


**5826233 CROSS JUSTICE.** By James Patterson. Novel. Alex Cross has left his hometown of Washington, D.C., for South Africa. He is accused of an unthinkible murder, Cross has no choice but to come back. Chasing the case lures Cross to Florida—and into the investigation of a homophobic attack that has sent a family to the hospital. Includes the bonus Bookshot thriller, Cross Kill. 515 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.  

**5752205 SIGNAL.** By Patrick Lee. Novel. Ex-Special Forces operative Sam Dryden’s quiet life in Australia is turned upside down when a former teammate, the highprofile, hightech operative Scott Harvath. 438 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00.  

**5457993 BURN.** By James Patterson & M. Ledwidge. Novel. At last, Detective Michael Bennett and his family are coming home to New York City. Back in the city that never sleeps, Bennett takes over the chaotic Outreach Squad in Harlem, and is soon drawn into an underground criminal world of terrifying depravity. 388 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.  

**597434X TOM CLANCY—DUTY AND HONOR.** By Grant Blackwood. Novel. Even most of the world’s greatest leaders have left the clandestine intelligence group known as The Campus, Jack Ryan, Jr., still finds himself caught in the crosshairs after an attempt on his life. To prevent something from going wrong, Jack enlists the help of his would-be dispatcher. Jack sets out to discover who wants him dead, and why. 425 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00.  

**5982366 MAKE THEM PAY.** By Allison Brennan. Novel. Retrains to the Department of Justice after losing his wife shortly before his wedding. Sean has something they want and they’ll do anything to get it—including putting his fiance Lucy in danger. Their treachery has unforeseen consequences for Sean and Lucy, as a long-time enemy hellbent on revenge sees an opportunity to destroy them. 405 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.  

**5946395 WE SHALL NOT SLEEP.** By Anne Perry. Novel. After four long years of World War I, peace is finally in sight. But chaplain Joseph Reavelly returns to the Western Front, where the German army is being pushed back and the sinister ideologue known as the Peacemaker now threatens to undermine the peace he just as he did the war. 394 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00.  

**5848555 THE PHARAOH’S SECRET.** By C. Gessler & C. Brown. Novel. When most of the NUMA crew is exposed to a dangerous substance called the Black Mist, they fall into a coma, unable to move. It is as if they have been buried in ancient Egyptian lore. But the Black Mist is only one part of the terrors left in store for those who oppose Osiris. After all, it’s called the City of the Dead for a reason. 433 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.  

**5989303 STAY.** By Viktor Gischler. Novel. David Sparrow is an awesome stay-at-home dad. He gets his kids ready for school while his wife, Amy, commutes to New York City, where she was recently promoted to Deputy District Attorney. One day, the man the police认为 is prosecuting brings the fight to her home, and David must “re-activate” himself, revealing a set of deadly skills his wife knew nothing about. 296 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.  

**5860024 TOM CLANCY FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.** By Mark Greaney. Novel. A North Korean ICBM crashes into the Sea of Japan. A veteran CIA officer is murdered in Ho Chi Minh City, and a package of information supposed to be destroyed by a small team of assassins is found in the pocket of the corpse. Meanwhile, North Korea is waiting for the ICBM to go off. All the pieces are there, but assembling the puzzle will cost Jack Ryan, Jr., and his fellow Campus agent precious time—time they don’t have. 531 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.  

**5958171 BACK BLOW.** By Mark Greaney. Novel. Twenty years ago, Court Gentry was the CIA’s best covert asset. Then without warning the Agency put him at the top of its kill list. Court fled his country and became the enigmatic Gray Man, the man whose meeting went wrong on his last mission, he has stumbled onto a secret that powerful people want kept under wraps. The result—everyone has Court in their crosshairs. 513 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00.  

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller.
**Fantasy Fiction**

- **365718 A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE.** By George R.R. Martin. Step into the masterfully crafted world of blood-splattered battlefields and ruthless rulers, daggers-toothed dragons and vengeful heroes with this collection of five riveting fantasies from Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series. Includes A Clash of Kings; A Game of Thrones; A Storm of Swords; A Feast for Crows; and A Dance with Dragons. 5,186 pages in five volumes. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

- **4592470 THE HISTORIES OF MIDDLE-EARTH. VOLUME 1-5.** By J.R.R. Tolkien. Edited by Christopher Tolkien. The evolution of one of the world’s most enduring fantasy series. Includes translations, appendices, maps, and a glossary. Set contains: The Book of Lost Tales 1; The Book of Lost Tales 2; The Lay of Belegil; The Shaping of Middle-earth; and The Lost Road and Other Writings. 1,276 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

- **5954267 SUSTENANCE.** By Chelsea Quinn Ybarbo. Novel. A vampire’s long life gives him the opportunity to see much of the best and the worst humanity has to offer. But after WWII, San Francisco becomes our immortal hero’s home, travels throughout Europe, determining what of his businesses and properties survived the war, offering what comfort and aid he can to refugees, meeting ex-pat Chars Treat, and falling in love. 480 pages. Tor. Pub. at $3.95

- **5699371 DOG GONE, BACK SOON.** By Nick Trent. Novel. When Dr. Cyrus Mills returned home after inheriting his estranged father’s veterinary practice, the last thing he wanted was to stay in Eden Falls, Vermont. But that all changes when he finds himself enjoying treating animals just to be near the eccentric owners—and when he meets Amy, 324 pages. Hyperion. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

- **5959713 KISSED BY A COWBOY.** By Debra Clopton. Novel. Cassidy is through with love. Until she meets Gunther Rix. This small-town farm she inherited from her great aunt Rixie. Jarrod’s hands are full running the ranch. He was in love once but ran scared and lost his shot at one true love. Now, only the big secret of his life has moved in next door with a wounded heart. Can he show her that love lasts forever? 323 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

- **575248 THE COLLECTOR GLASS.** By Karen White. Novel. Two years after the death of her husband, Merritt will urether will unearthen a Southern family's buried history, changing her life one shattering secret at a time. 434 pages. NAL. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.00

**Romance & Women's Stories**

- **269784X THE CHRISTMAS VISITOR.** By Linda Byler. Novel. One moment, Ben Miller was high up in the rafters at the barn raising. In the next, his foot slipped, leaving his wife Ruth a widow and his six young children fatherless. As Christmas approaches, banana boxes full of pies. Can he ever reveal his secret or will it rob her of what little she has left? 469 pages. Tor. Pub. at $21.95

- **5954916 THE PERFUME GARDEN.** By Kate Lord Brown. Novel. Emma has inherited his family home in South Carolina. In those halls aging, Merritt will prevent her family's past that until now has stayed hidden. 335 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $28.95

- **5956951 BLUE.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Ginny has a full and happy life in Beverly Hills, until her whole world dissolved in a single instant on the freeway. On the anniversary of the accident, the house evokes memories of a terrible secret, a part of her family’s past that until now has stayed hidden. 324 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**More titles at erhbc.com/439**
5921414 A SAPPHIRE SEASON. By Lynn Morris. Novel. Lady Mirabella Treet, the beautiful duchess of Blackthorn, learns a practical approach to love since a dashing captain broke her heart when she was seventeen. Now almost twenty-two, she’s decided to endure one last London Season to secure a suitable engagement and begin a simple life in the country. But will her plans be realized?


4584290 A PERFECT LIFE. By Danielle Steel. Novel. News reporter Baisie McClure seems to have it all. But privately, she’s struggling. Her teenage daughter, blind since childhood, is back in her mother’s New York City apartment after the closure of her school, bringing with her a host of trouble. Baisie is unequal to the task. Enter the new caretaker, 32-year-old Simon Ward, who will overtake their lives forever. 306 pages.

Delacorte. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

5940424 MAGIC. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Once a year in the City of Light, a luxurious event takes place outside a spectacular Parisian landmark. Amid this year’s wondrous White Dinner, a group of friends stand at the cusp of change: two international power couples facing personal and professional hurdles, and a pair of singles through whose lives this one lavish evening will pass. 322 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

5942299 RUSHING WATERS. By Danielle Steel. Novel. When Hurricane Ophelia takes New York City, six people, along with their families, friends, and millions of New Yorkers, are caught up in the horrific flooding it unleashes. In the midst of this disaster, these disparate personalities are joined by their vulnerabilities. Steel. 300 pages. Novato. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

5930162 A SON’S VOW. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Novel. Lukas Kinsinger and Darla Kurtz must heal their families, and themselves, after a terrible tragedy. But when their friendship gives way to deeper feelings, can their newfound love survive against the odds, or will the pain of the past overcome any chance of future happiness? SHOPWORN. 262 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5930924 A WEDDING AT THE ORANGE BLOSSOM INN. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Novel. Emma Reim was heartbroken when her husband, Sanford, passed away, leaving her to raise three young daughters alone. Though several years have passed, her family wants her to remain a widow. But when she meets Jack Lilly—a handsome widower with three young sons of his own—happiness may be on the horizon. 259 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

5873992 SEE ME. By Nicholas Sparks. Novel. Colin Hancock is giving his second chance his best shot. Reminding himself daily of the love he lost to a car crash, he’s looking for a serious relationship. A chance encounter with Maria, the hardworking daughter of Mexican immigrants who has a distant debut at Duk’s School of-Wind, rolls up her sleeves, swallowing her pride, and accepting help from a colorful cast of characters. 372 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

5906208 ANGER MANAGEMENT RECIPE. By Lisa Gasparello Baker. Annie and Levi were best friends until his father was shunned by the church. Ten years later, he returns for a brief visit, and he and Annie discover their bond is as strong as ever. Then Levi’s ex-girlfriend Rigger and her niece Oria, she might just make a go of it. 407 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

5873532 QUEEN SUGAR. By Natalie Brown. Novel. Why exactly Charley’s late wife left her eight hundred acres of sugarcane land in rural Louisiana is a mystery. Recognizing this as a chance to start over, Charley and his daughter savor the sweet freedom that comes to Los Angeles and head South. Charley finds herself rolling up her sleeves, swelling her pride, and accepting help from a colorful cast of characters. 372 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

5909228 MEET ME AT COMPTON’S CAFE. By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Carelene Lovelie, co-owner of Bless My Bloomers lingerie shop, found a pair of fancy red silk panties in her husband’s briefcase. She custom-made those bloomers just for her man, but he got them from someone else. She begins to open her heart to the man next door. Can she ever truly learn to trust? Can broken hearts be torned anew? 397 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

5709238 A HEART’S PROMISE. By Colleen Coble. Novel. Emmie Crofter is a former Secret Service agent—manage to stir her heart. But her world is to remain a widow. But when she meets Jay Hilty—a handsome

5953003 A HEART’S PROMISE. By Colleen Coble. Novel. Emmie Crofter is a former Secret Service agent—manage to stir her heart. But her world is to remain a widow. But when she meets Jay Hilty—a handsome

5959527 FALLING LIKE SNOWFLAKES. By Denise Hunter. Novel. Eden has been through too much to trust her heart to another man, but Beau is impossible to resist, and the feeling seems to be mutual. As Christmas Eve approaches, Eden’s hopes blossoms up to her. Beau will go to the ends of the earth to keep her safe. But who’s going to protect his heart from a woman who can’t seem to trust again?


4579358 THE HOMECOMING. By Robin Carr. Novel. Seth Seleski had everything. The pride of Thunder Point, destined for greatness, he lost it all in a terrible accident. After coming to terms with his life, he returns home to win over his father, Thunder Point, and his best childhood friend ink. Can hardly be the man who will make them all proud? Book Club Edition. 346 pages.

Harlequin. Paperback. $2.95

5775531 SWEET TOMORROWS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. This much-anticipated conclusion to Macomber’s beloved Rose Harbor series, set in the picturesque town of Cedar Cove, is a poignant story of letting go of fear, following your heart, and embracing the future. The inn seems to be working its magic again. That’s when someone moves in and begins to move on—and Jo Marie receives shocking news. 337 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

78199X LOVE LETTERS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Summer is a busy season at Rose Harbor Inn. Proprietor Jo Marie Rose and handyman Mark Ferris seem a perfect couple, but Jo Marie insists they are just friends. Three new guests arrive at the inn, and for all of these people, it will be a moment when someone took pen to paper that makes all the difference. Book Club Edition. 306 pages. Ballantine. Orig. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95
5734053 BROWN-EYED GIRL. By Lisa Kleyapas. Novel. With a view of the sea, Presentation Cove is the perfect place for Abigail to seek a fresh start after the loss of her husband and her family in the peddling society, but she doesn’t believe in love—at least not for herself. But Joe Travis, whom Avery mistakes for a wedding photographer, is a man who goes after what he wants, and Avery can’t resist the temptation of a sexy southern charmer. Book Club Edition. 251 pages. $3.95

5734681 KISS ME. By Susan Mallery. Novel. After Phoebe Kittz’s kind heart gets her suspended from her job in L.A., she heads to Fool’s Gold to help out her best friend on the new log cabin project. The whole town is exactly thrilled by the city girl’s arrival. But in his arms, Phoebe discovers she’s a country girl at heart. Book Club Edition. 376 pages. Harlequin. Import. $3.95

5930962 COWBOY HEAVEN. By Cheryl Brooks. Novel. Angela McCreight hungers for the gorgeous recent hire on her strict father’s ranch, but she knows any action would be discreet. To divert her father’s suspicion, she forms a new plan: she’ll flirt with all of the ranch hands, using a whole stable of sexy-as-sin cowboys at her fingertips. Adults only. 205 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

1883194 FULL SCOOP. By Jane Evavovich & C. Hughes. Novel. A South Carolina ice-cream parlor is the magnet for gossip and scandal. When local pedestrian Maggie Farnsworth falls for FBI agent Zach Madden, the most unexpected news of all is revealed—Maggie is one of the shop’s employees. But aren’t the only ones getting busy and sticky situations begin to get stickier. 347 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.99. $6.95

5962005 SUNRISE CANYON. By Janet Dailey. Novel. Jake is beginning to heal from the loss of his wife and the trauma she experienced in Afghanistan. At Flying Cloud Ranch, he is drawn to his wife’s cousin Kira, a tough woman who runs a horse therapy program for troubled teens. As they begin to imagine a future together, they discover hidden secrets and many more surprises to come in this heartwarming Christmas yarn. Book Club Edition. 321 pages. Dutton. $7.95

1859985 A COWBOY UNDER MY CHRISTMAS TREE. By Janet Dailey. Novel. Sarah had just one wish for Christmas: to get her a cowboy under her Christmas tree. What she got instead was a small ranch for the glittering steel canyons of Manhattan, if only temporarily. Hard work was never much this family is used to. They arrive with the help of a hospitable stranger, but the undercover investigation encounters an unexpected danger. But when their little girl is kidnapped, they realize more than a Christmas miracle to get the Quinns and the inn through the holiday’s not enough. 368 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25. $6.95

573777X HEARTBREAKER. By De’nesha Diamond et al. Novellas. In Slipper: Delvon Jackson lives to hustle and loves to go after what he can’t have, like his boss’ off-limits wife. In Put ‘Em in Their Place: Sexy Cha can’t resist the temptation of a sexy southern charmer. In 1883194 FULL SCOOP: Maggie Farnsworth is everyone from New York’s most ruthless socialite to her sweet small-town cousin. These three women will make startling discoveries that will test each of their friendships will be tested and all four of them will make changes in their lives forever. $5.95

5747267 THE GIRLS OF AUGUST. By Anne Rivers Siddons. Novel. Every year, five girls get together for a week at the beach. But one dies tragically and they drift apart. Years later, a new marriage reunites them and they decide to get together again. But the strong bond of their friendship will be tested and all four women will make startling discoveries that will alter their lives in ways they never expected. £15.99. Central Paperback. $15.99

5749255 THE OPPOSITE OF MAYBE. By Maddie Dawson. Novel. When Rosie’s relationship unravels, she moves back in with her feisty grandmother Sophie. Now she has to face her own unsuitable caregiver: a gardener named Tony who lets Sophie drink martinis, smoke, and cheat at Scrabble. When Rosie realizes she’s accidentally pregnant at 44, completely unprepared for motherhood, and falling in love with Tony, she must decide whether to stay with the man she loves or the one who is needed. £8.99. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

580943X THE SECRETS OF PEMBROKE PARK. By S.L. beaten by debt after her husband’s death, Lucy Muir moves into the Victorian mansion she used to own—a place her late husband’s cousin Kira, a tough woman who runs a horse therapy program for troubled teens. As they begin to imagine a future together, they discover hidden secrets and many more surprises to come in this heartwarming Christmas yarn. Book Club Edition. 321 pages. Dutton. $7.95

5834872 AUTUMN BRIDES. By Kathryn Sprigger et al. Novellas. A September Bride tells the story of Annie who moves to Red Leaf, Montana, with an indie movie star—to help with the rent. Her summer fly between them. But danger is following her, and to his wife’s cousin Kira, a tough woman who runs a horse therapy program for troubled teens. As they begin to imagine a future together, they discover hidden secrets and many more surprises to come in this heartwarming Christmas yarn. Book Club Edition. 321 pages. Dutton. $3.95

5914701 THE VINTAGE TEACUP CLUB. By Vanessa Greene. Novel. Three women fall in love with the same vintage tea cup at an English market and hunt down the one that awaits her. Book Club Edition. 391 pages. Broadway. £3.95

5957338 ONE PLUS ONE. By Jojo Moyes. Novel. Single mother and eternal optimist, Jess and Jack live on the right side of the tracks, but life doesn’t make it easy, especially after her daughter gets a life-changing opportunity. Ed is a brilliant tech millionaire whose life is falling apart. But luck is on their side. One day, the two women who have been divided by social class are reunited under the same roof. They agree to drive to the Mathis Olympiad and to a prize that could change their lives forever. 368 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.95. $4.95

5916629 PRAIRIE. Novel. When thre...
**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXXII:** Hot and Horny in Class. Welcome to Penthouse University, the premier co-ed love school, where every student’s carnal desires are equally celebrated. The female exams to bi-curious coeds to nubile sorority sisters at sex parties, class is about to start. Adults only. 289 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 53:** A Few of the Girls. By Maeve Binchy. Binchy brings together 36 of Binchy’s very best stories filled with her trademark wit and humor. With each period of a decade the stories show how times change, people often remain the same. 319 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 54:** Big Man on Campus. Fresh Gay Erotica. By Shawn Allinson. The college president’s son is coming out, and was found to be radioactive, causing genetic mutations in the occupants of a passing coach. Many of their descendants possess superhuman intelligence and strength, as well as a drive to perform good, or, as the case may be, evil deeds. 492 pages. Titan. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 55:** The Lady in Black. By Terry Pratchett. The Snows of Chestnut Street. By Maeve Binchy. Binchy brought together 36 of Binchy’s very best stories filled with her trademark wit and humor. With each period of a decade the stories show how times change, people often remain the same. 319 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 57:** Faceoff. By David Baldacci. Twenty-three of the world’s bestselling thriller writers, including Lee Child, Michael Connelly, and Jeffery Deaver, have paired their series characters in an eleven story anthology. 367 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 58:** A Blink of the Screen: Collected Short Fiction. By Terry Pratchett. A career-spanning collection of short stories and other short-form fiction. Readers will find adventures with the witch ofunting (debuting in some quite disturbing ideas about Christmas), all infused with Pratchett’s inimitable brand of humor and energy, 16 pages of color illus. 286 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95


**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 60:** Shifting Shadows. By Patricia Briggs. Shapeshifter Mercy Thompson has friends in high places—and in low, dark, scary ones. In this must-have collection of stories, you’ll meet new faces and catch up with old acquaintances—in all their forms. Six previously published and four new stories encompassenworeswishes, vampires, and more. 456 pages. Penguin. Paperback Import. $6.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 61:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Second Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 62:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirtieth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 63:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-First Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 64:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Second Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 65:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Third Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 66:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Fourth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 67:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Fifth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 68:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Sixth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 69:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Seventh Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 70:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Eighth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 71:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Ninth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 72:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Fortieth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95

**LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE, VOL. 73:** The Year’s Best Science Fiction: Fortieth Annual Collection. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. These 36 stories imaginatively take us across the universe, into the far future, and the farthest reaches of the mind, stirred by themes of morality, the afterlife, guilt, and what we would do differently if we could see into the future or correct the past, these magnificent stories represent a master storyteller at his best. 686 pages. Pocket. Paperback Pub. at $15.95
Get a tantalizing taste of Vertigo's other dark, always character-driven tales with this sampling of ten individually bound comic book issues. Featuring work by industry luminaries like Neil Gaiman and George Miller, it includes American Vampire; Second Cycle #1-2: Eddy #1-2, Max: Fury Road #1-3; Collin Hill #1-2; and The Sandman: Overture Special Edition #1—a nearly $50 value. DC Comics.

4551648 THE SANDMAN. By J. Simon & J. Kirby. The year was 1941, and two young artists were poised to take the fledgling comic industry by storm. Following their creation of Captain Marvel and Jack Kirby, the two were given the challenge of revitalizing the fading hero known as the Sandman. All the Sandman stories are gathered here for the first time. 300 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99.

5703026 FROM THE FILES OF...MIKE HAMMER: THE COMPLETE DAILIES and SUNDAYS. By M. Spillane & E. Robbins. Reprints of all the daily and Sunday strips in digitally reconstructed color. Features everything Mike Hammer fans would expect: Mickey Spillane's writing, classic art, and lots of action. Accompanying the strips are two in-depth essays by noted mystery writer and Mickey Spillane superfan Max Allan Collins. Fully Illus., some page 18x24. Hardcover. $49.95 $14.95 Trade.


5848474 THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe. By Paul Levitz et al. The definitive guide to the characters of the DC universe. Packed with facts and dynamic comics, this unique encyclopedia presents more than 1,000 DC Comics characters. From icons like Batman, Wonder Woman, the Joker, and Catwoman to latter-day superheroes like Harley Quinn, this comprehensive reference is a must-have for fans of all ages. Hardcover. 368 pages. 10x14. Paperback. $49.99 $29.95 Trade.

5733812 100 POSTCARDS FROM THE FABULOUS 1950s: The Art of Classic Comics. This collection of vintage images of some of the greatest comic book covers from the 1950s and beyond. From classic science fiction and kitsch romance adventures to cautionary crime, grisly horror, and tragic war, this collection invites readers to remember the multi-faceted golden age of comic books. 5x7 Postcards. Paperback. $19.99 $9.95 Trade.
**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**3640309 JACK KIRBY’S THE LOSERS.** The legendary Jack Kirby’s return to war comics was unlike anything else out there, and now his epic, complete from cover to cover, is collected in this handsome volume, featuring an introduction by Neil Gaiman. 256 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99  $11.95

**4645537 SOFT BLONDES IN THE CLAWS OF TERROR HELL, VOLUME 1.** Fiction, Features and Art from Classic Men’s Adventure Magazines. By John Q. Copeland et al. This volume collects prime examples of text and artwork from a range of classic men’s adventure magazines published during the 1950s and 1960s. Presented in what was a new “adults-only” format, the prime years unleashed a visual and verbal assault of exposed flesh, bare mammary and sexual delirium. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Decatur Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $24.95 ★

**5709253 PRINCE VALIANT, Vol. 13, 1961-1962.** By Hal Foster. This 13th volume collects the Sunday comic strip from 1961-1962. From the Middle East to the road to Rome, danger follows the noble Prince of Thule in Hal Foster’s Arthurian adventure. Prince Valiant’s son is kidnapped and daringly rescued. When Valiant returns home, the newest member of his family—a boy baby named Galan—greets him. Fully illus. in color. Fantagraphics. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $34.99

**5844991 WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: Christmas on Bear Mountain.** By Carl Banks. Featuring the first-ever appearance of Donald Duck’s Uncle Scrooge, this landmark in Disney history follows a crafty holiday scheme meant to test Donald’s mettle—only to yield some astonishing results. For more Christmas-time comedy, funny, droll and cast to be good for the season, only to have it all backfire—on Donald! 210 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95 ★

**5851043 WEIRD SCIENCE, VOLUME TWO: The EC Archives.** By B. Gaines & Al Feldstein. The Eisner Award-winning EC science fiction/horror/humor series is back into the stratosphere with this anthology that reproduces issues #7-12 in new and improved color. Filled with classic stories drawn by the Eisner Award-winning EC artists, including a terrifying alien creatures, plus a foreword by Paul Levitz, this volume is a mind-bending excursion of thrills and chills. 212 pages. Gemstone. Pub. at $49.99  $34.95 ★

**5852707 THE ART OF VAMPIRELLA: The Warren Years.** By David Roach. Celebrate the mesmerizing and macabre magazine covers of yesteryear with this treasure trove of fully painted artwork. Vampirella Magazine covers are displayed, unfiltered by design elements like logos or cover type. Features the work of Frank Frazetta, Sanjulian, Suydam, Nier, Gruenwald, and many others. 224 pages. Dynamite. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.99  $31.95  $19.95 ★

**5843999 THE GOLDEN AGE HAWKMAN VOLUMES, VOLUME 1.** By Gardner Fox et al. The Hawkman takes to the skies for the first time in these Golden Age classics, collected for a handsome and considerable hardcover volume. Includes material from Flash Comics #1-22, 244 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.95  $11.95 ★

**595101X absolute green lantern: Sinestro Corps War.** By Geoff Johns et al. One of the greatest and most tragic Green Lantern sagas comes together in a fully colored Absolute Edition volume, collecting Green Lantern 18-25; Green Lantern Corps 14-19; and Green Lantern: Sinestro Corps Special. Includes the definitive story of the extraterrestrial entity, the ancient parallax, the story of Lar-Vex, the planetryk, and more. 224 pages, Dynamite. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.99  $29.95 ★

**5942357 THE WORST OF ERIE PUBLICATIONS.** By Mike Howlett. Collects in one volume 21 of the most outrageous and blood-drenched Eerie Publications tales, presented in glorious, carefully remastered black and white. There’s also a full-color, horrifying help of these nauseatingly convoluted comics, as the most twisted and twisted of the twisted, ever to grace (or disgrace) the newstand. 152 pages. IDW Publishing. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $27.99  $22.95  $25.95 ★

**5786000 STAR TREK—THE ORIGINAL SERIES OMNIBUS.** By Scott Tipton et al. Blast off with the crew of the Enterprise on fantastic adventures throughout the world! This collection of Original Series-era Star Trek comics includes Klingons: Blood Will Tell #1-5; Year Four #1-6; Alien Spotlight issues Gorn, Vulcans, Orions, and Romulans; and Year Four—The Enterprise Experiment #1-5. 456 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99  $22.95 ★

**5945852 MONSTER MASSACRE, VOLUME 2.** Ed. by Dave Elliott. From hellish dreams to heavenly nightmares, robotic warfare to cyborg sex, from magical sin to unnatural delight, these stories from 1971 in 14 text-filled tales by Asia’s top talents. Features the unforgettable talents of Derrick Chase, Sunny Ghio, Kendrick Lim, and many others. Adults only. Titan. 8½x11. Import. Pub. at $22.95  $19.95 ★

**5952689 CURIOUS CASES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.** By S.F. Jones & G. Reed. Five graphic novel thrillers in a single volume, picturing the world’s greatest detective against his strongest cases: The Adventure of the Opera Ghost; Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes; Murder on the Orient Express; The Case of Dr. Watson and Detectives; and The “Amazing” Mr. Holmes. Art by Sepp Makinen, Albin Baraza, Wayne Reid, and Michael Zigerlig. In B&W. 166 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  $15.95 ★

**5956929 MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM—the ORIGIN, VOL. 3: Ramba Rat.** By Yoshikazu Yasuhiko & Masami Kurumada. As both advocate and antagonist, Ramba Rat has been a key character in the Gundam franchise for over 40 years! Now, this rare opportunity to take a peek into the childhood of the Gundam franchise’s protagonist is finally possible! These new stories, published in 1972, are considered by some to be the origin of the Gundam series. Collects Mobile Suit: The Origin, Vol. 3. 224 pages. Vertical. Pub. at $29.99  $19.95 ★

**5998933 MARVEL—THE AVENGERS ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By Matt Forbeck et al. The most comprehensive single volume on Marvel’s premier superhero team ever published, detailing the genesis of the mighty Avengers, its individual heroes, and its many teams and foes. Explore more than 250 characters’ origins, powers, and defining moments, from Iron Man, Thor and Captain America to Red Skull, Thanos, and Doctor Doom. Features over 352 pages. Delight. Kindlefire. 10x12. Pub at $40.00  $17.95 ★

**451546X LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT, VOLUME TWO: Jim Aparo.** By Bob Haney et al. One of the premier Batman artists of the new era, Jim Aparo has been responsible for some of the Dark Knight’s most memorable and defining moments. Showcasing Aparo’s fine work, this volume includes The Brave and the Bold #147-151, Detective Comics #437-438, 526 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99  $14.95 ★

**4617324 JUST IMAGINE STAN LEE CREATING THE DC UNIVERSE OMNIBUS.** Ed. by Peter Hambusouri. In a crossover compendium for the ages, the legendary co-creator of Marvel’s greatest icons takes a step into the DC Universe. Lee presents his take with all-new original characters inspired by Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, The Flash, Catwoman, Green Lantern, and more. Features art by Joe Kubert, John Buscema, Dave Gibbons, Jerry Ordway, and many others. 265 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00  $24.95 ★

**5855470 THE COMPLETE JAMES BOND—DR. NO: THE DEFECTIVE STRIP COLLECTION.** 1953-60. By Anthony Hearn et al. International super spy James Bond travels the world, encountering danger and intrigue at every turn. He’s a man with 007 skills, but even his greatest adventures with six meticulously restored 1960s comic strip adventures, compiled in one dapper volume: Casino Royale; Live and Let Die; Moonraker; Diamonds Are Forever; From Russia with Love; and Dr. No. 256 pages. Titan. 11½x9¼. Import. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95 ★

**5922556 SUPERMAN: The Man of Tomorrow, Volume Two.** By Bill Finger et al. Pulled from the pages of the Silver Age of comics, here are timeless Superman adventures featuring battles with the King Kong-like Titan, the Ethiopian With the Monster, and the wonderfuly strange, Bizarro; and many others! 236 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95  $11.95 ★

**5891249 SUPERMAN: The Atomic Age Sundays 1949-1953.** Ed. by Alvin Schwartz. Collects more than 175 sequential Sunday pages that have never before been reprinted. Beginning on October 23, 1949 and continuing through March 15, 1953, these Atomic Age adventures fill a major gap in Superman lore. The Man of Steel travels back in time to the court of King Arthur, fights off an alien invasion, and more. 187 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $49.99  $39.95 ★

**3684784 DC COMICS—THE NEW 52 VILLAINS.** By Greg Pak et al. These entry-point issues are collected in a single magnificent volume that is great for comic fans everywhere. Collects Justice League #23.1: Darkseid; Aquaman #23.1: Black Manta; Earth 2 #15.1: Desaad; The Flash #23.1; Green Lantern #23.1; Green Lantern Corps #23.1; Green Lantern: Wonder #23.1; The Cheetah; Green Lantern #23.1: Relic; Superman #23.1: Bizarro; Batman #23.1; The Joker; The Dark Knight #23.1; The Vengeance; and many more. Features a special 30 pectoral cover. 1168 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $150.00  $49.95★

**Humor & Cartoons**

**5967775 THE HORSE IN MY GARAGE AND OTHER STORIES.** By Patrick F. McManus. This collection of stories is a hilarious addition to McManus’s already impressive body of work. The author weighs in on a wide range of everyday life, and outdoor tales with his typical exaggerated commentary that will elicit a belly laugh from all types of readers,  207 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95★
Children’s Books

560821X DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Dougall Dixon. This spectacular sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of dinosaurs. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of dinosaurs. Contains more than 600 full-color, easy-to-peel, reusable stickers. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

3601110 1000 CHRISTMAS STICKERS. Little ones can make the holidays brighter with this collection of sticker, drawing, and coloring activities. Includes over 1,000 stickers! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Make Believe Ideas. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $2.95

3650309 WINTER: A Pop-Up Book. By David A. Carter. As day turns to night, bright red cardinals flit from branch to branch, and deer pow through the snow. Soon all the animals settle down to sleep. Simple verse and scenes bring to life the countryside as snow begins to fall. Each spread’s pop-up and lift-up flaps reveal the wonders of the season. All ages. Abrams. 7½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

4575717 THE STORY OF FERDINAND. By Munro Leaf. In Spain lives a big and strong bull whose name is Ferdinand. Unlike the other young bulls, Ferdinand does not like to fight. He would rather sit in the shade and smell the flowers. This classic tale of a peaceable bull has been a favorite of children for more than 50 years. Ages 7 & up. 3-8. Fully illus. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $7.95

5789876 THE JUNGLE BOOK. By Rudyard Kipling. Includes both the first and second Jungle Book. The first centers on Mowgli, a young boy who lives in the jungle among a range of entertaining characters. Ages 7 & up. 3-8. Fully illus. in color. Frederick Warne. 12¾x6¼. Import. Pub. at $16.00 $124.95

5793920 JUST SO STORIES. By Rudyard Kipling. Following the initial success of ‘The Jungle Book, Kipling wrote this collection of twelve parables first for his own children, and then for publication. The stories are written in the form of tales to be known as “poupoli” (French for “why” stories), each explaining how and why certain things came to be as they are. Ages 7 & up. Illus. 246 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $19.99

5793926 JURASSIC FARTS: A Spotter’s Guide. By P.J. Rippey. You’ve never read a dinosaur book quite like this one! From the stinkly Stegosaurus to the tooting T-Rex, this playful volume not only includes stats on the enormous, stinky farting farts but also the sound effects that go with them. Just push the button on the attached fart machine and let ‘er rip! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

46957 DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH TAKE-ALONG TUNES: Book with Music Player. Adapted by Sara Miller. Winnie the Pooh goes in search of honey (and Eeyore’s missing tail) in this cleverly packaged book. The new package includes a music player that plays 20 different tunes to accompany the story. Ages 3 & up. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. Pub. at $6.95

5763843 THE LITTLE PRINCE. By Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Bring the endearing classic into your home with this complete and unabridged edition. The author’s original illustrations are included, bringing to life the enchanting and endlessly imaginative stories of the Little Prince’s interplanetary travels. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 127 pages. Wiyo Publishing House. Import. $7.95

5810574 ROBOTIC GORILLA: Build a Walking Gorilla with Light-Up Features. By Angela Royston. Discover the fascinating world of gorillas, learn how they inspired the design of robots, and build your own walking gorilla with this kit. Includes instructions for 24 fact cards, 15”x20” poster, plastic case with motor, and 14 plastic pieces. Age 8 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—SMALL PARTS, NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS. Silver Dolphin. Pub. at $14.95

5801753 RUSH REVERE AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Rush & Katrina A. Limbaugh. Novel. The American Revolution has begun—and Rush Revere. Liberty, the horse, and the young boy are hurled across the ocean to a time when British rule had become a royal pain, and rebellion was in the air. Rush and the gang will be on hand to see two characters hug in the Old North Church, prevent a British spy from capturing Paul Revere, and adventure at the Battle of Lexington, Concord, and Battle Hill. Ages 11 & up. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

5876380 THE DRAGON & THE KNIGHT: A Pop-Up Misadventure. By Robert Sabuda. The Dragon through the land of fairy tales, speeding through Rapunzel, flying through Aladdin, and blowing through The Three Little Pigs through the chase, each fairy tale literally leaps from the page in some of the mostazzlingly intricate pop-ups you’ll ever see. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. S&S. 7¾x8¾. Import. Pub. at $29.99

*5874504 THE WORLD OF PETER RABBIT: The Complete Collection of Original Tales 1-23. By Beatrix Potter. Beatrix Potter’s fascination for the natural world lay behind the creation of her famous series of little books featuring Peter Rabbit, Squirrel Nutkin, Tom Kitten, and many more creatures who inhabit Potter’s charming Cotswold countryside. Ages 4 & up. Well illus. in color. Frederick Warne. 12¼x6¼. Import. Pub. at $160.00 $124.95

Audio Books

CD 5851688 THE WRIGHT BROTHERS. By David McCullough. Read by the author. Drawing on the immense riches of the Wright Brothers’ private family correspondence, McCullough tells the full story of the Wright’s rise from quietly inventive aeronautics to their eventual mastery of powered flight. Ten hours on 8 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

CD 593561X RUSH REVERE AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Rush Limbaugh. Read by Rush Limbaugh with Kathryn Adams Limbaugh. Based on theinstant New York Times bestseller, Rush Revere and the American Revolution has begun—and Rush Revere, Liberty the horse, and the time-traveling crew are ready to rush into a time when British rule had become a royal pain, and rebellion was in the air. Ages 11 & up. Over five hours on 5 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

CD 5852013 REVIVAL. By Stephen King. Read by David Morse. When tragedy strikes charismatic preacher Charles Jacobs, he abandons his faith and is banished from his town. Years later, Jacobs re-encounters Jamie Morton—a young boy for whom Jacobs once worked as a janitor who worked for his own— and the two find a bond beyond even the Devil’s devising. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $8.95

CD 5851815 FINDERS KEEPERS. By Stephen King. Read by Will Patton. Novel. Morris Bellamy is the mastermind behind a story—this story is by the author—not because he stopped writing, but because he started a career in advertising. Before going to prison, Morris hides Rothstein’s money and three others’ as well. Would the treasure and it’s up to Bill Hodges, Holly Gibney, and Jerome Robinson to rescue him from a dragnet and vengeful Morris. Over 13 hours on twelve CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $8.95

CD 5851993 MR. MERCEDES. By Stephen King. Read by Will Patton. Jason Bourne has been hired to impersonate a high-level government minister at a political summit meeting in Qatar, shielding the minister from any assassination attempts. Gunmen storm the room, killing everyone but Bourne. But the minister isn’t Bourne—it’s Bourne! Over 12 hours on 12 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

Truth we need to get back on the right track we’re already on. Three hours on 3 CDs. S&S. Pub. at $14.95

CD 5738024 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE ASCENDENCY. By Eric Van Lustbader. Read by Holter Graham. Novel. Jason Bourne has been hired to impersonate a high-level government minister at a political summit meeting in Qatar, shielding the minister from any assassination attempts. Gunmen storm the room, killing everyone but Bourne. But the minister isn’t Bourne—it’s Bourne! Over 12 hours on 12 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

CD 4538196 THE CASUAL VACANCY. By J.K. Rowling. Read by Tom Hollander. Novel. The author of Harry Potter brings us his first novel for adults. The town of Pagford is an idyllic English locale, but beneath the fair face of a dead, war. When Barry Fairbrother dies, an open seat is left on the parish council, and the subsequent election ignites a waiting powder keg. 18 hours on fifteen CDs. Harper. Pub. at $9.95

CD 5914647 HANKLESS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Read by Susan Ericksen. Novel. When a couple is found stabbed and beheaded, those who knew them can’t believe the overwhelming evidence that they were killed by their own son. But the son is not only capable of brutality but has taken a liking to it. NYPD Lieutenant Eve Dallas and her team need to pinpoint where Jerry’s going to strike next. 7 hours on seven CDs. Brilliance Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

CD 5737745 GO SET A WATCHMAN. By Harper Lee. Read by Elizabeth W arren. Novel. Set against a backdrop of civil rights tensions and political turmoil, Jean Louise Finch, now 27 years old, returns home to Alabama to visit her aging father, Atticus. But disturbances begin to心头, and Jean Louise begins to realize that the rules of national politics are changing. Over 16 hours on 10 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

CD 5851874 HIDDEN ORDER. By Brad Thor. Read by Armand Schultz. Novel. When the cancer-stricken president is ordered to head the most secretive organization in America suddenly go missing, covert counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath is summoned to Washington to track down dangerous chase hours on ten CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

CD 3680045 A FIGHTING CHANCE. By Elizabeth Warren. Read by the author. The unlikely politician with the most competitive and watched—Senate race in the country, Warren tells the inspiring story of the two-decade journey that taught her how Washington really works—and really doesn’t. CD 5738308 SUNSET EMBRACE. By Sandra Brown. Read by Ellen Archer. Novel. Lydia and Ross have both been hurt in the past. However, they find themselves thrown together when an eventable they are unable to stop the events that will eventually pit one man’s vengeance against the strength of a woman’s love. Fourteen hours on 13 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95
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5703734 THE LONGEST YEAR: America at War and at Home in 1944. By Victor Brooks. Argues that 1944 was the longest year for Americans of that era, both in terms of United States casualties and in deciding the outcome of the war itself. As raging in Europe and the Pacific, the D. Roosevelt administration experiences an election home stretch, the events of 1944 reshuffled the cards and changed the rules for 140 million Americans in some fashion. Photos. 238 pages. Camel Books. Pub. at $34.95 $6.95 5763845 SPQR: A History of Ancient Rome. Byerry Birley. In a sweeping revisionist history, Beard challenges our comforting historical perspectives of the Roman Empire by exploring how Romans thought of themselves: how they challenged the idea of imperial rule, how they responded to the idea of citizenship and nation. Photos, some in color. 606 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5963001 THE BALKAN DECLARATION: The Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict. By Jonathan Schneer. Crucial to understanding the Middle East as it is today, this volume is a compelling and timeless treachery that continues to drive global events. Issued in London in 1917, the Balkan Declaration was one of the key documents of the 20th century, and its entire story is finally revealed. Illus. 432 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

7670352 JANE AUSTEN’S ENGLAND. By Roy & Lesley Adkins. Offers a fascinating view of the greatest novelist’s world in a wide-ranging and detailed social and political history. The authors have drawn upon contemporary sources including diaries, personal letters, newspapers, and more to reveal the texture and character of the era. 16 pages of photos. 422 pages. Viking. Paper. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95


5994725 CONFESSIONS OF AN ILLUMINATI, VOL. I. By T. Wood & D. Ail. This compact revisionist history of ancient alien theory—Erich von Däniken, Giorgio Tsoukalos, David Hatcher Childress, and others. Illus. in color. 210 pages. HarperElixir. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

5938217 SEVERED: A History of Heads Lost and Heads Found. By Frances Larson. Tales readers on a tour of the varied obsessions of the 19th century. Larson investigates the ways in which the severed head was most savage but also our most human experiential and erotic symbol. On the cover of this book, Larsson wrote the first print the book ever. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $19.95

5773334 WORLD HISTORY IN MINUTES: 200 Key Events Explained in an Instant. By T. Wood & D. Ail. This compact reference is your smart guide to world history. Complete with maps, illustrations, and diagrams, it covers 200 major events, important movements, and influential figures that have shaped the story of humanity. 416 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

4443199 SLAVE SPECIES OF THE GODS: The Secret History of the Anunnaki and Their Mission on Earth. By Michael Tellinger. Revealing new archaeological and genetic evidence in support of Zecharia Sitchin’s revolutionary work with pre-biblical clay tablets, Tellinger shows how the Anunnaki created us using pieces of their own DNA, controlling our physical and mental capabilities by inactivating their more advanced DNA. 565 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $10.95

5751410 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NORDIC AND GERMANIC FOLKLORE, MYTHOLOGY, AND MAGIC. By Claude Lecouteux. From Odin and Thor to berserkers and Fenrir, this is the most comprehensive encyclopedia of the origins, connections, and tales behind the myriad gods, goddesses, magical beings, rituals, folk customs, and mythical creatures of the northern tradition. 1,020 entries. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4532937 NORTH KOREA CONFIDENTIAL: Private Markets, Fashion Trends, Prison Camps, Dissenters and Defectors. By D. Tudor & J. Pearson. Explores what life is like in the modern North Korea today. The authors interview experts and tap a broad variety of sources to bring a startling new insider’s view of North Korean society. The result reveals the horror of totalitarianism and humor in this fascinating country. Color photos. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

5704338 TUDORS: The History of England from Henry VIII to Elizabeth I. By Peter(This is an incomplete text. The rest of the text is cut off.)

5641879 CHEMTRAILS, HAARP, AND THE FULL SPECTRUM DOMINANCE OF PLANET EARTH. By Elana Freeland. Stemming back to the 1950s, chemtrails and ionospheric heaters are part of a weather warfare being secretly waged on a global scale. Freeland pulls back the curtain on this shocking conspiracy, showing how weather warfare is being used to enrich the military industrial complex and control nations across the globe. 336 pages. CCC. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

5814235 EXPEDITION AFRICA. Join four renowned explorers as they attempt to follow the historic journey of Henry Morton Stanley and his search for the “lost” Dr. David Livingstone in the heart of Africa. But this is more than a simple travel program. These modern-day explorers will have only one compass, maps, and Stanley’s journal from his original expedition to guide them through the harsh African environment. Collects all 8 episodes. DVD. Over 6 hours of content. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

5814655 HELL AND GOOD COMPANY: The Spanish Civil War and the World It Made. By Michael rotor. The story of the Spanish Civil War, as seen through the eyes of the reporters, writers, artists, doctors, and nurses who witnessed it. Takes you to the battlefields, cathedrals, and beyond to the world of the world. Complete with maps, illustrations, and diagrams, it covers 200 major events, important movements, and influential figures that have shaped the story of humanity. 416 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

Spain changed the world. 16 pages of photos. 302 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95
American History

573812 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S SECRET SIX: The Spy Ring That Saved the American Republic. By D. Yaeger. Paints fascinating portraits of the members of George Washington’s Culper Spy Ring, a sophisticated and secretive intelligence network used to supply New York after his return in August 1787. Long unrecognized, the secret six finally receive their due among the pantheon of American heroes. Photos. 235 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

584082 MONTGOMERY WARD & CO. CATALOGUE & BUYERS’ GUIDE. 1895. This unassuming facsimile of this giant’s 1895 catalogue showcases some 25,000 items, from the necessities of life, such as flour and shirts, to products whose time has passed, such as ear tractors. Fully illus. 624 pages. Skyhorse. 8½ x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

573654 THE QUARTET. By Joseph J. Ellis. Offers a gripping and dramatic portrait of one of the most crucial and misconstrued periods in American history: The years between the end of the Revolution and the Emancipation Proclamation. By Andrew Johnsd and Thaddeus Stephens to Edwin Stanton and Salmon Chase, Langguth paints vivid portraits of national leaders, steered in their efforts to reassemble a shattered nation. 444 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

452367 STEAMBOATS: Icons of America’s Rivers. By Sara Wright. The steamboat revolutionized American travel in the 1800s, making millions of people possible and helping to settle and develop the vast territories beyond the original colonies. Here Wright explains the factors that made the era perfect for the development of the steam engines and paddlewheels. 64 pages. Shire. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

266077 THE ACCIDENTAL VICTIM: JFK, Lee Harvey Oswald, and the Real Target in Dallas. By James Roston, Jr. Was the assassination of one of America’s most beloved presidents the result of a conspiracy? Put forth by the author. Based on years of research and interviews, Roston makes the case that Texas Governor Connally, not JFK, was the intended target of Lee Harvey Oswald. Book Club Edition. Illus. 203 pages. Assembly! Press. Orig. Pub. at $23.95 $3.95

596712X THE GOLDEN GATE: San Francisco’s Celebrated Bridge. By Peter Biren, photos by M. Beebe. This expanded and revised hardcover book tells the whole new light with this assortment of stunning images. Complementing each photograph is a short history of the bridge and memorable quotes from a variety of San Francisco natives and visitors affected by its imposing presence. 128 pages. Earth Aware. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

387691 THE KILLING OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY: An Investigation of Motive, Means, and Opportunity. By Sean Clancy and Carlos Moldea. Takes a revealing look at the strong evidence that too many bullets were fired to come from Sirhan’s gun, and talks with a man who many believe was the real gunman. Photos. 342 pages. Norton. Paperback. Orig. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5944750 JFK CONSPIRACIES. By Liam McCann. Investigates and analyzes the pertinent conspiracy theories revolving around one of the greatest mysteries in American history, determining once and for all if Oswald was involved, whether he was a lone gunman, or if there were other assassins in Dealey Plaza on that fatal day. Well-illustrated. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Entertainment Import. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

5860512 MARCH TO FREEDOM. Widescreen. From the first slaves in the colonies to today, African Americans have shaped the nation through their personal experiences and the pursuit of happiness. That powerful story unfolds in this 14-part documentary series, woven together with historic motion pictures and the words of those moving first-hand accounts. In Color and B&W. Eleven hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. $4.95

5860521 AMERICA’S NATIONAL TREASURES: The Complete 12 Volume Series. Since 1906, when Teddy Roosevelt created the nation’s first National Monument destination, all National Monuments have been designated by Presidents as their personal memorials which they sought to protect above all others. This series tells the story of America’s past and present. Publisher advises that his death, and offers memories of the First Lady, insights on conspiracy theories, and recollections of the death of Lee Harvey Oswald. 167 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

5856655 EMANCIPATION ROAD. The story of the 125-mile Lincoln Highway — the nation’s first powerful American saga—the harrowing fight for American civil rights. The close of the Civil War may have yielded an end to slavery on American soil, but the Emancipation Proclamation was only the beginning of an epic 250-year struggle that continues to this day. Nearly 6 hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

3005701 THE CALIFORNIA AND OREGON TRAIL: Sketches of Prairie and Rocky Mountain Life. By Francis Parkman. Presents the thrilling account of how Parkman, a Harvard student, traveled on foot and by covered wagon from Boston born aristocrat, spent the summer of 1846 journeying from St. Louis through the Great Plains and Black Hills to the Rockies, 448 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5857753 THE AMERICAN FUTURE: A V iew of the United States and Its Place in the World. By James A. McClellan. A detailed and descriptive tour of the American landscape, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, vividly described with the insight and analysis to help the reader gain a deeper understanding of America today. 288 pages. Fawcett. Orig. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

573849 MEN, WOMEN & MANNERS IN COLONIAL TIMES. By Sydney Fishier. First published in 1987, this complete account of the unique history, customs, and character of each American colony reveals the conditions that shaped the most well-known colonial figures and events. Discover colonial architecture, along with colonial pastimes and culture. Illus. 394 pages. Broadway. $18.95 $9.95

5748151 THE 50S: The Decade You Were Born. Discover what life was like in the 1950s, from life expectancy to the national debt to the price of gasoline. Includes the complete feature film The Last Time I Saw Paris with Elizabeth Taylor, a complete episode of Dragnet; seven classic TV mysteries titles in Color and B&W. Four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $3.95

3367782 SIGNING THEIR LIVES AWAY: The Fate and Misfortune of the Men Who Signed The Declaration of Independence. By D. Kemian & J. D’Agnerie. In the summer of 1776, they signed their lives away in the historic document—and the many strange fates that awaited them. Illus. 255 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

5636555 VEGAS: The City the Mob Made. This series chronicles the untold history of Las Vegas, America’s city that never sleeps. From its 1905 origins through the 1954-55 Prohibition when the feds and the mob were at war. Reveals how the city was conceived in business, founded on organized crime, and shaped the most well-known colonial figures and events. Discover colonial architecture, along with colonial pastimes and culture. Illus. 394 pages. Broadway. $18.95 $9.95

592512 FIRST ENTREPRENEUR: How George Washington Built His— and the Nation’s—Prosperity. By Edward L. Gengel. Reveals how the United States was conceived in business, founded on organized crime, and shaped the most well-known colonial figures and events. Discover colonial architecture, along with colonial pastimes and culture. Illus. 394 pages. Broadway. $18.95 $9.95

573812 GEORGE WASHINGTON’S SECRET SIX: The Spy Ring That Saved the American Republic. By D. Yaeger. Paints fascinating portraits of the members of George Washington’s Culper Spy Ring, a sophisticated and secretive intelligence network used to supply New York after his return in August 1787. Long unrecognized, the secret six finally receive their due among the pantheon of American heroes. Photos. 235 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/439
THE WILD WEST: How the West Was Won. By Bruce Weber. America without the West is unthinkable, but its assimilation into the nation was by no means inevitable. It was the meetings of Native American people and their cultures, riders of the U.S. Cavalry and the Buffalo Soldiers; the Texas Revolution; the Pony Express; the laying of the railroads; and more. Fully illus. 1,030 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

THE KILLING OF CRAZY HORSE. By Thomas Powers. The death of Crazy Horse was a traumatic event not only in Sioux but also in American history. With the Great Sioux War as background and context, drawing on many new materials as well as previously unknown archives, Powers recounts the final months and days of Crazy Horse’s life not to lay blame but to establish the truth of what happened. Paperbound. 568 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $18.00.

OLD MAN RIVER: The Mississippi River in North American History. By Paul Schneider. Half devastated product of American ingenuity, half magnificent natural wonder, it is impossible to imagine America without the Mississippi. This entertaining history vividly portrays the peoples past and present who have lived along the path of one of the world’s great waterways. Illus. 394 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00.

HOW THE IRISH WON THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Thomas Powers. There are many Fighting Irish in American history. With the Great Sioux War as background and context, drawing on many new materials as well as previously unknown archives, Powers recounts the final months and days of Crazy Horse’s life not to lay blame but to establish the truth of what happened. Paperbound. 568 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $18.00.


FORGOTTEN HEROES OF AMERICA’S WAR OF INDEPENDENCE. By Philip Thomas Tucker. The story of Irish contributors such as John Barry, the colonies’ foremost naval officer; Knute Ver Steeg, the top artillery officer and future secretary of war; and the 40 to 50 percent of Washington’s soldiers who were Irish, who were all instrumental in carrying out the vision for a free country, without whose assistance America might have lost the desperate fight for its existence. This volume explores the stories of former British Intelligence officer John Hughes-Wilson and the result of his efforts. Illus. 287 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.99.


THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR: Heroes & Battles. This insightful collection features four documentary programs chronicling, in great detail, the battles and major events of the Revolutionary War. These programs feature accurate reenactments. The four programs are The Battle of Coach’s Bridge; The Battle of Green Spring; Yorktown, Battle for Victory; and Von Steuben’s Continentals. The First American Army. Over three mill. Creek. DVD. Pub. at $27.00.

AN EYEWITNESS HISTORY OF THE PILGRIMS AND THE FOUNDING OF PLYMOUTH COLONY. By Rod Gragg. Gragg brings the Pilgrims to life in this lavish guide, filled with moving eyewitness narratives. From their persecution in England and painless exile in Holland to their eventual landing in the New World, this is a fascinating account of our hidden history, most of which the public has never heard of. 552 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


THE AMERICAN WEST: A 32 Hour Documentary Collection. From the aboriginal Native Americans to the legendary outlaws of the frontier, this collection of documentaries explores the truths, the myths, and the heart of the land and its people. Five categories: Great Indian Wars; Outlaws & Gunfighters; Trail of Tears; American History of the West; and Native American History. Color and B&W. Tiny-H연구-Docs on 8 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98.

AMERICAN CONSPIRACY FILES: The Stories We Were Never Told. By Peter Krosn. In this fact filled volume the reader will learn about the world of conspiracies and conspiracy theories from the time when America was first founded, like the circumstances surrounding the lost colony of Roanoke and Edward Snowden. These stories are a fascinating account of our hidden history, most of which the public has never heard of. 552 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

5927090 THE INVISIBLES: The Untold Story of African American Slaves in the White House by James A. Dungy. Chronicles the African American presence inside the White House from its beginnings through the Civil War. The author explores the lives of the slaves who took care of the most powerful men in the U.S. and their families, and the ways the slaves contributed to the U.S. as a whole. Illus. 226 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95 $7.95

5955365 LOVE & HATE IN JAMESTOWN: John Smith, Pocahontas, and the Start of a New Nation by Mary Boykin. Written in rhyming verse, this gripping narrative tells the story of the first permanent English settlement in the New World. A young Englishman named Smith, who came looking for a new route to the Orient and instead found hardship and misery, chronicles the story of this pivotal moment in American history. 305 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

5902948 THE UNREDEEMED CAPTIVE: A Family Story from Early America. By John Demos. Recounts the story of a Delaware woman named Effie, who left her family in the Delaware and moved to a reservation in the White House in the 18th century. Effie's story is told through a series of letters written to her husband, who was away fighting in the Revolution. Effie's experiences provide a fascinating look at life in early America. 279 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

584309X LIGHTS OUT: A Cyberattack, a Nation Unprepared, Surviving the Inevitable Aftermath. By Ted Koppel. In 2008, Tikkun magazine ran an article that predicted a malicious attack on our nation's electric grid. It didn't last only a few days, but weeks or months. The fact is, one well-placed attack on our nation's electric grid could cripple much of our infrastructure, and in this sobering investigation, Koppel argues that it is not a question of if our grid goes down, but when. 279 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

5711010 THE LEE HARVEY OSWALD PAPERS. Edited by Christopher McGinty. McGinty re-creates the events leading up to Lee Harvey Oswald's assassination. This book includes never-before-seen material from the FBI's investigation, including interviews and documents that provide new insights into the conspiracy surrounding the assassination. 302 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

5763924 MY KIND OF COUNTY: Door County, Wisconsin. By John Fraser Hamilton. Presents an indispensable guide to Door County, Wisconsin, the quintessentially American locale often regarded as "the Cape Cod of the Midwest." Based on Hart's 50 years of summertime residence, it is a fascinating and beguiling excursion into the history and geography of this picturesque northern Wisconsin county. Includes detailed descriptions of the County's natural beauty, its rich history, and the many activities available to visitors. 163 pages. Center for Wisconsin Studies. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95


5970121 EYEWITNESS TO THE ALAMO. By hill Grone. Features over 100 descriptions of the Battle of the Alamo and the people who were witnesses or who claimed to have witnessed the event. These accounts are the basis for all of the history, traditions, myths, and legends of this famous battle. Many are conflicting, so they are highly suspect as to authenticity, but all are intriguing. 282 pages. Lone Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

5959990 BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE. By Dee Brown. In this 40th anniversary edition of one of the landmark history books published in the 20th century, Dee Brown re-examines the Wounded Knee massacre, the story even more vivid and compelling. Also included are 19 essays and excerpts culled from firsthand accounts and other books noted America and historians. Beautifully preserved, will it be an addition to any home library. 544 pages. Sterling. 9½x14½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

5930510 THE CIA AS ORGANIZED CRIMINAL: The Truth about America and the World. By Douglas Valentine. Shed's light on the elaborate system of surveillance, control, entrapment, imprisonment, torture, and assassination the CIA evolved against the Cuban population in the 1960s. Remarkable research that shows how these practices remain operational today in Afghanistan, El Salvador, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, and elsewhere. 446 pages. Clarity. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95

5986926 DODGE CITY: Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and the Golden West. By Tom Clavin. Tells the true story of the friendship, romances, gunfights, and adventures of two of the most colorful characters in the Wild West, and the remarkable cast of characters they encountered. Young and largely self-taught, Earp and Masterson led the effort that established frontier justice and the rule of law in the American West. 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

5949289 KING PHILIP'S WAR: The History and Legacy of America's Forgotten Conflict. By E.B. Schulz & M.J. Toogins. Through careful reconstruction of events, first-person accounts, period illustrations and maps, this riveting history brings a harrowing war that established frontier justice and the rule of law in the American West. 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

5906607 THE PRESIDENT IS DEAD! The Extraordinary Stories of the Presidential Deaths, Final Days, Burials, and Beyond. By Louis L. Piccone. An entertaining and informative book that looks at the circumstances surrounding the deaths of every president—and a few “almost presidents,” such as Jefferson Davis. Packed with fun facts and presidential trivia, this book tells you everything you could possibly want to know about how our presidents met their ends. Photos, most in color. 404 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

5734409 JACKSONVILLIAN. By Steve Inskipe. Five decades after the Civil War, the United States approached a constitutional crisis created by the thrice rejected annexation of the Republic of Texas. In this sweeping, in-depth survey illuminates one of the most colorful characters in American history full of remarkable characters, from the stamp-collecting FDR to the revolutionaries who challenged the US’s monopoly on mail, to the Japanese government said no thanks? 260 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

590532X THE WITCHES: Suspicion, Betrayal, and Hysteria in 1692 Salem. By Stacy Schiff. The panic began in 1692, over a row of Massachusetts women who were accused of witchcraft. Their persecution was one of the most chilling events in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 496 pages. Back Bay Books. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95


5915599 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO THE PRESIDENTS, PART 2: From Wilson to Obama. By Steven F. Hayward. Provides an unvarnished, unapologetic overview of the topics every American needs to know. Did you know that JFK was assassinated by a Communist? Did Barack Obama want to include Hiroshima and Nagasaki on his world apology tour, but the Japanese government said no thanks? 302 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

5915597 THE BLOOD OF EMMETT Till. By Brittany Y. Roberts. Part history, part political story, part political history. Tyson draws on a wealth of new evidence, including the only interview ever given by Carolyn Bryant, the woman who the FBI fingered as Emmett Till’s accused murderer. This gripping narrative unpants what we thought we knew about the most notorious racial crime in American history. 291 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95
570108 THE BIRD FARM: Carrier Aviation and Naval Aviators—A History and Celebration. By Philip Kaplan. Offering a rare glimpse of life aboard an aircraft carrier, this volume paints a vivid and often hair-raising portrait of military aircraft carriers and carrier crews, and of the planes and pilots who depend on them. Includes nearly 200 photographs and dozens of interviews. 240 pages. Skyhorse. $19.95

593950X THE RISE AND FALL OF THE SECOND LARGEST EMPIRE IN HISTORY. By Thomas J. Craughwell. Recounts the spectacularly rapid expansion and dramatic decline of the Mongol realm. By examining its real, widespread, and enduring influence on countless communities from the Danube River to the Pacific Ocean, and from the astounding Mongol consolidation of world dominance in color, 272 pages. $6.95


5904893 MILITARY BLINDERS. By Saul David. How and why of military failure. Vividly describes some of the worst mistakes ever made, from incompetent commanders to catastrophes brought about by faulty planning, in 399 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.95


4464464 AFTER THERMOPYLAE: The Oath of Plataea and the End of the Graeco-Persian Wars. By Paul Cartledge. Masterfully recounts the entire history of the world, exploring the battle that decisively ended the threat of a Persian conquest of Greece. Cartledge attempts to uncover both what happened on the field of battle and what happened to the faded memory of this critically neglected event. Illus. 200 pages. Oxford. Paperback. $24.95

5947367 THE PENTAGON’S BRAIN. By Annie Jacobsen. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, or DARPA, has grown to become the Defense Department’s most secret, most powerful, and most controversial military science research and development agency. Jacobsen offers a groundbreaking look behind the scenes at the clandestine intersection of civilian and military research. 128 pages of photos. 552 pages. Little, Brown. Pub at $30.00


5840365 IJN LIGHT CARRIER SHIPS 1941-45: New Vanguard 236. By Mark Stille. Covers the design, role, and wartime service of every I.J.N. light carrier ever constructed, from the Osaka class of the 1920s to the World War II period. Includes light carriers constructed, the Worchester class, which were only completed after the end of WW.II. Well illus., some color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub at $24.95

5743926 U.S.NAVY LANDING CRUISER 1941-45: New Vanguard 235. By Mark Stille. Covers the design, role, and wartime service of every U.S. Navy light cruiser ever constructed, from the Omaha class of the 1920s to the World War II period. Includes light cruisers constructed, the Worchester class, which were only completed after the end of WW.II. Well illus., some color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub at $24.95

5939615 WEST POINT 1915: Eisenhower, Bradley, and the Class the Stars Fell On. By Michael Schaller. Of the 164 men who graduated from West Point in 1915, a stunning 59 went on to attain the rank of brigadier general or higher, most notably Dwight D. Eisenhower, Omar Bradley, and many others. Individually their stories are remarkable. Collectively they profile the story of a nation. Photos. 224 pages. Zenith. Pub at $30.00


5901224 THE PATRIOTIC WOMAN’S HANDBOOK: What to Do During the Medical Crisis, Whether You’re in the Midst of Battle, Scuba Diving on the Ocean Floor, or Just Plain Sick. By U.S. Department of Defense. One of the most trusted manuals offered by the Department of Defense for military medical personnel in the field. Teaching integral skills like tactical field care, field dressing, treating burns; casualty transportation; treating hypovolemic shock; and more. Illus., some color. Skyhorse. Paperback. $16.99

5910234 THE GHOSTS OF CANNAE: Hannibal and the Darkest Hour of the Roman Republic. By Robert L. O’Connell. The slaughter at Cannae has haunted scholars and informed our understanding of more than two millennia. O’Connell combines first rate scholarship with “face of battle” graphic descriptions to show how horrific Hannibal’s army proved for thousands of trapped Romans on a single afternoon. Maps. 310 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub at $17.00

4616333 THE BARRET RIFLE—SNIPING AND ANTI-MATERIAL RIFLES ON THE WAR ON TERROR: Weapon 45. By Chris McNab. In 1974, Belgian arms company Fabrique Nationale introduced the .50-caliber FN Minimi, a groundbreaking new light machine gun that is now used in 45 countries around the world. This study tracks its development, and investigates what has made it so compelling a choice for armed forces across the globe for the last 40 years. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub at $20.00

2877227 THE M14 BATTLE RIFLE: Weapon 37. By Leroy Thompson. Featuring specially commissioned full-color artwork and archive and close-up photographs, this is the full history of the M14, the long-lived battle rifle that was the follow-on of shape to U.S. forces more than 50 years after its first adoption. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub at $18.95

2803633 THE M3 GREASE GUN: Weapon 45. By Leroy Thompson. Influenced by the German MP 40 and the British Sten, the 45-caliber M3 “Grease Gun” served as the primary U.S. submachine gun during World War II. This mini-gun was a formidable weapon. An improved variant was favored by armored crews right up to the beginning of the 1990s. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub at $19.95


DVD 5867224 WINGS OVER CALIFORNIA: DX: DVD Excellence. See how California’s central valley’s five Air Force Bases (Beale, Travis, Castle, Mather, and McClelan) each played pivotal roles in the defense of the nation for more than five years and hear actual accounts of wartime efforts from veterans, civilians, and historians. The 100 minute DVD. Pub at $14.99

5702274 THE BATTLE FOR MANCHURIA AND MANCHUKUO: China’s Siping, 1945. By Harold M. Tanner. In the spring of 1946, Communists and Nationalist Chinese were battling for control of Manchuria and surrounding territories. The battle ended when both sides agreed to the terms worked out by American general George Marshall. Within three years, Mao Zedong drove Chiang Kai-shek to Taiwan. Historians wonder: Did Marshal save the Communists and seal China’s fate? Illus. 288 pages. InUP. Pub at $35.00

5941326 TACTICAL COMBAT CASUALTY CARE AND WOUND TREATMENT. By U.S. Department of Defense. One of the most trusted manuals offered by the Department of Defense for military medical personnel in the field. Teaching integral skills like tactical field care, field dressing, treating burns; casualty transportation; treating hypovolemic shock; and more. Illus., some color. Skyhorse. Paperback. $16.99
CONVERSATIONS WITH MAJOR DICK WINTERS: Life Lessons from the Commander of the Band of Brothers. By Dale C. Kinneip. In this battle-scarred veteran of WWII Europe, Major Dick Winters led his Easy Company—the now legendary Band of Brothers—from the confusion and chaos of the D-Day invasion to the final capture of Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest. Kinneip shares firsthand experiences and advice to today’s readers, such an effective leader, addresses Winters’s experiences and leadership during the war, and his search for peace in the aftermath of the war. 16 pages of photos. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

B&W. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Go Entertainment.

WWI & WW II

5715356 CONVERSATIONS WITH MAJOR DICK WINTERS: Life Lessons from the Commander of the Band of Brothers. By Dale C. Kinneip. In this battle-scarred veteran of WWII Europe, Major Dick Winters led his Easy Company—the now legendary Band of Brothers—from the confusion and chaos of the D-Day invasion to the final capture of Hitler’s Eagle’s Nest. Kinneip shares firsthand experiences and advice to today’s readers, such an effective leader, addresses Winters’s experiences and leadership during the war, and his search for peace in the aftermath of the war. 16 pages of photos. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

5833847 HITLER'S GLADIATOR: The Tide and Wars of Panzer Army Commander Sepp Dietrich. By Charles Messenger. One of Hitler’s elite officers, Dietrich was an ineffective if unusual commander who led his soldiers through some of the fiercest fighting and who Nonetheless took on an SS Panzer Army in the Battle of the Bulge. This sparsely documented man is unveiled in this extensively researched biography. Illus. 245 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

DVD 5907187 WW II IN COLOR, 1939-1945. Utilizing the latest colorization techniques, this groundbreaking series reveals the full colorization of WWII in its entirety. Over 10 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.98

5908338 RESCUE AT LOS BANOS: The Most Daring Prison Camp Raid of World War II. By Bruce Henderson. Chronicles the mesmerizing survival story of more than two thousand African-American POWs held by the Japanese in the twilight days of World War II—and the elite 11th Airborne Division’s remarkable, heart-pounding mission to rescue these men deep inside enemy territory. Photos. 366 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

5933356 THE SS DIRLEWANGER BRIGADE: The History of the Blackwars Bar. By Christian Ingrao. An in-depth look at one of the most barbarous brigades in WWII history. The Dirlewanger Brigade was an anti-partisan unit of the Nazi army, reporting directly to Heinrich Himmler, whose first members were mostly poachers, released from prisons and concentration camps for their “skills.” 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5748402 WWII: THE WAR THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. Here is a collection of three compelling documentary programs covering all of WWII: The Dawn of War (11 episodes); The Fight for Freedom (10 episodes), War in the Pacific (24 episodes); Hitler: The Undying Legend (13 episodes); and WWII Remembered (10 episodes). Color and B&W. Over fifty-two hours on 11 DVDs. Mill Creek. $29.98 $5.95

4640314 PACIFIC PAYBACK. The Carrier Aviators Who Averaged Pearl Harbor at the Battle of Midway—when the Japanese scored victory after victory—the Dauntless dive-bomber crews of the USS Enterprise saw almost constant deployment, intense carrier combat, and seaplane casualties. Not until Midway would they get their chance to settle the score. This is their story, a sweeping saga of triumphs and retribution. 436 pages.NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

581339X FIGHTING IN HELL: The German Ordeal on World War II’s Eastern Front. Ed. by Peter G. Tsouras. Compiles the recollections of five veteran German commanders who served and fought in the extreme conditions of the German army in Russia, where the land, weather, distances, and battles were no match for the relentless soviet army. This is an influential and powerful book on the war. 224 pages. Palgrave. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

4643038 LOST DESTINY: Joe Kennedy Jr. and the Doomed WWII Mission to Save London. By Alan Axelrod. Offers a fresh look at the oldest son of the Kennedy clan, who lost his life in the most daring and desperate air missions of WWII. It is at once a rare exploration of the precursors of today’s controversial military drones, and a fascinating glimpse of the Kennedy dynasty that might have been. Photos. 290 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

5234120 SOMEWHERE THERE IS STILL A SUN: A Memoir of Terezin. By Alexander. For two hellish nights in September 1942, a band of 16-year-olds, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Merritt Austin “Red Mike” Edson, fought one of the most pivotal battles of World War II in the Pacific. This is the story of the 1st Marine Raider Battalion, and it was there. Photos. 348 pages. Henry Holt. $16.00 $5.95

368028 BLOODY RIDGE AND BEYOND: An Extraordinary World War II Story of Survival to Heinrich Himmler, whose first members were mostly poachers, released from prisons and concentration camps for their “skills.” 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5734653 KIDNAP IN CRETÉ: By Patrick Leigh Fermor, Operations agent Patrick Leigh Fermor, kidnapped a high-ranking Nazi general on the Greek-o ccupied island of Crete. With unprec edented access to official accounts and historical sources, this astonishing true story of daring in the battle against Hitler is told in full for the first time. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Bloomington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

4613958 BLOOD RED JUNE: The Remarkable True Story of Operation Husky. By one who was there. Photos. 348 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

5810905 HITLER’S GLADIATOR: The Tide and Wars of Panzer Army Commander Sepp Dietrich. By Charles Messenger. One of Hitler’s elite officers, Dietrich was an ineffective if unusual commander who led his soldiers through some of the fiercest fighting and who Nonetheless took on an SS Panzer Army in the Battle of the Bulge. This sparsely documented man is unveiled in this extensively researched biography. Illus. 245 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95


5808338 RESCUE AT LOS BANOS: The Most Daring Prison Camp Raid of World War II. By Bruce Henderson. Chronicles the mesmerizing survival story of more than two thousand African-American POWs held by the Japanese in the twilight days of World War II—and the elite 11th Airborne Division’s remarkable, heart-pounding mission to rescue these men deep inside enemy territory. Photos. 366 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

5933356 THE SS DIRLEWANGER BRIGADE: The History of the Blackwars Bar. By Christian Ingrao. An in-depth look at one of the most barbarous brigades in WWII history. The Dirlewanger Brigade was an anti-partisan unit of the Nazi army, reporting directly to Heinrich Himmler, whose first members were mostly poachers, released from prisons and concentration camps for their “skills.” 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

5748402 WWII: THE WAR THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. Here is a collection of three compelling documentary programs covering all of WWII: The Dawn of War (11 episodes); The Fight for Freedom (10 episodes), War in the Pacific (24 episodes); Hitler: The Undying Legend (13 episodes); and WWII Remembered (10 episodes). Color and B&W. Over fifty-two hours on 11 DVDs. Mill Creek. $29.98 $5.95

4613958 BLOOD RED JUNE: The Remarkable True Story of Operation Husky. By one who was there. Photos. 348 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

3586545 VANISHED: The Sixty-Year Search for the Missing Men of World War II. By Will S. Hylton. Now in a spellbinding narrative, Hylton weaves together the true story of the 11 missing men that vanished over the Pacific islands during WWII, the families they left behind, and the real reason their orders were issued and shredded in secrecy for so long. 302 pages. Riverhead. $16.00 $5.95

1730983 AFTER THE REICH: THE Brutal History of the Allied Occupation. By Giles MacDonogh. Shocking account of a massive and brutal military occupation which refames the history of World War II and its aftermath. The author has unearthed a record of brutality which has been largely ignored. The book is, in essence, just a legitimate retaliation for the horror of the Holocaust. Photos. 618 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

2699079 WITH HITLER TO THE END: The Memoirs of Adolf Hitler’s Valet. By Eva Braun. First published in German in 1980. English translation of a memoir by Hitler’s personal assistant for 10 years. Linge. For two hellish nights in September 1942, a small band of American soldiers, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Merritt Austin “Red Mike” Edson, fought one of the most pivotal battles of World War II in the Pacific. This is the story of the 1st Marine Raider Battalion, and it was there. Photos. 348 pages. Henry Holt. $16.00 $5.95

4603338 ELEPHANT COMPANY: The Inspiring Story of an Unlikely Hero and the Remarkable True Story of Saving Wild Life in World War II. By Vicki Constantine Croke. In the winter of 1944, outgunned and underequipped U.S. forces led by the Screaming Eagles of the 101st Airborne group fought the Gestapo in a standoff. Here Corsi paints a riveting portrait of one of the most important battles in world history. 357 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

3681904 HIROSHIMA NAGASAKI: The Real Story of the Atomic Bombings. By Robert Kennedy. Tells the remarkable story of James Howard Young, who was on the secret U.S. mission to inform the Japanese that they were about to be destroyed. Photos. 156 pages. Palgrave. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95
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590394 The U-BOAT WAR IN THE ATLANTIC, VOLUME III: 1944-1945. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. This is the fascinating account, as told from the German perspective, of the Battle of the Atlantic, the longest running military campaign in World War Two. This work was originally compiled under the supervision of the U.S. Navy and the British Admiralty, by Fregatenkapitan Gunther Hessler. 257 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

590338 The U-BOAT WAR IN THE ATLANTIC, VOLUME II: 1942-1943. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. This is the fascinating account, as told from the German perspective, of the Battle of the Atlantic, the longest running military campaign in World War Two. This work was originally compiled under the supervision of the U.S. Navy and the British Admiralty, by Fregatenkapitan Gunther Hessler. 243 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

5740436 THE TWILIGHT RIDERS: The Last Charge of the 26th Cavalry. By Peter F. Stevens. Precise and vivid, this book chronicled the full drama of the 26th Cavalry’s magnificent but doomed mounted campaign against some of the finest troops, air power, and tanks of the Japanese military. At the Battle of Chosun Bay, this cavalry outmaneuvered and outgunned a superior foe, against all odds. 289 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5940753 JUNGLE FIGHTERS. By Jules Archer. An inside look at one of the most exciting conflicts of the world in which the United States has fought. The small task force sent to New Guinea by General Douglas MacArthur is a story of the absurdities, fears, camaraderie, and even humor of life as a soldier in wartime. Photos. 201 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

5908816 FOR CREW AND COUNTRY: The Inspirational True Story of Bravery and Sacrifice Aboard the USS Samuel B. Roberts. By John Wukovits. Tells the story of the greatest naval battle of World War II—the battle of the Philippine Sea and theOmaha Beach. 456 pages. Naval History and Heritage Command. $12.95 $5.95

5907317 PATTON AT THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE: How the General’s Tanks Turned the Tide at Bastogne. By Leo Barron. Captures General Patton’s presence and the commitment of his Third Army tanks to relieve the embattled town of Bastogne. Painstakingly researched and highly readable, this work is a significant contribution to the analysis of a great commander, his army, and the American victory in the Battle of the Bulge. 16 pages of photos. 422 pages. Naval History and Heritage Command. $19.95 $9.95

5757183 PATTON AT THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE: How the General’s Tanks Turned the Tide at Bastogne. By Leo Barron. Captures General Patton’s presence and the commitment of his Third Army tanks to relieve the embattled town of Bastogne. Painstakingly researched and highly readable, this work is a significant contribution to the analysis of a great commander, his army, and the American victory in the Battle of the Bulge. 16 pages of photos. 422 pages. Naval History and Heritage Command. $19.95 $9.95

3560201 FOR CREW AND COUNTRY: The Inspirational True Story of Bravery and Sacrifice Aboard the USS Samuel B. Roberts. By John Wukovits. Tells the story of the greatest naval battle of World War II—the battle of the Philippine Sea and theOmaha Beach. 456 pages. Naval History and Heritage Command. $12.95 $5.95

2698331 HITLER’S SAVAGE CANARY: A History of the Danish Resistance in World War II. By David Lampe. Originally published in 1957, the book included the story of resistance on the Danish coast of the Pacific War: one that would go down as history’s greatest sea battle, the clash of Sam—of the Battle of the Leyte Gulf. The book includes 549 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. $16.95 $9.95

5947340 NO BETTER FRIEND: One Man, One Dog, and Their Extraordinary Story of Courage and Survival in World War II. By William L. Weintrath. Flight technician Frank Williams and Judy, a purebred pointer, met in the most unlikely of places: a WWII internment camp in the Pacific. Their bond of love and friendship, of surviving the brutality of captivity and the unbreakable bond they forged, is one of the great unsung stories of the conflict. Photos. 388 pages. Paperback. $15.95 $5.95

2582457 AUSCHWITZ: A Doctor’s Eyewitness Account. By Miklos Nyiszli. Reveals the horror of the Nazi death camp, by a Jewish doctor forced to perform experiments on his fellow inmates under the supervision of Dr. Josef Mengele. 222 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

2616472 TIGER TANK. By Marcuer. Cowper. The most famous tank of WWII, the German Tiger I dominated the battlefields of Europe. Drawing on a wealth of research, detailed artwork and comprehensive photographs, this compact volume is a complete guide to these iconic machines: their strengths, weaknesses, and success on the battlefield. 140 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $8.95 $7.95

7672616 THE DEAD AND THOSE ABOUT TO DIE: D-Day—The Big Red One at Omaha Beach. By John C. McManus. Draws on a rich array of new or recently unearthed sources, this eagerly awaited book recreates the struggle account of the 1st Infantry Division’s harrowing D-Day assault on the eastern sector of Omaha Beach. The result is history at its finest, the most inspiring history of the Big Red One in 10 hours of hell—and their ultimate triumph. 16 pages of photos. 367 pages. Naval History and Heritage Command. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

4578651 SWANSONG 1945: A Collective Diary of the Last Days of the Third Reich. By Walter Krupinski. Chronicles the end of Nazi Germany and World War II in Europe through letters, diaries, and autobiographical accounts covering four days that fateful spring: April 20 (Hitler’s birthday), April 25 (the American meeting on the Elbe); April 30 (Hitler’s suicide), and May 8 (Germany’s surrender). Book Club Edition. 480 pages. Norton. Orig. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

5704022 INFMATY: The Shocking Story of the Japanese American Internment in World War II. By Richard Reeves. Presents a stunning account of one of the darkest moments in American history: the forced imprisonment of more than 120,000 Japanese Americans during World War II. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $9.95

3504895 DARING MISSIONS OF WORLD WAR II. By William B. Breuer. Chronicles largely unknown stories of behind the scenes bravery and covert activities that helped the Allies win crucial victories both on the ground and in the air. Contains more than seventy tales of espionage, sabotage, and derring-do. Photos. 237 pages. Castle. Orig. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

5949905 MISSION TO BERLIN. The American Airmen Who Struck the Heart of Hitler’s Reich. By Robert F. Dorf. Covers all the players in a long range Allied bombing run, including pilots and other aircrew, ground crew, and air defense. Describes how these airmen transformed the heavy bombers on their perilous missions into the heart of Hitler’s Reich. Photos. 328 pages. Zenith. Paperback Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5748399 WWII DIARIES 1942-1945, V2: A Day-by-Day Chronicle. The chaos, sacrifice, and heroism of WWII is presented through a comprehensive day-by-day profile of the significant milestones that propelled and diminished the most terrifying regime of the 20th century. Volume Two highlights the details and daily headlines from July 1942 through September 1945. In Color and B&W Over 40 hours on ten DVDs. $35.00 $9.95

5748380 WWII DIARIES 1939-1942, V1: A Day-by-Day Chronicle. The chaos, sacrifice, and heroism of WWII is presented through a comprehensive day-by-day profile of the significant milestones that propelled and diminished the most terrifying regime of the 20th century. Volume One highlights the details and daily headlines from July 1939 through June 1942. In Color and B&W Over 37 hours on nine DVDs. $35.00 $9.95

5702712 ALBUM OF THE DAMNED: Snapshots from the Third Reich. By Paul Garson. Presents the first history to chronicle the most important photographs in the Nazi archives. 10,000 images, he made his selection based on their impact as well as their historical link to the darkest chapter in human civilization. Well illus. In B&W. 408 pages. Academy Chicago. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

5088475 NAZI HITLER’S PASSPORT. By Bob Carruthers. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. From the perspective of a young German and a British Army officer, this book brings to life the fascinating account, as told from the German perspective, of the Battle of the Atlantic, the longest running military campaign in World War Two. This work was originally compiled under the supervision of the U.S. Navy and the British Admiralty, by Fregatenkapitan Gunther Hessler. 200 pages. Pen & Sword. $19.95 $6.95

5088475 NAZI HITLER’S PASSPORT. By Bob Carruthers. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. From the perspective of a young German and a British Army officer, this book brings to life the fascinating account, as told from the German perspective, of the Battle of the Atlantic, the longest running military campaign in World War Two. This work was originally compiled under the supervision of the U.S. Navy and the British Admiralty, by Fregatenkapitan Gunther Hessler. 200 pages. Pen & Sword. $19.95 $6.95

4576764 KL: A History of the Nazi Concentration Camps. By Nikolaus Wachsmann. Offers a unique perspective of the history and human experience of the Nazi concentration camps from their inception in 1933 through their demise in the spring of 1945. It reveals the camp system’s full scale development, the systematic management of the Nazi,多余的信息都删除了，保持关键信息。
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**5928990 THE LAST BAND OF BROTHERS.** By Tom Keene. In almost two dozen daring missions to the rock-bottom core of enemy-occupied Britain and Normandy, the elite Small Scale Raiding Force kidnapped sentries, seized code books and ciphers, ramfacked barrack rooms and ambushed patrols. In doing so they wreaked havoc along the rim of Hitler’s Festung Europa. In forensic detail Keene tells their extraordinary story, 16 pages of photos. 256 pages. History Press. Paperback Import. $6.95

**5978500 PANICS ON THE PACIFIC: New America Prepared for a West Coast Invasion.** By Bill Yenne. Few people know how California, Oregon, and Washington were braced for a full-scale Japanese assault after the attack on Pearl Harbor that shocked America. Yenne tells the whole amazing story of the frantic preparations for the great invasion that never happened. Photos 294 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

**5730578 HIT THE TARGET.** By Bill Yenne. Delivers the true story of the Eighth Air Force (aka the “Mighty Eighth”), the first bomber command on either side to commit strategic daylight bombing. These are the men whose careers paralleled the early bomber command on either side to commit strategic daylight bombing. This history examines the astonishing successes, revealing how victory was won through the huge logistical and geographical challenges presented by waging war in the region. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**5962780 THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE ARMY: The Invincible Years 1941-42.** By Bill Yenne. In just eight weeks, starting with the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Imperial Japanese Army saw enormous and sweeping victories across the Pacific theater. This history examines these astonishing successes, revealing how victory was won through the huge logistical and geographical challenges presented by waging war in the region. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**5963000 THE CASTAWAY’S WAR: One Man’s Battle Against Imperial Japan.** By Stephen Harding. Based on official American and Japanese histories, personal memoirs, and the author’s exclusive interviews with many of the key participants, this is the first story of naval combat, bravery, and the determination of a young U.S. Navy lieutenant shipwrecked on a South Pacific island occupied by the enemy. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

**DVD 4559851 WW II: America Joins the Fight.** Experience history’s greatest conflict like never before with this set of three documentary collections. Includes The Dawn of War: The Early Battles of WWII, 11-part series; The Last War, The Fight For Freedom: The Major Battles of WWII, a 10-part series covering its most critical battles; Victory at Sea, 26 episodes documenting the war at sea, and America’s Wars: A Critical Overview, featuring remarkable look at America’s historic conflicts. In Color and B&W. Nearly 40 hours on seven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

**5620277 SOLDATEN: On Fighting, Killing, and Dying.** By S. Neitzel & H. Walther. The authors examine reams of covert recordings of German POWs. These extraordinary bugged conversations reveal through the eyes of German soldiers the often brutal and unvarnished reality of the Second World War. 437 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.50 $5.95

**5967564 LIFE IN THE THIRD REICH: Daily Life in Nazi Germany 1933-1945.** By Paul Roland. The author tries to answer the question of why a civilized, cultured nation stood by and let the Nazi Party impose their inglorious, inhuman and fashionable way of life on all individuals made any attempt to rebel, by examining first hand evidence of those who were there. Photos. 180 pages. Arcturus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 5748372 VICTORY BY AIR.** This complete documentary series follows the history of the aerial assault vehicle from the creation of the airplane to its militarization during World War I and the Russian Revolution. Offering new and incredible archival footage, this groundbreaking five-part series is a complete historical overview of aviation’s early years. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. $3.95

**5726750 AUSCHWITZ: A New History.** By Laurence Rees. Draws together interviews with more than a hundred Auschwitz survivors, as well as Nazi perpetrators who speak on the record for the first time. Exposes the inner workings of the camp in unrelenting detail, from the inhumanity of mass murder to the bizarre microcosms that emerged within the camp. 326 pages. Public Affairs. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

**DVD 5849810 THE BATTLE OF THE BOMBER BOYS: When Paris Went Dark.** This three-part series brings WWII’s explosive offensive confrontations to life in eyewitness accounts from former U-boat members and members of the RAF who fought against the enormous German navy during both World Wars, and into Rommel’s relationship with Hitler and the Nazis. Photos. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $28.95

**5954325 SECRET GERMANY: Stauffenberg and the True History of Operation Valkyrie.** By M. Baergt & R. Leigh. The men of Holy Blood, Holy Grail now reveal the true story of the hero behind the attempt to kill Hitler. By July of 1944, the Third Reich’s days were numbered, and Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg was convinced that assassinating Hitler would mean the downfall of Germany and the death of millions. Photos. 378 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**5905192 WORLD WAR II FROM ABOVE: A Aerial View of the Global Conflict.** By Jeremy Harwood. Tells little-known story of the battle waged by Allied and Axis spies to obtain accurate aerial intelligence during WWII. Filled with dozens of eye-catching reconnaissance photographs, it sheds light on the daring pilots who risked death to shoot them, and the photographic interpreters who pioneered a totally new science to reveal the secrets they contained. 206 pages. Zenith Pub. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**5953790 THE SUOMI SUBMACHINE GUN: Weapon 54.** By Leroy Thompson. Enhanced by first-hand accounts and specially commissioned color artwork, this concise but detailed study covers the history, development, and production of this most distinctive and respected infantry weapons. 80 pages. Osprey, Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**5846637 THE LAST ESCAPER.** By Peter Hartnall. A celebrated British bomber pilot turned arch escape artist, Peter “Cooler King” Tunstall delivers his remarkable WWII memoir. Without false pride or bitterness, he takes us from the hijinks of training, to the terrifying bombing raids that led to the elaborate engine attempts that made him a legend. Illus. 320 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

**5371766 HITLER’S LAST SECRETARY: A Firsthand Account of Life with Hitler.** By Traudl Junge. In 1944 Germany, 22-year-old Traudl Junge became the private secretary to Adolf Hitler. She observed the end of one of the most ruthless despotic administrations, typing correspondence and speeches, including Hitler’s public and private last will and testament. Her memoir offers her thoughts on the Third Reich. Photos. 261 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**DVD 5701910 WWII IN HD: The Air War.** Feel the fear and exhilaration of a battlefield 25,000 feet in the air as the History Channel travels with four veterans on some of the most emblematic and graphically stunning aerial missions of WWII. Extraordinary archival footage—in color and HD—brings the fight to life for control of the skies to life. 100 minutes. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**5937515 DARWIN 1942—THE JAPANESE ATTACK ON AUSTRALIA: Campaign 304.** By Bob Allford. This fully illustrated study details what happened on February 19, 1942, when the same Japanese fleet that had bombed Pearl Harbor was ordered to attack the under-defended Australian port of Darwin. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**DVD 2776081 WAR IN EUROPE.** Become an eyewitness to the greatest conflict in human history. Preview 26-episodes of the acclaimed WWII series documenting important events on the battlefields of Europe. The program highlights strategic sessions with Allied and Axis power leaders and generals. B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95
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**5709873** GERMAN ARTILLERY OF WORLD WAR TWO. By Ian V. Hagg. Contains details of the general organization of the German artillery arm, logistic support, and firing data for their guns and ammunition. Includes comprehensive data tables and appendices including a glossary of technical terms. The complete story of German artillery during WWI. Well illus. 304 pages. Frontline. Paperback Imported. Pub. at $13.95.

**5875560** TALES OF A GREAT ESCAPER. By Ken Rees with K. Arrandale. By age 21, Ken Rees had flown 56 bomber missions; taken part in the siege of Malta, been shot down in a remote Neutral Zone lake, and been captured, interrogated, and sent to Stalag Luft III. It was here that he took part in and survived the Great Escape—a remarkable story of courage he shares here. 16 pages of photos. 224 pages. B&W. 60 minutes. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $14.95.


**4556062** A NOVA STYLE BATTLESHIPS 1941-45 (2)—TENNESSEE, COLORADO AND UNBUILT CAUCASUS. By Mark Sullivan. An account of the design and history of the Tennessee and Colorado classes of the Standard-type battleships known as the “Big Three.” Well illus. 592 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $29.95.


**5933515** THE NUREMBERG TRIAL. By Ann & John Tusa. A narrative history that recreates the drama of the WWI war crimes trial, and examines the processes that created international law, drawing on sources including the minutes of the closed deliberation on verdicts, plus over 400 photos. 514 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95.

**5636052** HITLER: The Untold Story. By Steven J. Zaloga. Examines two evenly matched and technically advanced war machines: the German Panther and the Soviet BT-7. Featuring full-color artwork as well as archive and present-day photos, this absorbing study assesses the strengths and limitations of these two types against the wider background of armored doctrine in the battle’s opening stages. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00.

**5732018** STRUGGLE FOR THE MIDDLE SEA. By Vincent O’Hara. This fresh study of the naval war in the Mediterranean in WWII analyzes the actions and performances of the five major navies—British, Italian, French, German, and American—during the entire five-year campaign and objectively examines the national imperatives that drove each nation’s maritime strategy. Photos. 324 pages. Conway. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.


**5937147** BROTHERS WASTED BY THE BRAVE. By Susan Ronald. Reveals the stranger than fiction tale of how Hildebrand Gurlitt became one of the Third Reich’s most notorious art thieves. The epic true story of Hildebrand Gurlitt’s connection to the Nazis and the downfall of one of the world’s most powerful art dealers. Well illus. 366 pages. Compass. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.


**5580113** BAZOOKA VS PANZER—BATTLE OF THE BULGE 1944. Duel 77. By Steven J. Zaloga. Focusing on the savage close-quarter fighting between Germany’s armored division and the U.S. infantry during the Battle of the Bulge, this absorbing study compares and assesses the strengths and limitations of the cutting-edge technology. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00.


Civil War

★ 4823066 THE MAPS OF THE WILDERNESS: An Atlas of the Wilderness Campaign and Valley Cavalry Operations, May 2-6, 1864. By Bradley M. Gottfried. This comprehensive work breaks down the entire campaign and all related operational maneuvers into 21 map sets enriched with 120 original, full page color maps. It includes an assessment of the winter of 1863-1864, the planning for the campaign, the crossing of the Rapidan River, and two days of bloody combat and the day of Walter’s Stalemate with 324 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 3668534 THE MAPS OF ANTIETAM. By Bradley M. Gottfried. This magisterial work breaks down the entire campaign (and all related operational maneuvers) into 21 map sets of “action-sections” enriched with 124 original full-page color maps. Covers the march into Maryland, the Harper’s Ferry operation, the South Mountain, the Confederate withdrawal to Sharpsburg, The Battle of Antietam, the retreat across the Potomac, and more. 326 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 5905168 WAR YEARS WITH JEB STUART. By William Willis Blackford. Alongside descriptions of battles, raids and sieges are the stories of army life—little details and in-hand-hand with the soldiers—in a thrilling and eye-opening memoir of the American Civil War. 344 pages. Endeavour. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

DVD 5701384 GETTYSBURG. From executive producers Tony and Ridley Scott comes a History Channel special about the battle that changed the course of the Civil War and the future of the nation. Told from the perspective of the everyday soldiers who charged into battle, this film strips away the romanticism to capture the sacrifice of those who died and lived on both sides. 84 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 5929331 THE CIVIL WAR SOLDIER: 700 Key Weapons, Uniforms, and Insignia. By Angus Konstam. Specialy commissioned photographs of more than 700 key artifacts and military equipment—from guns, swords and artillery to uniforms, flags and equipment—brought life to the experiences of Union and Confederate soldiers of all ranks. 160 pages. Universe. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 5984579 NARRATIVE OF MILITARY OPERATIONS DURING THE CIVIL WAR. By Joseph E. Johnston. Originally published in 1874 and among the first of the Civil War memoirs, Johnston goes beyond simple recollection in a work that, according to both scholars, he was regularly criticized for various failures in his campaigns and thus defends his decisions and actions. 379 pages. Endeavour. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 5968625 SHILOH: The Battle That Changed the Civil War. By Larry J. Daniel. Describes the two days of vicious combat in Tennessee in 1862, where more casualties were inflicted in all America’s wars up to that point, 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

★ 5990988 ANTIETAM: Last Order. By Robert E. Lee’s “last order” was a defeated exile to the lost battle plan—Special Order 191—that resulted in Robert E. Lee’s failed invasion of the North. Learn why Harris Ferry was key to the Union victory. Includes complete, full-page maps of the importance of the location and timing of the Battle of Antietam, and how its outcome influenced the future of our country. Maps & photos. 320 pages. Pelican. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

★ 5994157 DOUBLE CANISTER AT TEN YEARD: The Federal Artillery and the Repulse of Pickett’s Charge, July 3, 1863. By David L. Shultz. A gripping and unique study of Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg. Drawing on official reports, letters, diaries and other accounts, Shultz sheds new light on the Union long-arm, and explains how and why General Henry Hunt and his gunners were able to beat back the Confederate foot soldiers. Illus. 110 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

DVD 5702038 GUNS OF THE CIVIL WAR. America’s most violent years brought with them an explosion in the development of pistols, rifles, and artillery. From names like Colt, Winchester, and Smith & Wesson, a different Civil War saga emerges. Three programs feature major coverage of manufacturer and scholarly commentary on the sharpshooters who dominated the field. 161 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

5735351 SUMTER AFTER THE FIRST SHOTS. By Derek Smith. Drawing on newspaper accounts, government commissary reports, and soldiers’ personal correspondence, this analysis breathes new life into the whole story of Fort Sumter, from beginning to end, from Union soldiers’ first glimpse of Charleston caught in the crossfire. Photos. 372 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

★ 599116X CONFEDERATE WATERLOO: The Battle of Five Forks, April 1, 1865, and the Controversy That Brought Down a General. By Michael J. McAfee. This is the story of the Forks battle site, and how a siege of Petersburg, triggered the evacuation of Richmond, precipitated the Appomattox Campaign, and destroyed the careers and reputations of two opposing generals. This is the first fully researched account of the battle of Five Forks victory. Photos. 286 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95

★ 5811759 STONEWALL JACKSON’S LITTLE SORREL: An Unlikely Hero of the Civil War. By Sharon B. Smith. This unique Civil War memoir charts the life story of Little Sorel. Stonewall Jackson’s beloved war horse whose personality, charm, and wartime experience earned him enduring fame right up to his death in 1863. Photos. 272 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

DVD 5763312 THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. This definitive collection brings the most legendary Civil War battles vividly to life, offering more than 140 minutes of documentary programs. Cutting-edge CGI and accurate dramatizations illustrate archival letters and original diary entries, and the country’s most respected historians describe the less familiar incidents that add perspective and depth to the bloodiest conflict on American soil. In Color and B&W. Over 28 hours on fourteen DVDs. New Video.


★ 5872718 REVOLT AT TAOS. By James A. Cutchliff. Explores the events surrounding a bloody 1847 revolt against U.S. occupation. A critical uprising that resonates to this day, it left many wondering how to their kinsmen could be tried, found guilty, and executed for acts they considered honorable and in defense of their country. Book Club. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

★ 4583515 THREE YEARS AMONG THE COMANCHE: The Narrative of Nelson Lee, the Texas Ranger. Reprints the classic narrative in which the Ranger tells in his own words of getting captured, and details the Comanche way of life. 173 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Native Americans


★ 5913357 THE LOST WORLD OF THE OLD ONES: Discoveries in the Ancient Southwest. By David Roberts. For more than 5000 years the Ancestral Puebloans occupied the Four Corners region of the United States. Here Roberts continues his hunt for answers begun in his classic book In Search of the Old Ones. His new findings paint a different, fuller portrait of these enigmatic ancestors. 16 pages of color photos. 337 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

★ 7039993 NATIVE AMERICAN ETHNOBOTANY. By Daniel E. Moerman. A comprehensive guide to the plants used by Native American peoples for medicine, food, and other purposes. It documents Native American use of over 4,000 kinds of plants in over 16,000 uses. More than half of these are medicinal, but their other uses, as charted here, are wide ranging and fascinating. 927 pages. Timber. Pub. at $79.95 $54.95

★ 7434723 NATIVE AMERICAN MEDICINAL PLANTS: A Dictionary of Ethnobotanical Terms. By Daniel E. Moerman. Describes the medicinal uses of more than 3,000 plants by 216 Native American tribes. Drawn from the same research as the companion volume Native American Ethnobotany, this reference focuses specifically on 82 categories of medicinal use, ranging from antiseptics and sedatives to contraceptives to sedatives. Line drawings. 799 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95


Native Americans

AFRICAN AMERICANS

3618110 DEVIL’S SANCTUARY: An Eyewitness History of Mississippi Hate Crimes. By J.L. Dickerson. Part shocking history and part moving memoir, this history recounts the state’s shameful racist history and explores how Mississippi’s history failed to get away with its role as a safe haven for the most violent and racist values, allowing them immunity from prosecution. 369 pages. Lawrence Hill. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/439
**5384007** THE SWAMP FOX: How Francis Marion Saved the American Revolution, By John Oiler. Like the Robin Hood of legend, Francis Marion—the “Swamp Fox”—was a guerilla general who escaped from secret hideaways before meeting back into the forest or swamp, confounding the British and helping to win the American Revolution. In this action-packed biography, we get a fresh look at this forgotten guerrilla warrior and his cfellow militia freedom fighters. 16 pages of illus. 368 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $18.00

**5759802** THE BUTLER: A Witness to History, By Wil Haygood. Charts the life of Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served eight presidents, including Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired the film Lee Daniels’ The Butler. Includes a foreword by Daniels, plus an interview with Daniels and images in film. 32 pages of photos, most color. 96 pages. Attra. Pub. at $18.00

**4578511** FOUNDER’S SON: A Life of Abraham Lincoln, By Richard Brookhiser. This concise biography of Abraham Lincoln highlights his lifelong struggle to carry on the work of the Founding Fathers. Following Lincoln from his humble origins to his assassination, Brookhiser shows how every side of man: laborer, lawyer, congressman, storyteller, president, friend, and poet, Illus., some in color. 347 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.99

**2700413** GEORGE HARRISON: Living in the Material World, By Dhira Harrisons. Drawing from Harrison’s own photos, letters, diaries, and memorabilia, this volume traces the arc of Harrison’s life, from his guitar-bedecked boyhood, to the ascent of The Beatles, to his long and complex discovery of Indian culture and music, to his days as an independent musician, film producer, and bohemian squire. Fully illus., some color. 400 pages. Abrams. 8½x10/4. Pub. at $40.00

**6542468** LE MARVIN: Point Blank, By Dwayne Epstein. The first full-length account of Marvin’s life that reaches beyond the Hollywood scandal sheet reporting to provide a full appreciation of the man and his career. Moving beyond his tough guy TV roles, it is a portrait of a deeper, more complex individual who experienced pain, will, alcoholism, and PTSD. 16 pages of photos. 309 pages. Schaffer Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**5911133** UNCOVERING THE TRUTH ABOUT MARIENETHER LEWIS, By Thomas C. Miller. Written with a block of additional material to fill in previous historical gaps regarding the mysteries and controversies surrounding Lewis’s life and death. He painted a vivid picture of the rise of an ambitious young man by virtue of courage, talent, and political connections. Prometheus. Pub. at $26.00

**7867264** CITIZEN SOLDIER: A Life of Harry S. Truman, By Aida D. Donald. A psychologically penetrating portrait of Harry S. Truman, the unlikely president who rose from a modest background to preside over the end of WWII and the beginning of the Cold War. Drawing on recently opened government documents and private memoirs, it’s a revelatory look at our 33rd president. Photos. Pub. at $26.95

**7344492** ISABELLA: The Warrior Queen, By Kirsten Downey. An engaging and revolutionary biography of Isabella of Castile, the controversial queen of Spain who sponsored Christopher Columbus’s journey to the New World, laid the bedrock for the Spanish Inquisition, and became one of the most influential female rulers in history. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of color illus. 520 pages.


**4374819** WILD BILL DONOVAN: The Spymaster Who Created the OSS and Modern American Espionage, By Douglas W. Waller. One of America’s most exciting and secretive generals, William J. Donovan was the man Franklin Roosevelt chose to spy and undermine the Nazi war machine. With fast-paced, artful art of covert warfare on a scale it had never seen before, Donovan made government and private organizations throughout the U.S. and England, thousands of pages of declassified documents and oral history, interviews with associates, this is a riveting biography of one of the most powerful men in modern espionage. Photos. 466 pages. Free Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**DVB 6626191** JFK: A New World Order. Fifty years after his death, President John F. Kennedy and the secrets surrounding his presidency are as intriguing as ever. Journalist and spectral historian, in this riveting deep story, learns. Little. 5780907 **HANDS IN HARMONY:** Traditional Crafts and Music in Appalachia. By Tim Barnhill. Eighty evocative black and white portraits are complemented by oral histories and oral music interviews with each subject, celebrating those involved in the music and craft communities in and around the southern Appalachian region. Portrayed here are men and women making pottery, weaving, brooms, and other time crafts. The accompanying CD includes fiddle and banjo tunes, a cappella ballads, blues, and folk songs. 188 pages. Norton. 8½x10/4. Pub. at $49.95

**5911018** SAM ANTHONY: The Rise and Fall of a Chicago Mobster, By Eileen McCall. A clear and compelling account of one of the 20th century’s most notorious gangsters, charting his astonishing rise to the top ranks of the Mafia during the heyday of the gangster era, his connections with politicians and Hollywood stars, police ties, and his 192-page case. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**5970210** MENEGLE: The Complete Story, By G.L. Posner & J. Ware. This definitive biography probes the personality and motivations of the world’s most famous “Angel of Death.” From 1943-1945 Mengele selected who would be gassed immediately, who would be worked to death, and who would serve as involuntary guinea pigs for his gruesome and ghastly human experiments. Photos. 364 pages. Cooper Square. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**4578589** JOAN OF ARC: A Life Transfigured. By Kathryn Harrison. Deftly weaving historical fact, myth, folklore, scripture, artistic representations, and scholarly and cultural interpretation into a compelling narrative, Harrison revives our sense of Joan of Arc as one of the greatest heroines in human history. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 362 pages.

**5909253** KICK KENNEDY: The Charmed Life and Tragic Death of the Favorite Kennedy Daughter, By Barbara Leaming. Reveals the story of a young girl learning about love, sex, and death—and doing it all at warp speed as the world races toward war and then reaps in the war’s chaotic aftermath. A coming of age story of the female star of the Kennedy family and ultimately, a tragic and romantic story. SHOPWORN. 16 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.99

**5959810** MICHELLE OBAMA: A Life, By Peter Stevin. Stevin deftly explores the drama of Barack’s historic campaigns and the harsh glare that role both relented publicly and not entirely of her choosing. He offers a fresh and compelling view of the White House years when Michelle Obama casts herself as America’s First Lady. A riveting and riveting look at the fabled actress whose image and fame haunts us to this day. Illus. 265 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99

**5730081** EMBATTLED REVEL: Jefferson Davis as Commander in Chief, By James M. McPherson. In a powerful new reconnection of Jefferson Davis as Commander of the Confederacy, McPherson challenges popular notions to give him the definitive portrait he deserves. Davis is the great American Civil War icon, and “Shelby’s Son” is the story of the singer’s stunning rise and spectacular fall. The Kid. The Immortal Life of ted Williams, By Ben Bradlee, Jr. Obsessed with perfection and drawing on his anger for strength, Williams racked up a laundry list of accolades, from sports records, six balloting titles, All-Star appearances, and more. The author takes us inside the clubhouse, the backer’s box, and beyond, to introduce us to the real Ted Williams, 48 pages of photos, 855 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $35.00

**5913618** SHARON TATE: A Life. By Ed Berkowitz. Offers the definitive account of actress Sharon Tate’s life, culminating in her untimely death at the hands of the Manson family cult. It is a joyous yet inevitably heart-wrenching tour of Tate’s life, a riveting look at the beloved actress whose image and fate haunts us to this day. Illus. 265 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99

**5906016** PETTY: The Biography, By Warren Fowles. Written for the fan that wants to walk through the decades of American musical life that are embodied in one man’s remarkable story. Dark and mysterious, Tom Petty manages to come back again and again, showing us what can be done and what can be taken. We can take us. 16 pages of photos, some color. 323 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

**5740134** ERNST LUBITZ: Laughter in Paradise, By Scott Eyman. It was called the “Lubitsch Touch”—that indelible sense of style, taste, humor, and humanity that defined the films of one of Hollywood’s all-time great directors. Eyman examines not just the films Lubitsh created, but also his life. The result is a fascinating look at a man and at Hollywood’s Golden Age. SHOPWORN. 414 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00
5892733 JOHN QUINCY ADAMS: Militant Spirit. By James Traub. Drawing on Adams' writings and a new biography, this volume tells the story of this brilliant and unyielding man whose life exemplified political courage—a diplomat and president whose ideas remain with us today. 620 pages. Basic. At $35.95 $9.95

5966892 TOUGH WITHOUT A GUN: The Life and Extraordinary Afterlife of Humphrey Bogart. By Stefan Kanfer. In this comprehensive biography, the author reveals the story of a down-and-out boy from Brooklyn who became the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait. as the Beatles' "favorite group," he won Grammys, recorded hit songs, and yet no figure in popular music is as much of a paradox, or as misunderstood, as Harry Nilsson. For the first time, the enigmatic artist comes into the light in this intimate portrait.}

596704X THE WRIGHT BROTHERS. By David McCullough. Drawing on the immense riches of the Wright Papers, including letters, manuscripts, and more than 1,000 letters of private family correspondence. McCullough tells the human side of a profoundly American story—the tale of two courageous brothers who taught the world to fly. SHOPWORN. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. At $25.95 $7.95

5763795 NINA SIMONE: The Biography. By David Brun-Lambert. Presents the first full-length biography of this magnificent but tortured artist. "As harrowing as it is rewarding," (The Post), it charts the tragic life of a musical prodigy who contended with barriers constructed around her and within. Photos. 346 pages. Aurum. Paperbound At $19.95 $17.95

5716055 THE TRUTH ABOUT TRUMP. By Michael D'Antonio. Drawing on exclusive interviews and exhaustive research, D'Antonio presents Trump's full story, from his beginnings as a businessman to his jiggery-pokery presidential campaign. Charting his successes and failures, scandals and triumphs, he weaves an unsparring, eye-opening account of the most-talked-about man in America. Photos. some color. 389 pages. Arcade. At $25.95 $19.95

5933892 BILL CLINTON: The American Presidents. By Michael Tomasky. A president of larger-than-life ambitions and appetites whose term defined America at the close of the 20th century, Clinton comes into the light with Tomasky's clear-eyed assessment. This concise biography offers a new perspective on what happened, what it means, and its impact on modern politics. 184 pages. Times Books. At $26.00 $17.95

358545X HOPE: Entertainer of the Century. By Richard Zoglin. Here is the untold story of Bob Hope, the most important entertainer of the 20th century. Zoglin offers both a celebration of the entertainer and a complex portrait of a gifted but flawed man, who, unlike most Hollywood stars, appreciated its responsibilities, and handled celebrity with extraordinary grace. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. S&S. At $30.00 $8.95

4643811 WAYLON: Tales of My outlaw Days. By Terry Jennings with D. Thomas. Debunking myths and sharing incredible never-before-told stories, this book is a son's loving and strikingly honest portrait of his father. From Waylon's close association with Waylon Jennings informs this frank and unapologetic narrative. Photos, some in color. 248 pages. Hachette. At $27.00 $19.95

5970326 SHIRLEY TEMPLE: American Princess. By Anne Edwards. When Shirley Temple discovered a talent within, it was enough to launch her into the spotlight then. A WOODLIE. 640 pages. Pantheon. At $40.00 $11.95

6368880 THE DIMAGGIOs: Three Brothers, Their Passion for Baseball, Their Pursuit of the American Dream. By Tom Clavin. The untold great American story of the three DiMaggio brothers, baseball immortals. the man revealed in this boisterous portrait. Described by Robert Redford as "feisty, independent, self-taught, and self-made," Willman and Wells portray the compelling combat biography of one of America's most colorful sports figures. 436 pages. Norton. Paperbound. At $17.95 $12.95


5506431 NO MORE CHAMPAGNE: Churchill and His Money. By David Lough. The popular image of Winston Churchill conjured up a man of wealth and substance. But as Peter Longerich reveals, the reality was far different: a man who was determined to live his own way, and succeeded. 336 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. At $18.95 $13.95

5904089 RICHARD II. By Michael Cassio. Richard II is the first English king to be deposed since the fall of Rome. This volume of the Shakespeare in Performance series, offers a lively look at two American treasures—New York and Marilyn Monroe. Winder sheds new light on the enigmatic and controversial actress as well as the world-famous star. Based on dozens of interviews with former friends and co-stars, and on new research into personal papers, this is a vividly detailed portrait of a man who left an indelible mark on the world of football. Color photos. 410 pages. Hachette. At $27.00 $19.95

5830907 BELICHICK AND BRADY: Two Men, the Patriots, and the Unwinding of Football. By David Zoglin. Here is the untold story of Bob Hope, the most important entertainer of the 20th century. Zoglin offers both a celebration of the entertainer and a complex portrait of a gifted but flawed man, who, unlike most Hollywood stars, appreciated its responsibilities, and handled celebrity with extraordinary grace. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. S&S. At $30.00 $8.95

5891916 CALCUATED RISK: The Supersonic Life and Times of Gus Grissom. By George Leopold. Drawing on extensive interviews with fellow astronauts, NASA engineers, family members, and friends, Leopold delivers a comprehensive survey of Grissom's life that places his career in the context of the Cold War and the history of human spaceflight. Photos. 376 pages. Pulitzer Pr. At $27.95 $20.95

5972382 THE AGES OF CAESAR. By Plutarch. Presents a brilliant new translation of five of history's greatest lives—Pompey, Caesar, Cicero, Brutus, and Antony—from Plutarch, the renowned Greek intellectual and inventor of the historical novel. 393 pages. Norton. At $35.00 $26.95

5802105 HITLER: Ascent, 1889-1939. By Volker Ullrich. For decades the world has been waiting for the definitive biography of Hitler. Now, finally, comes the third volume of a masterpiece that has been three years in the making. Here is the untold story of Bob Hope, the most important entertainer of the 20th century. Zoglin offers both a celebration of the entertainer and a complex portrait of a gifted but flawed man, who, unlike most Hollywood stars, appreciated its responsibilities, and handled celebrity with extraordinary grace. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. S&S. At $30.00 $8.95
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**Autobiography**

5899381 MORGUE: A Life in Death. By V. D. Maio & R. Franscill. One of the world’s most celebrated medical examiners looks back on his most historic case, the murder of Ted Kennedy on Hyannis Port. Behind the morgue doors as one of the country’s most methodical and intuitive criminal pathologists dissects himself, maintaining a flow of suspenseful stories, revealing anecdotes, and enough macabre insider secrets to make more than one heart beat fast. 268 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95

595238 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS: Conversations, Magic Moments, and Assorted Hijinks. By Dick Cavett. Cavett offers a collection of brief pieces on a wide range of topics, from academic to inspirational to sports stars and legendary businessmen. He also delivers piquant commentary on contemporary politics, the indignities of trip-arranging, and the come-uppance of the utter improbability of being alive at all. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

5892430 NOBLE WARRIOR. By James E. Livingston et al. The story of a Medal of Honor patient. James Livingston, from exciting accounts of major battles, including the Battle of Dai Do, in which 800 Marines fought back ten thousand NVA regulars, to analysis and personal tales of courage and leadership. Photos. 248 pages. Zenith. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

5729369 IT’S A LONG STORY: My Life. By Willie Nelson with D. Ritchie. As clear as a Texas sky and delivered with the only voice he’s ever known, he tells about his story. The old legend, unvarnished, funny, and lived it, the living legend’s full, unforgettable life and delivered in the same rhythm that he used to win many, thousands of dollars in a career that he’s still making. 216 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

5885329 CHUVALO: A Fighter’s Life. By George Chuvalo with M. Greg. The inspirational memoir of Canadian boxer George Chuvalo, who fought some of the greatest and most colorful fighters in history, including Mohammed Ali and Joe Frazier, but lost everything outside the ring in a series of crippling tragedies. Photos. some in color. 392 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

5792934 MY HERITAGE OR THE GROWING PAINS OF AN EPOCA. By Antonio Fraser. The acclaimed writer shares vivid memories of her childhood and recalls the experiences that set her on the path to a writing life. It is a heartfelt memoir that is also a love letter to a British way of life that has all but disappeared. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Doubleday. Port. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

5885329 CHUVALO: A Fighter’s Life. By George Chuvalo with M. Greg. The inspirational memoir of Canadian boxer George Chuvalo, who fought some of the greatest and most colorful fighters in history, including Mohammed Ali and Joe Frazier, but lost everything outside the ring in a series of crippling tragedies. Photos. some in color. 392 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

5885329 CHUVALO: A Fighter’s Life. By George Chuvalo with M. Greg. The inspirational memoir of Canadian boxer George Chuvalo, who fought some of the greatest and most colorful fighters in history, including Mohammed Ali and Joe Frazier, but lost everything outside the ring in a series of crippling tragedies. Photos. some in color. 392 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

5792934 MY HERITAGE OR THE GROWING PAINS OF AN EPOCA. By Antonio Fraser. The acclaimed writer shares vivid memories of her childhood and recalls the experiences that set her on the path to a writing life. It is a heartfelt memoir that is also a love letter to a British way of life that has all but disappeared. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Doubleday. Port. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95


4611195 WRECK OF THE WHALE SHIP ESSEX: The Complete Illustrated Edition. By C. Melville. A 325-page memoir inspired by Moby Dick, and in the Heart of the Sea, the major motion picture. Filled with art, photographs, maps, and artifacts, this is a richly illustrated edition of Melville’s memoir, augmented with memoirs of other participants, as well as the perspectives of historians, contemporary and modern. 196 pages. Zenith. 9/22/11. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95

5907092 WAGING HEAVY PEACE: A Hippie Dream. By Neil Young. Young presents a captivating glimpse of his personal life and musical creativity; it’s a journey that spans the snow of Ontario to the LSSD—laden boulevards of 1966 Los Angeles to the contemplative pinnacles of Hawaii today. He writes about the music, the victims, the girls, and the happy family. Illus. 497 pages. Penguin. Paperback import. $6.95

5737559 BORN WITH LETHAL MEMOIR. By Kate Mulgrew. By turns intense and soulful, she offers a candid and heart-piercingly sad, the heartbreaking memoir of a woman who dares to live life to the fullest, on her own terms. Photos. 306 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


5909341 FAST GIRL: A Life Spent in a Kaleidoscopic View of Mankind. By Sid Vicious and Hamilton. The inspiring story of a woman living a double-life—loving wife and mother and in-Demand Las Vegas escort. Olympian athlete Suzy Hamilton, who became more and more reckless in her constant search for a high that always eluded her. Until one day she discovered that all along she had been running from herself. The vivid tale of an undiagnosed mental illness. 294 pages. Dell. Street. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

5841488 BOYS IN THE TREES: A Memoir. By Carl Simons. Carl Simons’s life and career is one of the last great untold stories of popular music. With her long-awaited memoir, fans will learn the stories behind the tabloids. Written with the help of many of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic—and dangerous—of the Queen’s grandson’s 16 color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $38.00 $15.99

**Royalty**

5414181 THE REAL ELIZABETH: An Intimate Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. By Andrew Marr. The first editor of the company that became Penguin Books, Marr has paid a high price for heroism. The surprising similarities and stark differences between the tabloids. Written with the help of many of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic—and dangerous—of the Queen’s grandson’s 16 color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $38.00 $15.99

5907179 WILLIAM & KATE: A Royal Life. By Neil Young. Young presents his most trusted friends and confidants. The first editor of the company that became Penguin Books, Marr has paid a high price for heroism. The surprising similarities and stark differences between the tabloids. Written with the help of many of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic—and dangerous—of the Queen’s grandson’s 16 color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $38.00 $15.99

4569660 BACKSTAIRS BILLY: The Life of William Tallon the Queen Mother’s Most Devoted Servant. By Tom Quinn. A revealing recollection of what happened on one of the most famous sets of all time and what developed behind the scenes. She also ponder the joys and insanity of celebrity as well as the absurdity of the film industry. Hollywood royalty whose lofty status has ultimately been surpassed by her own outer-space royalty. Photos. 257 pages. Blue Ribbons. Pub. at $26.95 $11.95
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5571324  Documents the government doesn't want you to read. By Jesse Ventura with D. Russell. The saga of the Rajneesh cult in Oregon is one of the strangest stories in American history. What happened in Oregon is a cautionary tale for anyone who believes that a government can control people through the use of force and fear. 422 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

5953065  Undemocratic: How Unlected, Unaccountable Bureaucrats are Stealing Your Liberty and Freedom. By Charles W. Johnson. This book is a scathing examination of the way our government is run today. Johnson reveals the truth about how the federal government has become a juggernaut that is out of control. 16 pages of photos. 607 pages.NAL. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

5952077  American Warlords: How Roosevelt's Great Command Led America to Victory in World War II. By Jonathan W. Jordan. To help wage democracy's first “total war,” Franklin D. Roosevelt turned to one of history’s most remarkable triumvirates. This is the story of how President Roosevelt, Republican Henry Stimson, General George C. Marshall, and Admiral Ernest J. King—who, despite locked horns and clashing perspectives, led America from defeat to victory over global war. 16 pages of photos. 607 pages.NAL. Pub. at $28.95 $4.95

5953065  Undemocratic: How Unlected, Unaccountable Bureaucrats are Stealing Your Liberty and Freedom. By Charles W. Johnson. This book is a scathing examination of the way our government is run today. Johnson reveals the truth about how the federal government has become a juggernaut that is out of control. 16 pages of photos. 607 pages.NAL. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

5952077  American Warlords: How Roosevelt's Great Command Led America to Victory in World War II. By Jonathan W. Jordan. To help wage democracy's first “total war,” Franklin D. Roosevelt turned to one of history’s most remarkable triumvirates. This is the story of how President Roosevelt, Republican Henry Stimson, General George C. Marshall, and Admiral Ernest J. King—who, despite locked horns and clashing perspectives, led America from defeat to victory over global war. 16 pages of photos. 607 pages.NAL. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

5951127  The Queen: The Epic Ambition of Hillary and the Coming of a Second Clinton Era. By Hugh Hewitt. Presents a scathing examination of the career, character, and campaign of Hillary Clinton. Hewitt reveals the truth about how she is a uniter of nothing, and how her “feel the Bern” campaign was a fraud. 280 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

5952368 欺负 America's Best and Brightest Workers. By M. Malkin & J. Milano. Reveals the worst perpetrators screwing America's high-skilled workers, how and what we must do to stop them. Focusing on not only government corruption but also the practices that enable it, Malkin and Milano expose the lies of those who pretend to champion the middle class while supporting a government of chaos. 452 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

5950036  American Nuremberg: The U.S. Officials Who Should Stand Trial for Post-9/11 War Crimes. By Rebecca Gordon. Reveals the truth about how the Bush administration, with the help of lobbyists and consultants, systematically blackmailed and coerced judges and journalists, ultimately to win on terror and for the sake of our national soul. Gordon suggests in this discussion that a full accounting of American war criminals, that emanating withMonths of trial time, should be known through an “American” pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

5947955  Clinton Cash: The Untold Story of How and Why Foreign Governments and Businesses Helped Make Bill and Hillary Rich. By Peter Schweizer. When Bill and Hillary Clinton left the White House, they owed millions in legal debt. Since then, they’ve earned over $320 million. This eye-opening read, backed up with facts, explains how they amassed their considerable wealth. SHOPWORN. 243 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

5949114  Unlikely: The Problem with Hillary. By Edward Klein. Follows the career of Hillary Clinton and her race for the White House. Klein takes the reader behind the scenes and reveals in colorful detail and meticulously re-created conversations, the plots and secret plans hatched at her home in Chappaqua and in the family quarters of the Obama White House. Color photos. 267 pages.Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

5950261  Our Revolution: A Future to Believe In. By Bernie Sanders. When Bernie Sanders announced his candidacy, he was labeled a “fringe” candidate. By the end of his campaign, it was clear that he had run one of the most significant and progressive campaigns in modern history. Here, he shares his personal experiences from the campaign trail, outlining his progressive agenda that could transform America for the world’s for the better. 16 pages of color photos. 450 pages.St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

4824888  Speech: A Historic Filibuster on Corporate Greed and the Decline of Our Middle Class. By Bernie Sanders. A published version of Senator Bernie Sanders’s speech on the Senate floor of the U.S. Senate, concerning corporate greed and public policy that has led to a huge growth in millionaires in this country, with a new introduction by Senator Sanders. 270 pages.Regnery. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


5943377  They Know Everything About You: How Data-Collecting Corporations and Snooping Government Agencies Are Threatening Our Privacy. By Glenn Beck. Beck destroys the false promises of technology and tells the truth behind the glitz. He focuses on the racist Trump, the sexist Trump, the lying Trump the bullying Trump, and more. 250 pages. OR Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

5939147  The Right: Progressives: Out Our Fears of Power and Control. By Glenn Beck. Beck destroys the false promises of progressivism and takes us through its history, showing how each “wave” built upon the one before it. Beck delineates and dissects the type of “that—now—simple” and slim volume. Wilson strips Trump bare and tells the truth behind the glitz. He focuses on the racist Trump, the sexist Trump, the lying Trump the bullying Trump, and more. 250 pages. OR Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

548135X  Hands Off My Gun: Defeating the Plot to Disarm America. By Dana洛ech. Conservative talk show host, blogger, and TV personality Dana洛ech reveals the truth about how the Obama administration and their radical allies are trying to take our guns away. 265 pages.Tommy Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

5950261  Our Revolution: A Future to Believe In. By Bernie Sanders. When Bernie Sanders announced his candidacy, he was labeled a “fringe” candidate. By the end of his campaign, it was clear that he had run one of the most significant and progressive campaigns in modern history. Here, he shares his personal experiences from the campaign trail, outlining his progressive agenda that could transform America for the world’s for the better. 16 pages of color photos. 450 pages.St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

4824888  Speech: A Historic Filibuster on Corporate Greed and the Decline of Our Middle Class. By Bernie Sanders. A published version of Senator Bernie Sanders’s speech on the Senate floor of the U.S. Senate, concerning corporate greed and public policy that has led to a huge growth in millionaires in this country, with a new introduction by Senator Sanders. 270 pages.Regnery. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


4608461  The “Ugly American” in the Arab Mind: Why Do Arabs Resent America? By Mohamed El-Bendary. There is an urgent call for a fair and just solution to the conflicts in the Middle East. This book reveals the truth about how the U.S. government has failed to understand the way Americans are portrayed in the Arab media is a critical first step in this undertaking. 211 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $27.50 $4.95

4566217  Suicide Pact: The Radical Elimination of Presidential Powers and the Lethal Threat to American Liberty. By Andrew P. Napolitano. In sobering detail, Napolitano exposes the lie of the “balancing act” doctrine that holds that the Constitution can somehow be “balanced” in light of national security. His is an urgent call for pushback and for a sound legal framework to restore government to its constitutional role. 444 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

5941083  Quotable Elizabeth Warren. Ed. by Frank Marshall. Warren has long been an original thinker and a powerful voice for the common man. Discover in her own words the woman who has been called “A New Sheriff of Wall Street.” She is a Woman of Power, 204 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5845345  Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the Constitution. By John Paul Stevens. Over the past four decades, laws crafted by a slim majority of the members of the Senate have had a profound and corrosive impact on our constitutional law. Now former U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens proposes six new amendments to the Constitution that are discussed here. Color photos. 177 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $23.00 $5.95

**436518 THE COMPLETE DEAD SEA SCROLLS IN ENGLISH, REVISED EDITION:** Penguin Classics. This acclaimed translation of the Dead Sea Scrolls by Geza Vermes, the leading English Dead Sea Scroll scholar, has established itself as the classic version of these texts since its first publication in 1962. This revised edition contains a new foreword, amendments, and a fully updated bibliography, 698 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $14.95

**4189057 A MESSAGE OF HOPE FROM THE ANGELS:** By Lorna Byrne. The author, who sees angels with as much clarity as the rest of us see people, guides you on wondrous beings to carry you through the challenges we all inevitably face: loneliness, depression, stress, financial strain, heartbreak, the loss of a loved one, and more. 183 pages. Aria. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95

**5886015 MY SON AND THE AFTERLIFE: Conversations from the Other Side:** By Elisa Medhurst. An accomplished physician, Dr. Elisa Medhurst never believed in life after death. All of that changed after her son Erik died. His own life and then the life of his son, speaking through his mother, Erik here provides new answers about the nature of souls, death, and the afterlife. 278 pages. Aria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**599493X JESUS THE MAGICIAN: A Renaissance Historian Reveals Jesus Was Viewed by People of His Time.** By Morton Smith. Challenges traditional Christian teaching about Jesus. While his followers may have seen him as a man from heaven, preaching the ancient and working miracles, Smith asserts that the truth about Jesus is more interesting and rather unsettling. 309 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


**5962978 THE APOCRYPHA: An American Translation.** By Edgar J. Goodspeed. The Apocrypha consists of the books that are found in the Greek version of the Jewish Bible—the Septuagint, the earliest complete version of the Bible we have—but that were not included in the final, canonical version of the Hebrew Bible. This translation was originally published in 1938, and this version includes an introduction by Moses Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

**5990077 BE ANXIOUS FOR NOTHING: The Rosary and Restoring Your Peace of Mind.** By Joyce Meyer. Difficulties, trials, and tribulation are part of living in this world. However, God has provided a way for us to enjoy peace as a part of daily life. We can choose either to allow ourselves to be burdened with worry—or to live in the peace and joy that the Father intended. Meyer reveals how to draw on the peace of God. 205 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**574386X ONE SPIRIT MEDICINE:** By Alberto Villoldo. Drawing on more than 25 years of experience as a leading anthropologist, Villoldo shows you how to detoxify the brain and gut with superfoods, use techniques for working with your luminous energy fields to heal your body and follow the ancient path of the medicine wheel. He will heal the past and pave the way for rebirth. Book Club Edition. 209 pages. Hay-House. $5.95

**5840449 PROOF OF ANGELS:** By P. Tompkins & T. Beddoes. A rich, provocative, and deeply moving picture of how angels interact in our lives. Tompkins recounts many encounters between the spiritual and the scientific is less than certain we often think, and he leaves us with an inspiring and reassuring message: we are not alone. 191 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

**4537971 TRUTH & LIFE DRAMATIZED AUDIO BIBLE: New Testament.** Elegantly blends voices, sound effects and an original music score to create an audio environment that will totally immerse you in the Scriptures. Performed in radio drama style by more than 70 internationally renowned actors including Neal McDonough as Jesus; Brian Cox as God; and Julia Ormond as Mary, Mother of God. 22 hours on eight CDs. Crossway. Original Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


**4571057 EXPERIENCING THE NEW BIRTH.** By Martyn Lloyd-Jones. Hailed as one of the greatest preachers of the last 100 years, Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, minister of London’s Westminster Chapel for over 30 years, now believe happened to Jesus’s blood kin turn against its founder’s Jewish followers. 237 pages. Council Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**5959392 AMAZING TRUTHS: How Science and the Bible Agree.** By Michael Guillen. Dr. Guillen uses his entertaining, down-to-earth storytelling skills to reveal ten astonishing truths affirmed by both ancient Scripture and modern science. He addressed some of the biggest questions. 197 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**4588770 INVENTING HELL: Dante, the Bible, and Eternal Torment.** By Jon M. Sweeney. With gripping narrative and solid research, Sweeney charts hell’s “evolution” from the Old Testament underworld Sheol, through history and literature, to Dante’s Inferno. Explores Dante’s Inferno. Jericho. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**184055X CHRISTIAN MYTHOLOGY: Revelations of Pagan Origins.** By Philippe Parinello. Introduces the fascinating Christian mythology that animated Europe in the Middle Ages, the author reveals how these stories and the holiday traditions connected with them are based on long-standing pagan rituals and beliefs. The author presents some of the strongest evidence. 278 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**DVD 5868605 BLACK WHOLE.** How was the universe created? Is there life elsewhere in the universe at all? Why do we have a consciousness and what is its effect on reality? Building on the work of Einstein, Nassim Haraime’s Unified Field Theory probes these and many other questions in this eye-opening program. 95 minutes. Balance. $19.95

**4580415 THE ILLUSIONS AND PSALMS PROJECT: Illustrated Text of All 150 Prayers and Hymns.** This unique volume illuminates one of the best-known books from the Old Testament with medieval works of art, creating an exquisite keepsake. Fully illus. in color, 250 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**360419 BLOOD KIN OF JESUS: James and the Lost Jewish Church.** By Kenneth Hanson. Reveals what historians now believe happened to Jesus’s blood kin turn against his founder’s Jewish followers. 237 pages. Council Oak. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $13.95

**1891103 THE MAP OF HEAVEN: How Science, Religion, and Ordinary People Are Proving the Afterlife.** By Eben Alexander with P. Tomasino & N. C. Taylor. Dr. Alexander makes the case for heaven as a genuine place, showing how we have forgotten, but are now at last remembering, what we really are and what our destiny truly is. 165 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

**573313F FAITH VS. FACT: Why Science and Religion Are Incompatible.** By Jerry A. Coyne. Using the clear-eyed, rational methodology of a world-class scientist, Coyne dismantles every claim to explaining the world and reveals why both authentic music and authentic science irrefutably demonstrates the grave harm that mistaken faith can inflict on individuals and on our planet. 311 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95


**2750858 PAGAN MAGIC OF THE NORTHERN TRADITION: Customs, Rituals, and Magic around the World.** By Irving Finkel. Exploring the magical Pagan traditions of the people now called Celtic, Germanic, Scandinavian, Slavonic, and Baltic, the author overturns the current anti-Catholic opinion. 228 pages. One of the most celebrated thespians of all time delivers a masterful performance of the greatest story of all time. His enthralling portrayal of Jesus has captivated millions around the world. This collection of biblical expositions reflects on the story of Jesus’ encounter with Nicodemus, and what it means to be “born again.” Book Club Edition. 395 pages. Crossway. Original Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


Religion

4653965

HERTS TO FORGOTTEN KINGDOMS: Journeys into the Disappearing Religions of the Middle East. By Gerald Russell. A former diplomat Gerald Russell ventures to the distant, nearly impassable regions where mysterious religions still cling to survival. The author explores the mystics, Yazidis and Yazidis of Iraq, the Zoroastrians of Iran, the Copts of Egypt, and others. Illus. 320 pages. Basic. Pp. $26.99  

$7.95

2750473

THE HOLY BIBLE: Illuminated Family Edition. One of the most beautiful Hebrew Bibles of modern times. This edition combines the rich ornamentation of Renaissance art and bookmaking with the text of the Bible considered among many to be the finest prose in the English language, that of the King James Version. Illus. in color. 875 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Pp. $60.00  

$19.95

★ DVD 5905092

THE PERFECT SACRIFICE: When Heaven Comes to Earth. Fullscreen. Three engaging documentaries investigate biblical stories that reveal compelling biographies of Jesus Christ’s existence. Filled with interviews from experts, scientists, and biblical scholars, one DVD includes The Perfect Sacrifice; The Case for Christ’s Resurrection; and Jesus: The Evidence. Over 3 hours. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pp. $19.95  

$11.95

★ 596903X

KILLING JESUS: A History. By B. Reilly & M. Dugard. In this fascinating and fact-based account of Jesus’s life and times, Julius Caesar, Cleopatra, Caesar Augustus, Herod the Great, Pontius Pilate, and John the Baptist are among the many legendary historical figures who come to life on the page. 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pp. $19.95  

$11.95

★ CD 4349695

THE COMPLETE AUDIO HOLY BIBLE: King James Version. 1566 books of the Old and New Testaments; word for word readings. The New Testament is read by James Earl Jones, and the Old Testament is read by Jon Sheber. This audio version offers an ideal Bible companion, a way to listen on the go, an in-depth study tool, and an alternative to reading. Over sixty hours on 60 CDs, with a zippered storage case. Topics Entertainment. Pp. $49.99  

$39.95

★ 5953855

PONTIUS PILATE: Deciphering a Memory. By Aldo Schiavone. Filled with essential insights from the Hebr ee and Aramaic records, this book explores the mystery of Pontius Pilate, who sent Jesus of Nazareth to the Cross. Schiavone meticulously contextualizes Pilate in early Judea as never before, drawing on a wealth of primary research to try to explain who this man was and what might have happened during his encounter with prisoner Jesus. 238 pages. Liveright. Pp. $24.95  

$17.95

★ 5950619

CULTURAL MYSTERY STUDY BIBLE, Ed. by J.H. Walton & C.S. Keener. You’ve heard of many Bible stories hundreds of times, but how many behind-the-scenes details are you missing? That’s what this New International Version Study Bible provides. Every page is packed with expert insight into the customs, culture, and literature of Bible times. 2358 pages. Zondervan. Pp. $49.99  

$37.95

★ 5954636

SURVIVING DEATH: A Journalist Investigates Heaven. By C. McVea & A. McVea. After a car accident that shocked McVea’s heart stopped for nine minutes before doctors were able to revive her. During those nine minutes, she went to Heaven, stood with Jesus, and recalls how time stalled, how she temporarily left her body and experienced life beyond the grave. During those five major Wiccan traditions. This accessible and thorough treatment of the latest research into such subjects as the nature of Limbo, guardian angels, and more. 507 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pp. $12.99  

$3.95

5476892

WITCHES’ CRAFT: A Multidimensional Encyclopedia of the Real Witchcraft. By W. Wilborn. Taking a multidimensional approach to Wicca, author Bruce Wilborn provides detailed explanations of practices from each of the five major Wiccan traditions. This accessible and thorough treatment of the latest research into such subjects as the nature of Limbo, guardian angels, and more. 507 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pp. $12.99  

$3.95

★ 5908240

1,001 THINGS YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT ANGELS, DEMONS, AND THE AFTERLIFE. By J. Stephen Lang. Exploring the rich history of Christian thinking and surveying important figures, biblical references, and popular culture, this fascinating volume guides readers through the latest research into such subjects as the nature of Limbo, guardian angels, and more. 507 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pp. $12.99  

$3.95

★ 5950597

THE C.S. LEWIS SUMMARY CLASSICS. Assembles into a single volume eight spiritual masterworks by the celebrated Christian writer: Mere Christianity; The Screwtape Letters; Miracles; The Great Divorce; The Problem of Pain; A Grief Observed; The Abolition of Man; and The Four Loves. 853 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pp. $39.99  

$29.95

★ 575516X

PROMISED BY HEAVEN: A Doctor’s Return from the Afterlife to a Destiny of Love and Healing. By Mary Helen Hensley. In December 1991, Hensley was struck by a car while driving on a Christmas party. Just prior to impact, she recalls how time stalled, how she temporarily left her body and experienced life beyond the earth plane. Here is her story. 309 pages. Tyndale. Paperbound. Pp. $14.95  

$4.95

★ 5755951


$14.95

★ 5622959

THE BIGFOOT BOOK: The Encyclopedia of Sasquatch, Yeti, and Cryptid Primates. By Nick Redfern. Explores and explains the mysterious beast’s history and its enigmatic existence in the present day. With nearly 200 entries and over 300 photographs, drawings, and illustrations, this volume covers 400 years of folklore, mythology, history, pop culture, scientific, reports and findings, and much more. 381 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pp. $19.95  

$13.95

Occult

5908240

1,001 THINGS YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT ANGELS, DEMONS, AND THE AFTERLIFE. By J. Stephen Lang. Exploring the rich history of Christian thinking and surveying important figures, biblical references, and popular culture, this fascinating volume guides readers through the latest research into such subjects as the nature of Limbo, guardian angels, and more. 507 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pp. $12.99  

$3.95

5476892

WITCHES’ CRAFT: A Multidimensional Encyclopedia of the Real Witchcraft. By W. Wilborn. Taking a multidimensional approach to Wicca, author Bruce Wilborn provides detailed explanations of practices from each of the five major Wiccan traditions. This accessible and thorough treatment of the latest research into such subjects as the nature of Limbo, guardian angels, and more. 507 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pp. $12.99  

$3.95

575516X

PROMISED BY HEAVEN: A Doctor’s Return from the Afterlife to a Destiny of Love and Healing. By Mary Helen Hensley. In December 1991, Hensley was struck by a car while driving on a Christmas party. Just prior to impact, she recalls how time stalled, how she temporarily left her body and experienced life beyond the earth plane. Here is her story. 309 pages. Tyndale. Paperbound. Pp. $14.95  

$4.95

5755951


$14.95

5622959

THE BIGFOOT BOOK: The Encyclopedia of Sasquatch, Yeti, and Cryptid Primates. By Nick Redfern. Explores and explains the mysterious beast’s history and its enigmatic existence in the present day. With nearly 200 entries and over 300 photographs, drawings, and illustrations, this volume covers 400 years of folklore, mythology, history, pop culture, scientific, reports and findings, and much more. 381 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pp. $19.95  

$13.95

- 78 -
**Occult**

- **5927773 HAUNTED STUFF: Demonic Dolls, Screaming Skulls & Other Creepy Curiosities** by Shirley Graham. Takes you on a chilling adventure into the world of possessed possessions. Experience haunted portraits, chairs that deem people to horrid deaths, a tumbling coffin, Rudolph Valentino’s winking ring, and even the Queen Mary ocean liner—one of the largest haunted items of all. Discover finding and collecting your own haunted items. Photos. 234 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

- **5927274 TAROT EXPERIENCE** by Giordano Berti et al. Tarot is an immersive experience that can transform your life. This comprehensive volume is the hand guide to Tarot usage, meaning, symbolism, and history, to help you embrace the full experience of reading, meditating and exploring the world with the 78 Tarot cards. Fully illustrated. 640 pages. Lo Scarabeo. Import. Pub. at $39.95

- **5932507 THE CLAVICUS OR THE MAGIC OF SOLOMON** by Ebeznere Sibele. This beautifully reproduced of a handwritten notebook of Solomonian magical spells and instructions is brought to the attention of the modern seeker through manuscripts compiled by Ebeznere Sibele. 19th-century magician Frederick Hockley directed a talented scribe and illustrator to execute a grimoire for private use and sale. It is reproduced here, with extensive commentary by Joseph Peterson. Illus. in color. 428 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

- **3632555 NECRONOMICON, FOURTH REVISED 31ST ANNIVERSARY EDITION** Ed. by Simon. This controversial grimoire has never been out of print since its original publication in 1977. The original designer of the “Simon Necronomicon” and the original editor have joined forces to present a new, deluxe edition of the most feared, most reviled, and most important occult work of our time. 218 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $125.00

**Archaeology**

- **5862051 INTO THE GREAT PYRAMID** Fullscreen. Experience the thrill of discovery as archaeologists pull back the veil of mystery surrounding Egypt’s pyramids for 45 centuries. Travel deep into the Great Pyramid to witness a remote-controlled robot explore a mysterious shaft, feel the anticipation as Egypt’s oldest intact sarcophagus is unsealed on camera for the first time, and MM. 90 minutes. National Geographic. Pub. at $27.95

- **2998684 THE OLDEST ENIGMA OF HUMANITY: The Key to the Mystery of the Paleolithic Cave Paintings** By B. David & J.U. Lefèvre. For centuries, researchers have pondered over myriad questions swirling around prehistoric cave paintings created by our ancestors. Here, David and Lefèvre give us a new understanding of this art lost in time, finally solving the oldest enigma in human history. Illus., some color. 455 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $34.00

- **57583X UNLOCKING THE PAST, REVISED: How Archaeologists Are Rewriting Human History with Ancient DNA** By Martin Jones. Examine how the science of archaeology is rewriting human history and unlocking stories of the past that could never have been told before. Working at the cutting edge of genetics, archaeologists and cutting-edge technology, researchers are piecing together the remains of human skeletons, sediments and fossilized plants, dinosaur bones and insects trapped in amber and their amazing discoveries are influencing the archaeological debate at every level. Maps. 338 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $22.95

- **5845076 DECODING EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHS** By Bridget McDermott. A unique practical guide to deciphering the fascinating hieroglyphic script of the ancient Egyptians. For readers who have no previous knowledge or language skills, to identify the most significant elements of hieroglyphs and to read hieroglyphs inscribed on the walls of tombs and temples. This coverless volume is packed with clear illustrations, engaging tips and techniques, and.endnotes. Fully illustrated, in color. 176 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.95

- **5763592 THE LIFE WITHIN: Classic Maya and the Matter of Permanence** By Stephen Houston. A study of the nature of Maya materials and animism that provides startling insights into a pre-Columbian worldview. This book ventures across centuries with more than 100 photographs, images, and drawings; this volume reveals the Maya quest for transcendence in the face of inevitable death and decay. 195 pages. Yale. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $35.00

- **5728646 THE FIRST 800 YEARS: The Rise of Agriculture and the State in Mesoamerica** By Richard Conference. A detailed look at the complex social, economic, and political developments of the ancient civilizations of Mesoamerica, including the rise of farming and the development of larger, more complex societies. 359 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Pub. at $29.95

**Anthropology**


- **5748127 THE VULGAR TONGUE: Green’s History of Slang** By Jonathon Green. Follows the story of slang, starting with its origins in the work of the 18th and 19th century. The book explores the world of slang in the modern world, and includes fascinating insights into the use of slang in literature and culture. 304 pages. Basic Books. Pub. at $49.95

- **5845967 THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY: The Forgotten Role of Indigenous Peop** By Stephen L. Black et al. This integrated set is designed to teach novice archaeologists and students the basics of doing archaeology. Experienced professionals lead you through the process, from designing a project, to preparing findings to various audiences. Essential for anyone working in the field and ideal for training students in classrooms and field schools. 1,031 pages, seven volumes, Slipcased. AltaMira Press. Paperback. Pub. at $199.95
Anthropology

5930693 WRITTEN IN STONE: A Journey Through the Stone Age and the Origins of Language, by Mark Stevens. Combines detective work, mythology, ancient history, archaeology, the roots of technology, and warfare, and the sheer fascination of working to explore the oral mother tongue, first spoken in Stone Age times, 6,500 years ago. In lively and often funny chapters, Stevens uncovers the most influential and important words used by our Neolithic ancestors, and still in use today. 272 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95 ★

5964822 HOW TO SPEAK MIDWESTERN. By Edward McClelland. A fascinating and entertaining primer on the vavumcaral of Midwestern America. McClelland not only explains what Midwesterners say, but also how and why they say it, covering everything from the Northwestern to distinctive slang and jargon, to useful tips on native pronunciation. 151 pages. Belt Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

Science

4529332 COSMOS. By Gilles Sparrow. The 20th anniversary edition contains over 450 of the most spectacular space images, featuring the latest developments in cosmic expansion, the Curiosity rover on Mars, the Huygens probe to Saturn’s moons; the Hubble Deep Space telescope, and more. 224 pages. Quercus. $19.95 $16.95 ★

5737237 A UNIVERSE WITHOUT SOMETHING: Why There Is Something Rather Than Nothing. By Lawrence M. Krauss. Krauss reveals that modern science is addressing the question of why there is something rather than nothing, with surprising and fascinating results. A provocative, game-changing entry into the debate about the existence of God and everything that exists. Illus. 202 pages. S&S. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95 ★

5734447 HOW TO UNDERSTAND EPIGENETICS: The Ultimate Mystery of Inheritance, by Richard C. photograph. Francis. This is the first book for general readers on the game-changing field of epigenetics. Francis makes the science understandable through stories that feature the Dutch resistance, the famous twins, and steroids, George Washington and the breeding of mules, X-women, non-identical identical twins, a gorilla with poor parenting skills, the obesity epidemic, and more. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95 ★

2689480 AGAINST THEIR WILL: The Secret History of Medical Experimentation on Children in Cold War America. By Allen M. Hombri et al. During the heyday of the Cold War, the United States housed 2.5 million children in hospitals, orphanages, and mental asylums became the subjects of experimental studies. Based on years of research this is the first comprehensive history of how the medical establishment used institutionalized children as guinea pigs. Photos. 266 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95 ★

5739824 HUMANKIND. By Alexander H. Hartcup. Astonishing in scope and filled with fascinating insight, offering an industrious looking at how the evolution of the human species has been shaped by the world around us, from anatomy and physiology to cultural diversity and population density. 16 pages of photos. 324 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

5738218 THE MAN WHO WASN’T THERE. By Anil Ananthaswamy. Offers an intimate look at the latest neuroscience of schizophrenia, autism, Alzheimer’s disease, ecstacy epilepsy, Cotard’s syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder and other conditions revealing the awesome power of the human self. 305 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95 ★

966612 THE GENESIS OF SCIENCE: How the Christian Middle Ages Launched the Scientific Revolution. By James Hannam. If you were taught that the Middle Ages were a time of intellectual stagnation, that was not to be. Rather, you were taught a myth that has been utterly refuted by modern scholarship. Here, the physicist and science historian shows that without the scholarship of the “barbaric” Middle Ages, modern science would simply not exist. Illus. 454 pages. Regency. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95 ★

2694204 CURRENT MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT 2014, FIFTY-THIRD EDITION. Ed. by Maxine A. Papadakis. This annual guide to internal medicine and clinical practice offers the most current insight into symptoms, signs, epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment for more than 350 illnesses and guides includes hundreds of medication treatment tables, with indexed trade names and updated prices. 1839 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $79.00 $59.95 ★

4530423 YOUR ATOMIC SELF: The Invisible Elements That Connect You to Everything Else in the Universe. By Curt Stager. From the oxygen in your lungs and the nitrogen in your bones to the atoms that make up the Hubble Deep Space telescope, and more. 224 pages. Quercus. $19.95 $16.95 ★

5906770 THE NIGHT SKY MONTH BY MONTH. By Will Gater with G. Sparrow. This complete year-round atlas of the night sky features material previously published in Universe in a Snap and The Sky Atlas and use the detailed sky charts to tour the main attractions each month, including prominent stars, constellations, and meteor showers. $18.95 Pub. at $29.95 $19.95 ★

3661743 RARE: The High-Stakes Battle to Save Our Need for the Scarcest Metals on Earth. By Keith Veronese. In addition to explaining both the chemistry behind rare metals such as tantalum, rhodium, osmium, and more, the book also charts how modern life, Veronese also dives into the economic and geopolitical issues surrounding “conflict metals.” Color photos. 270 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95 ★

595696X BRILLIANT BLUNDERERS: From Darwin to Einstein. By Mario Livio. Even some of the greatest names in history make mistakes, as chronicled in this marvelous story of scientific error and breakthrough. Charles Darwin, William Thomson, Linus Pauling, Fred Hoyle, and Albert Einstein all made groundbreaking contributions to science, and each also stumbled badly. But mistakes are essential to scientific progress. Illus. 341 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

5706173 HOW WE LEARN: The Surprising Truth About When, Where, and Why It Happens. By Benedict Carey. This guide for parents and educators is based on the finding that the New York Times is a practical, playful, and endlessly fascinating report on what we really know about learning and memory today—and how we can apply it to our own lives. Illus. 252 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95 ★

5732549 BLACK HOLE. By Marcia Bartusiak. Tells the story of the black hole debate and the contributions of Einstein and Hawking and other leading thinkers who completely altered our view of the universe. Unveils how the black hole really got its name, and recounts the scientists’ frustrating, exhilarating, and at times humorous battles over acceptance of one of history’s most dazzling ideas. Illus. 237 pages. Yale. $9.95

4646822 THE NURSES: A Year of Secrets, Drama, and Miracles with the Heroes of the Hospital. By Alexandra Robbins. In this lively, fast-paced narrative, a New York Times bestselling author dives into the world of nursing. She draws you into a captivating, in-depth investigation of the extraordinary working lives of nurses and the shocking, behind the scenes secrets that all patients and their loved ones need to know. 360 pages. Workman. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95 ★

589210 RUST: The Longest War. By Jonathan Waldman. It has been called “the great destroyer” and “the evil.” The Pentagon refers to it as the “pervasive menace.” It destroys cars, fells bridges, sinks ships, sparks emotionally charged episodes. Three hours. BBC. The edge of a planet-guzzling black hole in six exhilarating awe-inspiring virtual journeys as he explores the wonders and mysteries of space that lie beyond our observable universe. 200 pages. Icon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95 ★

6464507 INTRODUCING PARTICLE PHYSICS: A Graphic Guide. By T. Whyntie & D. Pugh. Explores the frontiers of our understanding, showing how particle physicists combine theory and experiment to probe our very concept of what is real. Featuring brilliant illustrations, it is a unique guide to the exciting and fascinating science of the quantum world. 192 pages. Icon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95 ★

6172727X THE BIGGEST BOOK OF CELEBRITY AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. Ed. by Kevin Viano. From J.F. K. to Marilyn, here are the marbil, media, and notorious facts behind the cover. Featuring celebrity autobiographies, often filled with medical terminology and diagrams of the bodies we know so well from the big screen, offer an insight into the nature of itself. 448 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95 ★

5955998 CURRENT MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS & TREATMENT 2016, FIFTY-FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by M.A. Papadakis & J.J. McPhee. Written by top clinicians, this trusted resource, completely revised and updated, offers comprehensive coverage of symptoms, signs, epidemiology, diagnosis, prevention, and treatment for over 1,000 diseases and disorders. 1904 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $83.00 $42.95 ★

3661741 RARE: The High-Stakes Battle to Save Our Need for the Scarcest Metals on Earth. By Keith Veronese. In addition to explaining both the chemistry behind rare metals such as tantalum, rhodium, osmium, and more, the book also charts how modern life, Veronese also dives into the economic and geopolitical issues surrounding “conflict metals.” Color photos. 270 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95 ★

595696X BRILLIANT BLUNDERERS: From Darwin to Einstein. By Mario Livio. Even some of the greatest names in history make mistakes, as chronicled in this marvelous story of scientific error and breakthrough. Charles Darwin, William Thomson, Linus Pauling, Fred Hoyle, and Albert Einstein all made groundbreaking contributions to science, and each also stumbled badly. But mistakes are essential to scientific progress. Illus. 341 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

5727829 THE PERIODIC TABLE IN MINUTES: The Elements and Their Chemistry Explained in an Instant. By Dan Green. In this compact technology-driven guide, Green outlines the history, development, and workings of the table, shows how its design reflects and promotes the organization of all matter, and even explains what it has to tell us about the chemistry of distant stars and of our own bodies. Illus. 415 pages. Quercus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95 ★

5898419 HYPERSPACE. Join Sam Neill on an awe-inspiring virtual voyage to the wonders, and horrors, and fears, and terrors that lie beyond our world. State of the art computer graphics take you from the vast clouds where stars are born to the edge of a planet-guzzling black hole in six exhilarating episodes. Three hours. BBC. $9.95 ★

4588967 YOU ARE HERE: Answers to the World in 92 Minutes. By Chris Hadfield. Featuring the astronaut’s favorite images, this collection of spectacular photographs is divided by continent and represents one (descriptive) picture for every 15 degree grid square on the International Space Station. This planetary photo tour provides a breathtakingly beautiful perspective on the wonders of the world. 200 pages. Little, Brown. $9.50 $8.95
**5947655 A IS FOR ARSENIC: The Poisons of Agatha Christie. By Kathryn Hargup. Investigates the poisons used by the most famous Agatha Christie villains. This book is a comprehensive guide to the poisons used in Christie’s novels, including their chemical properties and the effects they have on the human body.**

**5940288 EVERYONE IS AFRICAN: How Science Explodes the Myth of Race. By Daniel J. Fairbanks. A distinguished research geneticist presents abundant scientific evidence showing that traditional notions about distinct racial differences have little scientific foundation. In short, race is not just morally wrong, it has no basis in fact. 191 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95**

**2709988 EVERYONE IS AFRICAN: How Science Explodes the Myth of Race. By Daniel J. Fairbanks. A distinguished research geneticist presents abundant scientific evidence showing that traditional notions about distinct racial differences have little scientific foundation. In short, race is not just morally wrong, it has no basis in fact. 191 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95**

**3675415 LIGHT: The Visible Spectrum and Beyond.**


**2674912 CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE BRAIN: Deciphering How the Brain Codes Our Thoughts. By Stanislas Dehaene. Where do our thoughts, feelings, and dreams come from? A cognitive psychologist and his team of researchers have been working for two decades to turn this conundrum into an experimental question. Here, in thrilling detail, are their findings. Illus. 336 pages. Viking. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95**


**4644301 THE HUBBLE COSMOS: 25 Years of New Vistas in Space. By D.H. DeVorkin & R.W. Smith. Relive key moments in the history of one of the most famous observatories in human history, from launch through major new instrumentation to the promise of discoveries to come. With more than 150 photographs and illustrations, All-Stars—the most famous of all the noteworthy images—this volume shows how this telescope is revolutionizing our understanding of the universe. 224 pages. National Geographic. 9x11. Pub. at $50.00. $14.95**

**1804486 THE ELEMENTS: A Comprehensive Visual Exploration of Everyday Known Atoms in the Universe.**

**5744571 ELECTRONIC GADGETS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS, SECOND EDITION.**

**5745122 THE HUMAN BODY IDENTIFICATION MANUAL: Your Body & How It Works. A comprehensive visual guide that explores the structure and function of all the parts that make up a human body. Given keys to over 300 clearly-detailed, full-color anatomical illustrations accompanied by labels and concise captions that clarify the complex workings of our bodies. 320 pages. Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95**

**5910005 AWAKENINGS. By Oliver Sacks. The extraordinary account of a group of twenty patients rendered catatonic by the sleeping-sickness epidemic that swept the world in the first five years of World War I. All but one of them had spent forty years in the hospital, motionless and speechless, and what happens to them after being administered a new drug. Photos. 408 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.**

**5797127 YOUR DIET: What Our Ancestors Ate and Why It Matters Today.**

**590100100 THE HISTORY OF FOOD: What Our Ancestors Ate and Why It Matters Today. By Stephen Le. A fascinating tour through the evolution of the human diet and how we can improve our health and wellness through a more complete and verdant history with food. Le contends that ancestral ways of living and eating provide the best first line of defense in protecting our health. 309 pages. Picador. Pub. at $26.00. $8.95**

**5904388 THE HANDY GEOGRAPHY ANSWER BOOK, SECOND EDITION. By E.A. Tucker & M.T. Rosenberg. From common trivia questions to geography’s influence on language, religion, architecture, migration, and population, to the impact of terrain on the actions of ancient empires and cities, this guide includes information on virtually every topic related to geography. Illus. 408 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $21.75. $7.95**

**DVD 5692264 REALLY BIG THINGS. You are an author for Antigravity Magazine, and you're given the opportunity to interview all the grandmasters of space travel, including a former NASA scientist who had a UFO sighting. Soon after, he built the first flying platform and was able to duplicate the UFO's tilt-to-control maneuvers. Here, Hill presents his findings and shows us that UFO's don't disintegrate, but obey the laws of physics. Illus. 429 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95**

**5795162 UNCONVENTIONAL FLYING OBJECTS: A Former NASA Scientist Explains How UFOs Really Work. By Paul R. Hill. In the early 1950s, Paul Hill, a well respected NASA scientist, had a UFO sighting. Soon after, he built the first flying platform and was able to duplicate the UFO's tilt-to-control maneuvers. Here, Hill presents his findings and shows us that UFO’s don’t disintegrate, but obey the laws of physics. Illus. 429 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95**

**5795516 FLYING SAUCERS AND SCIENCE: A Scientist Investigates the Mysteries of UFOs. By Stanton T. Friedman. Pioneering researcher of scientific UFO studies that almost no one has discussed in detail. Deals with "why" questions, such as reasons for a cover-up, reasons for invoking extraterrestrial reasons for not landing on the White House lawn. Photos. 317 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95**

**5843154 SPACESHIPS: An Illustrated History of the Real and the Imagined.**


**1903233 CLINICAL DERMATOLOGY.** Ed. by C. Souther & M.K. Hordinsky. This succinct, expert-authored guide clearly, systematically reviews more than 100 of the most common and challenging skin disorders. Includes a discussion of the location of countries and cities, this is a must-have guide for clinicians. Chronologically organized, the entries each consist of a short summary and a stunning visual, with a section providing resources for more in depth study. Fully illus. in color. 528 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95**

**4577884 CLINICAL EMERGENCY MEDICINE. By Scott C. Sherman et al. Written by practicing emergency physicians and educators, this detailed reference distinguishes the emergency medicine curriculum into less than 100 succinct, clinically relevant chapters. Delivers concise, evidence-based information and adults. Features a section on the emergency medicine curriculum into less than 100 succinct, clinically relevant chapters. Delivers concise, evidence-based information and adults. Features a section on the location of countries and cities, this is a must-have guide for clinicians. Chronologically organized, the entries each consist of a short summary and a stunning visual, with a section providing resources for more in depth study. Fully illus. in color. 528 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95**


**4614194 PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS FOR INVENTORS, FOURTH EDITION.** By P. Scher & S. Monk. Lays out the essentials of electronics in a practical, step-by-step, illustrated guide. Discover how to select the right components, design and build circuits, use microcontrollers and ICs, work with the latest software tools and test and tweak your creations. Fully illus. 1027 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $40.95. $29.95**
4548736 97 WAYS TO MAKE A CAT LIKE YOU. By Carol Kaufmann. Are you in a one-sided relationship with your cat? Here to change that, prove your love in a hundred new, often silly, but truly fun tricks and games guaranteed to put owners on a direct path to their kitty’s heart. Well illus. in color. Workman. 312x6. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

5755944 TALKING WITH DOGS AND CATS. By Tim Link. The first book that teaches what your animal is trying to tell you with a bark, meow, or tweet, this is the guide for you. Animal communicator Tim Link’s approach respects the personality and feelings of animals, and simple methods can facilitate the understanding and communication that all animal lovers crave. Book Club Edition. 220 pages. New World Library. $5.95


5751179 CATS ON THE JOB: 50 Fabulous Felines Who Purrr, Mouse, and Even Sing for Their Supper. By Lisa Rogak. Meet Princess the mouser, Tuna the circus performer, Mayor Stubbs who holds office in talkeetna, Alaska, and many other whiskered workers who keep their human colleagues from ever wondering or dreaming of occasional break for a nap or a juicy belly, and make every day at the office better. Well illus. in color. 198 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

5729929 CRUSOE, THE CELEBRITY DACHSHUND: Adventures of the Wiener Dog Extraordinaire. By Laura Lee Beauchesne. Crusoe, winner of the 2013 and 2014 Best Pet Blog Award, is a talented, ridiculously photogenic, wiener dog who takes on the role of a celebrity than he really is. Filled with wit and wisdom, hundreds of photos, funny stories, delicious recipes and helpful tips, this volume is the perfect gift for dog-lovers of all ages. 232 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

★ 270627X JAMES HERRIOT’S CAT STORIES. The beloved veterinarian tells of furry friends he has known—Alfred, the cat at the sweet shop; Paddy, the gentle olm, and many others. Well illus., some in color. 329 pages. Random, 8x10x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $12.95

3635546 THE BIG NEW YORKER BOOK OF CATS. Look what The New Yorker dragged in! This purr-fect compendium collects fine feline stories, comic strips, and covers from the pages of the magazine, including pieces by Margaret Atwood, Roald Dahl, Robert Graves, Paul Muldoon, Amy O’zil, Jean Rhys, John Updike, E.B. White, and many others. Well illus., some in color. 329 pages. Random, 8x10x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $10.95

4573307 THE LIFE & LOVE OF CATS. By Lewis Blackwell. Beginning with the earliest records of domestic cats 9,000 years ago, Blackwell takes the reader on a journey that celebrates and explores the joy of cats in our lives. Using hundreds of images of the cat, the book explores nine diverse themes, illustrated with more than 100 color photographs. 214 pages. Abrams. 12x9x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

★ DVD 5865713 BIRDS: NATURE. Get a bird’s eye view of nature with two exciting programs. In Extraordinary Birds, nature photography takes flight to capture the behavior of many bird species, some of whom have developed close relationships with humans. In bird-watching, discover the remarkable wonders of parrots with the species profile Parrots: Look Who’s Talking. 112 minutes. Questar. $5.95


★ DVD 5800994 OREGON BIRDS: DVD: EXCELLE. Explore the 14 different groups of birds that nest and live in Oregon, even if only for a while each year, from the rough waters of the coast to the rolling grass prairies of the east. Watch Ospreys in their natural habitat, the snowy peaks of the coast range, and more. 214 pages. The essential guide to Oregon’s birds. The perfect gift for bird lovers of all ages. $8.95

★ DVD 5844093 OWLS: A Guide to Every Species. By Mark Miller. The comprehensive guide to all 225 recognized species in the world. Each species is described in detail, with profiles covering the owl’s size, appearance, song, nesting habits, and more. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Yale. Pub. at $85.00 $45.00

★ DVD 5864093 SNAKE: THE ESSENTIAL VISUAL COMPANION. By Robert & Kathy Bornstein. This 2-hour documentary presents the evolution, anatomy, and technology, this volume is the definitive guide to the world’s snakes. 400 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

★ DVD 5871790 SKY MONSTERS. Widescreen. Relive the age when monsters ruled the skies. Join scientists making extraordinary discoveries about the stunning diversity and complexity of pterosaurs, the largest creatures ever to take wing, in this National Geographic Channel production. National Geographic. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

7660332 MAN-EATERS OF THE WORLD: True Accounts of Predators Hunting Humans. Ed. by Alex MacCormick. Humans may have reached the top of the food chain, but the human heart still beats with the fears and concerns of the beasts & Co; hundreds of firsthand accounts, newspaper reports, and eyewitness statements of thrilling and dangerous attacks by these deadly animals, from wild wolves to ferocious fire ants. 616 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

5895472 THE JOY OF KEEPING GOATS: The Ultimate Guide to Dairy and Meat. By Laura Childs. A small farm owner offers this unique guide on how to care for the loveable goat. Covering everything from selecting a breed to how to make goat cheese, it is perfect for anyone interested in learning more about these multi-purpose animal companions. Color photos. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5899021 SNAKE: THE ESSENTIAL VISUAL GUIDE to the World of Snakes. By Chris Mattison. Features more than 3,000 types from around the world, from the massive Goliath Gaboon to the dainty Leopard Snake. Describes the evolution, anatomy, and behavior of snakes, revealing the secrets of their feeding habits and DNA. 92 pages. Questar. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


460783X RECKLESS: The Racehorse Who Became a Marine Corps Hero. By Tom Clavin. From the racetracks of Seoul to the battlefields of the Korean War, Reckless was a horse whose strength, tenacity, and spirit made her a hero among a regiment of U.S. Marines fighting for their lives on the front lines. This is the untold true story of the雄 who truly became a war hero. 16 pages of photos. 308 pages. NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

589473X LAST CHANCE MUSTANG: The Story of One Horse, One Horseman, and One Final Shot at Redemption. By Mitchell Bornstein. Samson, a wild-at-heart American mustang, was plucked from his mountainous Nevada home and thrown into the desert, where he was brutalized and victimized. Then he met Bornstein, the compassionate horse trainer who took him in. So begins his story of hope, redemption, commitment, and love. Color photos. 300 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

★ 5795451 THE AMAZING WORLD OF DINOSAURS: An Illustrated Journey Through the Mesozoic Era. By James Kuether. Takes readers on a guided tour of the Age of Reptiles, from familiar favorites like Tyrannosaurus and Stegosaurus to wild finds like Dracoraptor and Medusaceratosaurus. Kuether’s breathtaking, incredibly lifelike artwork conveys the excitement, majesty and power of these fascinating animals. 175 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6518494 ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY: Heartwarming Stories of Animals Caring for One Another. By Lisa Rogak. Collects heartwarming stories of animals who have saved the lives of babies from other species and raise them as their own. From a border collie and his piglets to a cat and her ducklings, these are powerful stories of animals who have cared for little ones of every stripe. SHOPWORN. Photos. Most color. 146 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

DVD 570813X EXTRAORDINARY ANIMALS: NATURE. From water to land, Aired on the award-winning NATURE series captures the world’s most extraordinary creatures as they thrive in their natural habitats. Six DVDs collect nine extraordinary stories: Medusaceratosaurus; Rhinoceros; The Desert Cops, Africa’s Incredible Hulks; The Dragon Chronicles; Supersize Crocs; The Gonilla King, Superfish; and Voyage of the Lonely Turtle. Over 8 hours. Questar. $16.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/439
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**5911002 SPY SECRETS THAT CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE.** By Jason Hanson. A former CIA officer (and Shark Tank star) reveals the safety and survival techniques he learned from the most skilled spy agencies in the world. $14.95. 160 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95.

**268300X A GUIDE TO IMPROVED WELFARE PAPER. How to Protect Yourself With Whatever You’ve Got.** By T. Schappert & A. Stutsky. Written by a Green Beret, this unique guide teaches you how to turn everyday objects into weapons to quickly defend against knives, candy bars, lipsticks, or the shoes on your feet. $19.95. 254 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $21.00 $11.95.

**4547942 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO MEDICINAL PLANTS AND HERBS OF EASTERN AND NORTH AMERICA, THIRD EDITION.** By S. Foster & J.A. Duke. Presents a clear and concise text identifying the key traits, habitats, uses, and more for all of the most significant medicinal plants in the eastern and central United States, including both native and alien species. Well illus. in color. 456 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95.

**5929049 LENTIL UNDERGROUND: Renegade Farmers and the Future of Food in America.** By Lizz LeCarpentier. Chronicles the food system in one of the little-known rural communities that will determine its fate. From the heart of Big Sky Country comes this inspiring story of a handful of colorful pioneers who have successfully bucked the chemically based food chain and the entrenched power of agribusiness’s one percent by stubbornly banding together. $29.95. Gotham. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $25.95.

**5991300 THE NATURE BOOK: What It Is and Where It Lives.** By Marianne Taylor. Covers everything from the romance of a twenty-foot snake to why the trees above your head are different from the ones below. $27.95. 192 pages. University of Chicago Press. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95.


**3207977 NATURE’S WONDERLAND: A Definitive Guide to the Wonders of the World, REVISED FIFTH EDITION.** By Walter Schumann. This definitive guide takes the mystery out of appreciating, buying, and selling gemstones. It covers everything from the romance of a twenty-foot snake to why the trees above your head are different from the ones below. $14.95. 320 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

**5975183 WILTED PLANTS: The Weed That Killed Lincoln’s Mother & Other Botanical Atrocities.** By Amy Stewart. A tree that sheds poisonous daggers, a glowing red seed that stops the heart, a shrub that smells like a dead girl, a vine that strangles, a fungus, learn the life forms and relationships that make old-growth forests unique—as well as why fungi play such a crucial, symbiotic role that fungi play in everything from healthy plants to healthy soils to a healthy planet. $19.95. 300 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95.


**596282X THE SWISS ARMY KNIFE BOOK: 63 Outdoor Projects.** By Felix Immler. Reveals how you can build a comfortable camp in the wilderness using nothing more than a Swiss Army Knife. Make a waterproof roof, a bed, a table, a fridge and an oven. You can even clone a chicken and even more. Full of satisfying and potentially life-saving projects suitable for families, teens and adult explorers. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Frances Lincoln. Import. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95.

**5750532 THE ROCK & GEM BOOK: COMPLETE IDENTIFICATION OF THE NATURAL WORLD.** By Dan Green. Get ready to discover all there is to know about the world’s most precious objects, from rare minerals to precious and semiprecious stones. With more than 1,000 incredible images and hundreds of fascinating facts, this is an indispensable guide to the world’s most remarkable treasures. 208 pages. Smithsonian. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95.


Travel

**5928052 WALKING THE NILE.** By Levison Wood. Standing in Rwanda in November 2015, Levison Wood looks north, aiming to become the first person to walk the entire length of the fabled river. This volume presents the account of his triumphs and travails, where he is joined by local guides who help him to navigate foreign languages and customs. An inspiring chronicle of an epic journey down this timeline of civilization. 16 pages of color photos. 338 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**DVD 5819087 ROUTE 66: The Ultimate Road Trip.** Widescreen. Take a trip across the country and back in time in this rollicking journey down America’s Main Street. At more than 2,400 miles, Route 66 is a critical piece of America’s story, one that unfolds mile by mile in this engaging program. Featuring memorabilia like a Route 66 map, six postcards illustrated by Jerry McClanan, and a 24-page booklet, this program is a must for any avid traveler of America’s countryside. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98 $14.95

**5953812 WHO’S BURIED WHERE IN LONDON.** By Peter Matthews. From Karl Marx to the Duke of Wellington to Sir John Gielgud, London is home to the rest of some famous figures. Here those notable locations and people are arranged geographically and presented with a brief biography, making this an indispensable reference for any budding tombstone tourist. Widescreen. Pub. in color. 256 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**1516496 THE LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD.** By Douglas Preston. Since the days of conquistador Hernan Cortes, conquerors have searched for a lost city of immense wealth hidden somewhere in the Honduran interior. In 2012, author Douglas Preston joined a team of scientists on the latest quest to unearth the truth, plunging into treacherous wilderness for an adventure that could very well destroy them. 16 pages of photos. 326 pages. General Central. Pub. at $28.00

Travel Guides

**DVD 6474292 BEAUTIFUL PLANET: France & Italy/Spain & Portugal.** Take a spectacular guided tour of the world’s most marvelous sights and places all shot in brilliant high definition. Tour the countryside of France and Italy, discovering architectural treasures, rich history, and the world’s most awe-inspiring sights. Join the cross-country journey across Spain and Portugal to witness their profound historical and cultural impact. Over seven hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**DVD 6474330 NATIONAL PARKS: The Everglades/Great Smoky Mountains/The Black Hills and the Badlands.** Take a virtual four tour across three of America’s most visited parks. This set includes The Everglades: A Subtropical Paradise; Great Smoky Mountains: Crown Jewel of the Appalachians; and The Black Hills and the Badlands: Gateway to the West. 225 minutes on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**5798982 WALKING NEW YORK: The Best of the City.** By Katherine Cancila. Explore like a pro and navigate like a native with this comprehensive guide. Includes neighborhood walks from Lower Manhattan to the Heights of Harlem and Brooklyn. Provides in-depth info on major museums and historic sites, highlights quintessential aspects of the city, gives tips on eating and drinking, and tells you how to make the most of your visit. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5798985 WALKING LONDON: The Best of the City.** By Sara Callan. Explore like a pro and navigate like a local with this guide to neighborhood walks, whirlwind tours of the entire city, in-depth info on major museums and historic sites, quintessential aspects of the city as it is today, as well as places for a bite to eat and a cup of tea. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5738970 WALKING PARIS: The Best of the City.** By F. Paschal & B. Robinson. Explore like a pro and navigate like a local with these step by step mapped itineraries. Includes neighborhood walks, in-depth info on major museums and historic sites, quintessential aspects of the city, themed sites such as street markets and royal architecture, and how to make the most of your visit. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**5738988 WALKING ROME: The Best of the City.** By Katie Parla. Explore like a pro and navigate like a local with this informative guide, which includes step by step mapped itineraries for whirlwind tours, neighborhood walks, in-depth info on major museums and historic sites, themed sites such as underground Rome and the city’s mosaics, and other tips to make the most of your visit. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 6474206 BEAUTIFUL PLANET: Austria & Switzerland, Low Countries.** Take a spectacular guided tour of the world’s most marvelous sights and places all shot in brilliant high definition. Tour majestic monuments, historic sites, themed sites like the fabulous city of Amsterdam, and the Badlands: Gateway to the West. 225 minutes on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95

**5913055 THE COMPLETE CIVIL WAR ROAD TRIP GUIDE: Ten Weekend Tours and More Than 400 Sites, from Antietam to Zagonyi’s Crossing.** The first guide to highlight every major campaign of the Civil War, the author documents all 444 sites, helping travelers better understand this period in American history and culture. In ten multi-day itineraries, he offers historical details on the ideological battle between the North and South. Photos. 504 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**5964911 LITHUANIA: Culture Smart!** By Lara Belogonoff. An illuminating and comprehensive introduction to Lithuania. Contents include: local customs and traditions; the impact of history, religion, and politics; the Lithuanian at home, work, and play; eating and drinking; dos, don’ts, and taboos; communication, spoken and unspoken; and more. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**5965349 LAST TRAIN TO PARADISE: Henry Flagler and the Spectacular Rise and Fall of the Railroad That Crossed an Ocean.** By Les Standiford. Chronicles the rise and fall of Henry Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railway, one of the greatest engineering feats ever undertaken. 16 pages of photos. 281 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 4571509 THE RAILWAYS OF SOUTHERN GERMANY.** Beginning on the border with Belgium in Aachen, and ending in Bavaria near Munich—the place where Germany’s railways began—this beautifully filmed program captures the full scope of the region’s most stunning scenery, memorable stations, and charming trains. 60 minutes. Mill Creek. Artsmagic. Pub. at $7.95

**DVD 5872529 HISTORY OF BRITISH TRAINS.** Learn about past and present railways, their economic and social impact, the battles over control of the American Southwest transportation network, and the ambitious project that would last for more than a quarter century. 16 pages of photos. 281 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**584777X THE AMERICAN RAILWAY.** By Thomas Curtis Clarke. Originally published in 1889, it contains a thorough history of how railroads were built, the types of railways, the lives of railway workers, the various ways the railway affected political and economic conditions of the people who rode or worked with the railway system. Illus. 456 pages. Skysky. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 5910323 IRON HORSES: America’s Race to Bring the Railroads West.** By Walter R. Bornement. Chronicles the story of the first transcontinental railroad, where the most brilliant and ambitious project that would last for more than a quarter century. 16 pages of photos. 406 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

**DVD 5659827 STEAM TRAINS THROUGH THE SEASONS.** 6 Films. You don’t need a ticket to experience the country’s most awe-inspiring railways. Climb aboard historic steam locomotives and take a journey you’ll never forget! Program includes the Narrow Gauge Combo; Steam in the Spring; Steam in the Summer, Steam in the Autumn, and Steam in the Winter. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99
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Railroads

★ DVD 5872545 STEAM RAILROADS. Witness the mightiest steam trains in every season of the year with this engrossing on-the-rails DVD set. Loaded with spectacular photography, it brings together eight striking programs: Texas Steam Treasure; Narrow Gauge Combo; Steam to the State Fair; On the Road with Frisco 1522; Steam in the Spring; Steam in the Summer; Steam in the Autumn; and Steam in Winter. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

DVD 5711066 A LINESIDE VIEW AT MODEL RAILWAYS. Seasoned railway modeler Bob Symes provides guided tours around a number of detailed and accurate layouts, with helpful tips on making realistic looking trees. An informative primer to help enthusiasts build railways to the right scale. Artisanic. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

DVD 5965618 GREAT AMERICAN & EUROPEAN RAILROADS. Experience the country-spanning railways and legendary locomotives that helped build nations. Three DVDs packed with exciting train programs: A Great Railroad at Work; The American Railroad. From the 1920s to the 1940s; A Glimpse at the Golden Arrow; British Locomotives. Steam's Parable. $29.99 $9.95

Automobile

★ DVD 5872510 CHASING CLASSIC VANS: Season One. Get an inside look at the world of elite vintage vans and the individuals who lead to some of the most prestigious car shows in America, and join Ferrari expert and restorer Wayne Carini as he discovers, restores and sells antique, classic, and exotic automobiles at auctions around the country. Twelve episodes. Five hours on 6 DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $49.95

5944582 CAR EMBLEMS: The Ultimate Guide to Automotive Logos. Checking every emblem from Acura to Z-Bar. Only the true fanatic can identify the marquee of every car. For most of us it’s the emblem that most identifies a vehicle. This guide will help you identify the brand. But why do Ferraris carry a prancing horse, and what lies behind the ram’s head of Dodge? This indispensable guide reveals the fascinating secrets behind the genesis of 125 car badges. Well illus., most color. Paperbound. $6.95

5945491 STANDARD CATALOG OF IMPORTED CARS, 1946-2002. 2ND EDITION. By Mike Covello. A bible for collectors, providing detailed entries on all imported vehicles and over 1,000 models. Includes model histories and facts and figures on chassis and numbers, engines, layouts, performance, production and sales, and more. Fully illus. 910 pages. Krause. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

★ 4542568 INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER TRUCKS: The Complete History. By Patrick Foster. Tells the story of International Harvester’s Kovach trucks, vans, and station wagons built by International Harvester during its 100-plus year history. Foster covers the company’s founding, U.S. production, introduction of the model in 1907, and its full history up to today, as it stands as one of the world’s premier truck builders. Fully illus., many in color. 28 pages. Motorbooks. 9¼x11. Pub. At $45.00 $9.95

4544382 STUDEBAKER: The Complete History. By Patrick Foster. Offers the story of powerful, tastefully designed cars. The vehicles are covered in detail, from the first business-like car to the last of the line, including the Big Six Touring Car from the 1920s, the straight-eight President sedan of the ‘30s, and the Starliner, Hawks and Larks of the ‘50s and ‘60s. Well illus., 192 pages. Crestline. 9x11. $12.95

1899651 BUILD YOUR OWN ELECTRIC VEHICLE, THIRD EDITION. By S. Leitman & B. Brant. Thoroughly revised and expanded, this is your go-to-guide for converting an internal combustion engine vehicle to electric or building an EV from the ground up. You’ll also find out about the wide variety of EVs available for purchase and how they are being built. Illus. 388 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

4624424 CAR CRAZY: The Battle for Supercharging in Ford V8 Model T’s of the Dawn of the Automobile Age. By G. Wayne Miller. Based on extensive original research, Miller takes readers back to the passionate and reckless years of the early automobile era, from 1893, when the first U.S.-built car was introduced, through 1908, when General Motors was founded and Ford’s Model T went on the market. SHOPMORN. Illus. 350 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

5938872 AUTO REPAIR & MAINTENANCE: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Dave Strinberg. With this helpful guide, you will learn to troubleshoot problems, do basic repairs and fix those pesky problems and make your own repairs. Offers quick tips and instructions for jumping a battery, changing a tire, changing a light bulb, replacing a transmission, and more. Fully illus. in color. 282 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

DVD 5925345 ART OF THE CORVETTE. By Randy Leithanger. With an authoritative text by Jeff Lefebvre, one of the world’s leading Corvette historians, and over 200 stunning photographs using a unique style of portraiture known as ‘light-painting’, this volume offers an opportunity to see every detail of the Corvette as never before. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

5888921 PONTIAC GTO 50 YEARS. The Ultimate Source Book. By Darwin Holmstrom. Loaded with previously unpublished photography from GM’s archives, this officially licensed retrospective is packed with fantastic photographs of this groundbreaking muscle car. Tracking back to the GTO’s first days, it is more than the story of the Pontiac—it is the story of the muscle car itself. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $21.95

588893X PRACTICAL FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES: Automotive, Motorcycle, Racing. By Wayne Scuba. Guides you through some of the most common projects that confront every car lover—whether it’s repairing a leaky fuel system or plumbing a fuel system, Scuba has the practical advice you need to really make your project shine. Topics such as braced line fabrication and welding are covered. 143 pages. Motorbooks. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4537720 INDIANAPOLIS 500: A Century of Excitement. By Ralph Kramer. Telling the compelling and entertaining story of the race that has become known as “The Greatest Spectacle in Racing.” Overflowing with photographs from the Speedway’s mammoth photo archives, and filled with historic, behind the scenes stories, you’ll revel in the history that has shaped this amazing event. 256 pages. Krause. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


★ 5925738 SMALL ENGINE REPAIR: The Complete 20 Step Four Stroke Engines. By A. Ahlstrand & J.H. Haynes. Written for the do-it-yourselfer but good enough for the pro, this manual offers all the information you need for tune-up and maintenance, including engine assembly, carburetor adjustment and overhaul, ignition system servicing, charging and electric starting system servicing, for a small number of small engine types. Well illus. Haynes. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 5712125 PRESTON TUCKER AND HIS BATTLE TO BUILD THE CAR OF TOMORROW. By Steve Lehto. Gathering a group of brilliant automotive designers, engineers, and industry leaders under the close of WWII, Preston Tucker announced the creation of a revolutionary new car: the Tucker ‘48. Then in steps the SEC, with close ties to the Gestapo, to prevent Tucker from going out of business. This is the first comprehensive, authoritative account of Tucker’s magnificent car and his battles with the government. 24 pages of photos, some color. 260 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95
**5925622 BUILD YOUR OWN OVERLAND CAMPER.** By Steve Weaver. This step-by-step guide will help you through the process of designing, building and fitting-out your own overland vehicle. Includes guidance on the installation of furniture, storage, cooking, washrooms and kitchens; plus water, gas and electrical systems. Fully illus. in color. 196 pages. $27.95

**4581945 TRUCK AND TRAILER SYSTEMS.** By Mike Thomas. Written by an expert with decades of experience as an automotive and diesel technician and instructor, this complete guide offers comprehensive information on medium and heavy-duty truck service. Well illus. 726 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.95 $29.95

**5985522 THE ALL-AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: The Birth, Design and Resurrection of Detroit's Greatest Performance Cars.** By Joe Oldham et al. Recounts the story of these brutal performance cars, from start to finish, told through the words of such muscle-car icons as Jim Wangers, the man who marketed DeLorean's thuggish innovation, and Joe Oldham, the man who road-tested these outrageous machines via illegal street races. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Motorbooks. 10x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

**595178X DEPRESSION ERA DIME STORE: Home, Garden, and By C.L. Miller. This engaging book reveals the wonderful array of dime store merchandise that awaited homemakers and gardeners during our country's depression era. Illus. of color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**5940249 CLASSIC COUNTRY TOYS.** By Bruce Wexler. Here in clear detail are over 150 important landmark toys of all kinds, from 1880 to the present day. Each toy is featured in close-up photos, plus technical data on its most special qualities. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

**6526489 DO-ITYOURSELF GUN REPAIR: Gunsmithing at Home.** By Edens. Offers an autonomous guide to maintaining, repairing, and improving rifles, shotguns, and handguns. Provides detailed instructions for accessing, repair, and maintenance tasks, plus detailed color photographs. 232 pages. Skyhorse. 8x1x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**5958135 THE WILD, OBSOLETE HUNT for the World’s Rarest 78 rpm Records.** By Amanda Petrusich. Through engaging historical research and visits with the most prominent collectors, Petrusich offers an extraordinary glimpse into the world of rare and fragile 78 rpm records, telling the untold stories of the recording industry and the people who are keeping these tracks from being lost forever. Photos. 260 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**594584 RUGER & HIS GUNS: A History of the Man, the Company, and Their Firearms.** By Robert L. Wilson. Presents a grandiose tribute to the 20th-century firearms manufacturer and the legend of craftsmanship, mechanics and performance of the guns made by Sturm, Ruger & Co. Includes close-up images and specifications of scores of guns. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 358 pages. Chartwell. 11x14x½. Orig. Pub. at $65.00 $9.95

**5940605 GUN TRADER’S GUIDE to COLLECTIBLE KNIVES.** By Mike Robuck. A standard reference for collectors, curators, dealers, and retailers, this expanded coverage to include collectible knives. Each knife features a short description and is graded by grade. Illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**7608511 THE OFFICIAL PRICE GUIDE to POP CULTURE MEMORABILIA: 150 Years of Character Toys & Collectibles.** By Ted Hale. Covers the most iconic objects of American popular culture. Scores of books, movies, music, posters, pulp, radio, science fiction, television, and world fair events, with more than 50,000 prices and over 16,000 photos. House of Collectibles. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

**3696149 COLLECTING CHILDREN’S BOOKS: Art, Memories, Values.** By N. Fleisher & L. Zittle. Showcases some of the finest books and accompanying artwork from 1890 to the present in a warm, informative and exquisite fashion. From Winnie the Pooh to Curious George, Alice in Wonderland and Curious George, this book is for the serious collector of 20th-century children’s books — complete with dates and prices. Well illus. in color. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**5768224 GUN DREDIT 2017, 71ST EDITION: The World’s Greatest Gun Book!** Ed. by Jerry Lee. The newest listing of non-military cartridge firearms from around the world. A field guide to today’s hottest collectible rifles, pistols and shotguns. Includes more than 15,000 firearms listings arranged by manufacturer from A to Z. 1538 pages. Gun Digest. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.99 $27.95

**5951598 THE OFFICIAL GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUNS & PRICES 2015, 10TH EDITION.** Ed. by Jerry Lee. Gives you all the information you need to identify, own, price and sell the best of today’s firearms. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $27.95

**5960711 MILLER’S COLLECTIBLES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2016-2017.** By J. Miller & M. Miller. Features more than 4,000 collectible objects in full color, each with a detailed description and current price range, and also offers what they believe is the most comprehensive guide to identifying and valuing your gun easier than ever. 1464 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $43.99 $12.95

**5921035 ANTIQUE TRACTOR BOTTLES.** 710 ID & Price Guide. By Michael Polak. Loaded with more than 5,000 listings and 700 full-color photographs covering more than 50 bottle categories from the 1820s-1940s. Categories include Avon, Barber, Beer, Bitters, Flasks, Jim Beam, Medicine, Perfume, Soda, and many more. With detailed descriptions and current-world values, you’ll have a reliable resource guide when researching over 552 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**5963443 COMIC BOOKS: Picker’s Pocket Guide.** By David Tosh. You don’t need X-ray vision to see everyone from collectors to savvy investors covet vintage comic books. Discover for yourself what insiders have long known with this hands-on, how-to picking guide that presents the best of the best. This guide includes a field guide to identifying and valuing the rarest 78 rpm records, featuring more than 3000 listings. 650 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**5958136 IMAGES IN BLACK: 150 Years of Black Collectibles.** By Douglas Congdon. A fascinating look at the long history — through the years of civil rights, images of black people have taken many forms. These collectibles help to chronicle an important aspect of American history. The text helps the reader understand the history, and the price guide is useful for evaluating the market in black collectibles. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8x10½. Pub. at $49.95 $35.95

**5921120 COLT SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS: Weapon 52.** By Martin Pegler. Featuring expert analysis and gripping firsthand accounts, this is the absorbing story of Colt’s family of single-action revolvers, covering their origins, development, use, and the lasting impact they made on our lives. Over 400 photos. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**585864X 2016 STANDARD CATALOG OF WORLD COINS 1901-2000, 43RD EDITION.** Ed. by George S. Cuhaj. The most complete volume on coins of the 20th-century. A hands-on, how-to picking guide coin listings with clear descriptions and invaluable detail. For the serious collector of 20th-century coins, this is the one tool you cannot afford to do without. Well illus. 2352 pages. Krause. Pub. at $94.95 $49.95

**4608437 STANDARD CATALOG OF UNITED STATES PAPER MONEY, 31ST EDITION.** Ed. by George S. Cuhaj. Offers concise descriptions, full-color illustrations, prices, and clear descriptions and valuable insight into over 8000 notes. Invaluable tool for the serious collector of United States notes. Well illus. in color. 864 pages. Krause. Pub. at $70.00 $18.95

**5984565 CINCINNATI SILVER 1788-1940.** By Amy Miller Dehan et al. Traces the silver industry in the Queen City, from the early years of production before the Civil War, through the growth of the Arts and Crafts, Art Deco and Art Nouveau periods. Shows a wide array of exquisite pieces, displayed alongside two essays on the origins, development, structure, and importance of the city’s silver trade. 416 pages. Cincinnati Art Museum. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $100.00 $14.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
COLLECTING

5863678 FOUND, FREE & FLEA: Creating Collections from Vintage Treasures. By Teresa Surratt. With her husband bought a derelict Wisconsin summer camp, they had no idea they had inherited a treasure trove of curious objects. Rather than discard it, they spent a year turning more than 150 found items into full-legged collections. Here, Surratt shares that quest, encouraging you to re-examine your own ideas on how to spot antique collectibles, fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Clarkson/Potter. Pub. at $22.95. 5.95

586437X THE BEGINNINGS GUIDE TO VINYL: How to Build, Maintain, and Experience a Music Collection in Analog. By Jenna Miles. You’ve walked through the basics of what is sure to become your newest passion. A band of vinyl-enthusiasts, experts of valuable insider advice, covering everything from how records are made to how to purchase a turntable to how to take care of your machine and your collection. 256 pages. Actual Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. 12.95

5906485 CHRISTIE’S: The Jewellery Archives Revealed. By Vincent Meylan. Expertly curating the extensive archives, Meylan has drawn out the key details of the world’s foremost jewelry auctions to reveal the secrets of the world’s great jewelry collections. More than a hundred original documents from the vaults are reproduced here alongside hundreds of color illustrations of the jewels seen in the world’s greatest sales. Each page takes you to the beginning with the first Christie’s sale in 1773. 359 pages. ACC Art Books. 9x11½. Import. Pub. at $95.00. 69.95

5962762 A COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO THE SAVAGE 99 RIFLE AND ITS PREDECESSORS, THE MODEL 1895 AND 1899. By David Royal. The first volume to cover every aspect of the Savage 99 family of centerfire rifles from the prototypes through the military contracts and contains complete production figures by serial number and year. Special features and factory engraved rifles are also included. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $34.95. 19.95

5962791 HAMMER GUNS: In Theory and Practice. By Diggy Hadoke. With a fascinating mixture of historical analysis, practical application, and personal reflection, this luxurious volume makes a robust case for the .44-40 caliber, hammer gun as the finest sporting gun available today. Detailing how these firearms were devised, crafted, used and perfected, it is the fullest and most practical account of the development of the American trap shooter. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11½. Pub. at $50.00. 37.95

6127878 COMPLETE PRICE GUIDE TO WATCHES 2017, 4TH EDITION. By J. S. P. R. Naunton. This classic reference, providing a fully annotated identification and price guide to the world of Smith & Wesson firearms. New information added, 74 new models, covering 14 new revolver models; dozens of new M&P variations; new rifles and shotguns, including many new M&P 15 rifles; and more. Well illus. in color. 526 pages. Krause. 8½x11½. Import. Pub. at $49.95. 34.95

7660251 INSTINCTIVE SHOOTING: The Making of a Master Gunner. By Buzz Fawcett. Detailing Fawcett’s miraculous “Point and Shoot” method, this valuable guide offers all the information that gun enthusiasts need to achieve the ultimate shooting instincts. Learn how to determine your dominant eye, mount your shotgun, shoot from different angles; and more. Illus. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95. $16.99

2699819 THE TRAPPER’S BIBLE: The Most Complete Guide to Trapping and Hunting Tips Ever. Ed. by Eustace Hazard Levings. Offers a complete collection of tips and tales, taken from some of the utmost authorities on the trapping profession circa early 1900s. From a complete list of steel traps to the secrets of deadly snares, it’s a complete guide to traps, and more; it then takes you through the ins and outs of trapping, including practical how-to instructions and personal stories. Fully illus. 383 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. 9.95


4552628 YOU’RE NOT LOST IF YOU CAN STILL SEE THE TRUCK: The Further Adventures of America’s Everyday Outdoorsman. By James Russ, privateer. Written from decades at Field & Stream magazine, Heavyside has become America’s everyday outdoorsman, proving that enthusiasm often trumps skill. Here he presents more than 60 of his best, often most hilarious stories, tracing a life lived outdoors through the good, the bad, and the downright ridiculous. 270 pages. Grove. Pub. at $25.00. 6.95


6541166 SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO RIFLE BALLISTICS. By Wayne Van Zoll. Provides detailed information on: how bullets fly, hitting at long distance, rifling calculations, terminal ballistics, deadliest game bullets, handling, spinners and powders, and much more. Well illus. 400 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95. 9.95

3642498 CLASSIC FISHING LURES AND TACKLE: An Entertaining History of Collectible Fishing Gear. Text by Eric L. Sorenson. This overview of vintage fishing tackle takes you back in time to explore the history of collectible lures and flies, fish spinning decoys, bobbers and sinkers, and period advertising. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Crealine. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.95. 4.95

6648977 BASS, PIKE, PERCH OR OTHERS. By James A. Henshall. First published in 1903, this reference remains a reliable resource for fishing enthusiasts in North America. One of the most important comprehensive works on the history of North America’s fishing traditions. Excerpt from Henshall’s information on all the game fish families east of the Rocky Mountains. Illus. 410 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 3.95
Do It Yourself

**26648X** 40 PROJECTS FOR BUILDING YOUR BACKYARD HOME TOWN, A HANDBOOK, STEP-BY-STEP Sustainable-Living Guide. By David Toht. Learn how to create your own planters, pens, coops, and sheds; install aquaponics and hydroponics; and wind and solar power; build garden structures; build beehives, and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**3833520** LOG CABINS: How to Build, Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. Offers clear, practical instructions on how to build your own log cabin, and furnish it too, while harmonizing the structure’s interior and exterior with the surrounding environment. This is an easy to understand guide to cabin-making from the ground up, both for builders and dreamers. Color illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**1720482** COMPACT CABINS: Simple Living in 1,000 Square Feet or Less. By Gerald Rowan. Create the cabin of your dreams with this exciting collection of 62 creative floor plans that feature innovative storage, clever use of outdoor space, mix and match modular elements, and off the grid energy options, all in less than 1,000 square feet. Well illus. 216 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**2708504** BACKYARD FOUNDRY FOR HOME MACHINISTS, REVISED EDITION. By Terry Aspin. The process of casting metal in a sand mold, a craft which has been practiced for centuries, is actually very easy, and a simple guide will show you how. Fully illus. 188 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.95

**2708765** THE UPHOLSTERY HANDBOOK. By Nicole Fulton with S. Weston. Previously published as New Upholstery. A practical guide demonstrating valuable upholstery skills that give new life to both antiquated and modern furniture, from an ottoman and dining chairs to stools, headboards and screens. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Mitchell Beazley. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**5893393** FLEA MARKET FABULOUS. By Lara Spencer with A. Fezler. Gives you the inspiration and tools you need to tackle any common design dilemma in your home, such as a tiny space, dated style, lack of storage, and limited budget. Spencer shows you that all it takes is planning, shopping know-how, and a little imagination to create beautiful and comfortable homes that reflect your personal style. Fully illus. in color. 102 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**4422430** FARM AND WORKSHOP WELDING. By Andrew Pearce. This guide provides everything you need to know to weld, cut, and shape metal. Straight to the point and easy to read, it covers all the major types of welds, including arc welding, Mig welding, gas welding, Tig welding, plasma cutting, and more. Provides a wealth of useful shop-tested projects for homes and workshops, with many color illus. 182 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**1715188** TWO-STROKE ENGINE REPAIR & MAINTENANCE. By Paul Dempsey. Do you spend more time trying to start your weed trimmer than you do enjoying your yard work? This is the book you need! It covers the most common problems with the temperamental two-stroke engine. Detailed drawings, schematics and photographs along with step by step instructions make repairs go smoothly. 189 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**5926394** THE ART OF BLACKSMITHING, REVISED EDITION. By Alex W. Bealer. Covers every aspect of the centuries-old craft. Describes the equipment and techniques of the forge and smithing, outlines the steps in making tools, hardware, utensils, armor, and decorative items, and provides sources for supplies, 500 drawings. 438 pages. Castle. Pub. at $9.95

**580790X** ULTIMATE GUIDE PLUMBING, 4TH EDITION. By Merle Hendrix with S. Willison. Save money by making minor and major plumbing repairs and improvements with this help from this complete plumbing guide. Unclog drains and fix leaks fast. Learn to install pipe, fittings, faucets, and more. Complex solutions for saving resources, install everything from sinks, faucets and bathtubs to lawn sprinklers; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 303 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

**7637241** HAM AND SHORTWAVE RADIO FOR THE ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST. By Stan Gibilisco. This practical guide shows you, step-by-step, how to set up and operate your own ham radio station. Covers communications modes, assigned frequency bands, antenna theory, technical gadgetry to cherished analog products of the past. Includes operation of HF, VHF, UHF, CW, packet, and SSTV modes, how to operate your radio, and more. Fully illus. in color. 372 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**5524660** HACKING ELECTRONICS: An Illustrated DIY Guide for Makers and Hobbyists. By Simon Monk. This interactive guide shows you how to wire, disassemble, tweak, and re-purpose everyday devices quickly and easily, while giving you the know how to solder, read schematics, understand electronic theory, work with transistors, LEDs, and much more. Color photos. 274 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**2753449** SMALL PROJECTS TO WHOLE-HOME REBUILDING, 2ND EDITION. By Arthur A. Reblitz. Thorough instruction manual for restoring and maintaining all types of pianos, augmented by hundreds of detailed drawings and photographs. Covers topics from the names of parts and how they work to cleaning to complete rebuilding. Used as a text by many piano-servicing schools. 237 pages. Vestal. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**5702888** PINAVER SERVICING, TUNING, AND REBUILDING, 2ND EDITION. By Andrew Pearce. This guide is an easy to understand guide to forming all types of metal in versatile and functional forms. Provides everything you need to know to fix it, cook it, build it, clean it, and sew it yourself. Well illus. 404 pages. Workman. Pub. at $29.95

**3656942** HOW TO DIAGNOSE AND FIX EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC, SECOND EDITION. By Michael Jay Geier. Every electronics repair guru shares his tested techniques and invaluable insights, showing you how to repair and extend the life of all kinds of solid-state devices, from modern digital gadgets to cherished analog products of yesteryear. Illus. at $25.00

**5655789** BUILD YOUR OWN QUADCOPTER: Power Up Your Designs with the Parallax Elev-8. By Donald Norris. Features step by step assembly plans and experiments that will have you launching fully functional quadcopters in no time. Dives into the components of Elev-8, the motors, microcontroller, battery, and propellers. Well illus. 343 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00

**4569704** DIY SOLAR PROJECTS: Small Projects to Whole-Home Systems—Tap into the Sun. By Eric Smith. Offers small-scale, achievable solar projects that homeowners can build and install themselves. With clear step by step instructions and tips for each project, you’ll learn how to extend the life of your solar inverter and battery bank, and much more. Includes nine projects, from installing the finishing touch on a newel post. Well illus. 386 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00


**5814010** THE COMPLETE BOOK OF LOCKS AND LOCKSMITHING, SEVENTH EDITION. By Bill Phillips. Offers complete information on locks and keys, from old-fashioned to modern electromagnetic locks. This revised edition contains new instruction on unlocking today’s cars, installing and servicing smart locks, opening locked doors, a new chapter on frequently asked questions, and more. 648 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

**5669715** PHOTOVOLTAICS, REVISED: Design and Installation Manual. By Solar Energy International. Producing energy from the sun using photovoltaic (PV) systems has become a major industry worldwide. This comprehensive manual covers system components, including PV modules, batteries, controllers, and inverters, along with the information you need for successful installation and maintenance. 329 pages. New Society. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $59.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/439
59605X HANDBOOK OF ELECTRIC POWER CALCULATIONS, FOURTH EDITION. By H.W. Beaty & S. Santoso. Fully revised to include recent new technologies, this new edition of this essential guide provides the step by step procedures required to solve a wide array of electric power problems. New sections address power electronics, enhance energy, power quality and smart grids. Well illus. July 2. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $150.00 $9.95


5462284 BUSHVILLE BULLS! Wins. By John Klima. Tells the rip-roaring story of baseball’s most unlikely champions, the Bushville Braves. Featuring interviews with Henry Aaron, Bob Uecker, and other members of the team, this history takes you to a time and place where baseball was the nemesis of all that one never forget. Photos. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

5DVD 5936543 IT’S GOOD TO BE THE KING: The Jerry Lawler Story. Get a glimpse into The King’s illustrious career as he gives insight into all of his most memorable matches and moments, from his early days performing in Memphis, to his legendary feud with comedy icon Andy Kaufman, to his arrival in WWE. Includes over 20 complete matches. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $5.95

5DVD 5976628 SUPER STARS SUPER SERIES VOLUME 1: The Greatest Pro Wrestlers of the 70’s and 80’s. The rise of wrestling with 27 pulse-pounding matches. Some of the era’s greatest names step into the ring for legendary matches and some classic promotions. Superstars like The Sheik, Andre the Giant, Ric Flair, Jerry Lawler, Bruiser Brody, Junkyard Dog and more. Three hours. Jadat. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

5DVD 597661X STARS OF THE GOLDEN AGE: 16 Matches. The glory days collection of 16 vintage matches, including title matches, grudge matches, a lady’s match and more! Features lots of Golden Age icons: Bruno Sammartino, Dick the Bruiser, Johnny Valentine, The Crusher, Lou Thesz and more. Over 3 hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5DVD 5970866 BEST OF WWE IN WWF PERIOD. Covers the period 1983-1995, 1999-2000. No pay-per-view series blew the roof off the ‘90s quite like WWE: In Your House. Relive all the thrills, action, and innovation with 21 greatest matches, loaded with 15 classic showdowns that feature Shawn Michaels, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Bret “Hit Man” Hart, The Rock, Mania, and more. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. WWE. $5.95

5DVD 5964770 BEST OF WWE IN WWF PERIOD, VOL 1. Covers the period 1983-1988. One of wrestling’s greatest eras. From Haystacks Calhoun to Mark Lewin, The Sheik to Terry Funk, here are two over a dozen groundbreaking juggernauts, taking to the ring in rare footage of 16 classic matches. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5DVD 5970865 BEST OF BTW (BEST OF WRESTLING Vol. 1). Packed with great matches featuring all the hottest wrestlers. From Haystacks Calhoun to Mark Lewin, The Sheik to Terry Funk, here are over a dozen groundbreaking juggernauts, taking to the ring in rare footage of 16 classic matches. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5984611 JU-JITSU: Martial Art Basics. By Kevin Pelle. Packed with practical advice and information on ju-jitsu philosophy and spirit, what to expect in training, offers detailed practical practice to the next stage. Contents include breakdowns and stances; defenses against being held or grabbed, defense against kicks, groundwork, groundwork, and more. Fully illus. 73 pages, illus., 12 pages of connections. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


5DVD 5938632 UNITED WE SLAM! Best of the Great American Bash. One of sports entertainment’s most patriotic traditions, The Great American Bash brought excitement to the fans of the NWA and WCW for over two decades. Relive the excitement from nearly 20 star-spangled events in this collection, featuring the greatest matches and moments from history’s top WWE superstars. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $5.95

5DVD 5987526 THE WARRIOR WITHIN: The Philosophies of Bruce Lee. By John Little. During his lifetime, martial arts physician Bruce Lee formulated a complex personal philosophy that extolled the virtues of knowledge and total mastery of physical and mental strength. The Warrior Within tells the story of Lee’s personal estate, those comprehensive teachings now come unique guide. Color photos. 200 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95


1856162 SELF-DEFENCE—HOW TO UNLEASH: Unarmed Combat Skills That Work. By Martin J. Dougherty. Join an experienced martial arts instructor as he teaches you how to use your hands for fighting, kicks, blocks, and crosses; stance, guard, breathing, and movement; deflections, evasions, and counterattacks, and more. Well illus. 48 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

596637X LOST TREASURES: By D. Evanisko & E.J. Kos. A compilation of the cherished and stored baseball fields that have seen their final inning. Covering by house, highway, mall, parking lot, and in one case a zoo, they have been demolished in the name of progress, but their story is told here. Fully illus., some in color. 144 pages. Pavillion, 11¼x9¾. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5951009 THE ART AND SCIENCE OF STAFF FIGHTING: A Complete Instructional Guide. By Joe Varady. Features nine levels of instruction, over 600 photos with motion arrows, an "nondenominational" approach to staff, utilizing the best of Eastern and Western arts, and a comprehensive, methodical approach to staff skills. 203 pages. YMAA Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

5DVD 5936594 RAW THE BEGINNING: The Best of Seasons 1 & 2. On January 11, 1993, a revolution began in sports entertainment when the first episodes of Monday Night Raw debuted. Now, for the first time ever, fans can relive how it all began with more than 11 hours of matches and highlights from the first two years of wrestling’s premier program. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. WWE. $7.95

5DVD 5971047 PORTLAND WRESTLING SERIES, VOL 1. Packed with heart-stopping matches and feuds featuring your favorite classic wrestlers from the great northwest. Kendo Nagasaki, Billy Jack Haywood, Buddy Piper, Mike Keppel, Buddy Rose and more. 140 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5DVD 5970873 BEST OF THE Icw, VOL 2. Revisit the infancy of the squared circle series with the second instalment. The ICW produced volume explores the past, present, and future of this storied franchise. Expert commentary and interviews on each show, with unprinted match footage in the best of the future of sports entertainment. Ronnie Garvin defend his Southeastern HW Title; with the incredible team of Thunderbolt Patterson; and witness classic promos, interviews and more. 128 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5849683 SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS: From Kezar to Levi’s Stadium. By Brian Murphy. A celebration of the home of one of the NFL’s most legendary franchises, this lavishly produced volume explores the history of the 49ers. Full of photos and stories, this project focuses on the history behind the team and the 49ers’ personal estate, those comprehensive teachings now come unique guide. Color photos. 200 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $17.95
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![DVD 5796539] **INTERNATIONAL PRO WRESTLING: 17 Huge Matches.** Over two dozen international set-ups ring with explosive action. See hard-hitting classic wrestling matches (including little bouts) featuring the likes of Brutus Beefcake, Andre the Giant, Muta, Kerry Von Erich, Kimura, Fujiwara, and many more. 159 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

![DVD 5704480] **YANKEEKEEPER: Pinstripe Legends.** Each of 37 Yankee greats is presented with an episode in the definitive tribute series from A&E. DVDs are packaged in a handsome 32-page volume, filled cover to cover with photos from the past. Featuring 14 episodes never before unveiled on DVD, it's the most comprehensive Yankees celebration yet! Color and B&W. Forty-hour series on 16 DVDs. A&E $29.95

![DVD 570491X] **THE MOST GLORIOUS CROWNED: The History of the Triple Crown Thoroughbreds from Sir Barton to American Pharaoh.** By Marvin Drager with E. McNamara. To earn a Triple Crown, win one of three Kentucky Derbys, the Preakness Stakes, and the Belmont Stakes in a single season. Only 12 have ever achieved it. This definitive work tells the stories of these magnificent winners and the owners, trainers, and jockeys of each. Includes a 100-minute DVD on the history of horse racing. Illus. 300 pages. Triumph. 9x11. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

![DVD 5905563] **2016 WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONS.** Wide-screen. This historic official film from Major League Baseball presents the exciting story of the Chicago Cubs 2016 World Series title run through comprehensive highlights, exclusive access and interviews, and breathtaking footage. Includes bonus features. English title run through comprehensive highlights, exclusive access and interviews, and breathtaking footage. Includes bonus features. English $4.95

![570495S] **DYNASTIC, BOMBASTIC, FANTASTIC.** Reggie, Rollie, Catfish, and Charlie Finley's Swingin' A's. By Jason Turbow. The Oakland A's of the early 1970s were the most transformative team in baseball history. Never before had an entire organization so collectively traumatized baseball's establishment with its outrageous behavior and business decisions, let alone an indisputably winning record: five consecutive division titles and three straight championships. Photos. 386 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

![580756X] **TAI CHI CHUAN MARTIAL ARTS APPLICATIONS, 3RD EDITION: Advanced Yang Style.** By Karl F. Yang. Swings in three volumes in one. Yang-style traditional long form contains 108 movements plus transitions. Tai chi pushing hands flows directly from these movements of the form and offers a thorough experience of pushing-hands martial applications. Tai chi's lighting set serves as a bridge from pushing hands to fighting. Fully illustrated. Prentice Hall $8.95


![5965128] **YACHT DESIGNS, REVISED.** By William Garden. Originally published in 1897, Garden's yachts are expanded and revised with 30 more boats, many never before published, and even a few dream ships that were never built. Exquisitely detailed drawings and cutaways highlight essays that explain the building process, the events that led designs, the evolution of yacht types, and the author's own designs over the years. Photos. 520 pages. Eden Publishing. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $31.95

![579671] **DOT-TO-DOT THERAPY.** By David Woodroffe. A thrilling collection introducing adults to the magical world of dot-to-dot puzzles. With a minimum of 300 dots per picture, these puzzles ensure a sense of satisfaction and achievement, leaving a beautiful picture when finished. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

![5797646] **DOT-TO-DOT THERAPY.** By David Woodroffe. A thrilling collection introducing adults to the magical world of dot-to-dot puzzles. With a minimum of 300 dots per picture, these puzzles ensure a sense of satisfaction and achievement, leaving a beautiful picture when finished. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

![574993X] **AMAZING DOT-TO-DOT FOR GROWN-UPS.** By David Woodroffe. Using a minimum of 300 dots per picture, this engaging collection takes the viewer from famous landmarks, animals, works of art, classic vehicles, and iconic scenes from the worlds of entertainment and sport. The result is a relaxing and absorbing collection of dot-to-dots anyone can enjoy. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
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5391816 WINNING LOTTO/LOTTERY FOR EVERYDAY PLAYERS. By Prof. Jones. Learn how to beat any Lotto/Lottery game anywhere; win with wheeling systems; enter contests; win winning tickets; strategies to beat Keno; and more in this new expanded edition of the Lottery classic. 144 pages. Cardozo. Paperback. $14.95 $9.95

5829634 MENSCHA GENIUS TEST. Offers a range of absorbing mental challenges so you can assess your level of genius. Explore your mind and unlock your potential with these specially devised tests. Solutions provided. 224 pages. SevenOaks. Paperback Import. $16.95

5751440 THE ULTIMATE COLORING FOR GROWN-UPS. By R. Jensen. This activity book is packed full of coloring pages, connect-the-dots, paper doll cut outs, word searches, mazes, and more—with a healthy dash of caustic wit and grown-up themes! Includes more than 150 activities to distract you from your most urgent, grown-up responsibilities. If you ever think before you speak, and think outside the box. These 50 brain-training puzzles will change the way you think! Fully illus. 96 pages. Compact. Paperbound. $8.95

5863740 THE BUMPER BOOK OF CROSSWORDS. Set your brain cells working with this fantastic collection of more than 250 puzzles, with a uniquely designed test of your general knowledge and word skills. Solutions provided. 304 pages. Arcturus. Spiralbound. $7.95

5893988 THE CHESS PLAYER’S BIBLE: Illustrated Strategies for Staying Ahead of the Game. By James Eade. Learn the key techniques and classic moves of the chess masters, including basic and advanced tactics, combinations, sacrifices, and pawn structures. Over 300 examples demonstrate attacking and defensive strategies, the opening, middle, and end phases of the game. 256 pages. Barron’s. Spiralbound. $22.99

5708297 WILL SHORTZ PRESENTS WINTER WONDERLAND SUDOKU. A stylish collection of 335 easy to hard Sudoku puzzles that is the perfect gift for any puzzle fan. Solutions included. 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback $18.99

Wines & Spirits

3650111 THE JOY OF HOME DISTILLING. By Rick Morris. Presents a complete guide for beginner and intermediate distillers. Topics include: What distillation is and common misconceptions about it. Step-by-step instructions for the different processes, from bucket to bottle; flavoring and aging your spirits, and more. Illus. in color. 209 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound $14.95 $4.95

Cookbooks

5869825 THE BEST OF AMISH COOKING. By Phyllis Pellman Good et al. Offers traditional and contemporary recipes adapted from the kitchens and pantries of Amish cooks. The dishes selected are the ones that were and continue to be popular in eastern Pennsylvania, especially in the Lancaster area. Reflecting the fruitfulness of Amish home cooking, these recipes are in tune with the seasons. Color photos. 224 pages. Good Books. Spiralbound $19.95


5960541 GOOSEBERRY PATCH Keepsake Cookbook: Treasured Heirloom Recipes From Our Family to Yours. Ed. by Emily Chappell. Filled to the brim with over 200 delicious recipes that have been time-tested at community potlucks, church suppers, country fairs, and in the kitchens of the best home cooks everywhere, this is a cookbook worthy of handing down to the next generation. Well illus. in color. 370 pages. Oxmoor. 8½x9¾. Spiralbound $19.95

590160 THE HEALING POWERS OF COFFEE. By Cal Sagan. From the new field of “nutraceuticals” comes the “new” health food, as well as interviews with medical doctors, researchers, and coffee roasters—plus a jolt of past and present coffee culture—this is an all-encompassing look at a potent elixir’s rise from virtue to vice. Includes recipes and home remedies. 238 pages. Kensington. Paperback $15.00

5813476 AUTHENTIC POLISH COOKING: 120 Mouthwatering Recipes, from Old-Country Staples to Exquisite Modern Cuisine. By Marianna Dwojak. So some think the Polish diet is all meat and potatoes, but this cookbook proves that myth wrong. From traditional dishes, tasty fish, vegetarian meals and, yes, meat and potato fare, here is a wide array of traditional Polish cuisine you won’t be able to resist. Color photos. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound $15.99
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5944878  **A FISTUL OF LENTILS:** Syrian-Jewish Recipes from Grandma Friede's Kitchen
By Lia Labkovsky and Abba Weisz
An intimate culinary food album featuring more than 125 Syrian-Jewish recipes, along with warm family anecdotes, and little-known stories of Syrian-Jewish history. The food is easy to prepare, yet exotic-tasting and lavish. Photos. 372 pages. Harvard Common. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $3.95

594452X  **A BAKER’S FIELD GUIDE TO DOUGHNUTS:** More Than 60 Warm and Fresh Homemade Treats
By DeDe Wilson
Discover the information you need to make any yeast-raised doughnut as well as cake-like baked doughnuts in flavors sure to please both kids and adults, whether you’re looking for a classic or something new. You will also find the doughnut’s history, such as their origins, flavors, shapes, and sizes. Color photos. 176 pages. Harvard Common. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

5944889  **PIZZA:** A Slice of American History
By Liz Barrett. If the founders of America were to have a slice of cheesy, saucy, delicious pizza, our list of unalienable rights may have been life, liberty, and the pursuit of pizza. Discover the full story of how pizza came to be an American staple and the history and trivia of this greatest food on earth. Fully illus., most in color. 176 pages. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

5971662  **THE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR CLEANSE:** Lose Weight, Improve Health, Feel More Cholesterol, with Nature’s Miracle Cure
By Claire Georgiou. Offers instructions for a 7-day therapeutic nutrition plan that uses nature’s cure-all potion to restore and repair your health. Includes easy to follow instructions for a 7-day therapeutic nutrition plan that uses nature’s cure-all potion to restore and repair your health. Includes easy to follow directions and recipes for everything from smoothies to salads, so you can incorporate this into your daily routine. SHOPWORN. Illus. in color. 162 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

5749913  **1,001 DELICIOUS SOUPS & STEWS:** A Soup and Stew Lover’s Cookbook with L.R. Yoakam. Features streamlined recipes focused on simple and swift preparation. Hundreds of the recipes can be prepared in 45 minutes or less. Recipes are gathered from around the Americas, the Mediterranean, China, India and around the world. Try Chicken Curry Stew, Cabbage and Vegetable Soup, Pork Chili with Greens or Gulf Coast Snapper Stew. 731 pages. Agate Paperbound. Pub. at $30.18  $19.95

5751248  **FROM GRANDMA’S KITCHEN:** More than 100 Years of Heirloom Cooking and Baking Recipes. By Marilyn & Sheila Brass. Brings together more than 200 treasured recipes passed down through generations along with heartwarming stories and bits of reminiscing. The stories that accompany these recipes come from Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and even Thailand. They are a testimony to the power of food and how it can bring us comfort and nostalgia. 106 pages. H.W. Saddleback. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $9.95

4594312  **THE ELI’S CHEESECAKE COOKBOOK:** Remarkable Recipes from a Chicago Legend
By Maureen Schuman et al. Celebrating one of America’s most famous deserts, this 50 recipes include more than 20 variations on Eli Schuman’s iconic Chicago-style cheesecake. These 50 recipes plus hundreds of tips and techniques allow readers to mix and match to create their own signature dessert. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Agate. $14.95/$10.99  $9.95

5844966  **VEGETARIAN MEAT & POTATOES COOKBOOK:** By Robin Robertson. Offers 275 hearty and healthy meat-free recipes for burgers, steaks, stews, chilis, casseroles, pot pies, curries, pizza, pasta, and other dinners that burst with flavor and fill you up. Includes options like classic Sweet Potato Stew, Eggplant Teriyaki, Cajun Red Bean Burgers, or Mad About Meat. Incl. color. 248 pages. Rodale. $19.95  $12.99

5784742  **BUTTER BAKED GOODS:** Nostalgic Recipes from a Little Neighborhood Bakery. By Rosie Daykin. Delicious treats like Apple Cake with Maple Sauce and Chocolate Honeycomb Brittle are paired with stories from this collection for simple, easy to follow recipes. Everyone can create Butter’s delectable desserts for life’s milestones: birthdays, Thanksgivings, Christmases, or just for a treat on a gloomy afternoon. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95  $16.95

4569338  **THE AIR FRYER COOKBOOK:** Deep-Fried Flavor Made Easy, Without All the Fat!
By Todd English. The air-fryer is revolutionizing the way we think of eating light. Make the most of it with this tasty, delicious recipes offered up by chef Todd English. Try foods like guilt-free French Fries, Lamb Empanadas and Puffy Glazed Doughnuts. You’ll be amazed at what you can create with an Air-Fryer! Well illus. in color. 148 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.95  $16.95

7543050  **BETTY CROCKER ULTIMATE BISQUICK COOKBOOK:** If you love the convenience, versatility, and great taste of food made with Bisquick, you’ll love this deluxe edition taste of food made with Bisquick, you’ll love this deluxe edition COOKBOOK. It’s jam-packed with 323 recipes for all-new dishes, plus favorite classics and stand-bys. Try Fajita Chicken Pot Pie, Cheeseburger Calzones, or Mini Corn Cakes. Illus. in color. 416 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $34.95  $19.95

5904803  **THE BEST STEWS IN THE WORLD:** By Clifford A. Wright. From pasta fassol, pozole, gumbo, burgo, and chowder, to stews of lamb, veal, chicken, beef, pork and more, here, with easy to follow directions and fascinating stories about the dishes themselves and the people who prepare them, come 50 simple stews or delicious hearty stews. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95  $16.95

5917794  **MEAL IN A MUG:** 80 Fast, Easy Recipes for Hungry People—All You Need Is a Microwave. By Denise Smart. All you need for real food, really fast, is a large mug, a microwave, a handful of ingredients, and about 5 minutes. These 80 simple stews and snacks are for those who need a healthy, delicious, nutritious meal in minutes. Well illus. in color. 162 pages. Harper Common. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  $11.95

5480060  **COCONUT:** The Complete Guide to the World’s Most Versatile Superfood. By Stephanie Pedersen. If you’re ready to experience the nourishing virtues of this superfood, this is the guide for you. With this informative guide we will get started. Learn how to prepare coconut in more than 75 flavorful recipes including beverages, baked goods, desserts, and much more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Charisma. Pub. at $19.95  $12.99

4574769  **AIR FRY EVERYTHING!** By Meredith Laurence. Create quick meals that burst with flavor, but with the added calories and fat! Over 130 recipes take your Air Fryer to the next level. An Air Fryer doesn’t just cook foods that you would normally deep fry. It can cook anything you would normally cook in the oven or microwave. Try Cheddar Cheese Vegetable Stromboli. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $12.99

5934512  **SWEET POTATOES:** Over 75 Recipes That Are Fantastically Delicious. By Ann Sweeney. Here, Sweeney shares more than 75 flavorful recipes including Biscuits or Roasted Squash, Green Coconut Vanilla Nut Smoothie, Coconut French Toast, Crisp Coconut Chicken, and more. Illus. 180 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

5981833  **GOOD HOUSEKEEPING COMFORT FOOD:** Ed. by Jane Francisco. Gather your family for home-style comfort foods like Coq Au Vin, Sausage and Pepper Bake, Baked Ziti, or Favorite French Toast. From meat to potatoes and vegetables, these recipes are sure to satisfy. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $18.95  $11.95

5929245  **BEST SIDE DISHES EVER:** Footprint Recipes for Greens, Potatoes, Beets, and More. By Jennifer Felicia Abadi. Whether your family is a home baker, a home winemaker, or simply a cider lover, you’ll soon be on your way to making your own delicious cider at home. This guide includes step by step instructions for making your first batch of cider; a guide to tasting cider like a professional; and much more. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.99

5770706  **THE ART OF BAKING BREAD:** What You Really Need to Know to Make Great Bread. By Matt Pelegreni. Whether you own a home brewer, a home winemaker, or simply a cider lover, you’ll soon be on your way to making your own delicious cider at home. This guide includes step by step instructions for making your first batch of cider; a guide to tasting cider like a professional; and much more. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.99

5977339  **MOUTHWATERING AMISH RECIPES:** By Penny Stanway. Harness the healing, comforting, and beautifying power of spices with this pocket-sized practical tips for practical tips for cooking on a budget or for a pack of picky eaters, these tasty recipes are for you. All recipes are based on pre packaged macaroni and cheese products, with the creative use of additional ingredients and/or alternative methods of preparation. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.99

575320X  **THE AMISH COOK’S FAMILY FAVORITE RECIPES:** By Lovina Eicher with K. Williams. Centered on the family table, these hearty recipes are more than 300 good, old-fashioned recipes and plenty of Amish lore, wisdom, and cooking tips. Mouthwatering Amish recipes include Barbecue Beef Brisket, Apple Pie, and many more. Well illus. in color. 400 pages. Rodale. 8x10. Pub. at $31.95  $19.95

5837779  **THE MIRACLE OF SPICES:** Practical Tips for Practical Tips for superfood. By Penny Stanway. Harness the healing, comforting, and beautifying power of spices with this pocket-sized compendium of tips, techniques, and recipes. 136 pages. Watkin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $8.95
YOUR HEALTH

**BOOK OF BODY MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: The American Physical Therapy Association.** By M. Moffat & S. Vickey. Includes hundreds of stretches and exercises to increase and maintain muscle strength and flexibility, and rehabilitation exercises for bone and joint pain, and improve endurance. Also explores the mechanical workings of every moving part of the body and provides comprehensive advice for dealing with injuries. Fully illus. 288 pages. Paperback. $19.95 16.95

**765520 BEYOND BUDS: Marijuana Extracts—Hash, Vaping, Dabbing, Edibles & Medicines.** By Ed Rosenthal with D. Downes. A new world of marijuana enjoyment is in full bloom. Learn how to make your own edibles and inhalables, and explore the uses of tinctures and topicals infused with cannabis. This guide provides the information you need to make and enjoy these products, offering plenty of tips and full color photos. Well illus, in color. 208 pages. Paperback. $21.99 16.95

**G4415X BEAT OSTEOPOROSIS WITH EXERCISE.** By Karl Knopf. Regardless of your current illness level, you can improve all aspects of your health, including preventing bone loss, increasing mobility, avoiding fractures, building strength, lowering the risk of injury, improving balance, and so much more. Safe, age-appropriate customizable approach to exercise offers stability while lowering risk of injury. Well illus. 140 pages. Ulyssean. Paperback. $15.95 11.95

**5901367 ANATOMY OF STRENGTH TRAINING: The 5 Essential Exercises.** By Pat Manocchia. Gives readers the five essential exercises you need to strengthen your body, bones, joints, ligaments, and tendons. All of the exercises are presented with clear instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations—annotated with every involved muscle. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. $19.95 6.95

**5790169 HOW NOT TO DIE: Discover the Foods Scientifically Proven to Prevent and Reverse Disease.** By Michael Greger. This book reveals the great scientific evidence behind the only diet that can prevent and reverse many of the causes of disease-related death. By following Dr. Greger’s advice, you will learn which foods to eat and which lifestyle changes to make to help prevent or fight a variety of diseases and live longer. Shdwork. 562 pages. Flatiron Books. $27.99 10.95

**DVD 5660621 DAILY STRETCH.** Build strength and improve flexibility with this comprehensive workout that uses dynamic stretches will improve balance, stability and strength in movements that emphasize a full range of motion. Includes warm-up exercises and cool-down stretches. 20 minutes. Gaia. $4.95

**635566 THE MERCK MANUAL GO-TO HOME GUIDE FOR SYMPTOMS.** Ed. by R.S. Porter & J.L. Kaplan. From the publishers of the world’s best-selling health references comes this comprehensive resource providing a detailed look at common symptoms, from abdominal pain to headache, itching, nausea, wheezing, and more. 509 pages. Merck. Paperback. $17.95 12.95

**5900080 FREEDOM FROM CONSTIPATION: Natural Relief for Digestive Health.** By Christopher Vasey. In this step by step guide, Vasey explains how healthy intestines work and the different forms that constipation can take. He details the eight major causes of constipation and offers practical advice on how to correct each with natural and non-aggressive methods. Illus. 186 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. $14.95 11.95

**DVF 5877341 MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS PROGRAM: BEAT BLOOD PRESSURE.** Offers an integrated health action plan designed specifically to help you control high blood pressure. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Includes understanding your condition, Eat Well to Feel Well, and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page Mayo Clinic My Stress Solution booklet. 93 minutes. Gaia. Paperback. $19.98 5.95

**5861633 CANCER HATES TEA: A Unique Preventive and Transformative Lifestyle Change to Help Crush Cancer.** By Maria Uspenski. Cancer. Uspenski researched tea and discovered hundreds of studies that showed how powerful a five-cup-a-day steeping habit could be. It is an inviable allay, and this three-week plan brings this restorative and great-tasting beverage into your life every day. They reveal the commonly used flavor enhancers to avoid at all costs, the hazardous ingredients your food might have, and so much more. 208 pages. Paperback. $21.99 16.95

**5910609 INFECTION MADNESS.** By Harriet A. Washington. Weaving together cutting-edge research and her personal experience, this book shows how step throat can trigger OCD in a formerly healthy teen, how a pregnant woman’s contact with cat litter can lead to schizophrenia in her children, and how making the bloodstream may play a role in autism. 292 pages. Little. Brown. Pub at $28.00 6.95

**580471X 10% HUMAN: How Your Body’s Microbes Hold the Key to Health and Happiness.** By Martin A. Blaser. Cullen draws on the latest scientific research to show how our personal colony of microbes influences our weight, immune system, mental health, and even our choice of career, and is behind many of our modern diseases. The good news is that, unlike our human cells, we can change our microbes for the better, of 16 pages. Most Color. Harper. Pub at $26.99 7.95

**5873851 FOREVER PAINLESS: End Chronic Pain and Reclaim Your Life in 30 Minutes a Day.** By Miranda Esmonde-White. With workouts targeted to release pain in your back, neck, and shoulders, knees, hips, feet, and ankles—Miranda offers an all-natural solution to chronic pain that can be achieved in as little as 30 minutes a day. Well illus. 302 pages. HarperWave. Pub at $27.99 21.95

**5456558 AGING BACKWARDS: Reverse the Aging Process and Look 10 Years Younger in Just 12 Weeks.** By Miranda Esmonde-White. Provides a comprehensive plan for actively slowing the aging process. With eight basic age reversing workouts that build bone and joint muscle, increase flexibility, and speed weight loss this guide offers the information you need for a longer, healthier life. Well illus. 278 pages. HarperCollins. Pub at $27.99 12.95

**4565341 SAVE YOUR GALLBLADDER NATURALLY: And What to Do If You’re Already Lost It.** By S. Cabot & M. Jasinska. Provides a comprehensive step by step plan for dissolving gallstones and improving gallbladder health. Whether you’ve had gall bladder removed, or you’re simply wondering how to handle the frightening and painful threats of gallbladder problems, this guide is for you. 128 pages. T & A. $19.95

**5936896 NATURAL THERAPIES FOR EMPHYSEMA AND COPD.** By Robert J. Green, Jr. Reveals that alternative holistic therapies ranging from herbs to homeopathy offer great promise in relieving the debilitating symptoms of chronic respiratory disease. Includes 190 pages. Healthy Arts. Paperback. $16.95 12.95

**188512X THE AUTOIMMUNE SOLUTION: Prevent and Reverse the Full Spectrum of Inflammatory Symptoms and Conditions.** By Ray Sahelian. Offers an integrated health action plan designed specifically to help you control high blood pressure. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Includes understanding your condition, Eat Well to Feel Well, and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page Mayo Clinic My Stress Solution booklet. 93 minutes. Gaia. Paperback. $19.98 5.95

**5935156 BADDIETES! The 13 Most Harmful Food Additives in Your Diet—and How to Avoid Them.** By Bill & Linda Boyce. The authors cut through the fog of information overload with current, updated research, identifying the thirteen worst chemicals you are eating and destroying every day. They reveal the commonly used flavor enhancers to avoid at all costs, the hazardous ingredients your food might have, and so much more. 160 pages. Paperback. $21.99 11.95

**586244X A CALL FROM HEAVEN: Personal Accounts of Deathbed Visits, Angelic Visions, and Crossings to the Other Side.** By Josie Varga. Varga illustrates through the accompanying stories that death is not the end, and that we all will be guided to the other side, comforting those who are grieving and removing the fear of death for all of us. She offers researched by renowned experts and scientists, validating the idea that life truly does continue. 191 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. $15.95 12.95

**5826411 NATURAL SEX BOOSTERS, SECOND EDITION: Supplements That Enhance Stamina, Sensation, and Sexuality for Men and Women.** By Ray Sahelian. Offers an integrated health action plan designed specifically to help you control high blood pressure. Changing the way you live can change the way you feel. Includes understanding your condition, Eat Well to Feel Well, and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page Mayo Clinic My Stress Solution booklet. 93 minutes. Gaia. Paperback. $19.98 5.95


**5935040 EVERY WOMAN’S GUIDE TO FOOT PAIN RELIEF: The New Science of Healthy Feet.** By Katy Bowman. No matter what your age, foot pain can be reduced and improved, this guide teaches us that pain can be reduced and improved. Bowman offers an innovative set of exercises to help those suffering from bunions, hammer toes, plantar fasciitis, Achilles tendinitis, and more. 180 pages. BenBella. Paperback. $16.95 12.95

**596387X CHI KUNG FOR PROSTATE HEALTH AND SEXUAL VIGOR.** By M. Chia & W.U. Wei. Provides exercises and techniques to open the energetic pathways connected to the male reproductive organs and clear the energy blockages that lead to sexual dysfunction and illness. Well illus. 166 pages. Destiny Paper. Paperback. $19.95 12.95

**5916534 THE TELOMERE EFFECT: A Revolutionary Approach to Living Younger, Healthier, Longer.** By El Blackburn & E. Epel. A groundbreaking look at telomeres’ role in the aging process, engaging readers to reexamine how they view their own aging baseline. A Robert Prize-winning scientist and a trailblazing health psychologist explain how we age at a cellular level, and reveal how simple changes can keep our chromosomes, and even our DNA, from aging—producing more meaningful lives. 389 pages. Grand Central. $28.00 21.95

**5966213 TACTICAL STRENGTH: The Elite Training and Workout Plan to Build a Solid Foundation of Strength & Power.** By Special Ops fitness techniques, this guide will train you to perform up to the rigorous standards set by the Navy SEALs. Presents a series of workouts based in weight lifting, bodyweight calisthenics, cardiovascular training, and swimming. Well illus. in color. 189 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback. $19.95 14.95
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5546516  GREAT BOOK OF TATTOO DESIGNS, REVISED EDITION. By Lora S. Inski. One of America's oldest tattoo artists has compiled this comprehensive collection of original artwork depicting today's most popular tattoo subjects. More than 500 images cover everything from wildlife to symbols to fantasy. Fully illus., 500 pages. North Light. **$19.95**

4581776  IN FULL BLOOM COLORING BOOK. By Ruth Soiffer. Ranging from sunflowers and marigolds to birds of paradise and oriental lilies, these 30 lovingly detailed illustrations bring colorists up close to an array of breathtaking natural wonders. Color in petals, buds, stalks, and other minute details, then tear them out and put them on display. Dover. **$16.95**

**$6.95**

4567196  DRAGONS AND MAGICAL BEASTS: Extreme Coloring Book. Intricate, elaborate, highly detailed and complex drawings will draw you in! Color a mystical world of dragons and magical creatures, each set against an ornate, elaborate background. Scribes 8x11 Paperback. **$9.95**

4908088  DRAW REAL ANIMALS! Discover Drawing Series. By Lee Hammond. Step by step sketches demonstrate how to create different kinds of eyes and noses, various types of hair and fur, and a squared tail to a lion’s mane, along with skin texture, wrinkles, muscles, backgrounds, and more. Fully illus. 60 pages. North Light. **$8.95**

2477920  HOW TO DRAW LIFELIKE PORTRAITS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS, REVISED EDITION, 15TH ANNIVERSARY. By Lee Hammond. Offers step by step instructions for creating each feature of the human face using the Hammond Blended Pencil Technique, plus a detailed discussion of composition, backgrounds and special effects. Well illus. 159 pages. North Light. **$19.95**

6003109  DRAW REAL PEOPLE! Discover Drawing Series. By Lee Hammond. Step-by-step sketches unveil the secrets of creating realistic portraits of your favorite people. From smooth shadings of light and dark to replicating actions, these shading techniques make any shape look three-dimensional, these tips will make your work shine. Well illus. 80 pages. North Light. **$14.99**


5770157  THE BUTTERFLY COLORING BOOK. By Madelene Goryl. Artists will delight in adding their own touch of color and whimsy to each of these intricate butterfly illustrations. The back of each perforated color page is left blank, making it perfect for displaying after you’ve finished your creation. Sky Pony. 8x10¼. Paperback. **$9.95**

1925025  FLOWERS: Traces & Colors in Any Medium. Bring to life in vibrant color this delightful collection of flowers. Includes six flower templates and four sheets of graphic paper. Simply use the graphic paper to transfer the flower images onto perforating paper and then use the color references and tips to create your own masterpieces. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Walter Foster. **$3.95**

5971809  NORMAN ROCKWELL EVENING POST COLORING BOOK. Features over 30 Norman Rockwell cover designs to color, with their heartwarming greeting in this classic collection. Perforated pages, one on one side only, allow for removal and display. Dover. **$5.95**

2586290  YOU CAN DRAW IN 30 DAYS: The Fun, Easy Way to Learn to Draw in One Month or Less. By Mark Kurtz. Drawing is an acquired skill, not a talent: anyone can learn to draw! All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the willingness to learn. This guide will teach you the rest. In just 20 minutes a day for a month, you can learn to draw anything. Well illus. 238 pages. Da Capo. **$12.95**

8736491  CELTIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK, 2nd Ed. By Cand Schmitt. Thirtv original designs inspired by and adapted from authentic Celtic artwork. Such favored Celtic subjects as birds, fish, reptiles and insects are depicted with stunning decorative borders. Use colored pencils, markers or gel pens to interpret these intricate designs your way. Dover. **$4.95**

3633012  MIDNIGHT GARDEN COLORING BOOK. By Lindsey Boylan-Coyne. Over 30 full page illustrations with 31 sophisticated floral designs. Each full-page illustration is printed on a black background, creating eye-popping, dramatic images of enchanting flowers. Perforated, unbacked pages make it easy to display your work. Dover. **$1.95**

8487577  DRAGONART COLLECTOR’S EDITION: Your Ultimate Guide to Drawing Fantasy Art. By J “NeonDragon” Puffer. Make your fantasy world a reality by unleashing the creatures of your mind, from dragons to unicorns, mermaids to goblins. Learn to build even the most elaborate characters through simple color-coded diagrams demonstrating how to use basic shapes, 3D shading and various color schemes. Fully illus. 224 pages. Impact. **$9.95**

3558363  OWLS COLORING BOOK. By Marjorie Sarnat. More than 30 fanciful owl designs inspired by and adapted from 30 original owl illustrations. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. North Light. **$8.95**

5765846  DREAMLAND. By B. Vallejo & J. Bell. Showcases a collection of 30 full-page illustrations inspired by and adapted from 27 cover designs. Includes an exclusive set of ten stunning limited-edition original color prints. Paperback. **$25.95**

1333499  SWORD SONG, VOLUME ONE: Sisterhood of Steel. Throughout the novel, there have never been figures more real or more vivid than the colors volume-futuristic, full-color showcase of paintings and illustrations that celebrate supple curves coupled with sharpened weapons to produce a force no man or army can hope to withstand. Adults only. Book Club Edition. Soft 9x12. **$3.95**

1939303  SUGAR SKELETS COLORING BOOK: Starring Images from the Mexican Day of the Dead. The sugar skull is a symbol for Day of the Dead, a Mexican celebration that honors the lives of loved ones who have passed on. Presented here are over 100 amazing and detailed sugar skull images for you to color and make your own. Fully illus. in color. Arturcos. 9x11. Paperback Import. **$5.95**

7413246  COLORED PENCIL PAINTING GUIDE: Techniques for Achieving Luminous Color and Ultra realistic Effects. By Alyona Nickelsen. Presents techniques and methods developed by the author. Every page is printed in full color, blending, and burnishing colors to scoring, roughening, powder brushing, and shading techniques to make your work shine. Well illus. 8x10¼. Paperback. **$25.95**

5773365  EXOTIC CHICKENS: Coloring for Everyone. Forty-six illustrations highlight a variety of handsome chicken breeds such as the Golden Laced Wyandotte, the Polish Hen, the Cevcovecor, and the Houdan. Bring your choice of color to their distinctive crests and plumages, then tear out the perforated, unbacked pages for display. Rainchords. **$16.95**

481612  TATTOO COLOR BOOK 3. Express your artistic impulses without having to succumb to the needle with this collection of over 70 outlines of great tattoo designs. Fun and exotic, these drawings will keep you occupied for hours. Then, complete the perfect opportunity to produce your own amazing tattoo artwork with colored pencils or pens. Chartwell. 8x11. Paperback. **$6.95**

571992X  ACRYLWORKS 2: Radical Breakthroughs. Ed. by Jamie Markle. Featuring works from over 100 of today’s top artists. This second volume of The Best of Acrylic Painting focuses on how artists partner with acrylics for breakthrough discoveries and breakthroughs. Fully illus. 144 pages. North Light. **$8.95**

5714915  OPTICAL ILLUSIONS: Just Add Color. Features more than 120 mind-blowing optical illusions, ready for you to just add color with your pencils, pens, crayons or markers. Intricate designs are printed on perforated pages, for removal and display. Fully illus. Barron’s. 8x11. Paperback. **$8.99**

5858704  ART JOURNEY: Portraits & Figures. Ed. by Rachelle Rubin Wolf. Covering a tantalizing range of styles and colors, this lavish volume illustrates the many ways today’s best artists approach shape, value, line texture and color into their works of art. Well illus. in color. North Light. **$11.95**

5859271  STROKES OF GENIUS 6. Ed. by Rachel Rubin Wolf. Explores the power of value. From the darkest darks to the lightest lights and all the notes in between, more than any other single element of art, value has the power to force a flat surface into a realistic sense of dimension and is demonstrated in this collection. Fully illus., many in color. 143 pages. North Light. **$9.95**

270857  STROKES OF GENIUS 5—THE BEST OF DRAWING: Design and Composition. Ed. by Rachel Rubin Wolf. Featuring unusual perspectives, tantalizing contrasts and other dynamic design elements, this collection showcases art and inspiration from charcoal, pastel, pencil, colored pencil, pen and ink, and more. That’s 120 pieces in all, plus expert tips, techniques, and stories behind their designs. Fully illus., in color. 143 pages. North Light. **$9.95**

2676811  GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO: Frank Mason’s Life of Christ. Presents 68 paintings and 139 drawings that explore Mason’s vision of the life of Jesus Christ. Includes the scriptural passages which inspired the artist, augmented with commentary written by the artist himself. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Chameleon. 9x12. **$16.00**

357296X  ANTIQUES & ANTIQUITIES: Designs for Coloring. By Ruth Hunter. Unleashing the creatures of your mind, from dragons to unicorns, mermaids to goblins. Learn to build even the most elaborate characters through simple color-coded diagrams demonstrating how to use basic shapes, 3D shading and various color schemes. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Impact. **$9.95**
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**4539125 CATS: Designs for Coloring.** By Ruth Heller. These designs include all kinds of cats—realistic-looking domestic cats, some wild cats such as leopards and lions, and some wonderful fantasy cats. You can color them realistically or use your own imagination to create stylized, decorative cats in unusual patterns and designs. Fully illus. Grosset & Dunlap. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. $5.95

**7690051 FIGURE IT OUT! HUMAN DRAWING HEAD AND FIGURE RIGHT EVERY TIME.** By Christopher Hart. The bestselling art instruction author offers an easy to understand primer on the proportions of the human figure. Covers the basics first for more subtle refinements so artists at every level can correct, improve, or fine-tune their drawings. Fully illus. 143 pages. Sixth & Spring. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**4641175 HUMAN ANATOMY MADE AMAZINGLY EASY.** By Christopher Hart. Filled with artists’ most coveted secrets, including the use of perspective on the body, foreshortening and diminution, and the remarkable world of self-checking proportions. Covers everything from the features of the face to the dynamics of the body. 350 illus. 144 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. $7.95

**610954 TATTOO ART COLORING BOOK: Ink Designs for Inner Peace.** From detailed butterflies and dragons, to exotic birds and angels, the art of the tattoo brings a vibrant sting to this unique and varied coloring book. Pique 90 ink-inspired designs with your choice of rich colors and get a detail-dense experience enough for gorgeous, full-color art or perfect as an inspiration for your next tattoo. Lark. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6513166 SKETCHING THE COUNTRY SIDE: How to Draw the Vanishing Rural Landscape.** By Frank J. Lohan. Both experienced and aspiring artists can benefit from this practical instruction guide, which shows how to portray rustic settings from rural England to the American Southwest. More than 400 detailed illustrations trace the steps from composition drawings to final sketches. 260 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. $13.95

**5909090 THE PERFECT CAT COLORING BOOK.** Be inspired by the quotes included with these intricate illustrations of adorable cats. Express your affection for cats while coloring with your pens, pencils or crayons, and chase the stress away. VBM Sales. 136 pages. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. $9.95

**5718244 INSIDE THE ART STUDIO.** Ed. by M.B. Bostic & the eds of American Artist Magazine. Takes you inside the private portfolios of 37 fine artists around the country and shows you their tips and solutions for creating a workable space, but step inside their studios, and view the beautiful works created by many of these artists. Full color, in color. 160 pages. North Light. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. $38.95

**2666499 CREATIVE COLORING FLOWERS.** By Valentina Harper. Offers 30 relaxing and creative, ready-to-color illustrations that will invite you to lose yourself in floral fantasy. Includes easy-to-follow tips on how to color Harper’s designs and inspirational quotes from Oscar Wilde, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Eric Hoffer, and Design Opinions. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. $18.95

**5895286 HOW TO DRAW CARICATURES: Master the Fine Art of Drawing Parodies, Including Poses & Expressions.** By Martin Pope. Guides you through the stages of creating a successful caricature, from pinpointing your subject’s unique qualities to choosing the best materials and drawing from life. Learn how to capture the right expression; use the props and clothing; take your subject to the limit, and more. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**5967287 LE DONNE.** By Tanio Librero. The Italian artist behind the controversial Rankxerox comic series has developed a reputation for an empowering and empowering portrayal of women. Le Donne is a gallery of his most daring work, pieces that burst with raw, unbridled lust and fearless eroticism. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. NBM 9½x12½. Pub. at $59.95


**623386 THE MONSTER BOOK OF MANGA: Fairies and Magical Creatures.** Ed. by Ikaru Studio. An essential manga illustrating tool that focuses on the world’s wonder. Each illustration is broken down into stages of creation and is accompanied by step-by-step instructions. This manual is a must-have for anyone interested in creating manga. Perforated pages allow pages to be removed easily for coloring or sharing. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**5959361 AMAZING FACE Coloring Book: Provides a creative outlet to quiet your mind and help you as you focus on the beauty and inspiring lyrics of the best-loved hymns of all time. From Jesus’ saving grace and His love for you, while you color your way through the beautiful illustrations and lyrics. Display your favorites with easily perforated pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $12.99

**2665610 DAY OF THE DEAD COLORING BOOK.** By Thaneeya McArdie. Dia de los Muertos is celebrated with exotic sugar skulls and other symbols that are perfect for decorating with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Printed on tear-resistant paper to eliminate bleed-through. Single page is perforated for easy removal and display. Design Originals. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


**5971829 THE SATURDAY EVENING POST AMERICA COLORING BOOK.** Features 31 illustrations of some of The Saturday Evening Post’s most famous artists. Includes works by Rockwell, Beck, and Fort by color. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x11½. Paperback. $5.95

**4537726 THE FACE OF JESUS.** By Edward Lucie-Smith. Chronicles both a spiritual and a cultural journey, following the way in which believers in many lands throughout the ages have imagined and portrayed his image, this volume presents masterpieces by great painters of the past and present. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. North Light. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**7182643 DRAWING REALISTIC TEXTURES IN PENCIL.** By J.D. Hillberry. Create incredible drawings with common pencils and special techniques. Provides instant solutions like rock, glass, weathered wood, skin, and hair, with two demonstrations of how to use the techniques to create a vibrant work of art. Fully ilus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**5951534 HORSE ANIMAL COLORING BOOK.** This incredibly detailed coloring book contains the external and internal anatomy of the horse, with 30 pages of accurate drawings highlighting the skeleton, muscles, nervous system, and major organs, all clearly labeled and explained. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

**3628019 JAPANESE WOODBLOCKS: Masterpieces of Art.** By Michael Robinson. Offers a glimpse into a Christ from birth to crucifixion in the belief and with full-page reproductions of masterpieces by key artists and a text that reveals in the brilliance and variety of Japanese woodblock prints works by art such as Okumura Masanobu, Suzuki Harunobu, Hasiguchi Goyo, and Natori Shunsen. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x10¾. Import. Pub. at $7.95

**599475 GREEK MYTHOLOGY: A Coloring Book.** By Mary Pappas Packard. Bring the world of immortals on Mt. Olympus to life as you color this collection of beautiful images of the mythological stories. Includes works by art such as Okumura Masanobu, and meet the mighty Zeus, lovely Demeter, and the clever Dionysus along with other timeless Greek heroes. 96 pages. Metro Books. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**5956383 AMERICANA COLORING BOOK.** Perforated paper allows pages to be removed easily for coloring or sharing. Design Originals. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**4537431 THE SATURDAY EVENING POST AMERICA COLORING BOOK.** Features 31 illustrations of some of The Saturday Evening Post’s most famous artists. Includes works by Rockwell, Beck, and Fort by color. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**5837944 LUCID DREAMS: The Art of the Mythical Woman.** By Scott Grimando. The award-winning artist gets his first-ever retrospective world, with full-page reproductions of masterpieces by key artists and a text that reveals in the brilliance and variety of Japanese woodblock prints works by art such as Okumura Masanobu, Suzuki Harunobu, Hasiguchi Goyo, and Natori Shunsen. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x10¾. Import. Pub. at $7.95

**5984413 IMPRESSIONISM AND THE POST IMPRESSIONISTS: The Private Life of Art.** Widescreen. This full-length documentary reveals the fascinating stories behind famous works of art—how they came to be created, their influence, and how they came to be recognized as modern art. Featuring works by art such as Okumura Masanobu, Auguste Renoir, Dance at the Moulin de la Galette; Vincent van Gogh, The Sunflowers; and Georges Seurat, A Sunday on La Grande Jatte. 1844: English SDH. 147 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98
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5971675 BEAUTIFUL TREES COLORING BOOK. These thirty-one beautiful line illustrations of the natural beauty of trees are perfect for relaxing as you color in perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperback. $5.95

5733715 NEVER QUIT DRAWING: Sketch Your Way to an Everyday Art Habit. Text by L. Simmons Illus. by K. Rosanes. Turn your occasional doodles into lasting creative habits with this guide/journal. Filled with cutting-edge advice and cutting-edge exercises, this collection will commit to drawing something on every sketch page in this journal and you will be well on your way to creating a habit that sticks. Well illus. in color. 38 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

5963583 LIGHT UP YOUR WATERCOLORS LAYER BY LAYER. By Linda Stevens Moyer. Takes you through the entire process of layering colors, beginning with the most basic aspects of watercolor, including mixing and using color, creating form and representing space, saving and regaining the white of your paper, and understanding the different colors. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Northlight. 8x8x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $7.95

5348759 HOW TO DRAW YOUR DRAGON. By Sergio Gutti. The master dragon artist reveals his secrets for composing your own awe-inspiring mythical beasts. Inside you’ll find easy to follow instructions for creating dozens of different types of dragons, as well as fascinating information on each type, from anatomical features to personality traits. Well illus. in color. 364 pages. HarperCollins. 8x8x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $16.95

5850421 RENAISSANCE MASTERPIECES: The Private Life of a Masterpiece. This series reveals the fascinating stories behind famous works of art—how they came to be created, their influence, and how they came to have a life of their own. Works discussed are Sandro Botticelli’s La Primavera; Paolo Uccello, The Battle of San Romano; Leonardo Da Vinci, The Last Supper, and Piero Della Francesca, The Resurrection. English SDH. 148 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95

5095862 MOTHER MARGARITAS. For the rare moments you have to yourself, enjoy the calming act of coloring with a little dose of sass. Each hilariously captioned design is printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Perfect for amusing decoration or passive-aggressive gift giving. Fully illus. St. Martin’s. 8x8x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

5919090 NORDIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK. Features 60 Nordic designs to color; includes flowers, furniture ornamentation, wall hangings, and more. Includes perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8x8x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $4.15. $4.95

5926799 COLORFUL BLESSINGS: Coloring Everyday Wonders. Embrace spirituality and creative expression through peaceful meditation and creativity with the illustrations in this collection, each of which include an inspirational message. Printed on perforated pages, these designs are perfect for coloring or display. Taunton. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

5943620 EXTREME CURVES: Phat Girls. By Phil Ybarra. Extremes Curves! Back in back with another collection of outrageously lush bodies, curvy enough to send your head into a spin. No skinny models here! Real WOMEN in all their uncolored beauty, lovingly painted for your enjoyment. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. NBM. 8x8x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

5926823 SCRAPPY QUILTS COLORING BOOK. Two of your favorite hobbies combine into one mesmerizing coloring book! Inspired by classic quilt blocks, these 47 detailed designs are perfect for perusing, coloring, and display. Provide hours of relaxation. Perforated, single-sided pages for easy removal and display. Taunton. 8x8x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

5930286 WATERCOLOR TRICKS & TECHNIQUES, REVISED. By Cathy Johnson. Updated and better than ever, this edition features 75 new and classic painting secrets, along with new insights on many tried and true techniques. Includes 15 step by step demonstrations and a self-standing easel binding that keeps your hands free to paint. 160 pages. NorthLight. 10x14/4x Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95

9571411 POP MANGA COLORING BOOK.Offers a chance to collaborate with d’Errico, adding the colors of choosing to her gorgeous black-and-white art. Featuring haunting and surreal character portraits and pages filled with patterns and elaborate designs. Watson-Guptill. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

4806477 DAY OF THE DEAD FOLK ART. By S. Mack & K. Williams. Shows many examples of skulls and skeleton variations on Jose Guadalupe Posada’s traditional La Catrina, sugar skulls and pan de muerto from local Mexican markets, community day of the dead decorations. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8x8x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

588876X DRAW 500 FABULOUS FLOWERS. Illus. by Lisa Congdon. The best way to learn to draw is to draw! This little sketchbook is filled with dozens of your favorite flowers—from orchids and poppies to foxgloves and freesia—and plenty of room for drawing your own garden. Quarto. 5x5x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

5909384 FLOWERS, BIRDS, BUTTERFLIES: Color Your Own Stickers. Features 160 customizable stickers to color, peel, and stick. Customize unique, hand-drawn versions of bird and butterfly stickers to decorate your personal projects. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Franklys. 8x8x1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

5873855 THE CTHULHU COLORING BOOK: Startling images from the Imagination of H.P. Lovecraft. Bring horror’s most infamous monster to life alongside 24 other monsters from the horror master’s worlds in this bloodcurdling coloring book! Features more than 60 characters—vile monsters, terrifying deities, unspeakable surreal horror—alongside handy tips and coloring techniques inspired by the author’s most chilling tales. Artcurs. 8x8x1/4. Paperback Import. $6.95

3601005 MAURICE VELLEKOOP’S PIN-UPS. Collects pictures of sexsational young men of all sizes, and sizes of all ages, and sizes of all shapes, and sizes of all weights, and sizes of all characters to grace some of the funniest, scariest, and most memorable pin-ups from the delicious imagination of Vellekoop. Inspired by the golden age of great girlie artists Vargas and Gil Elvgren, Vellekoop’s pin-up girls have turned into the modern marvels that every boy could imagine who read Mad about their women friends. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Green Candy. 8x8x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00. $9.95

5505288 HOLLYWOOD SCREEN STARS: Remember When Coloring Book. Features fifty illustrations that provide colorists with scenes of classic stars in their elements. Includes iconic images of Cary Grant, Marilyn Monroe, Marlon Brando, Elizabeth Taylor, Humphrey Bogart, Clark Gable, Judy Garland and dozens more. Grab your colored pencils and bring these icons to life. Racehorse. 8x8x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

5505499 SHIPS OF THE LINE POSTERS. Inspired by events spanning 50 years of Star Trek lore, these 24 collector’s edition coloring book pages provide an all-new way to appreciate and display fan-favorite Ships of the Line artwork. Fully illus. in color. Universe. 11x14. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95
5749719 RENAISSANCE INTARIA: Masterpieces of Wood Inlay. By Lois U. Lingren. A lavishly illustrated analysis of the inlay work that flourished in the Italian Renaissance, perhaps the most astounding in its virtuosity was that of intarsia, or wood inlay, in which countless pieces of wood were cut to size and fitted together to form exquisite pictures. This volume traces the evolution of the medium through a discussion of 12 of the most important intarsia cycles, 200 color photos. 256 pages. Abbeville. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  

595454 WILLIAM ETTY: Art & Controversy. Ed. by Sarah Burnage et al. One of the most prolific and successful British artists of his time, William Etty (1787-1849) is celebrated for his erotic and realistic paintings that embodied a colorist and ability to emulate the art of the Old Masters. At the same time, he faced regular condemnation for his supposedly preceptive procreation with the female nude. His work and provocative legacy are reassessed in this scholarly study. 256 pages. Philip Wilson. 9¾x11. Import. Pub. at $50.00  

574003 GREAT MUSEUM ART OF THE WORLD. Ed. by E.B. Robinson & P. Helli. Directors and curators of 26 of the world’s finest museums describe the historical and geographical significance of the art and artifacts in their collections. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Abrams. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $69.95  

576010 PAINTERS OF GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK. By Donna L. & James L. Poulton. A comprehensive survey of the long 576010 color. 304 pages. Abrams. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $60.00  

576875 VIENNA 1860-1918: Years in France—Complete Paintings. By Walter Feilchenfeldt. A lavishly illustrated catalog of Van Gogh’s paintings executed during his years in France. The accompanying DVD-ROM allows modern readers to see how detailed and colorful her magnificent work was. Includes a comprehensive introduction and background information by renowned historians and biologists. 359 pages. London. 14x/21¼. Import. Pub. at $145.00  

582715 THE ART OF VAMPIRIELLA: The Dynamite Years. Ed. by Hannah Gorllinetti. A tome celebrating the vampire-themed women’s beauty and grace, this collection brings together every stunning cover drawing from Vampirelle’s 2010 resurrection at the hands of Dynamite. Showcased in these lavish pages is the work of J. Scott Campbell, Alex Ross, Lucia Fiandoli, Fabiano Neves, and many others. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Dynamite. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $39.99  

342333 THE LOUVRE: All the Paintings. Text by A. Grebe, photos by E. Lessing. For the first time, every painting on exhibit in the permanent collection of the Louvre is illustrated here. Each of the 3,022 paintings is fully annotated with the name of the painting, the date of its creation, and the name of the artist. With over 700 color photos and 4,000 color illustrations, the Louvre catalog number, the room in the Louvre where the painting is found. The accompanying DVD-ROM is easily browsable by artist, date, school, art historical genre, or location in the Louvre. Slippedcase. 766 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 11x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00  

574904 VELAZQUEZ: The Complete Paintings. By Fernando Checa. Diego Velazquez (1599-1660) is widely regarded as both the supreme exponent of the Spanish Golden Age and of painting itself at this period. This monograph recasts the traditional critical reception of Velazquez as a master of realism, exploring other avenues of interpretation. It allows us to see Velazquez as more than just a ordinary painter. This book is supplemented with lavish full-color photos of his most glorious color. 256 pages. Philip Wilson. 9¼x11. Import. Pub. at $95.00  

549886 THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART: Masterpiece Paintings. By Kathryn Calley Galitz. This monumental catalog features 4,000 color photographs from vintage German magazines in the forefront of the medium through a discussion of 12 of the most important intarsia cycles and its wildlife. 256 pages. Smith. 11x12¼. Pub. at $75.00  


586426 ARTS AND CRAFTS METALWORK FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE TWO RED ROSE FOUNDATION. By David Cathers et al. This lavishly illustrated book features 4597249 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  

586434 ARTS AND CRAFTS METALWORK FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE TWO RED ROSE FOUNDATION. By David Cathers et al. This lavishly illustrated book features 4597249 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  

595310 VINCENT VAN GOGH: The Years in France—Complete Paintings 1886-1890. By Walter Feilchenfeldt. A lavishly illustrated catalog of Van Gogh’s paintings executed during his tumultuous final years in Paris, Arles, Saint-Remy, and Auvers-sur-Oise. Some 580 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in smaller 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  


596038 PIN-UP GIRLS. By Isabella Alston. Take a stroll down memory lane with vintage pin-up images: busty, long-legged, beautiful women posing provocatively on calendars, posters, and in magazines, drawn from the WWII and postwar era. Features classic artwork and photos of Bettie Page, Marilyn Monroe, Veronica Lake and others. Adult only. 95 pages. TAJ Books. 5x¼x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  

580075 ART DECO SCULPTURE. By Alastair Duncan. Showcases and puts into historical context a proliferation of sculpted works from the 1920s and 1930s. With extended biographies of the most important artists and concise biographies of all the principle artists as well as a thematic index, this encyclopedic volume is the essential and authoritative guide for those interested in the Art Deco style. Fully illus., many in color. 400 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $120.00  

5966582 MARIA SIBYLLA MERIAN: Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. By Tinde van Andel et al. This extravagant volume, a facsimile of Merian’s highly successful work which was originally published in 1705, will allow modern readers to see how detailed and colorful her magnificent work was. Includes a comprehensive introduction and background information by renowned historians and biologists. 200 pages. London. 14x21¼. Import. Pub. at $145.00  

570105 ART DECO METAL. By David Cathers et al. This lavishly illustrated book features 245 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in smaller 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  

5953081 ANDREA RICCIO: Renaissance Master of Bronze. By Denise Allen & P. Mottore. Exhibition catalog. A luminous look at the independent work of Andrea Riccio (1470-1532), one of the greatest bronze sculptors of the Renaissance, celebrating his creative genius, his understanding of antiquity, and his remarkable desire to express human passions. This lavishly illustrated volume is the essential and authoritative guide for those interested in the art and pop culture. They are the core of this lavish study reassessing the dignity of labor and the value of good design were made visible in the Louvre where the painting is found. The accompanying DVD-ROM is easily browsable by artist, date, school, art historical genre, or location in the Louvre. 345 pages. Philip Wilson. 9½x11. Import. Pub. at $90.00  


5903088 PIN-UP GIRLS. By Isabella Alston. Take a stroll down memory lane with vintage pin-up images: busty, long-legged, beautiful women posing provocatively on calendars, posters, and in magazines, drawn from the WWII and postwar era. Features classic artwork and photos of Bettie Page, Marilyn Monroe, Veronica Lake and others. Adult only. 95 pages. TAJ Books. 5x¼x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  

579303 JOHN WAAYE: A Photographic Celebration. Ed. by Marc Mopoint. This lavishly illustrated book features 4597249 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in smaller 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  

589129 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SWIMSUIT: 50 Years of Beautiful. Ed. by Ken Rosenthal. Every model who has graced the swimsuit issue is here, from Cheryl Tiegs in her fishnet suit to Kathy Ireland and her record 12 appearances in the Swimsuit Issue. This lavishly illustrated book features 4597249 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in smaller 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  

596338 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED SWIMSUIT: 50 Years of Beautiful. Ed. by Ken Rosenthal. Every model who has graced the swimsuit issue is here, from Cheryl Tiegs in her fishnet suit to Kathy Ireland and her record 12 appearances in the Swimsuit Issue. This lavishly illustrated book features 4597249 works are reproduced in full color, and 200 works are featured in smaller 10x12½. Import. Pub. at $38.95  

$16.95  
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## Photography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>illustrator</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>573479</td>
<td><strong>IRELAND: A Luminous Beauty.</strong> By P. Harrisson &amp; L.C. Carola</td>
<td>Collects a presentation of breathtaking full-color photographs from one of Ireland’s finest landscape photographers, accompanied by concise text blending history, myth, and a sense of place. 150 pages, St. Martin’s. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589437</td>
<td><strong>NEW ENGLAND AUTUMN: A Sentimental Journey.</strong> By Ferenc Mate</td>
<td>An homage to nature, this magnificent collection of color photographs is a meditative journey through the back roads and hidden corners of America’s favorite and most idyllic region. 170 pages, Norton. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td>Schiffer. 9x12. Pub. at $34.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>579354</td>
<td><strong>BEFORE MARYLIN: The Blue Book Modeling Years.</strong> By A. Frane &amp; M. Morgan</td>
<td>A history that has never been fully revealed about almost every modeling job she did, and illustrating the text with rare and unpublished photographs from the many designers and photographers she worked with, including her mentor, Miss Emmeline Snively of the Blue Book Agency in Hollywood. Well illus., some in color. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. 8x10¼. Pub. at $35.00</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$8.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581416</td>
<td><strong>DOWN &amp; OUT: The Life and Death of Minniepoulos’s Skid Row.</strong> By Thomas Blackshear</td>
<td>These are no places more mysterious, complex, and vital to the earth’s survival than tropical rainforests. These fragile ecosystems also play a critical role in climate regulation by producing 20% of the planet’s oxygen. This collection captures the world’s most fascinating landscapes from a vast sleeping forest choked in morning mist to the brilliant iridescent flicker of a butterfly’s wing. Fully illus. 263 pages. Abrams. 12x14½. Pub. at $60.00</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5751977</td>
<td><strong>YOUNG CASTING GIRLS.</strong> By Mark Novak</td>
<td>Tak...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5792495</td>
<td><strong>COVERED BRIDGES.</strong> By Martha Williamson Mohr</td>
<td>Collects a presentation of breathtaking full-color photographs from one of America’s favorite and most idyllic regions. This collection features 125 of the world’s most picturesque covered bridges, including those that were restored, repainted, or simply naked, these girls are fresh, libertine and incredibly sexy! Adults only. Color photos. 224 pages. Goliath. 5½x8¼. Pub. at $49.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$17.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5940044</td>
<td><strong>ANTIQUE ECHOES: A Photographed Tour of Abandoned America.</strong> By R. Tagliretti &amp; C. Mathews</td>
<td>A guided tour of some of our nation’s most compelling abandoned locations. With a wide scope of covered bridges, readers will take walking tours dark-hearted and endowed with ancestral memories. Some images are explicit, some are more. Fully illus. 360 pages. Abrams. 12x14½. Pub. at $60.00</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1839555</td>
<td><strong>HOLLYWOOD IN KODACHROME.</strong> By D. Wills &amp; S. Schmidt</td>
<td>Pairing more than 250 first-generation photographs with vintage magazine covers, advertisements, movie posters, and other memorabilia, this personal foreword by Hollywood’s “Queen of Technicolor.” Rhonda Fleming, this is an unforgettable showcase of a time when movies were truly glamorous and photography was the supreme at its most lustrous. 331 pages. HarperCollins. 9¼x11. Pub. at $40.00</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5518024</td>
<td><strong>AMERICA SWINGS.</strong> Photos by Naomi Harris. In her four-year exploration of America’s sexual underground, Harris found that those with the most terrified faces, the most cloistered, or the most naked, are free, liberating and incredibly sexy! Adults only. Color photos. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9½. Pub. at $37.95</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5970164</td>
<td><strong>HOLLYWOOD AT PLAY: The Lives of the Stars Between Takes.</strong> By Donovan Brand &amp; et al. Iconic images of classic stars taking time out from the demands of celebrity to relax and be themselves. 150 pages, publ...</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$16.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7635985</td>
<td><strong>ALVARADO’S CLASSIC MODERN PIN-UPS.</strong> By Robert Alvarado</td>
<td>In this essential collection of pin-ups, photographs, fashion, and style to create an allure that captivates onlookers and confounds fellow photographers. Throughout the 145 alluringly sexy images, his signature approach to this classic form was not impressed by what other pin-up photographers can. 144 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12. Pub. at $34.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$16.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5925459</td>
<td><strong>PETER GOWLAND’S CHARMS.</strong> By A. Weitz &amp; C. Thiesse</td>
<td>Presents some 180 works selected from the photographer’s estate, which comprises tens of thousands of superb prints and slides, including the most erotic, most raunchy, most daring pictures from his unparalleled career as a pin-up photographer. Includes some stars such as Joan Collins and Elizabeth Taylor, Tyne, and many more will appeal to classic movie fans and enthusiasts of celebrity, fashion, and Hollywood history. 264 pages, L. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>Norton. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847627</td>
<td><strong>NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC IMAGE COLLECTION.</strong> By Leah Bendavid-Val et al. An founding member of National Geographic’s Fellowship Program, asked the fledgling Society would explore: “The world’s all that’s in it” was his reply. From their archive of over 11 million images collected over 120 years comes this collection of 456 astonishing photographs, many in color. 511 pages, National Geographic. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00</td>
<td>Abrams. 12x14. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td>Abrams. 12x14. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5838185</td>
<td><strong>NATALIE WOOD: Reflections on a Legendary Life.</strong> By Martha L. Bandet &amp; J. Wagner</td>
<td>Few actresses in Hollywood history have carved out careers as diverse and rich as Natalie Wood’s, and few have touched as many hearts in a tragically short lifetime. This strikingly beautiful, family-authorized photographic tribute boldly redefines the starlet not by her...</td>
<td>Norton. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td>Norton. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95</td>
<td><strong>$26.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3564001</td>
<td><strong>DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY ESSENTIALS.</strong> By Tom Ang. Presents the ultimate illustrated guide to every aspect of photography. Features practical instructions on every aspect of the craft and help you master techniques and develop your own style; reflects all the latest advances in digital image-making and printing technology. 384 pages, color.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Photography**

267002X BEEFCAFE: 100% Rare All Natural. By Petra Magon. Glintening, gleaming, demi-gods, husky cowboys, lonely saloons, daretelvis, and Neptunianions of vintage erotic magazines and into this scintillatingly sexy pictorial collection. Adults only. 256 pages. Universe. 8¾x11”. Pub. at $30.00. Pbk. at $15.95.

2544312 MR. By Ferry van der Nat. Dutch photographer Ferry van der Nat has been shooting in an instant that transfixes the essence of man for years. This luxurious monograph showcases his work in 285 stunning images, presented alongside contributions by Gert Jonkers (Fantastic Man) and Alan Prada (L’Uomo Vagine). Adults only. 304 pages. Terra. 12x9¾”. Import. Pub. at $79.95.

3653390 TIGERS FOREVER: Saving the World’s Most Endangered Big Cat. By Steve Winter. When Steve Winter first began photographing tigers in the wild, he captured a decade’s worth of stunning images and stories behind their lives. Above all else, this volume reveals the tiger itself, elusive, majestic, ferocious, powerful, mysterious, and in desperate need of our help to survive. 224 pages. National Geographic. 12x10¼”. Pbk. at $40.00.

583744 HEARTLAND: Plains and the Prairie. By David Plowden. When Plowden traveled from his native East Coast to the Midwest, he was stunned by the landscapes captured in this book: fields, farms and grain elevators, yawning plains and wildly changing skies; these evocative black and white photographs represent his best work from over 25 years. 256 pages. Flammarion. 8x11”. Import. Pub. at $45.00. Pbk. at $16.95.

585542X BRIGITTE BARDOT: My Life in Fashion. By Henry-Jean Servat. One of the only journalists to have sustained a close rapport with Brigitte Bardot. Anybody with an interest in vintage aesthetics will be delighted to find rare type specimens, vintage layouts, logos, and decorations. Includes a CD-ROM. Fully illus. 224 pages. Allworth. Pbk. Pub. at $17.95. Pbk. at $14.95.

277002X VINTAGE TYPE AND GRAPHICS: An Eclectic Collection of Typography, Ornament, Letterheads, and Display Type. From 1896-1936. By S. Heller & L. Fil. The magnificent treasury of graphic design relics spans forty of the most elegant and innovative years in graphic work. This volume highlights with beautiful examples a number of solutions to the issue of "senior housing." Fully illus. in color. 395 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pbk. Pub. at $29.95. Pbk. at $21.95.

5970956 PLANTATIONS OF VIRGINIA. By J. Williams & C.C. Gaier. Southern plantations are an endless source of fascination. These palatial homes are a study in pure American beauty set in the backdrop of the American history. There are still over 40 plantations in Virginia today, most of them open to the public. Illus. in color. 244 pages. Globe Pequot. Pbk. Pub. at $21.95.


589664X TRAIN STATIONS THEN AND NOW. Ed. by Ken Fitzgerald. A collection of photographs of the greatest North American rail depots taken then—and contemporary photographs of the same view. Brought together in one volume the buildings and their surroundings that exemplify tiny-home living. 224 pages. Monacelli. 9x10¾”. Pbk. at $45.00. Pbk. at $14.95.

**Fine arts**

1789047 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MONOGRAMS: Over 11,000 Motifs for Designers, Artists, and Crafters. By Leonard G. Lee. This treasury, filled with over 11,000 original engraved initials, ciphers, crests, insignias, emblems, badges and shields, will be useful to anyone working in the field of graphic design. 368 pages. Skira. Pbk. Pub. at $14.95. Pbk. at $8.95.


5774400 THE SWASTIKA: Symbol Beyond Redemption? By David Albrecht et al. Today there are more than 3,000 known examples of the swastika’s pre-Nazi power. This luxurious volume offers a rare glimpse into a way of life that has long since disappeared. 224 pages. Monacelli. 8x11”. Pub. at $45.00. Pbk. at $19.95.

5969522 GLOSSARY OF ARCHITECTURAL TERMS. By Donald Erskine Alexander. The most comprehensively documented and informative architectural dictionary available in one volume. Brought together in one volume the buildings and their surroundings that exemplify tiny-home living. 224 pages. Monacelli. 9x10¾”. Pbk. at $45.00. Pbk. at $24.95.

5907250 PLANTATIONS OF VIRGINIA. By J. Williams & C.C. Gaier. Southern plantations are an endless source of fascination. These palatial homes are a study in pure American beauty set in the backdrop of the American history. There are still over 40 plantations in Virginia today, most of them open to the public. Illus. in color. 244 pages. Globe Pequot. Pbk. Pub. at $21.95.
3665143 A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF DOWNTON ABBEY: Seasonal Celebrations, Traditions, and Recipes. By Jessica Fellowes. This companion to the hit TV series explores the seasonal events and celebrations of Downton Abbey, including house parties, the London Season, trips to Scotland, the sporting season, and Christmas. Includes a delicious array of traditional British recipes adapted for modern kitchens. Color photos. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $8.95

3740159 FAT, THIN, AND STUPID: The Inside Story Behind the Making of Animal House. By Matty Simmons. A behind-the-scenes account of America’s favorite film comedy. Simmons draws from exclusive interviews with cast members and filmmakers to tell the murmurings of sabotage that were kindled in the aftermath, and the rumors about the film’s release and success. 32 pages. Photos, 388 pages. Paladin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $13.95

596475X FIREBALL: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3. By Robert Matzen. Presents the page-turning story of a tragic flight that was the beginning of the end for a beloved star of Hollywood’s Golden Age. Includes interviews with Karen Allen, Kevin Bacon, Peter Riegert, and others to tell the movie’s outrageous mystery that has endured to this day. Matzen charts the starlet’s array of traditional British recipes adapted for modern kitchens. Photos. 388 pages. 379 $13.95

5874025 I LOVED HER IN THE MOVIES: Memories of Hollywood’s Legendary Actress, Joan Crawford. By J. W. Vining. In a career that has spanned over 60 years, Robert Wagner has witnessed the twilight of the Golden Age of Hollywood and the rise of television, both as a star and as a producer in both media. In this delightful memoir, he offers insightful views of Joan Crawford, Bette Davis, Marilyn Monroe, Raquel Welch, and many others, with interviews with Natalie Wood and Jill St. John. Photos. 244 pages. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

440104X LIVING WITH THE WIZARD OF OZ. Ed. by Cindy De La Hoz. The most magical movie in Hollywood history is revived with crystal-clear picture quality and revitalized audio fidelity. Rediscover the enchanting tale of Dorothy, the Tin Man, the Scarecrow, and the Cowardly Lion as they follow the Yellow Brick Road to glorious musical adventure. Stars Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, and Ray Bolger. English SDH. 102 minutes with a second DVD of bonus features. Warner Bros. DVD $9.95


491455X GREAT CINEMA CLASSICS: 75 Films. Fifteen critically acclaimed classics starring Hollywood greats like Humphrey Bogart, Claudette Colbert, and Barbra Streisand. Includes Beat the Devil, The Red Head of the Waterfront, All Quiet on the Western Front, Cover the Waterfront, Alps, The Scarlet Letter, Missouri Traveler, Beaky Sharp, The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Nicholas Nickleby, The 39 Steps (1935). They cover the gamut: high drama, the Red Head, Lady of Burlesque; Adventure Island; Oliver Twist, and Vandy Fair. Color In Color and B&W. Over 23 hours on two DVDs. TGS $3.95

562220X AGE OF CONSENT: 45th Anniversary Series. Widescreen. Michael Powell directs this film loosely based on the 1950s to 1960s story of an artist named Lindsay. James Mason stars as a jaded painter whose self-imposed exile Down is interrupted by Cora (Helen Miren in her first feature film), an unhindered young woman on the rocks. Rated R. Over 3 hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $17.55

5700752 THE WIZARD OF OZ: 70th Anniversary 2-Disc Special Edition. The most magical movie in Hollywood history is revived with crystal-clear picture quality and revitalized audio fidelity. Rediscover the enchanting tale of Dorothy, the Tin Man, the Scarecrow, and the Cowardly Lion as they follow the Yellow Brick Road to glorious musical adventure. Stars Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, and Ray Bolger. English SDH. 102 minutes with a second DVD of bonus features. Warner Bros. DVD $9.95

5959372 LEGEND OF THE LOST. Widescreen. John Wayne is Joe January, a hard-drinking, hard-living guide in the Sahara desert. When Paul Bonnard (Rosco) hires him to find his father and a legendary lost treasure, the two set out into the isolated wasteland of the North African desert. Joining them is Dina (Sophia Loren), a femme fatale desperate for a new life 108 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

5943299 IN THE NAME OF THE KING: The Complete Trilogy. Widescreen. Uwe Boll’s medieval saga based on the videogame story of Jason Statham, Dolph Lundgren, and Dominic Purcell. In the original, a family man seeks vengeance against the sorcerer who destroyed his village. The second film, The Warrior, finds the new leader of the “Dark Ones.” And in part three, Mark of the Dragon Warrior, a modern combat wizard is killed and sent back to medieval times. Some Rated R. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Phase 4 Films. $8.95

Movies

DVD 593642X THE HATEFUL EIGHT. Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s brutal and award-winning western trek to the wintry, snow-bound Brokeback Mountain. In Seeking refuge at a stagecoach stopover is a rogue’s gallery of bounty hunters, fugitives, former soldiers, and a hangman. As the snowstorm rages on, the cold cries out to everyone—maybe no one—will be getting out alive. Stars Kurt Russell, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Samuel L. Jackson, Tim Roth, and Bruce Dern. Rated R. English SDH. 167 minutes. $29.95

DVD 463292 DANGEROUS BABIES: 12 Movie Collection. Enjoy a sexy and exciting mix of hard to find cinema classics, featuring stars like Sybil Danning, George Hamilton, Ringo Starr, and many others. Includes Blue Money; Click: The Calendar Girl Killer; French Quarter; Hot Shots 2; The Wraith; The Naked Kisser; The Sister-in-Law; The Virgin Queen of St. Francis High; Weekend with the Babysitter; and Yellow Hair & the Fortune of Gold. Most Rated R. Nearly 18 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

DVD 5822424 THE LIAM NEESON FILM COLLECTION. Nine films span 25 years of Neeson’s incredible career, showcasing the Oscar-nominated star’s penchant for magnetic, mysterious, and searingly intense characters. He joins fellow stars like Jodie Foster, Orlando Bloom, and Maggie Grace in The Bounty; A Prayer for the Dying; High Spirits; Shining Through; Bell, Boy; Ronin; Kingdom of Heaven; and Duma. Also includes Ten Days Over. 17 hours on ten DVDs. two-sided double. 20th Century Fox. $11.95

DVD 5957877 HOLLYWOOD BOULDER: Roger Corman Classics. Welcome to Miracle Pictures, where if it’s a good idea, they’ll make it! This set of low-budget filmmaking is an enduring tale of all would-be actresses seeking to make it in Hollywood. Shamelessly loaded with sex and sin, it’s the story of a group of women, led by comedy stars Candice Rialson, Mary Woronov, Rita George and Jeffrey Kramer. Rated R. 83 minutes. New Concorde. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

DVD 3952106 STALINGRAD. Widescreen. A German soldier fights to hold off a strategic building in their devastated city against a ruthless German army, and in the process become deeply connected to a Russian woman who has been living alone in the city of dreams. Stars Mariya Smolnikova, Yana Studilina and Petr Fedorov. Rated R. English SDH. 131 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95


DVD 491455X GREAT CINEMA CLASSICS: 75 Films. Fifteen critically acclaimed classics starring Hollywood greats like Humphrey Bogart, Claudette Colbert, and Barbra Streisand. Includes Beat the Devil, The Red Head of the Waterfront, All Quiet on the Western Front, Cover the Waterfront, Alps, The Scarlet Letter, Missouri Traveler, Beaky Sharp, The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Nicholas Nickleby, The 39 Steps (1935). They cover the gamut: high drama, the Red Head, Lady of Burlesque; Adventure Island; Oliver Twist, and Vandy Fair. Color In Color and B&W. Over 23 hours on two DVDs. TGS $3.95

DVD 762220X AGE OF CONSENT: 45th Anniversary Series. Widescreen. Michael Powell directs this film loosely based on the 1950s to 1960s story of an artist named Lindsay. James Mason stars as a jaded painter whose self-imposed exile Down is interrupted by Cora (Helen Miren in her first feature film), an unhindered young woman on the rocks. Rated R. Over 3 hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $17.55

DVD 5700752 THE WIZARD OF OZ: 70th Anniversary 2-Disc Special Edition. The most magical movie in Hollywood history is revived with crystal-clear picture quality and revitalized audio fidelity. Rediscover the enchanting tale of Dorothy, the Tin Man, the Scarecrow, and the Cowardly Lion as they follow the Yellow Brick Road to glorious musical adventure. Stars Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, and Ray Bolger. English SDH. 102 minutes with a second DVD of bonus features. Warner Bros. DVD $9.95

DVD 5959372 LEGEND OF THE LOST. Widescreen. John Wayne is Joe January, a hard-drinking, hard-living guide in the Sahara desert. When Paul Bonnard (Rosco) hires him to find his father and a legendary lost treasure, the two set out into the isolated wasteland of the North African desert. Joining them is Dina (Sophia Loren), a femme fatale desperate for a new life 108 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

DVD 5943299 IN THE NAME OF THE KING: The Complete Trilogy. Widescreen. Uwe Boll’s medieval saga based on the videogame story of Jason Statham, Dolph Lundgren, and Dominic Purcell. In the original, a family man seeks vengeance against the sorcerer who destroyed his village. The second film, The Warrior, finds the new leader of the “Dark Ones.” And in part three, Mark of the Dragon Warrior, a modern combat wizard is killed and sent back to medieval times. Some Rated R. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Phase 4 Films. $8.95
**Movies**


**DVD 5874964** JERSEY BOYS. Widescreen. Director Clint Eastwood brings the story of Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons to the big screen, telling the story of four young men on the wrong side of the tracks in New Jersey who came together to form the iconic ’60s pop group Franki Valli and the Four Seasons. John Lloyd, Erich Bergen, Michael Lomenda and Vincent Piazza star, with Christopher Walken joining the cast as mobster Gyp DeCarlo. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $7.95.


**DVD 5700906** APOCALYPSE NOW. Redux. Widescreen. The definitive version of Francis Ford Coppola’s visionary masterpiece, re-edited and restored for its long-teased full-length theatrical roadshow. Martin Sheen stars as Army Captain Willard, a troubled man sent on a dangerous and mesmerizing odyssey into war-ravaged Cambodia to assassinate a treacherous American colonel (Marlon Brando) who has succumbed to the horrors of Vietnam. Also stars Robert Duvall, Lauren Fishburne, Harrison Ford, and Dennis Hopper. Over 3 hours. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 5959030** RAMS TUMBLING ALONG. Widescreen. Henry Fordham, a farmer named Gil Martin, who brings his well-bred wife Lana (Claudette Colbert) from New York to the unsettled Mohawk valley—only to meet an unexpected tumult of the Revolutionary War. This Oscar-nominated John Ford classic also stars John Carradine and Edna May Oliver. CC. 104 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $5.95.

**DVD 5861653** DISORDERLY CONDUCT: 10 Thriller Movies. Ten sexually charged thrillers full of solid story and heart-pounding suspense: Trust; Affairs; Endless Summer; Deceptions of Love; Girls Like Us; Mississippi Shakedown; A Broken Code; Undercover Man; and A Used to Love Her. Over 16 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Maverick. $5.95.

**DVD 458443** JESSE STONE: Sea Change. Widescreen. Tom Selleck stars as Jesse Stone, a down and out former LAPD detective who finds himself in conflict against the bottle, as the demons of his past rise to haunt him while he drives himself to distraction by pursuing a decades-old murder case. Based on the bestselling novel by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Stephen Macht, Kathy Baker. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**DVD 2663805** CANDY STRIPE NURSES/NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES: Classic TV Classics. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast of the medical world with the Candy Stripe Nurses. Get an inside look into the Night Call Nurses (1972). It’s what they do off duty that’s really private for Private Duty Nurses (1971); and The Young Nurses (1973) are growing up fast! Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 5700264** THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO. Disgraced journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Daniel Craig) agrees to investigate a 40-year-old unsolved murder on behalf of the victim’s industrialist uncle (Christopher Plummer). Teammed with tattooed hacker Lisbeth Salander (Rooney Mara), Blomkvist uncovers a secret history of murder and sexual abuse festering beneath Swedish society’s (Dakota Blue Richards) chilly facade. Rated with bonus fold-out poster. 158 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95.


**DVD 5858119** DEEP IN THE VALLEY. Widescreen. Two upright Buddhists (Brendan Hines and Chris Pratt) enter a video booth and find themselves transported to an alternate dimension where the entire world has taken on animal characteristics. Also stars Troy Gentile, Morgan. Denise Richards and Kirshen. Not Rated. CC. 96 minutes. Adults only. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $5.95.

**DVD 595929X** THESE OLD BROADS. Widescreen. When their ’60s musical film Boy Crazy comes a cult hit, a documentary producer is coerced into reuniting its three actresses (Debbie Reynolds, Shirley MacLaine and Joan Collins) for a television special. There’s only one problem: the only woman left behind Elizabeth Taylor, the all hate each other, right? Written by Carrie Fisher. CC. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99.

**DVD 5922394** TORAI TORA TORA! THE BATTLE OF MIDWAY/HVON RYAN’S EXPRESS. Hollywood’s biggest stars lead the charge in a four-part war adventure. Walter Balsam, Joseph Cotten and E.G. Marshall lead the Pearl Harbor tale Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970); and a group of American soldiers take to the skies for The Blue Max; Gregory Peck joins the early days of bombings raids over Germany in Twelve O’Clock High; and Frank Sinatra is on the run in the fighter pilot saga of These Old Broads. Nine hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $11.95.

**DVD 4548213** LIFE, LOVE AND ROMANCE. Stars like Michelle Pfeiffer and Sally Field lead 12 films of intrigue and romance that include: To Be or Not to Be; Power; Passion and Murder; Maybe I’ll Come Home in the Spring; Hustling; Portrait of a Showgirl; Winner Take All; The Night They Missed Beautiful; A Tattered Web; Promise of Love; A Sensitive Passionate Man; and If Tomorrow Comes. Over 17 hours on two double-sided DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.

**DVD 5950295** THE GRAPES OF WRATH. A cleaning term for manslaughter, Tom Joad returns to find his family overwhelmed by weather and the greed of the banking industry. With little potential work on the horizon, and his father’s suicide, Maysles heads for the promised land of California. Great challenges await—will their family endure? Directed by John Ford and starring Henry Fonda. In B&W. 200 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $7.95.

**DVD 570426X** THE BEST OF LAUREL & HARDY: Premium Collector’s Edition. The groundbreaking vaudevillian duo whose acts defined silent comedy, Laurel & Hardy and their supporting cast of gags remain as entertaining as ever. Compiling everything from their early screen appearances like “The Hooch” and “The Lucky Dog” to later gems like “The Music Box” and “The Great Mushroom Chase,” this collectible set is an essential gallery of slapstick mastery. DVDs are set in the pages of a lavishly illustrated book, packed with rare photographs and trivia. In B&W. Eleven hours on 6 DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95.
**DVD 5897807 MISTRESS CLUB.** Fullscreen. When three women get jilted and cheated on by their husbands, they decide to get even and open up The Mistress Club, where seduction is the name of the game and forbidden sex is the natural outcome. Stars Penthouse Pet bunny, Kittie Reed, and Griff. Drew. 93 minutes. Adults only. $5.95

**DVD 590392 PEYTON PLACE.** Widescreen. While Constance and the other parents in her New Hampshire town strive to keep their teenagers on the straight and narrow, scandals take place around them: A drunken school caretaker (Arthur Kennedy) traumatizes his stepdaughter, which prompts a murder, a trial, and a shocking revelation. Nominated for nine Academy Awards including Best Picture. CC. 156 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**DVD 4548175 CRIES OF WAR: Play Dirty.** The Dogs of War/The Purple Plain. Hollywood legends, powerful drama and explosive action are the hallmarks of three battle epics. A WWII squadron of ex-criminals is ordered to destroy a North African oil depot in Play Dirty, mercenaries are hired by a shadowy cartel to detonate an African dictator in The Dogs of War (Rated R), and a dwindled World War II squad is forced by circumstances to destroy a North African oil depot in The Purple Plain. Stars include Michael Caine, Christopher Plummer, and Gregory Peck. Over 5 hours. TGG. $4.95

**DVD 2672758 PATTON.** Widescreen. George C. Scott stars in this riveting Best Picture-winning portrayal of one of the 20th century's greatest generals. However rebellious as he was brilliant, he was the only general truly feared by the Nazis, yet his own volatile personality was the one enemy he could not conquer. Also stars Karl Malden. Over 172 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5721431 BATTLE OF THE EMPIRES.** Having ascended to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young sultan decides to attempt the unthinkible—he wants to conquer Constantinople for his people. The resulting battle is one of the greatest and most brutal sieges in the history of man, and it plays out in the thundering action of 1, CC. 136 minute. Phase 4 Films. Price: $16.99. $5.95

**MRS. HENDERSON PRESENTS.** Widescreen. Laura Henderson (Judith Dench in an Oscar-nominated performance) may be a widow in London but she is certainly not going to spend the rest of her days playing bridge. In time when Edward VIII leaves for war, she and her group of friends decide to take to the stage, to become stars, a nation to its feet in applause with a live show featuring nude girls. Also stars Bob Hoskins. Rated R. CC. 103 minutes. Genius Products. $3.95

**DVD 4637313 THE GREAT ESCAPE.** Widescreen. Steve McQueen leads an all-star cast in the action-packed war classic, following a group of Allied POWs who attempt one of the most daring and most daringbreaks in history—The Great Escape. Stealing action favorites like The Magnificent Seven, this 1963 pulse-pounder, one of McQueen's defining films. CC. Nearly 3 hours with a second DVD of special features. MGM. $5.95


**DVD 583242X LOVE IS ALL YOU NEED.** Widescreen. Philip (Pierce Brosnan) is an English widower and estranged father living in Denmark. Ida (Tina Dyrholm) is a Danish homemaker who has last been living with a younger woman. The fates of these two souls intertwine on a trip to Italy for the wedding of Patrick and Astrid—Philip’s ex-wife and his daughter (Both Rated R). In Danish. English subtitles. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**DVD 5960142 INDEPENDENCE DAY.** Widescreen. One of the biggest box office hits of all time, this sci-fi spectacle begins when massive spaceships appear in Earth’s skies. But wonder turns to terror as the ships open up to destroy entire cities. The world’s only hope lies with a band of survivors, uniting for one last strike before the end of mankind. Smith and Smith and Smith. Over 5 hours. TGG. $7.95

**DVD 4621115 MISS MEADOWS.** Widescreen. Miss Meadows is a school teacher with impeccable manners and good intentions. But outside her strict exterior hides a gun-toting vigilante who takes it upon herself to right the wrongs of the world by whatever means necessary. Over 68 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

**DVD 5941814 4 DRAMATIC TRUE STORIES.** From sex addiction to abusive relationships to a violent religious leader, dark secrets emerge from the shadows in four films based on true stories: *Sof, Lies & Obsession: The Unspotted Truth, Darkness Before Dawn, The Red Scare,* and *Unhinged.* Over 68 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**DVD 5965653 SPIDER-WOMAN: AGENT of S.W.O.R.D.* A Marvel Knights animated series. When her father is killed, Spider-Woman (Holly Hunter) takes up the mantle of S.W.O.R.D., who was jailed and blacklisted for his political beliefs. Director Jay Roach brings the true story to the screen, charting how Trumbo used words and wit to expose the absurdity and injustice of the Red Scare. Also stars Helen Mirren, Louis Gossett Jr., John Goodman, and Diane Lane. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Entertainment One. Price: $29.98. $6.95

**DVD 5795929 KILLERS ON THE LOOSE COLLECTION.** Whether they’re hobnobbing with city folk, or tangling with newfangled appliances, Ma (Marjorie Main) and Pa (Percy Kilbride) always stay true to their country roots as they explore the unlikeliest of heroes—his pal Frances, the talking mule! Hilarious stories about Frances the Talking Mule; Frances Goes to the Races; Frances Goes to Hollywood; and Frances: Cover the Town. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $19.95.

**DVD 5897056 THE ADVENTURES OF MAMA & PAPA ARE 1.** Fullscreen. Whether they’re hobnobbing with city folk, or tangling with newfangled appliances, Ma (Marjorie Main) and Pa (Percy Kilbride) always stay true to their country roots as they explore the unlikeliest of heroes—his pal Frances, the talking mule! Hilarious stories about Frances the Talking Mule; Frances Goes to the Races; Frances Goes to Hollywood; and Frances: Cover the Town. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $19.95.

**DVD 5933242 BATAAN/BACK TO BATAAN.** Two powerful epic bring to the screen one of WWII’s most dramatic events. Robert Taylor leads U.S. and Filipino combatants fighting hopeless odds at a bridge in Bataan. Then, John Wayne portrays Colonel Joseph W. Stilwell, the legendary 1940s Hollywood star who was jailed and blacklisted for his political beliefs. Director Jay Roach brings the true story to the screen, charting how Trumbo used words and wit to expose the absurdity and injustice of the Red Scare. Also stars Helen Mirren, Louis Gossett Jr., John Goodman, and Diane Lane. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Entertainment One. Price: $29.98. $6.95

**DVD 4557492 THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PAPA ARE 2.** Widescreen. Whether they’re hobnobbing with city folk, or tangling with newfangled appliances, Ma (Marjorie Main) and Pa (Percy Kilbride) always stay true to their country roots as they explore the unlikeliest of heroes—his pal Frances, the talking mule! Hilarious stories about Frances the Talking Mule; Frances Goes to the Races; Frances Goes to Hollywood; and Frances: Cover the Town. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $19.95.

**DVD 5887327 THE PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAGUES/ THE BEAST WITH 1,000 EYES/ THE CONJURE OF THE DEEP/AT THE EARTH’S CORE.** These four classic It alian giallo sci-fi genre gems, featuring horrific sea-life mutations, murderious monsters, and telepathic pterodactyls: *The Phantom from 10,000 Leagues, The Beast with 1,000 Eyes, War-Gods of the Deep,* and *At the Earth’s Core.* Stars include Vincent Price and Peter Cushing, among other cult favorites. In Color and B&W. Over 5 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 5959945 ROAD OF NO RETURN.** Two Movie Set. Ten gritty crime thrillers covering betrayal, murder, and lots and lots of bullets. Michael Madison and David Carradine star in Road of No Return. The violence continues with Without Warning. Kiefer Sutherland, Brandi Burkhardt, and James Remar are forced to attend summer school to graduate? They turn their scholastic sentence into a wacky game of trying to improve their scores—with women. The ultimate prize is the sexy French teacher, but she’s an even bigger challenge than their failure grades! Stars Bryan Genesse and Karen Todd. Rated R. 77 minutes. Vivid Vista Home Enter. $3.95

**DVD 5745803 SPOTLIGHT.** Widescreen. Tom McCarthy’s Best Picture-winning film tells the true story of the Boston Globe and sexual abuse investigation that rocked the city and ignited crusade in one of the world’s oldest institutions: the Catholic Church. Stars Rachel McAdams, Liev Schreiber, and Stanley Tucci. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Price: $29.98. $9.95

**DVD 5684178 X-Men: The Last Stand.** Widescreen. X-Men race against time to stop a powerful new enemy that threatens to destroy the human race! The X-Men must decide whether to sacrifice the future of the mutant race or the human race. X-Men stand together to save both. Stars Hugh Jackman, Halle Berry, and Anna Paquin. Rated 1. Universal. $9.98. $9.95

**DVD 5948496 HANNIBAL’S LAW.** Widescreen. In Dodge City, Kansas, bounty hunter Hannah Beaumont (Sara Canning) takes on the ruthless McMurphy (James Badge Dale), who has marked Hannah as his next victim. Also stars Anthony Quinn. CC. In B&W. Over 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. Warner Home Video. $9.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EduardRHamiltonBookseller
**Movies**

**DVD 571012X**

LOMENOE DOVE CHURCH. Widescreen. A thrilling western story of the power of faith. John Shepherd (Tom Berenger) is an illustrious preacher with a knotty inner church. When his estranged son Isaac is accused of robbery and murder, John puts his faith and future on the line to face off against a cold-blooded killer in a guns-blazing stand for redemption. English SDH. 90 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $24.98.

**DVD 5770210**

5 FILM COLLECTION—MUSICALS. Collects five classic musicals from the genre’s greatest onscreen years: Singer in the Rain with Gene Kelly and Debbie Reynolds; The Music Man with Robert Preston and Shirley Jones; Seven Brides for Seven Brothers with Jane Powell and Howard Keel; Yankee Doodle Dandy (In B&W) with James Cagney and Walter Huston; and It’s a Wonderful Life. Over four DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5812607**

WHITE TIGER. Widescreen. As WWII draws to a close, reports of an indestructible ghostly-white Tiger tank spread amidst the Soviet ranks. After barely surviving a battle with the almost mythical beast, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes obsessed with ensuring its destruction. Not Rated. 105 minutes. E. One.

**DVD 5927579**

FRANK SINATRA: The Golden Years. Presents five films starring Frank Sinatra: he’s a drummer coping with drug addiction in Man with the Golden Gun (B&W); Marriage on the Rocks is a screwball comedy with Deborah Kerr and Dean Martin; he’s a war hero in None but the Brave; Vincente Minnelli directs Sinatra and Shirley MacLaine in Some Came Running; and Debbie Reynolds has her sights set on him in The Tender Trap. English SDH. Over nine hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.95.

**DVD 5924174**

URBAN REVENGE. Drawn from the script of a classic 1980s Bavaria blackploitation cinema, these 15 action classics take the streets with stars from Mario Van Peebles and Fred Williamson to Morgan Freeman and Philip Michael Thomas. Includes Black Godfather; Black Hooker; Velvet Smooth; TNT Jackson; Super Stool Brother, Mr. Mean; Live Turkey; Brotherhood of Death and more. Over 22 hours on three DVDs. TGG.

**DVD 5959217**

HIGHLANDER: The Sorcerer. Widescreen. Connie MacLeod (Christopher Lambert) is the Highlander, blessed with immortality and cursed with immortal enemies. One of those enemies is Kane (Mario Van Peebles), a sorcerer who has been buried for 100 years under a mystical Japanese mountain. When Kane is unearthed, his quest for ultimate power and revenge begins anew. Rated R. 98 minutes. E One.

**DVD 5956710**

MY MAN GODFREY. Widescreen. In this classic screwball comedy, Carole Lombard plays a socialite who hires a tramp (William Powell) to be her butler. Little does she know, this “forgotten man” is in fact a Boston blue blood. Both Lombard and Powell earned Oscar nominations for their performances. In B&W. 90 minutes. GoodTimes. $3.95.

**DVD 4612005**

6 OUTRAGEOUS COMEDIES. Widescreen. Six wild comedies you’ll want to watch again and again. Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story with John C. Reilly and Seann William Scott; The Brothers Grimsby with Will Arnett and forté; Just Add Water with Dylan Walsh and Jonah Hill; Balls Out: Gary the Tennis Coach with Sean William Scott and Randy Quaid, Saving Silverman with Steve Zahn and Jack Black; American统筹 with Michael Clarke Duncan and Jennifer Esposito. All Rated R. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 5811800**

DEVIL’S KNOT. Widescreen. May 5th, 1953: three young boys vanish in the countryside of Arkansas. In the rush to find those responsible, police focus on a trio of teens suspected of devil worship. It’s only when a private investigator (Colin Hanks) comes with the community that they all add up that the community is forced to face the reality: the real killer is still out there. Also stars Reese Witherspoon and Amy Ryan. Not Rated. English SDH. 114 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

**DVD 2766019**

CORIOLANUS. Widescreen. Caesius Matius “Coriolanus,” a revered and feared Roman General, seeks the approval of his father and the Roman people. An anger prompts a riot that culminates in his expulsion from Rome. Outraged, Coriolanus allies himself with his sworn enemy to seek vengeance against the city. Stalls Ralph Fiennes, Gerard Butler, Vanessa Paradis, Romulus and Jessica Chastain. Rated R. English SDH. Two hours. Alliance.

**DVD 5778341**

JOHN WAYNE WAR: TCM Greatest Legends Film Collection. The Duke reminds us why he holds the throne as America’s greatest action hero. He takes to the battlefield in four films: Operation Pacific (In B&W) with Patricia Neal and Ward Bond; The Sea Chase with Lana Turner; Blood Alley with Lauren Bacall; and The Wings of Eagles with Maureen O’Hara. Over 4 hours. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5778376**

ON MONDAY BAY. Doris Day and Gordon McRae team for spoomin’, croonin’ and swoonin’ in this lightweight musical, based on Booth Tarkington’s Penrod stories. Set as World War I is raging “over there,” it follows the bumpy but ultimately romantic story of tomboy Marjorie and college man Bill as they chart a course for musical harmony. CC. 95 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5932233**

JOHN CARTER. Based on Edgar Rice Burrough’s classic novel. Disney’s action adventure follows John Carter, a former military captain who is transported to Mars and embroiled in an epic conflict. It’s a world on the brink of collapse—one that depends on Carter to survive. Stars Taylor Kitch and Lynn Collins. English SDH. 2 hours. Disney.

**DVD 5942012**

BLACK DAHLIA. Widescreen. A young rookie cop and his team discover they’ve been imprisoned in a concrete bunker with fellow abductees. As they chart a course for musical harmony. CC. 95 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5950198**

BACK TO SCHOOL. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Rodney Dangerfield makes the grade with this laugh-riot comedy about a high school teacher who insists on his right to take his ultimate fantasy to life, and this rookie will have to enter his classroom and r eluctantly becomes embroiled in an underwater story of experimentation and revenge. Rated R. 98 minutes. City Lights.

**DVD 5959047**

THE IRON HORSE. Fullscreen. When President Lincoln authorizes the construction of a system that will connect the Union Pacific and Central Pacific railroads, he authorizes the construction of a system that will connect the Union Pacific and Central Pacific railroads, he and a new life in the majestic, untamed lands of rural Africa.

**DVD 5962903**

OLDBUDDY. Widescreen. From director Spike Lee comes this chillingly dark tale adapted from the action-packed South Korean classic. Kidnapped and kept in solitary confinement for 20 years, Joe Doucett (Joshua Jackson) reveals that the evidence doesn’t support—by enrolling as a fellow freshman! Also stars Sally Kellerman, Robert Downey, Jr., Danny Glover, and Ed O’Neill. 93 minutes. GoodTimes. $3.95.

**DVD 5790360**

ABBOB AND COSTELLO MEET THE MONSTER. Widescreen. Another “horror comedy” spoofs, this hilarious 1930s classic follows Pete and Freddie, hired to help transport a legendary mummy to America. When an archaeologist is murdered and the mummy goes missing, the bumbling buffoons find themselves in possession of a cursed medallion and on the trail to undo treaties in B&W. 80 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 5760658**

RAZE. Widescreen. Jamie (Rachel Nichols) awakens to find herself in a concrete bunker with fellow abductees. To help transport a legendary mummy to America. When an archaeologist is murdered and the mummy goes missing, the bumbling buffoons find themselves in possession of a cursed medallion and on the trail to undo treaties in B&W. 80 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 5860504**

LEADING MEN FILM COLLECTION: 20 Movies. Heavy hitters like Ronald Reagan, Warren Beaty, Cary Grant, Charlton Heston, Gary Cooper, Orson Welles, James Stewart, and Lloyd Bridges steal the silver screen in 20 classics including The Pied Piper of Hamelin; That Uncertain Feeling; This is the Army; A Bolt of Lightning; Target of an Assassin; The Lady knaves a Sofa; 90 minutes. E One. Pub. at $9.98.

**DVD 4586739**

THE RAILWAY MAN. Widescreen. Colin Firth stars in the true story of Donald Woodruff, a man who finds himself being forced to work on the Japanese during WWII and sent to a POW camp, where he is forced to work on the Thai-Burma Railway. Later, Lomax and his wife, Nely, discover they’ve been imprisoned in a modern-day coliseum, where they and 48 other women have been selected to fight to the death. From the creators of 24 in L.A.—merely bearers that a striking resemblance to the Black Dahlia cold case of 1947. A copical serial killer is trying to bring his ultimate fantasy to life, and this rookie will have to enter his classroom and r eluctantly becomes embroiled in an underwater story of experimentation and revenge. Rated R. 98 minutes. City Lights.

**DVD 5939631**

THE AFRICAN QUEEN. Fullscreen. Starring Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn, John Huston’s masterpiece chronicles the romance between river rat Chapman and missionary Rose Sayer as they join forces to save a German gunboat in East Africa. CC. 105 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 5941275**

DESGSENT. Widescreen. Curious college coed Maya (Rosario Dawson) is intrigued by Jared (Chad Faust). But in one horrible night, their courtship goes from romantic to horrific, changing Maya’s life forever. Shuffling everyone in her life to the margins, she becomes an underworld queen of exploitation and revenge. Rated R. 98 minutes. City Lights.

**DVD 2773058**

1 DREAMED OF AFRICA. Fullscreen. Kim Basinger stars in this epic tale of a woman’s quest for adventure and a new life in the majesty of rural Africa. Based on the bestselling true story by Kuki Gallmann, this beautiful film chronicles her life as she leaves her pampered existence in Italy for the magnificence and danger of the Kenyan countryside. CC. 115 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5950203**

OLDBOY. Widescreen. From director Spike Lee comes this chillingly dark tale adapted from the action-packed South Korean classic. Kidnapped and kept in solitary confinement for 20 years, Joe Doucett (Joshua Jackson) reveals that the evidence doesn’t support—by enrolling as a fellow freshman! Also stars Sally Kellerman, Robert Downey, Jr., Danny Glover, and Ed O’Neill. 93 minutes. GoodTimes. $3.95.
**Movies**


**$5.95**

**DVD 7552467** CLASSIC WESTERN COLLECTION. Widescreen. Heart-pounding hard-hat action-packed westerns: Albuquerque, starring Randolph Scott and Barbara Britton; Whispering Smith starring Alan Ladd and Robert Preston; The Duel at Silver Creek starring Robert Mitchum; The Long Dornedge, and War Arrow starring Maureen O’Hara, Jeff Chandler, and John McIntire. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal.

**$6.95**

**DVD 2669961** BOB DYLAN 1975-1981: Rolling Thunder and the Gospel Years. Three innovative musical documentaries capture the fascinating story of a monumental period in Dylan’s life, when the iconoclastic folk singer found faith through the Vineyard Christian Fellowship Church and recorded three Gospel albums that polarized his fans. Four hours. MVD Visual.

**$7.95**

**DVD 570913X** NATALIE WOOD TCM GREATEST CLASSIC LEGENDS. One of classic Hollywood’s most ravishing starlets delivers four memorable, varied performances. She joins Warren Beatty in Elia Kazan’s Oscar-winner Splendor in the Grass; Rosalind Russell and Karl Malden in On the Waterfront; Henry Fonda and Lauren Bacall in Sex and the Single Girl; and Robert Redford in Inside Daisy Clover. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**$7.95**

**DVD 5844661** SONNY. Widescreen. Meet Sonny (James Franco) and his mother, Warda (Jewel Bledelyn). Sonny has returned home from the army to the squalid, sordid, sexy streets of New Orleans, where he picks up his career: working for his mother as a male prostitute. Directed by Nicolas Cage. With Harry Dean Stanton and Mena Suvari. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. HBO.

**$4.95**

**DVD 5916844** POPEYE. Widescreen. Directly inspired by Popeye the Sailor Man, this favorite spinach-powered sailor to the big screen with this musical charmer, sure to entertain the entire family. Robin Williams stars as the muscle-bound hero attempting to rescue peninsular damsel in distress Olive Oyl (Shelley Duvall) from the evil pirate known as Bluto. CC. 113 minutes. Paramount.

**$5.95**

**A SONG TO REMEMBER:** 70th Anniversary Series. Tallulah Bankhead and Ronald Colman play Frederic Chopin in this richly detailed biopic highlighting the famous composer’s relationship with the unconventional author George Sand (Mireille Mathieu). Features six Academy Awards including Best Actor, and featuring costars Paul Muni and Nina Foch. In B&W. 113 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98.

**$5.95**

**DVD 5748688** PARTY NERDS TOGA BASH DOUBLE FEATURE. Every college party has its share of everyday Joes and B-movie sex comedies. Featuring Scream Queens Linnea Quigley and Michelle Bauer, along with stars Richard Gabai and Tony Donahue, these raunchy cult classics bare it all in the name of laugh-hard! Inc. including Party Nerds and result of the Party Nerds 2: The Heavy Petting Detective. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Adults only. Retromedia.

**$4.95**

**DVD 589753X** INSIDE DEEP THROAT: NC-17 Edition. Widescreen. Examines the politics and the payoffs, the porn stars and the profits, of the 1972 documentary Deep Throat, which continues to be a sexual sensation almost 40 years later as controversial today as it was decades ago. From Oscar-winning producer Brian Grazer comes the probing look at the sensational adult film that launched a sexual revolution. Rated NC-17. English SDH. 90 minutes. Adults only. Universal.

**$5.95**

**DVD 5754151** DEADLY SUSPECTS: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Four mad slashers + one psycho + one psycho killer = give you inching toward the edge of your seat: True Believer with James Woods and Robert Downey, Jr.; One False Move with Robert Downey, Jr., and Kevin Costner; Maniac Cop II: The Devil’s Own with Brad Pitt and Harrison Ford; and Perfect Stranger with Bruce Willis and Halle Berry. All Rated R. Nine hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

**$5.95**

**DVD 5942055** WHITE HEAT: Gangsters. As a psychopathic thug devoted to his hard-boiled ma, James Cagney gives a performance as Cody Jarrett that will match his legendary performance as Terry Malloy in On the Waterfront. Directed by Raoul Walsh, this fast-paced thriller tracing Jarrett’s violent life in and out of jail is also a harrowing character study. With Humphrey Bogart, Brian Donlevy, and Nina Foch. CC. In B&W. 113 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98.

**$5.95**


**$9.95**

**DVD 5858178** HACHI: A Dog’s Tale. Widescreen. Richard Gere stars as Professor Parker Wilson, a distinguished scholar who discovers a unique bond with his devoted dog Hachi. Based on a true story. Despite initial objections from Wilson’s wife (Joan Allen), Hachi endears himself into the Wilson family, changing their lives and inspiring the hearts of an entire town. English SDH. 95 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $7.95.

**$5.95**

**DVD 2736403** INSIDE THE FIFTY SHADES: Real Women Confess. Widescreen. Real women reveal their experiences, wants, and desires as participants in the world of dominance and submission. Consisting of real-life reenactments and dramatizations, as well as interviews with participants, non-participants, and experts in the field, this documentary explores a once-taboo culture that is now sweeping the nation. 85 minutes. AMG Film Partners.

**$4.95**

**DVD 4621433** THE TRIALS OF CATE MCCALL. Widescreen. To be reinstated to the bar and regain custody of her daughter, former hotshot lawyer Cate McCall must defend a woman wrongfully convicted of murder. When Cate discovers shocking evidence of corruption within the police department, she realizes that her life is in great danger. Stars Kate Beckinsale, James Cromwell and Nick Nolte. CC. 160 minutes. MVD Visual.

**$4.95**

**DVD 5844142** STILL SWINGIN’! 100th Birthday Special Edition. Fullscreen. Traces the history of Western Swing music, and singer Bob Wills’ pivotal role in keeping this unique musical form alive for generations. Includes over four hours of bonus features, including clips of Bob Wills’ appearances in B-westerns and interviews with several of the original Texas Playboys, in Color and B&W. Over 5 hours. Two DVDs. VCI Entertainment.

**$5.95**

**DVD 5926335** WESTERN 7 MOVIE COLLECTION. Put on your spurs and saddle up for exciting western adventure, featuring stars like Lou Diamond Phillips, Robert Redford, Kevin Costner, Dustin Hoffman, David Carradine, Ed Harris, Kenny Rogers, Tom Berenger, and Reba McEntire. Includes Rio Diablo; Deadly Shooter; Lone Rider; The Gambler; And Justice For All; The Quick Gun; and Silverado. Rated R. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

**$4.95**

**DVD 5923309** WESTERN 8 MOVIE COLLECTION. Put on your spurs and saddle up for exciting western adventure, featuring stars like Kevin Costner, Robert Redford, Kiefer Sutherland, Kevin Spacey, Tom Berenger, Kevin Sorbo, and Val Kilmer. Includes The Quick Gun; Dances with Wolves; The Quick Gun; The Quick Gun; The Quick Gun; The Quick Gun; The Quick Gun; The Quick Gun; and The Quick Gun. Rated R. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

**$4.95**

**DVD 5843441** CUT THROAT HONEY. Widescreen. Embark on the wild adventures of Honey: buxom office worker, motorcycle race, street musician, police officer, and, above all, worshiper. Fitted with her father’s invention, the “1-System,” she can transform herself into anyone as she fights the evil Panther Claw organization. This cult favorite from Japan comes with a collectable keychain, packaged in an embossed tin lunchbox case. Bandai Entertainment. Pub. at $49.98.

**$9.95**

**DVD 5859969** ROMANCE 4 IN 1 COLLECTION. Widescreen. Fiery performances and passionate romance abound in four riveting films: The Scarlet Letter (1934); The Thief of Bagdad; Conan: The Destroyer; and Conan: The Destroyer. Widesc. 5.1 Surround. Rated PG-13. Each DVD is four hours. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $9.98.

**$4.95**

**DVD 577621X** ALL THE PRESIDENT’S MEN. Widescreen. Alan J. Pakula’s spellbinding detective tale tells the true story of one of the most damaging political scandals in American history. A masterstroke of tension and paranoia, it follows Washington reporters Bob Woodward (Robert Redford) and Carl Bernstein (Dustin Hoffman) as they sift through murky half-truths and pervasive danger to tell the story of Watergate. CC. 138 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $26.98.

**$5.95**


**$3.95**

**DVD 5843944** THE BLACK TENT: The Rank Collection. Widescreen. In the final days of the mid-1940s British retreat from Burma, a Captain David Holland is presumed dead, his countryman and English estate inheritor by his younger brother Charles. When the heir's cult following and supernatural reputation of the dead David is still alive, Charles sets out on a heroic journey into Libya to find him. Stars Anthony Steel and Donald Sinden. 94 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.93.

**$3.95**
Movies

**DVD 5904277**
**REBECCA:** A gothic mystery. Widescreen. Alfred Hitchcock’s 1940 masterpiece comes to Blu-ray with an all-new Dolby TrueHD audio track, plus a feature-length documentary and a feature-length behind-the-scenes look at the film’s restoration.

**DVD 5904278**
**DARK SHADOWS:** A gothic horror. Widescreen. Winona Ryder stars in this gothic romance as a young woman who must confront theghosts of her ancestral home.

**DVD 5905481**
**WEIRD AL YANKOVICH UVH:** The cult classic comedy by the king of all parodies! George Newman (“Weird Al Yankovich”) is a daydreamer whose imagination keeps him from holding a steady job—until his uncle hires him to manage Channel 62, a station that’s losing money and viewers fast. But when George replaces the station’s reruns with bizarre programming, the ratings begin to soar.

**DVD 5900864**
**DON’T FORGET ABOUT ME:** A movie collection. Widescreen. Four ’80s tales of young love and drama, featuring many of the decade’s biggest names. Includes No Small Affair, Always, and Splendor.

**DVD 3604450**
**THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF THE 3 MUSKETEERS.**

**DVD 5932499**
**THE SUNDAE KID/THE FRENCH CONNECTION/ THE HUSTLER/ M*A*S*H:** Widescreen. Four classic films! Paul Newman and Robert Redford lead the Oscar-winning Western Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. Gene Hackman and Roy Scheider light the fuse in the crime epic The French Connection. Paul Newman electrifies in his Oscar-nominated portrayal of Doc Ellis Fiddler, an arrogant hustler whose unbridled ambition drives him to take on pool-playing legend Minnesota Fats (Jackie Gleason), regardless of the consequences. Includes The Hustler, which was nominated for eight Academy Awards, including Best Picture.

**DVD 5943141**
**THE HUSTLER:** Widescreen. Paul Newman electrifies in his Oscar-nominated portrayal of Fast Eddie Fiddler, an arrogant hustler whose unbridled ambition drives him to take on pool-playing legend Minnesota Fats (Jackie Gleason), regardless of the consequences. A disturbingly classified ad satisfies a woman’s cannibalistic fantasy in Weekend in the City; a Halloween night becomes a feast of flesh in Trick or Treat; and a family butchering business serves their own kind of meat in Meatballs.

**DVD 5887534**
**AUDITIONS FROM BEYOND:** Full-length. See the screwing secrets of Surrender Erotica’s All Stars as Jacqueline Lovel, Nikki Fritz, Venesa Talor and Taimie Hannum get acquainted with Mia Zottoli and Tracey. The Anya UHF.

**DVD 5907233**
**BAVARIAN SEX COMEDY COLLECTION:** brings together four noteworthy examples of Germany’s sex comedy genre in the ’70s: I Like the Girls Who Do; Buttons Up; I Don’t Want to Be Here; and Man’s Gotta Do.

**DVD 5908326**
**THE HAROLD LLOYD COLLECTION:** Slapstick Symposium. Gathers the 1922 feature Grandma’s Boy, and seven shorts: I Do; Just Neighbors; Are Crooks; Out West; The Freshman; Broadway; All Eastern Westerner and Number, Please. Produced by Hal Roach, who also directed several of the films. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Full length.

**DVD 5811259**
**MOVIES 4 YOU:** Western Classics. Collects four classic Westerns: From Yesteryear, including The Lone Gun (1954), starring George Montgomery and Tab Hunter; Ride Out Revenge (1958), starring Roy Calhoun, Gloria Graham, and Lloyd Bridges; Gunsight Ridge (1957), starring Joel McCrea and Mark Stevens; and Texas Winter (1965), starring Montgomery and Tab Hunter. Over 5 hours. Adults only. Full length.

**DVD 570376X**
**ON THE ROAD WITH DUKE ELLINGTON:** Full-length. Just six years before his death, this superb documentary series uncovers the nucleus of one of the most influential influences in the world of jazz, and provides an intimate portrait of Ellington ever recorded.

**DVD 5739179**
**THE BEAST OF XVMOOR:** Widescreen. The impulsive Georgina drags her unwilling boyfriend Matt to the remote English countryside to prove the existence of the legendary Beast of Xvmoor. The story, as told, is a tale about the best guide. He also believes in the creature—and knows it has tasted human flesh, CC. 76 minutes. Screen Media Films.

**DVD 1900684**
**CLOUD ATLAS:** Widescreen. Six stories spanning centuries—one soul. Tom Hanks and Halle Berry direct as the characters’ tales shift times between past, present and future. As characters reunite from one life to the next, their actions generate consequences: a Rewrite, a Retelling, a Hero, and an act of kindness inspires a revolution. Stars Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, and Hugh Grant. Rated R. English SDH. 172 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 4600436**
**FLUSHED AWAY/WALLACE & GROMIT:** The Curse of the Were-Rabbit. Widescreen. Dreamworks gives us two dazzling animated films by the Academy Award-winning creators of Wallace & Gromit. First, it’s Flushed Away, a parable about a pampered pet mouse who is literally flushed into the bustling underground world of the sewers. Then, the beloved animated duo in their first feature-length film, Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit. CC. 98 minutes on two DVDs.

**DVD 5843979**
**BRITISH CINEMA: Comedy Collection.** Full-length. Six British comedies from the 1950s, featuring quirky characters, plots, and situations. When All the World’s a Stage, and Leslie Dwyer; Down Among the Z Men with Michael Bentine and Peter Sellars; Love in Pawn with Bernard Braden and Barbara Kelly; Those People Not Dead with Jack Warner; No Smoking with Reg Dixon; and Not So Duly with Joy Nichols. B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment.

**DVD 3636038**
**MARY SHELLY’S FRANKENSTEIN:** Full-length. Robert De Niro, Kenneth Branagh, Tom Hulce, Helena Bonham Carter, Aidan Quinn, Ian Holm and John Cleese star in this credits-directing adaptation of Mary Shelley’s influential masterpiece about one man’s obsession with creating human life and the horrors it produces. Rated R. CC. 123 minutes. Sony Pictures.

See more titles at erhbc.com/439
**Movies**

**DVD 3677486 ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST.** Widescreen. Directed by Milos Forman. Jack Nicholson, Louise Fletcher, among the most coldly monstrous villains in film history. Rated R. CC. 135 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

**DVD 4504990 MARY HIGGINS CLARK: 5 Films.** Widescreen. Five films adapt the heart-pounding novels of Queen of Suspense Mary Higgins Clark, one of the most critically acclaimed mystery writers of our time. Includes Where Are the Children? (R), The Cradle Will Fall, Lucky Day, Loves Music, Loves to Dance; and the Town. Nine hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 57023X3 JULES VERNE'S MYSTERIOUS ISLAND.** Widescreen. Five northern Civil War POWs carry out a daring escape by hijacking a hot air balloon. After drifting through the night, they wake to find themselves marooned on an island—but it's not deserted. They're among a group of survivors who cross space and time to transported to a terrifying haven for countless deadly creatures and one rumbling volcano. Stars Gina Holden, Pruitt Taylor Vince, and W. Morgan Sheppard. 99 minutes. Green Apple. $5.95

**DVD 5971084 4 FILM FAVORITES: Steve McQueen.** Widescreen. The King of Cool shows the versatility of his talent in four action classics. He joins Jacqueline Bisset for his career-making role as McQueen for the powerful prison drama Papillon; Eli Wallach for The Hunter; and Karl Malden for the western Newman Smith. CC. Eight hours and 25 minutes. Widescreen Video. $5.95

**DVD 5927110 RED: Werewolf Hunter.** Widescreen. Virginia "Red" Sullivan (Felicia Day) leads a group of werewolf hunters, safeguarding the pact between humans and the werewolves. When a new breed of rogue werewolves, led by Gabriel (Stephen Rea), emerges, the group is forced to wipe out the werewolves who led sets out to kill Gabriel and save mankind. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**DVD 5933831 CLASSIC COMEDY TEAMS.** Hosted by comedian Steve Allen, this fun-filled comedy tour is loaded with footage of some of the funniest teams ever to grace the screen. See a rare 1917 clip of Laurel and Hardy before they teamed up; enjoy an uncotted scene of Abbott & Costello's "Who's on First" routine; discover Our Gang scenes not aired on TV; and much more. 132 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**DVD 5999896 CAT RUN.** Widescreen. Paz Vega stars as a high-call girl who gets her life. Having key evidence to a scandalous government cover-up, she must rely on two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Widescreen. Universal. $4.95

**DVD 5954835 LONE SURVIVOR.** Widescreen. Tells the incredible story of four Navy SEALs on a covert mission to neutralize a high-level al-Qaeda operative. The "Worst Mission Ever" is the result of a moral decision in the mountains of Afghanistan that leads them into an enemy ambush. Stars Mark Wahlberg, Taylor Kitsch, Ben Foster, and Joseph Mazzello. Bana. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. E One. $5.95

**DVD 5957850 BEACH BALLS.** Charlie Harrisson wants nothing more than to hone his guitar skills, shied in a band, and win the heart of his dream girl. But catching the ear of record producer will lead to a few bumps in the road to fame for Harrisson, Phillips Poley, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Buita Vista Home Enter. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**DVD 6451756 DESTINATION TOKYO.** In the only military action film he made during the war, Gary Grant plays Captain Cassidy of the U.S. submarine service in the Pacific. Grant finds his former way to Cuba, Monte Carlo, Switzerland, and even Russia, whilst dodging a sexy, deadly female fatale. Pierce Brosnan makes his debut as 007, joined by Sean Bean and Famke Janssen. CC. 130 minutes. Fox. $5.95

**DVD 4605993 MY FAVORITE WIFE.** A funny thing happens to newlywed Nick Arden on his way to the honeymoon suite. He finds out his bride has another husband. So he elections and resourcefulness as it makes its battle-strewn way to more than a few bumps on the road to rock star status. Stars Larry David, Patton Oswalt, and Rachel Dratch. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

**DVD 5703840 THOMAS: Close to Jesus.** Fullscreen. Thomas was one of Jesus Christ’s 12 apostles, specially chosen to spread the Gospel after the Lord’s crucifixion and resurrection. This touching story of Jesus' most key Biblical figure to life, drawing on the historical texts of Scripture to tell his powerful story and the power of faith. CC. 95 minutes. Not Rated. English SDH. 79 minutes. E One. $4.95

**DVD 5823528 SOFTCORE DIVAS: Behind the G-String.** Showcases popular erotic cinema and cult film stars Darian Caine, A.J. Khan, Lora Renee, Jackie Stevens and others, who discuss the intimate details of their lives—and then get intimate themselves. Rare, bare-all, do-all porn. It's the most unhindered babes on the late-night movie scene! 120 minutes. Adults only. Secret Key. $5.95

**DVD 5833868 HOLLYWOOD LEGENDS: 100th Anniversary Spotlight Collection.** The most iconic films in classic Hollywood populate this trio of must-have classics. The charming Harvey (B&W) stars James Stewart and Josephine Hill; the powerful epic of Spartacus (B&W) stars Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, and Peter Ustinov; and the masterful noir Touch of Evil (B&W) also stars Charlton Heston and Janet Leigh. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.99 $16.95


**DVD 4621131 MY AWKWARD SEXUAL ADVENTURE.** Widescreen. To win back his unsatisfied ex-girlfriend, controversial accountant Jordan Abrams enlists the help of Julia—an uninhibited exotic dancer—to guide him on a quest for sexual experience. She leads him into a wild world of discovery that includes strip clubs, sensual massage parlors, cross-dressing and S&M. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

**DVD 5812855 TOM SAWYER & HUCKLEBERRY FINN.** Widescreen. An adaptation of Mark Twain’s timeless classic, Val Kilmer plays Twain himself, narrating his masterpiece and bringing the characters of mischievous Tom Sawyer (Joel Courtney) and fearless Huckleberry Finn (Jake Austin) to life. English SDH: 91 minutes. E One. $4.95

**DVD 5779081 WHAT?** Widescreen. More than four decades after its controversial release, this lost film remains the most debated and least-seen film of Roman Polanski’s storied career. Sydney Rome stars as an 18-year-old American girl who finds herself lost inside a Mediterranean villa inhabited by pirates, pervers and a sphygmic pirl (Marcello Mastroiani). Not Rated. 110 minutes. Adults only. Seventh. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 5808317 THE PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL.** When a dazzling American showgirl (Marilyn Monroe) captures the eye of an imperious European monarch (Laurence Olivier, who also produced and directed), it’s clear he’s met his match. Monroe charms her husband in this film noir extravaganza and bounces into an eye-opener that it soon gets as hot as is used to in the 1957 film. Autobiographical. English SDH. 119 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**DVD 5862987 MINI’S FIRST MARRIAGE.** Widescreen. Teenager Mini (Nikki Reed) lives the life she wants to, stealing drugs by day and whoring herself out for escort service by night. But what Mini likes best are her "firsts": sleeping with her stepfather (Alexander Black), getting rid of her mother (Carrie-Anne Moss), and lying to a detective (Luke Wilson) about murder, to name a few. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. Secret Key. $5.95

**DVD 586254X WWII COLLECTION—20 MOVIES: American Honor.** These films star some of Hollywood’s greatest, including Robert Mitchum; Randolph Scott; Lee Van Cleef; Glenn Ford; and Jim Brown. Includes the Battle of El Alamein; Gung Ho; Go for Broke; Corregidor; Desert Commandos; Minesweeper; Bombs over Buna; Commandos; Pacific Inferno; The Battle of the Eagles; Suicide Commando; Five for Hell; Black Brigade; Heroes in Hell; Submarine Base; and Anzio. In Color and B&W. Two double sided DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 $3.95

**DVD 59254X ELIZABETH TAYLOR: An Unauthorized Biography.** Both an American sweetheart of dazzling beauty and a living tabloid tradition, and the undisputed queen of tabloids, Elizabeth Taylor’s story is debated and least-seen film of Roman Polanski’s storied career. After its controversial release, this lost film remains the most debated and least-seen film of Roman Polanski’s storied career. Sydney Rome stars as an 18-year-old American girl who finds herself lost inside a Mediterranean villa inhabited by pirates, pervers and a sphygmic pirl (Marcello Mastroiani). Not Rated. 110 minutes. Adults only. Seventh. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 5887228 GOLDENEYE.** Widescreen. When an MI6 agent turns rogue and plans world domination with a terrifying satellite-home device, Bond (Daniel Craig) joins his former way to Cuba, Monte Carlo, Switzerland, and even Russia, whilst dodging a sexy, deadly female fatale. Pierce Brosnan makes his debut as 007, joined by Sean Bean and Famke Janssen. CC. 130 minutes. Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5862646 SWEETWATER.** Widescreen. In the late 1860s, a formerelongate (January Jones) is trying to build an honest life with her husband in rugged New Mexico. When she catches the eye of a sadistic and powerful landowner, her life is violently turned upside down. Now she’s on a quest for bloody vengeance. Also stars Ed Harris. Rated R. English SDH. 128 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**Movies**

**DVD 5776368 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY.** Widescreen. H/M.S. Bountys sets out on a journey that will take it through perilous seas to a tropical paradise—and through infested ill-fated vessels ever to set sail for King and country. Lewis Milestone directed this color-directed and Best Picture nominated spectacular, starring Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, and Richard Harris. Available in Three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $26.99 $10.99

**DVD 5862027 HOLLYWOOD HOUSEWIVES.** Jill buys an expensive video camera and doesn't tell her husband about it. To hide the fact, she tells a lie that it is actually a gift from one of his friends to another. This backfires on her and she ends up in a twisted situation that spins out of control. Stars Kelly, Violette, and Nadia. 89 minutes. Adults only. **$9.50**

**DVD 5862027 MAROUISE DE SADE.** Widescreen. Also known as the Michael of Donner, and Gray Jess Franco's erotic chiller tells the story of a pair of twin sisters—one a lonely and joyless aristocrat who must sexually feed on the lives of men and women to stay young, the other an assassininate who receives all the sexual pleasure she desires. Stars Linda. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**DVD 5862027 5 FILM COLLECTION: Musicals.** Four masterpieces from the golden age of Hollywood musicals, each featuring unforgettable song numbers. Includes The Wizard of Oz with Judy Garland; Yankee Doodle Dandy with James Cagney (B&W); Sing’ in the Rain with Gene Kelly and Debbie Reynolds. Seven Bridges for Seven Brothers with Jane Powell; and Viva Las Vegas with Elvis Presley and Ann-Margret. English SDH. Over on five hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$11.95**

**DVD 4620259 EXPLOSIVE CINEMA: 8 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Over 4 hours of explosive action with eight adrenaline-pumping films: Hollywood Homicide; Hudson Hawk; Lone Star of Aces; The Thomas Crown Affair; Limit; Stealing Home; The Life of the Union, and Simon Sez. Stars Harrison Ford; Josh Hartnett; Bruce Willis; Robert De Niro; Wesley Snipes; Chris O'Donnell; and Burt Reynolds. 14 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 **$4.95**

**DVD 3623173 NOAH'Sark: The Ministries Event.** One of the most powerful and awe-inspiring epics of all time is brilliantly brought to life by an outstanding cast including Jon Voight and Mary Steenburgen. Called upon by God, the brave and gentle Noah volunteers to build an enormous Ark to protect his family from the threat of a great flood. 167 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 **$5.95**

**DVD 4559199 GO WEST! America’s Western Frontier.** Three expansive documentary films, The Hunt for the North Western, and American History of the Wild West, with 12 documentaries exploring life on the frontier; Outlaws & Gunslingers, with 5 documentaries talking about cowboys who turned lawman; and round the clock, an extraordinary ark to protect his family from the threat of a great flood. Over 166 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 **$6.95**

**DVD 4075491 SMOKE SIGNALS.** Widescreen. Derby-topped bulldog Alex (Malcolm McDowell) has a good time—at the tragic expense of others. His journey from amoral punk to brimming with unforgettable numbers. Stars  Tetsuya Powell, and he’ll stop at nothing to get his revenge. CC. 98 minutes. Full Moon. **$5.95**

**DVD 5774348 FLICKS: 8 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. After a heart attack, Che Ching (Chen Kuan-Tai) loses his family. Che and his son Ching (Chow Yun-Fat) head up eight gripping films brusting with no-holds-barred action. Includes The Replacement Killers; Truth or Consequences, N.M.; Love Lies Bleeding; The Point Men; The Contractor; Face of Terror; Blood Crime; and The Hunt for Eagle One. Crash Point. Rated R. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 **$3.95**

**DVD 5878542 CASTING COUCH.** Fullscreen. Ever wonder what young, beautiful would-be be-straited might do to get their “big break”? The answer lies in this sully program, which is the hottest and wildest reality show on TV. This is the result of ten talent interviews ever recorded. Stars Holly Sampson, Stacie Marie, Taylor St. Clair, Kara Styler and others. 78 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $14.95 **$9.95**

**DVD 5941717 DESCENT.** Widescreen. When cracks large enough to swallow a city block appear in the Earth’s crust, a team of scientists must go deep into the Earth to find a way to stop the destruction. Stars Luke Perry, Rick Roberts, and others. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $39.95 **$3.95**

**DVD 5992875 RED CLIFF.** Widescreen. John Woo directs this epic historical drama based on the 208 A.D. battle that heralded the end of the Han Dynasty. Prime Minister turned General Cao Cao seeks to organize a mission designed to crush two warlords who would stand in his way. Vastly outnumbered, those warlords band together to mount a heroic campaign. Rated R. Dubbed or in Mandarin **$9.95**

**DVD 5843995 CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA/TEENNESSER’S PARTNER.** Fullscreen. Starring Barbara Stanwyck, Ronald Reagan, John Payne, and Anthony Caruso, these classics bring the frontier to your TV screen. In Cattle Queen of Montana, a woman attempts to stake her claim in the cattle business despite threats from all sides. The Teennesser’s Partner, the friendship of a high-stakes gambler and a quick-draw cowboy is tested by a temptress gold-digger. 175 minutes. VCI Entertainment. **$3.95**

**DVD 5926351 WOODY ALLEN: A Documentary.** The iconic writer, director. actor, comedian and musician allows his life and creative process to be documented on film for the first time. With unprecedented access, filmmaker Robert Weide follows the renowned genius on an extraordinary odyssey: a half to create the ultimate film biography. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. New Video. **$6.95**

**DVD 5776406 THE SEARCHERS: 50th Anniversary Two-Disc. Special Edition.** Widescreen. Directed by John Ford collaborate for yet another landmark Western offering, this time telling the story of an ex-Confederate soldier who is looking for his lost love. His branches are the same ones who massacred his family, and he’ll stop at nothing to get his revenge. CC. 139 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$6.95**

**DVD 5862035 HOOTERS ISLAND PARADISE.** From the streets of downtown Los Angeles, to the beaches of the top 62 of the top Hooters Girls during their stage show rehearsals, calendar photo shoots, beach games and VIP parties, as they compete for the title of Miss Hooters International in the 4th annual contest. 53 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. **$5.95**


**DVD 4598431 JESSE STONE: NO Remorse.** Widescreen. Suspended from the Paradise Police Force, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) is drawn back into the fold by a mysterious series of related murders in Boston. With the help of Stone’s partner, the city’s most notorious crime boss, Gino Fish (William Sadler). Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. CC. 87 minutes. VCI Entertainment. **$8.95**

**DVD 5779766 THE GIRL WHO PLAYED WITH FIRE.** Widescreen. Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is about to run a story that will expose an extensive sex trafficking operation between Eastern Europe and Sweden, implicating well-known and highly placed members of society. On the eve of publication, the two investigative reporters are murdered and the fingerprints found on the murder weapon belong to Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace). Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 128 minutes. **$8.95**
Defiance (Daniel Craig). 5830520. Directed by Edward Zwick. 85 minutes. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $11.95.

FRACTIONAL TEETH. 3238677. Directed by Robert Harling. 2001. 2 hours 41 minutes. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $11.95.

DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE. 2594066. Directed by John McTiernan. 1995. 2 hours 36 minutes. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $11.95.


DEAD DROP. 4852122. Directed by John F. Pierce. 1959. 88 minutes. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.


EASY AMERICAN. 5887146. Directed by Andrew Davis. 1999. 115 minutes. Widescreen. Universal. $11.95.

EASY RIDER. 1969. Directed by Dennis Hopper. 1969. 94 minutes. Widescreen. E.S.P. Pictures. $5.95.


DVD 3568803 THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW. Reelive Richard O'Brien's cult classic to horror, sci-fi, B-movies and rock music, starring Tim Curry in his timeless gender-bending role, alongside Barry Bostwick, Susan Sarandon, and Meat Loaf. The ultimate way to enjoy this cult classic, featuring a second DVD of bonus features. Rated R. 100 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

DVD 3564217 VINCENT PRICE: 3 Movies. Horror's greatest icon is featured in three chilling tales of terror. Each of these three short stories by Edgar Allan Poe. In The Pit and the Pendulum, Price plays a husband who sinks into madness when he believes his wife has abandoned him. The Raven follows a sorcerer who searches for his supposedly dead wife in the castle of the sinister Dr. Scarnabas. Over 4 hours. MGM. $3.95

DVD 455308X FAR AWAY. Widescreen. On the west coast of Ireland, 1892, Joseph Donnelly (Tom Cruise), a poor tenant farmer, finds himself accompanying his landlord's daughter, Shannon (Nicole Kidman), to America in a quest for land. What begins as a reluctant journey together becomes a grand-scale adventure to stake claim in this new uncharted territory, where life—and love—flourish. 140 minutes. CC. $5.95

DVD 5952193 THE BEST OF LAUREL AND HARDY. Fullscreen. Presents the best moments from the most comical duo in film history. Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. Features some of the funniest scenes from comedies that make the pair into household names, presented in both black and white and the color version. 140 minutes. Legend. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

DVD 59371TX HEAVEN CAN WAIT/DEFENDING YOUR LIFE. Two gentle comedies travel to Heaven and back again. Warren Beatty teams with Al Pacino in Heaven Can Wait about a quarterback who is accidentally summoned into the Great Beyond, only to returned to the wrong body. Then, the recently deceased Daniel M. (Kurt Russell) is sent back to Earth for why he's supposed to stay behind the pearly gates. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

DVD 5950228 CRISCRROSS. Widescreen. In the summer of 1869, cash-strapped Tracy Cross (Goldie Hawn) must support her 12-year-old son Chris (David Arnold) by working alongside a sleazy Key West banker. Chris supplements the family's income by making local deliveries. But when his activities drag him into supposed to stay behind the pearly gates. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

DVD 6452043 ANNA NICOLE SMITH COLLECTION: Playmate of the Year. Set contains The Complete Anna Nicole Smith Story: A True Romance. Plus five anniversary gems from Best of Anna Nicole Smith (59 minutes), and Celebrity Centrifolds (88 minutes). Adults only. Playboy. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

DVD 5560644 12 MONKEYS/MERCURY RISING/THJE JACKAL. Widescreen. Bruce Willis leads three pulse-pounding thrillers. He joins Brad Pitt in Terry Gilliam's 12 Monkeys, about a time-traveler sent to save humanity from a deadly virus. In Mercury Rising, he protects an athlete who is the target of a billion-dollar secret code. And in The Jackal, he plays an assassin hired to eliminate a top government official. Rated R. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $7.95

DVD 3579336 THE GIRLS OF SURRENDER CINEMA. Fullscreen. In a highlight package of Surrender Cinema's best sex scenes, the gorgeous Jacqueline Lovell goes on an erotic excursion into the very private lives of her closest friends. Also features Sinedie Cox, Vanessa Tailor, Brianna Andrews, Summer Leigh, and Taylor St Clair. 55 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

DVD 4564545 THE TRAIN. Widescreen. With the Allied army closing in on him, German commander and art fanatic Colonel Von Waldheim (Paul Scofield) decides to steal a 12-year-old French paintings and loads them on a train to Berlin. But when a French patriot is murdered while trying to sabotage the scheme, a stalwart member of the Resistance (Lancaster) sets out to stop the train at any cost. In B&W. 133 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

DVD 574119X HOLLYWOODLAND. Widescreen. Hollywood's most notorious unsolved mystery is the basis for this crime thriller. Set amid the Hollywoodland development and corruption of 1950s L.A., it charts the death of a client from Carol, she seeks revenge, but ends up having her heart stolen—by Jerry! Also stars Tony Randall. CC. In B&W. 107 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

DVD 45615X CARY GRANT VOLUME 2: TCM Greatest Legends Film Collection. The pinnacle of debonair, leading man Grant steals the screen in four memorable showstoppers from the 30s and 40s. Includes: For Whom the Bell Tolls, with Bette Davis and Fred MacDonald; with Ken Maynard and Frank Keenan; with Buster Crabbe and The Rawhide Terror with Art Mix and Edmund Cobb. In B&W. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Retromedia. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

DVD 35567BX CARRUSEL: 50th Anniversary Edition. Fullscreen. The beloved Rodgers and Hammerstein musical gets a colorful big screen adaptation. Gordon MacRae and Judi Dench star as a dreamy singing cowboy who falls in love with a millworker (Shirley Jones). But a tragedy strikes, setting in motion one of the most ultimately uplifting musicals of all time. Includes an additional 15 minutes of bonus features and a second DVD of special features. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

DVD 4589301 THE COMPANY YOU KEEP. Widescreen. Robert Redford directs and stars as Jim Grant, a lawyer and single father revealed to be the fugitive leader of a 1970s radical antiwar protest group by interroting bureau of Enola Baines (Shia LaBeouf). And his beginning of a relationship with Grant's secrets, algae (Lena Headey), Sam Elliott, Torrence Howard, Anna Kendrick, Stanley Tucker, Susan Sarandon, and Nick Nolte. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

DVD 5767236 THE AVENGERS. Widescreen. The hit secret-agent series from the 1960s explodes onto the big screen with this 1998 adaptation starring Ralph Fiennes, Uma Thurman, and Sean Connery. When the wife of a defense contractor is murdered, the agents—The Avengers—are control of the world with his high-tech weather machine, the stylish Emma Peel and the dapper John Sleed step in to save the day. CC. 90 minutes. Warner Home Video. Price. $7.95

DVD 5776449 WARTIME MUSICALS: TCM Greatest Classic Films Collection. Collects four richly musical gems from cinema's golden age: Yankee Doodle Dandy with James Cagney, Irving Berlin's This Is the Army with George Murphy and Ronald Reagan, Lucky Stars with Humphrey Bogart and Bette Davis; and Hollywood Canteen with Bette Davis and John Garfield. English SDH. Most in B&W. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $39.95

DVD 587967X NAZIS AT THE CENTER OF THE EARTH. Widescreen. Researchers in Antarctica are abducted by a team of masked storm troopers and dragged to a hidden underground continent. Here, Nazi survivors, their bodies a horrifying patchwork of decay, are planning the revival of the Third Reich. Stars Dominc Swain and Jake Busey. Rated R. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $3.95

DVD 5916925 FORREST GUMP/THE GREEN MILE/Road to PERDITION. Widescreen. Tom Hanks stars in three critically acclaimed films, all Academy Award winners or nominees. He joins Robin Wright and Gary Sinise for Steven Soderbergh's everman tale Forrest Gump; Michael Clarke Duncan and Bonnie Hunt for the moving adaptation of Stephen King's The Green Mile; and Paul Newman and Jude Law for Sam Mendes's mobster thriller Road to Perdition. Some R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $7.95

DVD 5917085 THE FOUR FEATHERS: Special Collector's Edition. Widescreen. Heath Ledger stars as Harry Feversham, a British soldier with a golden future—until he receives a letter inviting him to a regiment that branded a coward and disowned by his family. Harry is heartbroken. But when he learns that his regiment has been attacked by Sudanese rebels, he sets out on a journey of redemption... Alongside Kate Hudson and Wes Bentley. 130 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 5931193 CANDY. Widescreen. On a trippy journey of sexual discovery, luscious high school student Candy Christian (Ewa Aulin) encounters a motley crew of characters—a drunken pervert, a Ringo Starr, a patriotic general (Walter Matthau), a mad surgeon (James Coburn), and a mystic guru (Marlon Brando)—all eager for a piece of Candy. Rated R. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 5939925 LOVER COME BACK. Widescreen. Doris Day and Rock Hudson portray rival Madison Avenue advertising executives Jerry Webster and Carol Temptation. After Jerry steals a client from Carol, she seeks revenge, but ends up having her heart stolen—by Jerry! Also stars Tony Randall. CC. 130 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

DVD 5995053 THE USUAL SUSPECTS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. The mind-blowing crime caper that put director Bryan Singer on the map. Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Byrne, Kevin Pollak, Kevin Spacey (in his first Oscar-winning role), and Benicio Del Toro star as five small-time criminals entangled in the merciless scheme of an unseen underworld kingpin. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. MGM. $5.95

DVD 5994814 3 DAYS TO KILL. Widescreen. A seductive CIA operative (Amber Heard) approaches a seasoned spy (Kevin Costner) with an offer he can't refuse. The job becomes more than he bargained for when he juggles his two toughest assignments yet: looking after his rebellious teenage daughter (Hailie Steinfeld) and hunting down a ruthless terrorist. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. £One. $9.95

DVD 5912695 DR. MABUSE, THE GAMBLER. Fullscreen. The is regarded as the German equivalent to a 2000 restoration. This legendary silent film is an epic two-part tale revolving around the pursuit of arch-fraud Dr. Mabuse, a gambler, hypnotist, master of disguises, and all-around criminal mastermind. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Kino. Pub. at $33.95 $14.95

DVD 5924189 DANCE, GIRL, DANCE. Bubbles (Lucille Ball) loves to dance, but she has no intention of suffering for her art like her friend Judy (Maureen O'Hara). So, Bubbles (reprised by Richard Basehart) becomes a sex worker, but turns patrons' fantasies into dollars as burlesque sensation Tiger Lily— in this 1940 comedy gem. CC. In B&W. 89 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95
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**DVD 3658705** I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUMMER: The Trilogy. After a freak accident in I Know What You Did Last Summer, four teens dump their victim’s body into the sea. A year later, the dead man’s returns, looking for more than an apology. His hunger for vengeance continues in I Still Know What You Did Last Summer; and I’ll Always Know What You Did Last Summer. Some Rated R. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. $9.95

**DVD 4620305** STAR-STUDDED DRAMAS: 8 Movie Collection. Top stars like Matt Damon, John Travolta, Scarlett Johansson, Penelope Cruz, Laura Linney, Jeff Bridges, Benicio Del Toro, Christopher Walken, Annette Bening, Daryl Berrymore and a host of others lead eight engaging films: All the Pretty Horses; A Love Song for Bobby Long; The Squid and the Whale; Off the Map; Lords of Dogtown; Excess Baggage; Motorama; and Running with Scissors. Some Rated R. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 4621352** STREET WARS. widescreen. Elijah Kane (Steven Seagal) and his crack undercover police unit are in a race against the clock to bring to justice the coldblooded gang behind a lethal new drug. Complicating matters: the man who’s set on exposing the city’s most dangerous slums—even if it means risking the lives of Kane’s team. English SDH. 90 minutes. On two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5782999** THE BAG MAN. widescreen. Jon Cusack is Jack, a seasoned hitman tasked with transporting a mysterious DVD. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5848288** TEEN MANIA BOX SET. Six cult classics expose a different side of teen rebellion in the ’70s and ’80s. From great rock ’n roll films to rollicking “bop-up-entertainments” to salacious teens-good bad scenes, this set has it all: Rock Baby Rock It; Teen Mania; Naked Youth; High School Caesar; Teenage Devil Dolls; and Teenage Confidential. Most in Widescreen. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Legend House. $9.95

**DVD 5873438** CAPTAIN KEO LARGO. Two noir masterpieces featuring one of cinema’s greatest pairings, Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall. Bogart plays Raymond Chandler’s legendary P.I. Philip Marlowe. When Then Edward G. Robinson joins Bogie and Bacall for Key Largo, an Academy Award-winning locked-room thriller. In Widescreen. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5927161** STILL CRAZY. Fullscreen. Follows the hilarious exploits of ’70s rock phenomenon Strange Fruit as they reunite 20 years after a nasty break-up. With stand-out performances from Stephen Rea, Billy Connolly, Bill Nighy and Juliet Aubrey, this blend of The Full Monty and This Is Spinal Tap earned two 1998 Golden Globe nominations.Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Columbia.

**DVD 5943353** CAT IN THE BRAIN. Acclaimed Italian horror maestro Lucio Fulci stars in this blood-soaked epic as a director being driven insane by his own movies. Fulci is thrust into an ultra-violent nightmare of death and depravity where murder and madness reign supreme. Over 80 minutes with violence. Rated R. 95 minutes, plus a second disc of extras. Grindhouse Releasing. $5.95

**DVD 595763X** ABSENCE OF THE GOOD. Widescreen. After his son is shot to death at school, Detective Marnie Grit (audrey Johnson) spirals into grief. When a series of unrelated murders plagues Salt Lake City, the detective pursues himself into the case as a way to cope, his approach like anything than he could have imagined. Rated R. 99 minutes. Columbia.

**DVD 5965489** CHOOSE. widescreen. Sex addict Victor Mancini (Sam Rockwell) courts the love and money of complete strangers via a demented con that just might kill him. But before that happens, he must save his dy ing, delusional mother (Anjeletta Huston) by seducing and impregnating her comedy crush. A masterpiece that could be said to stem from the bizarre and hilarious novel by Chuck Palahniuk. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5966483** MOBY DICK. widescreen. A spectacular retelling of Herman Melville’s classic, masterfully directed by the great John Huston. Captain Ahab (Gregory Peck) has but one purpose in life: revenge against Moby Dick, the great white whale who maimed and disfigured him. He doesn’t care who he hurts or what he must endure to get it. Also stars Orson Welles and Richard Basehart. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95.

**DVD 5982920** FLESH + BLOOD. widescreen. Director Paul Verhoven takes us to the chaotic, morally bankrupt Europe of 1510, where a warrior named Martin (Rutger Hauer) leads his motley crew of mercenaries into battle to get his revenge on his betrayer. When the despot betrays them, Martin and his ruffians strike back by kidnapping the young nobleman (Jenifer Jason Leigh) betrothed to the nobleman’s son. CC. 129 minutes. Columbia.

**DVD 5989415** JESSE STONE: Innocents Lost. widescreen. Cindy Van Aalten is like a daughter to Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck). Now she’s dead. Although all signs point to a drug overdose, Jesse knows his friend better than that. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Dennis Farina, Steven Weber and Annette Bening. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99.

**DVD 3604083** LOVELACE. widescreen. In 1972, Deep Throat was a phenomenon: the first scripted pornographic theatrical feature film, featuring an unknown Linda Lovelace. This is the story of that international sensation, with Amanda Seyfried as the girl next-door turnedcenterfold star who made it her life’s mission fight violence against women. Also stars Peter Sarsgaard, Sharon Stone, Hank Azaria, Adam Brody, and James Franco. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 570537X** LOVE RANCH. widescreen. As proprietors of Nevada’s first legalized brothel, Grace and Charlie Bontempo (Joe Pesci) aren’t your typical married couple. When Grace falls for Bruza (Sergio Peris-Mencheta), a heavyweight boxer contracted to Charlie, he dethrones her beloved. Over 90 minutes. Rated. English SDH. 117 minutes. E. One. $5.95

**DVD 5702674** THE RANDOLPH SCOTT ROUND-UP. Fullscreen. Randolph Scott’s most beloved film stars and saddles up for six western classics: The Desperadoes; The Virginian; Santa Fe Man; The Man in the Saddle; Hangman’s Knot; and The Stranger Wore a Gun. These frontier stories featureusperspective stars like Glenn Ford and Donna Reed, among others. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 5753805** ALIEN VS. PREDATOR 1 + 2: Double Feature. Sci-It’s deadliest hunters go head to head! The anomaly begins in the heart of Antarctica, where the flesh-eating alien race has been hunted into oblivion by a horrifying battle between two merciless alien races. Then, a horrifying Predalien hybrid joins the interstellar war in Alien vs. Predator 2: Requiem (Unrated version). CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 5754186** GREAT ADAPTATIONS: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. True stories and literary classics are brought to life in 50 classic films: Marilyn Monroe, George C. Scott, Elizabeth Taylor, Judy Dench, Frank Sinatra, Charles Bronson, and Burt Lancaster star in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn; Alexander the Great; Gyno De Bergerac; David Copperfield; Jane Eyre; The Scarlet Letter; and much more. Over 74 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

**DVD 5965500** DANCES WITH WOLVES. widescreen. Sent to protect a U.S. outpost on the desolate frontier, Lt. John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) finds himself befriending the Sioux Indians—the very people he’s been sent to protect the outpost from. When the U.S. Army threatens to overrun the Sioux, he is forced to make his ultimate sacrifice. Over 14 hours on ten DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 596833X** THRILLERS: 4 Movie Midnight Pack. widescreen. Four haunting hidden gems: Sean Bean delivers a chilling turn as The Hitcher; Milla Jovovich and Steve Zahn find A Perfect Getaway becoming a perfect nightmare; Sean O.W. Johnson stars in the merciless My Little Eye; and David Caruso dives into the mysteries of a haunted asylum in Session 9. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 757018X** TYRONE POWER COLLECTION. widescreen. Collects four of Tyrone Power’s swashbuckling epics, each one as irresistible as Power himself. He stars alongside Rita Hayworth in Blood and Sand; John Wayne and Barbara Stanwyck in Red River; Howard Duff and Maureen O’Hara in The Shepherd of the Hills; and Anthony Quinn, Richard Burton and Ava Gardner in Homecoming. Over 80 hours on five DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98

**DVD 757735X** MAME. widescreen. Lucille Ball stars in this lavish 1974 musical, bringing to the screen the glamorous Broadway favorite. She plays a high- living, outlandishly eccentric grande dame who is suddenly faced with raising an orphaned nephew. Also stars New York stage veterans Beatrice Arthur and Jane Connell. CC. 131 minutes. Warner Home Video.$5.95

**DVD 5857465** TOWN & COUNTRY. widescreen. Fullscreen. When revelations of his drinking problem, his own life and marriage, the two pals go on a cross-country odyssey in search of meaning in their disintegrating lives. This romantic comedy features Ben Stiller, Helen Hunt, Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Andie McDowell, Garry Shandling, Jenny Elfman, and Nastassja Kinski. Rated R. CC. 105 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

**DVD 588733X** INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. widescreen. Two by one, the residents of San Francisco are becoming drone-like shadow copies of the phlegm who kidnapped a father (Harvee Keitel) and his two kids and hide out in a seedy Mexican bar. When the sun sets, they discover that the locals are no longer human. Rated R. English SDH. Over 108 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98

**DVD 5989715** BEN STILLER: 4-Movie Spotlight Series. widescreen. Stiller brings the laughs in four comedies: Meet the Parents with Robert De Niro; Meet the Fockers with Robert Duvall; The Cable Guy with David Strickand, Monty Carlo; Came Polly with Jennifer Anistol; and Reality Bites with Winona Ryder and Ethan Hawke. English SDH. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 598954X** SHERIFF OF THE DEATH VALLEY Collector’s Edition. widescreen. In the third film in George A. Romero’s continuing saga of the undead, a group of scientists and soldiers have taken refuge in an underground missile silo with a Walkie Talkie and a sleeping teenager. When the flesh-eating, horror that walks the earth above. Scream Factory brings a bevy of new special features to this fresh transfer of the horror classic. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93

See more titles at erhbc.com/439
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**DVD 462100X** Live & Smokin'/Hey Watch This. Iconic 1970s entertainers deliver non-stop laughs in this double feature of stand-up comedy. Featuring comedian & well-loved actors in the history of stand-up at his best in the 1971 classic Richard Pryor: Live & Smokin'. Then, the best buds of comedy give us their joint venture in 25 years, Chevy & Chong's Hey Watch This. Four hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95.


**DVD 5822432** Carol Channing: Larger Than Life. Widescreeen. Carol Channing's life is as colorful as her attack on her big, bright smile. This program captures the magic and vivacity of the 90-year-old icon, onstage and off, past and present. It is both a star-studded journey inside Broadway's most glamorous era and a whimsical look at an inspiring, incomparable legend. English SDH. 89 minutes. E One. Pub. at $24.98.

**DVD 5881617** The Phantom of the Opera. Widescreeen. Andrew Lloyd Webber's theatrical masterpiece is adapted for a breathtaking big screen spectacle by director Joel Schumacher. In a screensweep of grandiose proportions of 1870s Paris, a solitary and disfigured musical genius lurks, longing for the young soprano Christine. He can hide no longer, and his true monstrosity will soon simmer to the surface. CC. In B&W. 141 minutes. Warner Home Video. $8.95.

**DVD 5917514** Into the Grizzly Maze. Widescreeen. When a relentless grizzly wreaks havoc on a small Alaskan town, the sheriff heads into the forest to find his ecologist wife, but encounters his estranged ex-con brother. He claims electricity is a drug. He leads a mission to capture terrorists in Kenya. But when Powell discovers a suicide bombing dispute. Stars Helen Mire, Aaron Paul, Barkhad Abdi and Alan Rickman. 102 minutes. E One. $6.95.

**DVD 5956345** Wyatt Earp. In a complex, action-filled saga directed by Lawrence Kasdan. Gene Hackman as Wyatt's iron-willed father and Dennis Quaid as Earp's deafest friend. Doc Holliday, add power to this hard-hitting western. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Home Video. $17.95.


**DVD 5858907** The Brothers Warner. Widescreeen. A revealing film portrait of a filmmaking family. It's a story told from the inside (via rare family archives) by those who lived it. Republic, Warner Bros., First National and their series of Warner Bros. for the first time. Lee's story unfolds in his own words and actions, as well as through the eyes of international stars from the golden age of American cinema. CC. In English SDH. 94 minutes. Alliance.

**DVD 5852436** Indictment: The McMartin Trial. Fullscreen. A powerful docudrama (dir. Bob Thoeren) about a strong-willed defense attorney (James Woods) who goes head to head in a courtroom struggle where everyone proves to be a victim, yet no one can be found guilty. It's a tale of a scandal that tore apart a family—and a nation. Rated R. 132 minutes. HBO.

**DVD 5912008** Virgins of Sherwood Forest. An erotic twist on the classic tale! After a blow to the head, Nina is drugged and taken to Lincoln where 500 people in a hijack of Merry Men have gotten lazy, so it's up to Nina and a bunch of voluptuous young women to defeat the Sheriff of Nottingham's evil sister. Adults only. Full Moon. $5.95.

**DVD 5912644** You and I. Widescreeen. Broadway legend Ethel Merman embarks on a laid-back road trip through Berlin. The fact that Philip is gay has never been an issue for either of them. But when they pick up a handsome young tourist, everything changes. When Philip discovers his companion is an American, he begins to look at the mission changes from “capture” to “kill.” American drone pilots are brought in, but international tensions rise. It leads to the war of conscience and an international dispute. Stars Helen Mire, Aaron Paul, Barkhad Abdi and Alan Rickman. 102 minutes. E One. $6.95.

**DVD 5914199** They Died with Their Boots on. The Wrong Man; Advise & Consent; Private Life of Sherlock Holmes; Without a Clue. George Armstrong Custer in this chronicle tracing his career from dandylsh West Point plebe to Civil War hero to frontier legend immortalized by the Battle of Little Big Horn. Olivia de Havilland plays Custer's devoted wife Libby. Directed by Raoul Walsh. CC. In B&W. 139 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 5950455** Street Smart. Fullscreen & Widescreeen. When freelance journalist Jonathan Fisher (Christopher Reeve) breaks a story about the deeds of a New York pim, he quickly rises through the ranks. There's just one problem: Jonathan, under a deadline, fabricated the entire thing. Also stars Kathy Baker, Mimi Rogers, and Morgan Freeman. Rated R. CC. 97 minutes. MGM.

**DVD 5966510** Ocean's Eleven/Oddjob. Two films from Steven Soderbergh's stylistic and star-studded re-imaging of the caper classic. In Ocean's Eleven, Danny Ocean and his crew take on an elaborate, split-second heist of Vegas casinos. In the follow-up, Danny and the gang hopscotch across Europe in pursuit of their next score. Stars George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Matt Damon, Julia Roberts and Don Cheadle.

**DVD 4620953** Compulsion. Widescreeen. Two women living in apartments across from each other (Héather Graham and Carrie-Anne Moss) suffer from various degrees of obsessive compulsion who have an affair and explore the intimacy between the two through their connection with food, eating disorders, and sex—until their obsessions begin to unravel.

**DVD 4621557** Wish You Well. Widescreeen. A tragic accident forces 12-year-old Louisa Mae and her younger brother Oz to move from New York City to live with their great-grandmother on a small farm in Virginia. But that's just the beginning of their troubles, as a coal company threatens to strip their land. Danny Quaid and Ellen Burstyn. CC. 100 minutes. E One. Pub. at $29.98.

**DVD 5708494** The Theory of EVERYTHING. Widescreeen. Eddie Redmayne and Felicity Jones star in this touching true story screen the life of renowned astrophysicist Stephen Hawking and his enthralling romance with fellow Cambridge student Jane Wilde. Redmayne delivers an Academy Award-winning performance, a Christopher Lloyd ranted tragedy, that is a unique collection of the most brilliant men alive today. English SDH. 123 minutes. Entertainment One.

**DVD 5790557** Two Minute Warning. Widescreeen. Charlot Heston plays a police captain trying to stop a lone gunman who has taken over a packed sports arena. John Cassavetes and Martin Balsam are among those risking their lives to thwart the sniper's attempts, while thousands of innocent spectators try to survive the explosion of bullets and the resulting stampede. CC. 126 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 5862337** Sitting Bull. One of classic Hollywood's more accurate accounts of the struggle for supremacy in the West, this sagacious feature focuses on the life and exploits of Sitting Bull, a cavalry officer who believes in the rights of the Native Americans. Despite his efforts, General George A. Custer, engages in a climactic and ill-fated battle. In B&W. 112 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 2724189** The Hound of the Baskervilles/The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes/Without a Clue. Celebrated actors portray literature's greatest detective in three films. The Hound of Baskervilles features Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee as Sherlock Holmes and Basil Rathbone as Dr. John Watson. Robert Louis Stevenson and Colin Blakely star Billy Wilder's The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes. Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, comedic take on the master sleuth Without a Clue. CC. Over 5 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. MGM.
**Movies**

**Dvd 4564828 CLASSICS WWII COLLECTION.** Five award-winning wartime adventures, listed as life by indelible Hollywood icons like Gregory Peck, David Niven, William Holden, Alec Guinness, Humphrey Bogart, Burt Lancaster, Donna Reed, and Frank Sinatra. Includes The Guns of Navarone; The Bridge on the River Kwai; Das Boot, The Caine Mutiny; and From Here SDH and CC. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $35.99 $9.95

**Dvd 6535806 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION.** Volume 2. Celebrate the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all aglow with his inimitable dry wit and irresistible delivery. He plays Ambrose Bierce in a hilarious send-up of politics and propriety; a small-town banker in the nutty racetrack romp David Harum; a down on his luck dad hitting the road in Mr. Skitch; and a hobo looking for his runaway wife in To Eternity.

**Dvd 8678490 WRESTLING COLLECTION.** With Breckin Meyer and Peter Facinelli; and Alicia Silverstone. Widescreen. Steam up the Wild Things. The follow-up to the The Storefront Theatre Collection takes viewers to the Bizarre Art Theatre. Features rare gems like the The 100 GREATEST CULT CLASSICS. Available on B-Movie DVDs.

**Dvd 595925X PIRANHA.** Widescreen. Every year, sleepy Lake Victoria becomes a prime Spring Break destination. But this year there's something more to worry about than hangovers and complaints from local old timers: an underwater terror unleashes scores of a prehistoric man-eating fish. Stars Elizabeth Shue, Ving Rhames, Christopher Lloyd and Richard Dysart.

**Dvd 5965721 NEVER LET ME GO.** Widescreen. Kathy (Carey Mulligan), Ruth (Keira Knightley) and Tommy (Andrew Garfield) are best friends who grow up together in a boarding school. Orphaned children, they learn a chilling secret. When they learn the shocking truth—that they are genetically engineered clones raised to be organ donors—they embrace their fleeting chance to live and love.

**Dvd 5968321 THE STING II.** Widescreen. The follow-up to the Oscar-winning classic! The Depression is over and everyone wants an even bigger piece of the action. It’s twist after twist as Gondorf (Jackie Gleason), Hooker (Mac Davis) and Countess Veronica (Toni Garr) try to out-sting both Doyle Lonnegan (Oliver Reed) and a local racketeer (Karl Malden).

**Dvd 5677850 TARA BULBA.** Widescreen. Set in the Ukraine of the 16th century, this action epic stars Yul Brynner in one of his most notable roles as a powerful Chieftain determined to reign over treacherous Polish invaders. The conflict is only further complicated when his heir apparent is caught up with love in one girl, 120 minutes, Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**Dvd 5790066 THE GEORGE PECK FILM COLLECTION.** 6 Movies. For the first time ever, six of Gregory Peck’s most memorable films have been collected into one essential set. The beloved actor takes on some of his most daring roles in To Kill a Mockingbird, Cape Fear; Arabesque; McCabe & Mrs. Miller; and The World in His Arms. Featuring co-stars Sophia Loren, Anthony Quinn, Walter Matthau and Robert Mitchum, this collection showcases one of the greatest acts of all time.

**Dvd 5867371 TIKI.** Widescreen. Army moves from her beloved Hawaii to study drama on the mainland, but a gang of obnoxious co-eds plot to make her life a living hell. When her one true friend, Audrey, is killed, she turns to the Tiki idol—one designed to kill. With Amy’s spirit driving the little idol, an orgy of bloodshed begins. 120 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia.

**Dvd 4621474 PASSION.** Widescreen. Directing Brian De Palma helms an erotic thriller fueled by sex, ambition and murder. Rachel McAdams and Naomi Parker star as two female executives whose fierce competition to rise up the ranks is about to spiral out of control. Rated R. 102 minutes. E One.

**Dvd 4820585 COMEDY 4 PACK, VOLUME 2.** Widescreen. There’s nowhere more treacherous than Hollywood. With Jackass jokers Steve-O, Weeman, Preston Lacy and Chris Pontius star in TV: The Movie, a wealthy but un lyric in love bachelor forms a band and a crowd makes drive-in movie, High School: Live! College life gets another side-splitting and sexy adventure with Pigs; and notorious director Uwe Boll delivers one of the most controversial comedies of all time, Postal. All Rated R. Six hours. Phase 4 Films.

**Dvd 4640590 COMA.** Dr. Susan Wheeler is a medical student who notices a pattern of seemingly healthy patients falling into comas while getting routine surgeries. Tracing victims to a futuristic research lab, Susan and a band of high-tech medical experiments and unspeakable horrors. Also stars Geena Davis, James Woods, and Ellen Burstyn. Not Rated.

**Dvd 5884686 DEADLY SECRETS: 8 Movie Collection.** widescreen. Eight merciless killers: The Messengers; The Body; Mary Reilly; The Harvest; April Fool’s Day; The Body Double; Bloodgood. Rated R for gore and graphic violence. Four on a dual-disc DVD. Adults only. Vengeance Syndrome Pub. at $34.98

**Dvd 5792290 COUNTRY REMEDY.** Widescreen. In order for big city doctor Evan Gibus to get the job of a lifetime, the workaholic single parent must spend his summer in the mountains of North Carolina setting up a clinic. Stars Bellamy Young, Amber Benson, and Dennis Christopher. Rated PG for a heartwarming family tale. CC. 102 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**Dvd 3651452 ANGELS & DEMONS.** Widescreen. In Ron Howard’s thrilling follow-up to The Da Vinci Code, expert symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) pursues ancient clues on a hunt through Rome to find the four Cardinals kidnapped by the lethal, ever-watchful Illuminati. Also stars Ewan McGregor and Stellan Skarsgard. Unrated edition. CC. 146 minutes on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $36.95 $9.95

**Dvd 4616092 LOVE CAMP.** Widescreen. Infamous director Paul Verhoeven explores the subgenres of sleaze, ‘Women in Prison’! A South American guerrilla army violently kidnaps women and forces them into prostitution in their jungle brothel. The latest victim is bride to be Angela, whose beauty captures the attention of the cruel lesbian warden and the rugged rebel leader. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**Dvd 5724260 DR. STRANGELOVE.** Stanley Kubrick’s Cold War yawn remains one of the most celebrated black comedies of all time. Consequences are polluting America’s “precious bodily fluids,” a crazed General (Sterling Hayden) orders a nuclear air strike on the USSR. So begins a funny tale of misunderstandings and political idiocy, punctuated by a triple-performance by Peter Sellers. CC. In B&W. 90 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**Dvd 5823498 MORELLA’S BLOOD BLOOD.** The creepy Morella hosts a triple-header of horror. William Smith and Michael Pataki star in The Harvest; April Fool’s Day; The Messengers; The Body; Bloodgood. Rated R for gore and graphic violence. Four on a dual-disc DVD. Adults only. Vengeance Syndrome Pub. at $34.98

**Dvd 5855942 100 GREATEST CULT CLASSICS.** Discover the greatest-B movie obscurities from the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s with this campastic set collecting Drive In Movie Classics and B-Movie Blasts. Features rare gems like Beast From Haunted Cave, Black Hooker; Bloodgood; Creep; Galaxina; Escape from Hell Island; Legend of Big Foot; Prisoners of the Lost Universe; and more. Stars include Jack Palance, Hal Holbrook, Rock Hudson, Buster Crabbe, and many others. In Color and B&W. 24 DVDs. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $12.98 $14.98

**Dvd 5884666 DEADLY SECRETS: 8 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Eight merciless killers: The Messengers; The Body; Mary Reilly; The Harvest; April Fool’s Day; The Body Double; Bloodgood. Rated R for gore and graphic violence. Four on a dual-disc DVD. Adults only. Vengeance Syndrome Pub. at $34.98

**Dvd 5878364 PATHFINDER.** Widescreen. Savage Viking invaders bent on death and destruction clash with the iron-willed protectors of a new world in this riveting saga of survival filled with intense battle scenes and breathtaking, primal violence. Stars Karl Urban and Moon Bloodgood. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95
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**DVD 591288X GETTYSBURG/GODS AND GENERALS.** Widescreen. Two riveting Civil War epics recall a time when a nation’s fate hung in the balance. Stars Jeff Daniels and Martin Sheen star in Gettysburg, following the bloodiest battle ever fought on U.S. soil. Then Jeff Daniels returns with Robert Duval in Gods and Generals, charting earlier Civil War struggles from Bull Run to Chancellorsville. New. 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $7.95

**DVD 5924227 DIANA.** Widescreen. Princess Diana ( Naomi Watts), at one time the most famous woman in the world, inspired a nation with her generosity, commitment to a cause, and beauty. Incisively, in her final years, would meet the man who inspired her. That uplifting, untold story unfolds in this powerful biopic. Directed by Danny Boyle. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $19.99

**DVD 599034X THE MARINE: 2-Pack.** Widescreen. WWE Superstars are locked and loaded in this double feature of military action adventures. John Cena is John Triton, The Marine, dispatched on a mission against his will when his kidney is transplanted by jewel thieves, Triton leaps back into action. Ted DiBiase stars as Sergeant Joe Lincoln in Marine 2, taking up arms against terrorists who have taken his wife hostage (Rated R). CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 5708400 TRUTH.** Widescreen. Brings to life the incredible true story of Mary Mapes (Cate Blanchett), an award-winning CBS News Senior Journalist and Dan Rather’s producer, who broke the Abu Ghraib prison abuse story. A political pressure cooker in the vein of All the President’s Men and The Insider, it also stars Robert Redford, Togo Thorne, and Greg Kinnear. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Entertainment One. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

**DVD 5887615 PASSION’S OBSESSION.** When a beautiful private eye tracks a handsome model who’s disappeared, he leads her into the lustful grip of Celebrity Underworld, a private society where every kink y desire is fulfilled. Stars C.C. Flower (Tina Malone), a libe ral political activist on a mission to stop the World Trade Center bombing. Also stars Oscar Levant and Nanette Fabray. DVD. $5.95

**DVD 5912822 THE BAND WAGON.** When Vincente Minnelli-directed musical classic, Fred Astaire dazzles in numbers set in a train station (By Myself), a penny arcade (Shine on Your Shoes), a backlot Central Park (Dancing in the Dark), and a smoky café (Satin Doll), the latter two with the in-comparable Cyd Charisse. Also stars Oscar Levant and Nanette Fabray. CC. 112 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $6.95

**DVD 3553787 SUMMER HEAT.** Phillip has been sent to spend the summer with his relatives at their country estate. Plenty of outdoor activities await, but everything else takes a backseat when Phillip discovers the keyhole to his attractive new neighbor’s house. Phillip develops a crush on the young schoolgirls being thrown in prison where they are forced to bear witness to a sacred pagan ritual. When they realize that they are the ones to be sacrificed, they flee by train. But now they face another problem: this train is possessed, and it’s determined to reunite these sniveling kids with their destined gruesome fate. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Shriek Show. $4.95

**DVD 5941768 GO WEST/THE BIG STORE.** A Marx brothers twin bill! Groucho, Chico, and Harpo Go West to help a group of pioneer women and the fun and never sets when they outrun a land grabber. Then the boys go East in The Big Store becoming store detectives for a leggy damsel who’s been swindled by her brothers’ bff Margaret Dumont. CC. In B&W. 163 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 5859233 LITTLE CHILDREN.** Widescreen. Kate Winslet, Jackie Earle Haley, and Brad Renner are blamed when the mummy of Pharaoh Houtah turns up missing. Stars Bronson and Paul Newman. A political thriller that follows a quartet of feisty female convicts who engineer a prison break. Only they have just stolen Mary. Happy is about to get all the inspiration he needs, if he lives to tell the tale! Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. $19.99

**DVD 5916622 THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES.** A group of Ame rican students in Yugoslavia are trained to be saboteurs. When a beautiful young schoolgirl is thrown in prison where they are forced to bear witness to a sacred pagan ritual. When they realize that they are the ones to be sacrificed, they flee by train. But now they face another problem: this train is possessed, and it’s determined to reunite these sniveling kids with their destined gruesome fate. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Shriek Show. $6.95

**DVD 5699089 ROBIN HOOD.** Fullscreen. Directed by Allan Dwan, this 1922 black-and-white spectacle ranks as one of the most realistic recreations of the era, timeless story of romance and intrigue, staged on a herculean scale. Stars Douglas Fairbanks (who also wrote the screenplay as ‘Elton Thomas’). Endless spectacle ranks as one of the Ants that display the B&W film by life time. Pubs. $9.25. $3.95

**DVD 5693008 WOMEN IN PRISON COLLECTION: 3 Movies.** Three exploitation classics oozing with sleaze: In Gods and Generals, charting earlier Civil War struggles from Bull Run to Chancellorsville. Nearly 8 hours on 4 DVDs. DVD. $5.95

**DVD 5861699 HEAVEN’S PRISONERS.** Widescreen. Ex-cop Dave Robicheaux (Alex Baldwin) has turned his back on the Big Easy and the bottle, starting life over on a tranquil backwater bayou with his new wife (Kelly Lynch). His serenity is shattered when he witnesses the crash of a small plane, and a strange body. Also stars Mary Stuart Masterson, Eric Roberts, and Teri Hatcher. Rated R. CC. 133 minutes. New Line. Pub. at $5.99

**DVD 4600037 SEVEN PSYCHOPATHS.** Widescreen. Mary (Colin Farrell) just needs some inspiration and focus to finish his screenplay. ‘Seven Psychopaths’? Billy (Sam Rockwell, her best friend, an unemployed actor and part-time dog thief. Hans (Christopher Walken) is Billy’s partner in crime. Charlie (Woody Harrelson) is the psychopathic gangster who b egins to date Mary. Illegally and Harrison Ford has just stolen Mary. Happy is about to get all the inspiration he needs, if he lives to tell the tale! Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. $19.99

**DVD 4602161 DRIVE-IN CULT CLASSICS, VOLS. 3 & 4 Movie Collection.** Voluptuous babysitters, cross-dressing motorcyclists, and demented streetwalkers have their day in this collection of cult favorites from the Golden age of drive-ins. Includes The Babysitter (B&W); Weekend with the Babysitter; The Pink Angels; Blood Mania; Van Nys Blvd., Single Room Furnished; Malibu Beach; and The Porn God. Rated R and Unrated. Twelve hours on 4 double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95

**DVD 5702615 DREAM OF A MERMAID/EROTIC AQUATICS/GIRLS OF THE CARIBBEAN!** Satisfy your wildest desires with one of the world’s most beautiful underwater models, Traci Millien, in the totally uncensored Dream of a Mermaid. Six athletic beauties tess in the spectacular surface in Coral Aquatics. Finally, head to the Caribbean and share private moments with linger-clad cutes in Girls of the Caribbean! 120 minutes. Adults only. Bennett Marine Video. Pub. at $17.98. $13.95

**DVD 5851559 SUSPENSE 20 Movie Pack.** George Raft, Yul Brenner, Orson Welles, Gene Tierney, Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff and Edward G. Robinson, among others, star in such films as Suddenly, Jigsaw, He Walked by Night, Quicksand, Algiers, The Lady from Shanghai, The Big Sleep, and The Maltese Falcon. Includes 20 double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $9.95

**DVD 4531329 SAMUEL GOLDWYN COLLECTION: 6-Film Collection.** Six masterpieces showcase the library of one of Hollywood’s most influential studios. Includes: The Bishop’s Wife; The Sky’s the Limit; The Best Years of Our Lives; With a Song in My Heart; The Pride of the Yankees and Virginia Mayo. The Bishop’s Wife with Cary Grant, David Niven, and Ronald Colman; Suddenly, Jigsaw, He Walked by Night, Quicksand, and Algiers. The Lady from Shanghai, The Big Sleep, and The Maltese Falcon. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 4532882 LES MISERABLES.** Widescreen. Victor Hugo’s sweeping novel of redemption and revolution, brought to life by director Billie August. Liam Neeson stars as Jean Valjean, a heartless convict who is transformed by a chance encounter with the kindly priest Thénard. As the Bishop’s Wife with Cary Grant, David Niven, and Ronald Colman; The Best Years of Our Lives withMyrna Loy and Virginia Mayo. The Bishop’s Wife with Cary Grant, David Niven, and Ronald Colman; Suddenly, Jigsaw, He Walked by Night, Quicksand, and Algiers. The Lady from Shanghai, The Big Sleep, and The Maltese Falcon. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 4532882 LES MISERABLES.** Widescreen. Victor Hugo’s sweeping novel of redemption and revolution, brought to life by director Billie August. Liam Neeson stars as Jean Valjean, a heartless convict who is transformed by a chance encounter with the kindly priest Thénard. As the Bishop’s Wife with Cary Grant, David Niven, and Ronald Colman; The Best Years of Our Lives with Myrna Loy and Virginia Mayo. The Bishop’s Wife with Cary Grant, David Niven, and Ronald Colman; Suddenly, Jigsaw, He Walked by Night, Quicksand, and Algiers. The Lady from Shanghai, The Big Sleep, and The Maltese Falcon. Warner Home Video. $5.95
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**Dolphins**


**SPIRITS**

The Djinns. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 100 enemy soldiers. What they don’t expect are malevolent desert find the wreckage, but no survivors—just an attache case stamped paratroopers venture into the desert in search of a missing plane. They of youth all over again! 98 minutes. Disney.

**TATTOO**

From the director of Another Midnight Run; Midnight Run Around; Grodin, Christopher McDonald, Joe Fiercer, and Amy Adams. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. E One.

**Top Action-Packed Movies**

Collects the first three explosive entries in the Resident Evil series, pitting the hard-hitting heroine Alice (Milla Jovovich) against wave after wave of undead monstrosities and their closed Resident Evil: Apocalypse; and Resident Evil: Extinction. Rated R. CC. Nearly 5 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures.

**Freaky Friday**


**Dead Man Down**

Widescreen. Victor (Colin Farrell), professional killer and the right hand man to an underground crime lord in New York City, is seduced and blackmailed by Beatrice (Noomi Rapace), victim of someone’sARRANTY. From the director of The Girl with a Dragon tattoo. Also stars Terrence Howard. Rated R. English. SDIH. 117 minutes. E One.

**Godless**

Widescreen. After the unexpected death of his wife, a farmer (Kevin Bacon) falls in love with his neighbor's daughter (Julie Benz). In love with his neighbor's daughter (Julie Benz). In love with his neighbor's daughter (Julie Benz). In love with his neighbor's daughter (Julie Benz). In love with his neighbor's daughter (Julie Benz).

**4 Film Favorites: Tommy Lee Jones Collection**

Widescreen. Four great characters, one tremendous star! Jones delivers tension and pathos in U.S. Marshals, with Wesley Snipes and Robert Downey Jr.; The Client, with Susan Sarandon, Sandra Bullock, and Aaron Eckhart; Fargo, with Nicole Kidman, Michael Douglas, and Steve Buscemi; and The Bug, with John Travolta, and Uma Thurman. Rated R. English. SDH. 102 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**Green Berets**

Flying Leathernecks/In Harm's Way. John Wayne is a triple threat in these classic war films. He directs and stars in the Three-Film Collection. SUNRISE. John Wayne takes to the skies as Kirby, a leader at odds with his executive officer, in Flying Leathernecks; and endures the harrowing ordeal of Pearl Harbor in Otto Preminger’s In Harm’s Way (B&W). CC. Over 6 hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**Secret Life of Walter Mitty**

Widescreen. Ben Stiller directs and stars in the story of a dashing amnesiac who escapes his anonymous life by disappearing into a fantasy world filled with heroism, romance, and adventure. When his job is threatened, Walter takes action in the real world to finish his hero’s journey, but is soon faced with a quandary: is it better to risk-loving life?

**Stories From The War On Homosexuality**

Famous for his work in the oppression of gay rights in the U.S. submarine Whale have escaped the nuclear destruction and radiation. As a lethal radiation cloud approaches, bringing with it a new wave of destruction. The powerhouses of the navy find themselves of the gay rights struggles in America are the stunning documentaries Coming Out Under Fire: Fundamentalists, and Licensed to Kill. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Docurama.

**High Kick Girl!**

Widescreen. Kei is the most skilled cheerleader in her school, but her sensei insists she must learn all the kata before winning her black belt. Defiant, she instead joins the Destingers, a fighting group that’s all about movement—so Kei begins to discover their real goal is to destroy her former sensei, she makes it her mission to stop them. Phase 4 Films.

**Dumb and Dumber/Double Feature**

The death of both of his parents, college graduate Nate Flanigan escapes his annoying life by running away to New York. He meets Alice (Milla Jovovich), a businesswoman in New York City. The two fall in love and decide to get married. However, Nate's ex-girlfriend, played by Uma Thurman, is still in love with him forever. Also stars Kristen Wiig. English. SDH. 114 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

**Dumb and Dumber**

Widescreen. From the director of Dumb and Dumber to. Stars like Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels as the dim-witted duo's high school quest to deliver a beautiful woman's briefcase. Universal.

**The Master**

Widescreen. Haunted by his past, WWI veteran and drifter Fred Quill crosses paths with a mysterious movement called The Cause, led by Lancaster Dodd, aka The Master, and his wife Peggy. The twisted relationship that follows is at the core of this behind-the-scenes look at Scientology. Rated R. English. SDH. 137 minutes. E One.

**On The Beach**

Widescreen. After a devastating war, only the inhabitants of Australia and the men of the U.S. submarine Whale have escaped the nuclear destruction and radiation. As a lethal radiation cloud approaches, bringing with it a new wave of destruction. The powerhouses of the navy find themselves of the gay rights struggles in America are the stunning documentaries Coming Out Under Fire: Fundamentalists, and Licensed to Kill. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Docurama.
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**DVD 182562**

THE SWINGIN' SEVENTIES: 50 Movies. Take a trip back in time with over 70 discs of 1970s... Enjoy classics like David Copperfield, The Borrowers, and Jane Eyre, as well as other hits starring James Earl Jones, Charles Bronson, Bill Bixby, Peter Falk, Peter Cook, and many others. Over 70 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

**DVD 5897422**

CONSPIRACY. Widescreen. After the worldwide controversy surrounding 9/11, MacPherson (Val Kilmer) reluctantly agrees to join a fellow soldier at his Arizona ranch. But when MacPherson arrives, his friend has mysteriously disappeared and no one will admit knowing anything. MacPherson is forced to bring some justice to the border town. Also stars Jennifer Esposito and Gary Cole. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**DVD 5881844**

THE 7TH VOYAGE OF SINBAD. The legendary Sinbad (Ken Welsh) sets off on a dangerous journey to the island of Colossus, where he hopes to break the spell cast over his island of Colossus, where he hopes to break the spell cast over his

**DVD 5887321**

I N MEMORY OF MARLA MALALA. Widescreen. Tells the true story of teenager Malala Yousafzai, who was attacked by Taliban gunmen in Pakistan for of teenager Malala Yousafzai, who was attacked by Taliban gunmen in Pakistan for

**DVD 5843952**

BRITISH CINEMA CLASSIC B FILM COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. Brings together six overlooked British comedies from the 1940s: My Father's Passage, Sidney Street, The Frightened Man, Crimes at the Dark House, The Hooded Terror, and Girl in the News; and his collections of art and antiquities. The

**DVD 4620461**

BRIDESHEAD REVISITED. Widescreen. When the charming aristocrat Sebastian invites Charles Ryder to his family's estate, Charles becomes seduced by their opulent lifestyle, and by Julia, Sebastian's sister. Their romance deepens, repercussions follow, and Charles discovers that at Brideshead, love, money, and power come at a price. Stars Emma Thompson and Matthew Goode. English. SDH. 153 minutes. Miramax. $9.95

**DVD 4620933**

HYSTERIA. Widescreen. In a world where a man can't find a medical cure for what ails woman—and accidentally electrified our love lives forever. Hugh Dancy, Jaggie Gyllenhaal, Jonathan Pryce, Felicity Jones and Richard E. Grant in this romantic comedy, telling the amusing true story of the world's first electrical electromechanical vibrator. Rated R. English. SDH. 100 minutes. E One. $9.95

**DVD 5764178**

GHOST ENCOUNTERS. The truth is stranger than fiction with these unsettling paranormal documentaries. Travel across our Haunted North America; head to Burlington County Prison for a chilling Ghost Hunt; and explore tineira's Paranormal Prisons; investigate a demonologist's trip to a haunted house in Haunted House; explore haunted shipwrecks in Ghosts at Sea and more. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 5761018**

OUTLANDER/ WOLFWOUND. Widescreen. In Outlander, a futuristic soldier crash-lands on Earth during a time when Viking tribes are warring. Fusing advanced technology with Iron Age weaponry, he must unite the Vikings and kill the person who caused it. Stars James McAvoy, Ron Perlman, Sophia Myles, and John Hurt. WOLFWOUND is the story of a warrior seeking to avenge his family's murder amidst ferocious animal instincts. Rated R. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Genius Entertainment. $9.95

**DVD 4620380**

ABDUCTION OF EDEN. Widescreen. After a night out with friends, Hyun Jae (Jamie Chung) accepts a late night ride home from a stranger, and her life is never the same again. What begins as a night of promise turns into a nightmare when she is abducted and imprisoned in Vegas as a sex slave. Also stars Beau Bridges and Matt O'Leary. Rated R. CC. 97 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

**DVD 5754097**

ARABIAN NIGHTS: THE COMPLETE MINISERIES EVENT. Fullscreen. Based on the classic story A Thousand and One Nights, this lavish miniseries brings to life the timeless fable of Scheherazade (Mali Avital), who saves her kingdom and her own life by entertaining her husband (Dougray Scott) with tales of magic, love, sex, and murder. Other telling tales of heroines, warriors, and djinn. Also stars John Leguizamo and Jason Scott Lee. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 5872159**

VIRGIN HUNTERS 2. Widescreen. The Supreme Commander of the World Alliance has banned all forms of sex. Enter the Alterrians, an erotic race of virgin-hunting sexual predators, and their sexy human nymph in training, Beth. They've come to Earth with one thing on their minds, and they won't let a worldwide ban stop them from enjoying their

**DVD 5843987**

THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE: Taming of the Shrew. Widescreen. When Queen Adel Phil sets sail for Australia, Captain Albert Ebbs is a happy man. After years in prison, he's finally been given command of the luxury liner. Unfortunately for him, he has a First Officer more concerned with women than running the ship, and a Chief Steward more interested in finding the ship's supplies. Stars Donald Sinden and Peggy Cummins. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**DVD 5925312**

LIBERACE: THE WORLD’S GREATEST SHOWMAN. Fullscreen. This biographical documentary tracks the lifetime of this amazing entertainer who brought song, laughter and beauty to the world with his music and his collections of art and antiquities. The film features interviews with his friends and colleagues, as well as other hits starring James Earl Jones, Charles Bronson, Bill Bixby, Peter Falk, Peter Cook, and many others. In B&W. $11.95 on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $7.95

**DVD 4620461**

BRIDESHEAD REVISITED. Widescreen. When the charming aristocrat Sebastian invites Charles Ryder to his family’s estate, Charles becomes seduced by their opulent lifestyle, and by Julia, Sebastian’s sister. Their romance deepens, repercussions follow, and Charles discovers that at Brideshead, love, money, and power come at a price. Stars Emma Thompson and Matthew Goode. English. SDH. 153 minutes. Miramax. $9.95

**DVD 5906691**

JUST BEFORE DAWN. Widescreen. Five friends set out for a weekend camping on a remote island in order to devote his life to the service of the Emperor. When the Imperial Court is overtaken by a traitor, Qianglong finds himself hunted by the people he trusted most. Stars Donnie Yen and Law Kar-ying. Rated R. Mill in Mandarin with English subtitles. $24.95

**DVD 5644150**

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNTOWNS. Widescreen. When newswires report hacking incursions on a private farm in childhood in order to devote his life to the service of the Emperor. When the Imperial Court is overtaken by a traitor, Qianglong finds himself hunted by the people he trusted most. Stars Donnie Yen and Law Kar-ying. Rated R. Mill in Mandarin with English subtitles. $24.95

**DVD 5704316**

BEACH BODIES. Widescreen. Surf’s up in six sizzling summer comedies from the ’80s and ’90s: Hotbedties; Private Resort; Side Out; Calendar Girl; Spring Break; and Lovelies. Stars include Johnny Deep, Jason Priestley, Joe Pantoliano, Greg Bradford, C. Thomas Howell, Mary Beth Evans, and others. Most Rated R. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 5843952**

BRITISH CINEMA CLASSIC B FILM COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. Brings together six overlooked British comedies from the 1940s: My Father's Passage, Sidney Street, The Frightened Man, Crimes at the Dark House, The Hooded Terror, and Girl in the News; and his collections of art and antiquities. The

**DVD 5709530**

PRESTIGE STURGES: THE FILMMAKER COLLECTION. Widescreen. The finest and most overlooked films of early Hollywood pioneer come together in one seven-film collection. He directs stars like Brian Donlevy, Dick Powell, Joel McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, and others. Includes all 32 of Keaton's extant silent shorts.

**DVD 5790591**

WHISPERING SMITH: Universal Western Collection. Five of the finest and earliest Westerns in the history of cinema. With stars like Alan Ladd, John Wayne, and John Carradine, these films are now available for the first time in a non-originally

**DVD 5990691**

THE DAY AFTER HALLOWEEN. Widescreen. Cast out of her home by her puritanical mother, hard-partying hard-core freak Catherine (Kim Thomson) seeks respite in the modeling crowd. As she begins her own modeling career, she realizes she's being stalked by a mysterious figure in an ice-cream van. Also known as Snapshot, this is a twisted tale of suspense that is one you don't want to miss. Rated R. 101 minutes. Scorpion.

**DVD 5930499**

BUSTER KEATON: The Shorts Collection 1917-1923. Includes all 32 of Keaton’s extant silent shorts. These 2K restorations utilize archival film elements from around the world, completely restoring the vision of Keaton's early career. Watching these films in succession, one witnesses the evolution of an artist—from broad knockabout comedian into a filmmaker of remarkable visual sophistication. In B&W. 738 minutes on five DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $44.95 $32.95
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**DVD 5950678 KING SOLOMON’S MINES.** Widescreen. Richard Chamberlain stars as intrepid explorer Allan Quatermain and Sharon Stone as his adventurous paramour, Jesse Huston. Jesse’s father has vanished in the vast jungles of Africa, and Jesse wants Allan to find him. The quest is one brimming with peril—menacing threats that could mean Quatermain’s death. 133 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 2762196 X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST.** Widescreen. Both cinematic interpretations of the X-Men franchise come together for one of the comic book’s most beloved stories. As Sentinel robots hunt down mutants and humans alike, the X-Men join their younger selves in an epic struggle to change the past—and save our future. Starring James McAvoy, Michael Fassbender, Jennifer Lawrence, Halle Berry, Ellen Page, Ian McKellen, and Patrick Stewart. CC. English SDH. In this sequel to X-Men: Days of Future Past, the first X-Men head back into the past to help stop a wave of kill-mutants and humans alike, the X-Men must brave the treacherous weather and mountainous terrain to get their hands on the serum. 136 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.98.

**DVD 5725952 THE FORMULA.** Widescreen. Embroiled in police detective drama, Caine goes on a mission that seems to be more for personal than professional motivation. Caine tracks the dogs and dodges death, he finds his investigation is tied to a long-forgotten formula for non-polluting synthetic fuel that wouldn’t just revolutionize the oil industry, it would destroy it. Stars George C. Scott and Marlon Brando. CC. English SDH. 131 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 5832561 PRINCESS.** Widescreen. While her workaholic mother is away, 12-year-old Adar and her stepfather push their way past his colleagues, Krippendorf decides to film the wildest tribe he can find: his own offspring! Also stars Jenna Elfman and Lily Tomlin. 94 minutes. Touchstone. Rated R. CC. 117 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $5.95.

**DVD 5833383 THE COCOANUTS: THE MARX BROTHERS.** Fullscreen. The Marx Brothers made their motion picture debut with this outrageously funny adaptation of their Broadway play, Groucho plays the owner of the Hotel de Cocanaut, who tries to fleece everyone from innocent bellboys to wealthy society matron Mrs. Potter (Margaret Dumont). Chico and Harpo jump into the fun as a pair of suitcase-carrying con men. English SDH. In 95 B&W. 94 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $5.95.

**DVD 5917565 NIGHT FLIGHT.** Police dispatcher (Gene Barry) is broken in Rio de Janeiro, and the return is in Santiago. There’s only one way to get the medicine where it desperately needed: desperate pilots must brave the treacherous weather and forbidding jungle of the Andes. This 1953 classic stars John Barrymore, Clark Gable, Helen Hayes and Myrna Loy. English SDH. In 95 B&W. 85 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $5.95.

**DVD 18999260 7 SHADIES OF SEXY.** Seven spooky stories of sex, sensation, and desire. Bliss; Bare Witness; Spider’s Web, Impulse; Youth Without Youth; Storyville; and Where the Truth Lies. The sult of House of Wax. Features: Angela Lansbury, Ida Lupino, Richard Widmark, Donald Peppers, Barbara Stanwyck, George Murphy, Claire Trevor, and many more. Olive Films. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 3657756 CAST A GIANT SHADOW.** Widescreen. War hero and Jewish American Mickey Marcus is called to the new state of Israel to build an army capable of withstanding its Arab foes. As he transforms a ragtag underground army into a first-class fighting machine, another conflict begins—this time—the fight for his heart. Stars Kirk Douglas, Angie Dickinson, Senta Berger, Yul Brynner, John Wayne, and Frank Sinatra. 138 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 5862525 WRETCH OF THE TSBAR – PETER THE GREAT: Icons of Power.** Widescreen. Journey into the wartime chaos, political intrigue, and social upheaval of 18th century Russia for a wondrous look at a pivotal Russian Tsar. Told through historical re-creations and in-depth analysis, it is a penetrating look at the man behind the legend. For history buffs and intellectually insatiable fans. CC. 88 minutes. National Geographic. Pub. at $24.95.


**DVD 2764173 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #13.** Widescreen. In this final entry in the German sexploitation “Schoolgirl Report” series, we find a high school theatre troupe rehearsing the balcony scene from Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet. During dress rehearsals, the newly-departed female students contemplate both love and sex in five steamy vignettes. Stars Katja Biehn. 88 minutes. Adult Only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95.


**DVD 5843928 WATERWORLD.** Widescreen. When Earth is completely covered in water and the human race is struggling to survive, only remaining solution is a better future is a drifter (Kevin Costner), caught up in a battle with the evil Deacon (Dennis Hopper), and a child’s secret key to a wondrous world of “Dry Land.” English SDH. 136 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 5788701 VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA.** Widescreen. On its maiden voyage, the crew of the Seaview discovers that Van Allen radiation has caused a nuclear mutation. Admiral Harriman (Walker Edgerton) knows the only way to stop the bomb is to fire a nuclear missile into the belt. He faces impossible obstacles, even a giant squid, while trying to save the world. Also stars Barbara Eden and Peter Lore. CC. 105 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $7.95.

**DVD 5776309 HAMMER TERROR: GREATEST CLASSIC Films Collection.** Collects four gruesome cult films from the legendary Hammer Films’ golden age: Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing: Horror of Dracula; Dracula Has Risen from the Grave; The Curse of Frankenstein; and Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed. CC. English. 95 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $9.95.

**DVD 5912148 BOY ON A DOLPHIN.** Widescreen. On the Greek island of Hydra, Phaedra (Sophia Loren in her American film debut), a sponge diver, finds a gold statue of a boy riding a dolphin. Her slick boyfriend (Jorge Mistral) wants to sell it to a pirate, so the boy must escape. Based on an American anthropologist (Alan Ladd). 111 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 5913803 HAUNTED HONEYMOON.** Widescreen. Comedy legends Gene Wilder, Gilda Radner, and Dom DeLuise star in this ingenious, amusingly spooky comedy, amiss great aunt Lacy, Lacy is undergoing therapy intended to rid him of his irrational phobias—by shaking them right out of him. But he has something very real to fear when he learns that someone in his family may be a werewolf. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 3653953 A DANGEROUS METHOD.** Widescreen. From director David Cronenberg comes a dark tale of sexual and intellectual discovery. Carl Jung (Michael Fassbender) has just begun his career, having been inspired by the work of Sigmund Freud. Alfred (James McAvoy) and Sabina (Kate Winslet) meet. But the arrival of a mysterious and beautiful patient (Keira Knightley) soon draws Jung across some dangerous lines. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.95.

**DVD 3646559 MORELLO’S ALL-NITE SPEAKTOPULCA: The Hair-Raising Horror Host Show.** Join your old standby Hostess with the Mostest as she digs up three terrifying films: the extraterrestrial thriller The Creators; the haunted house chiller House of Blood; and the supernatural horror feature Hobgoblins. Plus three “Ghastly Theatre” episodes and two “Retromedia Drive-In” segments. Not Rated. Five hours. Infinity. Pub. at $19.98.

**DVD 4579100 BATTLE CASTLE.** An instruction manual document collection brings to life mighty medieval fortifications and the sieges they resisted. Join host Dan Snow as he explores the bowels of medieval fortresses, (from Chateau Gaillard to Malbork, as well as the explosive battles that tested their might. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95.
Movies

**DVD 5703727 THE ROBERT DREW KENNEDY FILMS COLLECTION.** Considered a breakthrough documentary filmmaking, these three films offer the most intimate and candid look at Kennedy ever put on film. The groundbreaking Primary offers a portrait of Kennedy on his path to the White House. Chasing a Presidential Commitment captures JFK in the White House as he engages in a dramatic showdown over desegregation. Faces of November presents a view of the public's reaction to Kennedy's funeral on November 22, 1963. In B&W; 117 minutes on two DVDs. Docurama. $7.95

**DVD 5703888 RIVERWORLD.** Widescreen. After being killed in an explosion, Matt (Tahmoh Penikett) finds himself on an unusual planet where people from all eras of history have suddenly come together in one time. Under the watchful eye of a mysterious alien force. Also stars Laura Vandervoort and Alan Cumming. C. Nearly 3 hours. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $21.99 $14.95

**DVD 2772671 THE DICKUCENTARY: A Short History of the Penis.** Widescreen. Discover everything you've always wanted to know about the penis, but were afraid to ask. Traveling across 14 countries, and featuring interviews with more than 40 experts, this is the culmination of its beginnings in prehistory to the version we know today. 71 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $21.99 $14.95

**DVD 5905732 PANTHER GIRL OF THE KONGO.** The jaw-dropping, jungle-faring exploits of the legendary Panther Girl will definitely live to this classic 12 chapter serial from 1954. Phyllis Coates plays the title character, joined by Myron Healey as big game hunter, and two Spanish and a scientist Dr. Morgan. In B&W; 168 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 5703735 LIBERIA: AN Uncivil War.** In the summer of 2003, Liberia, America's oldest African ally, was thrown into chaos. Splitting its time between the regime of the corrupt President Charles Taylor and the rebel Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD), this astonishing documentary offers a behind the scenes account of the bloody military conflict that destroyed a nation. 102 minutes. Docurama. $5.95

**DVD 5753317 THE LITTLE BLUE BOX.** Widescreen. Classic 70s erotica, newly remastered! A sexy temptress (Jennifer Welles) destroys a nation. 102 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 5790966 RED SONJA: Queen of Plagues.** The iconic fantasy heroine gets a fresh new attitude with the thrilling new adventure of the beautiful small-town girl, chosen to play the lead role on a TV series. Starting her new career in Hollywood with Robert Hayes and Julie Hagerty; and another Mothers. The Conspiracy to Rule Your Mind. $5.95

**DVD 5703689 GUERRILLA: The Taking of Patty Hearst.** Widescreen. In 1974, college student Patty Hearst was kidnapped by a terrorist group called the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA), determined to foment a violent political uprising across the United States. Two months after her kidnapping, Patty shocked the nation by changing her name to Tania and joining her captors in robbing a bank. An eye-opening chronicle of this unique unfolding this award-winning documentary. 89 minutes. Docurama. $5.95

**DVD 5790468 THE CLAUDETTE COLBERT COLLECTION: Universal Backlot Series.** Celebrate the career of one of the most popular and versatile actresses in Hollywood history with this collection of essential films. Claudette Colbert steals the screen in Three-Cornered Moon; Maid of Salem; I Met Him in Paris. Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife; No Time for Love; and Another Mothers. Also stars include Fred MacMurray and Gary Cooper. English SDH. In B&W; Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $17.95

**DVD 5873806 THE KILLING OF AMERICA.** In 1961, filmmakers Sheldon Renan and Leonard Pfau created a provocative exposé of the American working class that had never met before that night. The vivid conversation that unfolded was one for the ages, covering a broad range of topics that would still be relevant today. This powerful documentary follows the group of men trapped in an underworld of intravenous drug use and sex parties, and one health worker determined to save them. Grappling with the horrors of HIV, addiction, and a world that won’t accept them, these men have a story to tell. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**DVD 5917522 STAND BY ME: DELUXE EDITION.** Widescreen. Based on Stephen King’s novella ‘The Body’, Reiner’s timeless film is regarded as one of the best coming-of-age tales ever told. In a small Oregon town, a group of young friends set out on a fearless odyssey. The genuinely heartwarming story of youth and innocence is more relevant today than ever. In B&W; 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. $14.95

**DVD 5984318 HELLS BELOW.** Widescreen. Charts some of the most dramatic and influential submarine films of WWII, told from the perspectives of the naval masterminds who plotted the strategies and the tenacious commanders who carried them out. Follow the ongoing challenges the Axis and Allies faced as they battled against each other. English SDH. In B&W; Five hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**DVD 2768054 SNOW HONEYS.** Fullscreen. Featuring lots of odd and hilarious overdubbing, this collection of sexy vignettes is filled to begin with to the steamiest scenes of the early '80s. Watch the budding "Lois Canal" in a hilarious superhero spoof; witness a dirty old man and a foxy lady getting it on with bizarre French accents; a flirty lesbian scene on a furry rug in front of a fireplace; and more. 75 minutes. Adult Swim. Pub. at $19.99 $24.95

**DVD 3827844 THE HAPPy HOoKER TRILOGY.** Widescreen. Lynn Redgrave, Joan Hotchkiss and Martine Beswick all star as Xenia Hollander, a girl on the verge of discovering her sexuality, her financial freedom, and her awakening as heroine! A provocative connection between the two. Includes The Happy Hooker (1975, 96 minutes), The Happy Hooker Goes to Washington (1977, 89 minutes), and The Happy Hooker Goes to Washington (1980, 88 minutes). In B&W; Two DVDs, one double-sided. MGM. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

**DVD 5904307 ’80S COMEDY: 5 Film Collection.** Widescreen. Blues, violence and rock and roll!paradise own! Includes Ferris Bueller’s Day Off with Matthew Broderick; Planes, Trains and Automobiles with Steve Martin and John Candy; Airplane! with Robert Hayes and Julie Hagerty; and Another Mothers. Distribution. 1969-1973: Freak Jazz, Movie Madness. $9.95

**DVD 2752778 NEW WORLD ORDER: THE COMPOSITION OF THE WORLD'S GOVERNMENT.** Widescreen. Documentary about the worldwide conspiracy orchestrated by an extremely powerful and influential group of genetically related individuals who include medical doctors, law professors, political leaders, drug dealers, and corporate elite whose goal is to create One World Government. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**DVD 593159X PANIC IN YEAR ZERO.** Widescreen. While vacationing in the Angeles mountains, Harry Baldwin and his family see a mushroom cloud forming over the L.A. skyline. With the highways and towns at a standstill, Baldwin and his family decide to head to shelter, where they await more news of the nuclear disaster. A Cold War thriller starring Ray Milland, Jean Hagen and Frankie Avalon. $14.95

**DVD 5943339 THE KILLING OF A Holy Mao.** In B&W; 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $19.95

**DVD 4612914 WHEN BETTe MeE: THE ROBERT DREW KENNEDY FILMS COLLECTION.** In the fall of 1973, West Hollywood designer Charles Pollock threw a cocktail party for his friends, legends of the screen that had never met before that night. The vivid conversation that unfolded was one for the ages, covering a broad range of topics that would still be relevant today. This powerful documentary follows the group of men trapped in an underworld of intravenous drug use and sex parties, and one health worker determined to save them. Grappling with the horrors of HIV, addiction, and a world that won’t accept them, these men have a story to tell. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95
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DVD 5790955 WAR ARROW: Universal Western Collection. Fullscreen. To quell a Kiowa Indian uprising in the American Southwest, Army Major Howell Brady (Jeff Chandler) is dispatched to a fort in Texas. There he meets the lovely Elaine Corwin (Maureen O'Hara), where he must face a band of cavalry scouts. See more titles at erhbc.com/439. 24 hours on two double-sided DVDs. Universal. $7.95

★ DVD 5931169 BEWARE! The Blob. Widescreen. The Blob is back, and more outrageous than ever! In 1972 scientists find the popular sci-fi classic. A geologist brings home an unusual piece of debris from the North Pole. But when the frozen artifact, it’s revealed as the notorious Blob. It’s alive—once again—and boy, is it hungry. Stars Robert Walker Jr., Cindy Williams, Burgess Meredith, and others. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 5994417 BING CROSBY: The Singing Detective. Experience the talent of one of the most popular entertainers of all time with this 24-film set, showcasing a diverse range of roles from throughout his career. Includes College Humor; Mississippi, Rhythm on the Range; Double or Nothing; Sing You Sinners; East Side of Heaven, Road to Singapore; Holiday Inn; Blue Skies; A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court; and much more, plus special features: Bing Crosby Rediscovered. In Color and B&W. Over 38 hours on thirteen DVDs. Universal. $24.95

DVD 5955027 DANGER, DEATH AND DAMES: 50 Films. The suspense and intrigue never lets up in these gritty and gripping film and TV collections. Dark Crimes offers up ten movies including Edward G. Robinson, Lloyd Bridges, Yul Brenner, Barbara Stanwyck and others. The crime-solving continues with Best of TV Detectives, collecting episodes of Amos 'n Andy; Life with Luigi; and the bonus documentary: Bing Crosby Rediscovered. In Color and B&W. Over 100 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Mill Creek. $14.95

DVD 584225 COWBOYS, ALIENS, ROBOTS AND DEATH RAYS. Sci-fi thrills meet Western adventure in a bizarre blend of genre films from the ‘30s and ‘40s. Includes Radio Ranch with Gene Autry, Ghost Patrol with Tim McCoy, Tombstone Canyon with Ken Maynard, Riders of the Whistling Skull with Van Johnson, Robinson Jeffers (aka Karl Maitland) with William Newell; Gun Pack with Jack Randall; Saddle Mountain Roundup with Ray “Cassh” Corrigan); and Vanishing Riders with Bill Cody Sr. & Jr. In B&W. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

DVD 4531280 BATTLEFRONT EUROPE: World War II Collection. The biggest names in Hollywood go to battle in four explosive war films. Lee Marvin stars in the special director’s cut of The Big Red One, director Samuel Fuller’s powerful classic (Rated R); Henry Fonda leads the action in Battle of the Bulge; Marvin joins Ernest Borgnine, Charles Bronson, Tuesday Weld, and others in The Dirty Dozen; and Clint Eastwood and Richard Burton lead the African search and rescue tale Where Eagles Dare. CC. Over 10 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $59.92 $11.95

DVD 4545834 DESIRABLE TEACHER 2. Widescreen. Just when you thought it was safe to go back to school, Alvaro Vitali is going to wreak all possible havoc on your senses. Vitali has his eye firmly set on the curvy of his new principal, played by the smoking hot Nicole Mitt. In Italian with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Adults only. Mya. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

DVD 455210 JOHN WAYNE MOVIE COLLECTION: The Franchise Collection. Five films from John Wayne’s long and illustrious career. Seven Sinners and Pittsburgh (both with Marlene Dietrich); The War Hunter with John Mills; Sky King with Robert Mitchum and Jet Pilot. Other co-stars include Susan Hayward, Randolph Scott, and Janet Leigh. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Over 8 hours on two double-sided DVDs. Universal. $11.95

★ DVD 5880815 NURSE DIARY: Beast Afternoon. Widescreen. A doctor develops a new scientific breakthrough in female psychotherapy, the "Dream Room," a device that is inserted into a woman to record her thoughts and dreams. But the device has more sinister uses too, it is used to record the sexual and violent fantasies of one disturbed patient. A twisted tale of eroticism. 66 minutes. Adults only. Shock-O-Rama. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 5931401 THE HOLCROFT COVENANT. Widescreen. Noel Holcroft (Michael Caine) receives an inheritance from his grandfather, a holcroft from the Third Reich, now intended to aid Holocaust survivors. But as Holcroft delves into the treasure’s mysterious history, it leads him toward a shocking discovery: the Fourth Reich! Based on the book by Robert Ludlow and directed by John Frankenheimer. Rated R. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 593169X THE TAKING OF PELHAM ONE TWO THREE. Widescreen. Armed professionals hijack a New York subway train, threatening to kill one hostage per minute. Forced to stall these unknown men and women, a team of emergencydivers is delivered or a rescue is made, transit chief Lieutenant Garber must outsmart and outmaneuver the crassest of criminals. Stars Walter Matthau and Robert Shaw. R. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 5950643 COMMANDO CODY: Sky Marshal of the Universe, Commando Cody, the venerable Sky Marshal of the Universe (Judd Holder), along with trusted aide Jana (Sharon Farrell), and new recruit, Richards (William Schaffler), must foil the various schemes of The Ruler (Gregory Gay), an evil alien life form hell-bent on overtaking our world! Six hours on 2 DVDs. Olive Films. $17.95

★ DVD 5754143 CRIME WAVE: 50 Movie Collection, Fullscreen. Twists and turns abound in 35 classic crime films. Boasting top talent like Orson Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Barbara Stanwyck, Ginger Rogers, Lloyd Bridges, Bela Lugosi, and Angela Lansbury, these smoky tales of murder and mayhem include Bowery at Midnight; Dressed to Kill; The Red House; Trapped; Please Murder Me.; The Thirteenth Guest; and much more. In B&W. Nearly 62 hours on ten DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.98 $14.95

★ DVD 5786290 DEPORTED WOMEN of the SS SPECIAL SECTION. Widescreen. One of the first Nazisploitation shockers is also one of the strangest. John Steiner stars as the depraved Commandant of a women’s concentration camp, degraded, forced to submit to female officers, and trained to be prostitutes for the Reich. Not for those with a weak stomach. 97 minutes. Adults only. Interview.

★ DVD 5927193 LAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI JOKES. This Starz-funded music documentary charts the final days of Jimmy King’s legendary Subway Snaps in Jackson, Mississippi and the early days of Martin, Mississippi. Includes footage from访问es Hot; Wilder’s and , Minnie Louise; and Angela Lancebury, these smoky tales of murder and mayhem include Bowery at Midnight; Dressed to Kill; The Red House; Trapped; Please Murder Me.; The Thirteenth Guest; and much more. In B&W. Nearly 62 hours on ten DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.98 $14.95

★ DVD 4551851 WHERE’S POPPA? Widescreen. A109 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

★ DVD 5932196 AFTER THE FOX. Widescreen. Million of dollars worth of gold bullion is on its way to an unknown Italian destination. Only one criminal mastermind is capable of stealing it—the Fox! He is a flamboyant movie director, he casts an egotistical film star (Victor Mature) and his own sister (Brid Klind) in a film about a gold theft! 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 5931754 WHERE’S POPPA? Widescreen. George Segal gives a hilarious performance as a man with a problem—his mother (Ruth Gordon). He promised his late father he’d take care of her, but when he finally meets her he’s the target of a ballyhooed eccentric mother becomes intent on turning his dreams into one huge nightmare. Directed by Carl Reiner. Rated R. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 4567802 THE EURO-SLEAZE COLLECTION. The three most despaved European films in existence! Barbara Magnoffi and Stefania D’Amario play the The Starz of Ursula, innocent girls whose idyllic getaway becomes a nightmare of sex and murder (in Italian with English subtitles). The Sinful Dwarf, a sadist who implores sex slaves in his mother’s attic (75 minutes). Finally, Ann-Gisel Glass is Hanna D, a coy teenage tease who is transformed into a depraved whores (88 minutes). Three DVDs. Adults only. Sevenart. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/439
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**DVD 361834** GENE AUTRY: Collection 2. Fullscreen. The Western star’s rollicking big band music and unforgettable lullabies are brought home in these four classics, fully restored and uncut from Autry’s personal film archives. Includes The Cowboy and the Indians; The Blazing Sun; Hills of Utah; and On Top of Old Smoky. Also stars Clayton Moore, Pat Buttram, and Smiley Burnett. In B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.95.

$7.95

**DVD 482749** JOHN FRANKHEIMER COLLECTION: The Manchurian Candidate / The Train/The Young Savages. Fullscreen. Four Frankenstein classics. Orion stars Robert De Niro in a shadowy battle of mercenaries. The Manchurian Candidate stars Frank Sinatra and Janet Leigh in a sinister political plot involving brainwashed soldiers. In B&W. The Young Savages star Burl Lancaster, first as a French Resistance member trying to stop a Nazi train, and then as an Assistant D.A. who learns not every case is open and shut. Eight hours on 4 DVDs. MGM.

**DVD 461648** ESTHER WILLIAMS, VOLUME 2: TCM Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection. The irresistible leading lady stars in four rhapsodic, light-hearted musicals (most never before on DVD), restored, presented in gripping re-enactments. Williams plays a swimming teacher who finds new love in Thrill of a Romance; joins Rick Montalban for the mistaken-identity comedy Annette Kellerman in Million Dollar Mermaid. English SDH. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $27.92.

$7.95

**DVD 7568143** ERROL FLYNN ADVENTURES. Fullscreen. Errol Flynn stars as the man of action in these five hard-hitting WWI classics. Desperate Journey (1942, with Ronald Reagan and Nancy Coleman); Edge of Darkness (1943, with Ann Sheridan and Walsh Hudson); Northern Pursuit (1943, with Julie Bishop and Helmut Dantine); Uncertain Glory (1944, with Paul Lukas and Jean Sullivan); and Northern Cross (1943, with Ronald Reagan and Janis Wilson). English SDH. Over 6 hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95.

$9.95

**DVD 5959031** MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: XXXVI. Fullscreen. Mike Nelson, Penn Jillette, and John Ritter, those champions of long-suffering cinephiles, are back with another collection of classic MST3K episodes. Join these ever-present wise-cracking robots Tom Servo and Crow, they tear four cheesy classics to shreds. Includes Lof Fi: The Search for Schrödinger’s Cat; Stranded in Space; City Limits; The Incredible Molten Man; and Riding Death. Eight hours on 4 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.97.

$4.95

**Television & Radio**

**DVD 5952922** JOHN ADAMS. Fullscreen. Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book by David McCullough. HBO’s seven-part mini-series is an epic that interweaves the story of America’s beginnings with one of the most moving love stories in our nation’s history—that of John and Abigail Adams. Stars Paul Giamatti and Laura Linney. CC. Over thirty-one episodes. English SDH. Nearly 29 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.95.

$9.95

**DVD 2762080** LOONEY TUNES: Spotlight Collection 4. Unleashes 28 specially selected cartoons (most never before on DVD), restored, remastered, and ideal for everyone ages 8 to 108. Includes topics like A Hawk and a Hare; Pigeon Tornado; and featuring the Academy Award winner “Knifty Knitting Bugs,” and Kitty Korner, a meow-velous Sylvester Showcase. CC. 196 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.95.

$9.95

**DVD 3594602** THE CASEBOOK OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: DVD Collection. Benny and Ed Hartman are back as the masterful Sherlock Holmes and his faithful cohort Dr. Watson. Based on Arthur Conan Doyle’s original stories are six tales of deduction and suspense. Includes The Red Headed League; The Case of the Black Bow Tie; The Adventure of the Red Circle; The Problem of Thor Bridge; Shoscombe Old Place; The Boscombe Valley Mystery; The Illustrious Client; and The Creeping Man. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MP interleaved with bonus disc loaded with interactive features. Twelve hours on 9 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $54.99.

$11.95

**DVD 5721075** THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME ONE: The Year Wars. Fullscreen. Go on spectacular WWI-era journeys with young Indy as he tangles with Nazis, Africa, and Asia. From coming face to face with historical figures from Vladimir Lenin to the Red Baron along the way. That’s not all. Special features include more than two dozen in-depth documentaries and a bonus disc loaded with interactive features. Twelve hours on 9 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $54.99.

$11.95

**DVD 574816X** THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. The brilliant investigative mind of Sherlock Holmes has long captivated readers and viewers alike. This set contains four feature films (Murder at the Baskervilles; The Sign of Four; The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes; and The Woman in Green), as well as the entire run of 39 episodes of the radio series, in glorious color. Over twenty-four hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98.

$9.95

**DVD 5581885** HAMLET AT ELINORE. Fullscreen. Directed by famed stage director Peter Bogdanovich, this Emmy-nominated performance is joined by an all-star cast including Michael Caine, Robert Shaw, Roy Kinnear and Donald Sutherland in this historic production of Shakespeare’s tale of love, betrayal, revenge and the AFI’s #1 film. Includes two documentaries that chart the early years of one of history’s greatest monarchs. Jessamyn Helms, Rufus Sewell and Tom Hughes star in the story of an insoluble murder, which even the local constable cannot solve. Includes the true stories of supernatural events, presented in gripping re-enactments. Collects 70 episodes. In B&W. Nearly 29 hours on six DVDs. FilmChet. Pub. at $19.98.

$14.95

**DVD 3620166** KATHARINE HEPBURN: 100th Anniversary Collection. Winner of four Academy Awards, with twenty nominations, Katharine Hepburn is featured in these six classic films, assembled for the first time in one magnificent DVD box set. Includes The Love, Dragon Seed; Undercurrent; and The Corn is Green. Other stars include Spencer Tracy, Lucille Ball, Robert Mitchum, and Bette Davis. In B&W, and nearly 14 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $59.92.

$19.95

**DVD 5296263** THE TRAIL WEST. Hit the trail with 20 tales from the untamed American frontier. From barnum brawls and hold-ups to shoot-outs and showdowns, tiny town justice is the best you can get. Includes four feature classics that features the best outlaw laws and lawmen this side of the Mississippi. Saddle up for The Laramie Kid; Law Men; The Naked Hills; Rage at Sunset; Sagittarius, Silver Spurs; The Sundowners; and so many more. Also starring Roy Wayne, Roy Rogers, Clark Gable, Ronald Reagan, Lee Van Cleef, Gene Autry, and plenty others. Packaged in a collective case sure to impress any western fan. Over 234 hours on fifty DVDs. Hit the Road and the Beanstalk; the Oscar-winning Tweetie Pie; and more. English SDH. Nearly 107 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.95.

$7.95

**DVD 5781938** SECRET ARMY: Series One. This classic BBC period drama charts the lives of a secret group of Belgian resistance members, aka Lifeline, during WWII. They risk their death and torture to help Allied airmen escape back to Britain after being shot down by the Luftwaffe in Nazi-occupied Europe. Seven episodes. Stars Bernard Hepton, Jan Francis, and Angela Richards, among others. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98.

$9.95

**DVD 5826535** THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME TWO: The War Years. Fullscreen. Go on spectacular WW II-era journeys with young Indy as he tangles with Nazis, Africa, and Asia. From coming face to face with historical figures from Vladimir Lenin to the Red Baron along the way. That’s not all. Special features include more than two dozen in-depth documentaries and a bonus disc loaded with interactive features. Twelve hours on 9 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $54.99.

$11.95

**DVD 5589561** SCARLETT. Fullscreen. Joanie Wray-Climer, Kimberly Dalton, Sean and John. The large star in this epic miniseries sequel to Gone with the Wind. Picking up where that classic left off, it sees Scarlett O’Hara on a journey from Georgia to Hollywood and back again to the land. She is in seeking Rhett Butler, but political upheavals and a false accusation of murder will stand in her way. Six hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

$9.95

**DVD 3576728** SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Complete Adventures. Fourteen episodes. Follow the adventures of master detective Sherlock Holmes (Ronald Howard) and his faithful assistant Dr. Watson (Harold Marion-Crawford) as they solve one maddening crime after another. But the aid of the bumbling Inspector Lestrade (Archie Duncan). Collects all 39 thrilling episodes of the classic mystery series. In B&W. Over 19 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98.

$8.95
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**DVD 4616888** DINITOPO: The Series. Fullscreen. Inspired by James Gurney’s popular books, this epic fantasy adventure of a 21st-century family stranded in ancient prehistoric Dinotopia. It’s a land of wondrous creatures and expansive cities, but beneath its surface, danger awaits. Can they survive the peril of extinction? Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 3630277** WORLD WITHOUT END: The Epic Eight-Part Miniseries. WideScreen. This epic eight-part miniseries follows the story of a woman struggling to survive the Dark Ages. With her lover, she builds a community in Kingsbridge that stands up to the Church and the Crown. Together, they must fight to save their town from ruin. Stars Cynthia Nixon, Ben Chaplin, and Peter Firth. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**DVD 5860709** WAREHOUSE 13: Season Two. Widescreen. Join Pete, Myka, Artie, and their quirky crew as they chase for fantastic new artifacts across the globe and through time. Racing against the clock, these dangerous missions will lead them to discover new allies and face ancient evil. Collects all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

**DVD 5860871** WAREHOUSE 13: Season Three. Widescreen. Join Pete, Myka, Artie, and their quirky crew as they chase for fantastic new artifacts across the globe and through time. Racing against the clock, these dangerous missions will lead them to discover new allies and face ancient evil. Collects all 17 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

**DVD 5919177** WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. Inspired by John Ford’s classic movie, this eight-hour, 13-episode western follows Major Seth Andrews (Ward Bond), Head Scout Flint McCullough (Robert Horton), comic Charlie Wooster (Frankie Thomas), and dashing Marshall Michael Haws (Terry Wilson) as they endure the perilous journey by Conestoga wagon from the banks of the Mississippi to California’s Pacific shores. Collects all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours on ten DVDs. Timless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $9.95

**DVD 5916798** WAGON TRAIN: 24 Episodes. Fullscreen. Presents 24 exciting episodes, each chronicling a personal story of courage and perseverance on the great migration westward during the 1800s. Takes original from film prints, these adventures boast breathtaking scenery and a terrific cast lead by Ward Bond, Robert Horton, John McIntire, John Quade, and others. Includes four mischief-making episodes, pitting the gang against scares big and small. Over 9 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $9.95

**DVD 5721164** BORG: Star Trek—Fan Collective. Brace yourself for thrilling action and adventure as the Federation’s best take on their most relentless enemy in this series-spanning mind-bending collection. Prepare yourself for an outrageous future adventure that will spin your imagination. Collects all 26 episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

**DVD 4624173** EARTH: The Biography. Widescreen. This landmark series uses breathtaking footage and specialist imaging to tell the story of the great forces that shape the planet. Filmed from Ethiopia’s unique lava lake to an ice cave under a glacier in Greenland and a host of amazing locations in between, we imagine the forces that helped shaped the world and transform Earth into the amazing place we know today. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $9.95

**DVD 3690122** FRINGE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Teleportation, mind control, invisibility, astral projection, mutation, reanimation: phenomena exist on the fringe of science that are unleashed in this thrilling series, created in part by J.J. Abrams. It follows an FBI agent, a scientist, and the son of a scientist as they investigate a series of bizarre events known as “The Pattern.” Stars Anna Torv, Joshua Jackson, and Lance Reddick. Collects all 12 Season One Episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Bros. Ent. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**DVD 590711X** FLASH GORDON COLLECTION. Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the interstellar adventurer who leads the expedition to Conquer the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plague. Then, Steve Holland takes the role in 13 episodes of the Flash Gordon TV series, followed by Andrew Prine in the 1949 feature version of the “lost” 1938 Lone Ranger serial. Stars John McIntire, Terry Wilson, Robert Fuller, and Michael Burns. In B&W. Over 27 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $9.95

**DVD 5916674** LARAMIE: The Second Season. Fullscreen. With great western scenery and action, these bring the Wyoming frontier to life as Slim (Robert Conrad) and master of disguise Agent Artemus Gordon (Robert Wightman) as John-Boy). Taking A Walton Easter. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 5892536** THE LITTLE RASCALS: Scary Spooktacular! Fullscreen. Get ready for outrageous antics and wild imaginations with four mischievous-making episodes, pitting the Rascals against their ever-present foes of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. $9.95

**DVD 5995910** OLDEST LIVING CONFEDERATE WIDOW TELLS ALL. Fully Roasted. When it comes to tales of history, few stories are more entertaining than the nation’s oldest widow of a Confederate soldier, takes you through her extraordinary life in her own words. Featuring a remarkable collection of celebrity roasts. Includes Arnold Bancroft, Diane Lane, Donald Sutherland, Blythe Danner and others, this dramatization spans more than a century—the Civil War, The Great Depression, World War II and on into the present. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 5879876** THE DEAN MARTIN CELEBRITY ROASTS: Fully Roasted. What began as a ratings booster for the final season of The Dean Martin Show evolved into The Dean Martin Celebrity Roast, an eagerly awaited franchise of regular NBC TV specials that targeted the biggest names in the world of entertainment. Collects all 21 seasons of 10 episodes, including 17 complete roasts: Featuring Betty White, Ronald Reagan, Muhammad Ali, George Burns, Angie Dickinson, Telly Savalas and many others. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

**DVD 5911690** THE MEN FROM SHILOH: The Virginian—The Final Season. Fullscreen. Set in the semi-mythical town of Medicine Bow, Wyoming in the 1890s, The Virginian chronicled the lives and relationships of the W protagonists as they built and settled the wild land. The final season took a new direction and title, The Men from Shiloh, set ten years later. Starring James Drury, Doug McClure, Stewart Granger and others; of those closing adventures. Over 28 hours on eight DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $12.95

**DVD 592422X** DOCTOR WHO—THE DEAN MARTIN SHOW. Fullscreen. From Tom Baker years. The series is the last to feature the Doctor’s regular cast, featuring Peter Capaldi as theelfth Doctor. Follows the adventures of the Doctor (Robert Conrad) and master of disguise Agent Artemus Gordon (Ross Martin) take on revolutionaries, evil geniuses and more in 24 Season Three episodes. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

**DVD 36900279** THE WALTONS MOVIE COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Set in the 1940s are: A Wedding on Walton’s Mountain, Mother’s Day on Walton’s Mountain and A Day For Thanks on Walton’s Mountain. With Robert Wightman as John-Boy). Taking Day For Thanks on Walton’s Mountain, A Wedding on Walton’s Mountain, A Walton Easter, and Over 12 hours on nine hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

**DVD 591681X** WAGON TRAIN: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Presents the 26 closing adventures of one of the most enduring and sought after westerns of all time. Each well-crafted episode focuses on a different heroic adventure, from the most banked-of Western-ward bound emigrants. Stars John McIntire, Frank McGrath, Terry Wilson, Robert Fuller, and Michael Burns. In B&W. Over 21 hours on eight DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**DVD 5925363** THE LITTLE RASCALS: Scary Spooktacular! Fullscreen. Get ready for outrageous antics and wild imaginations with four mischievous-making episodes, pitting the Rascals against their ever-present foes of evil. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. $9.95
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**DVD 4631032 THE BRADY BUNCH: The First Season.** Fullscreen. See how one of TV’s best-loved families made their debut back in 1969 with all 25 premiere episodes. From the pandemonium of Mike and Carol’s wedding day to the instant sibling rivalries that sprang among the Brady boys and Brady girls, remember every heartwarming, side-splitting moment of Season One. Stars Florence Henderson, Christopher Knight, Robert Reed, McCall McCormick, and others. CC. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $9.98

**$7.95**

**DVD 5791324 WHEN THE BOAT COMES IN: Series One.** Set in the shipbuilding and mining district of Tyneside, northern England, this classic BBC period drama follows the fortunes of former armysergeant Jack Ford (James Bolam) and the Seaton family as they cope with the aftermath of WWI. Also stars Susan Jameson and James Bolam. Over 13 episodes. Over 11 hours on seven DVDs.

**$9.95**

**DVD 3840191 CAMELOT: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. In the wake of King Uther’s sudden death, the sorcerer Merlin has visited a future and instructed Arthur to become king. But Arthur’s cold and ambitious half-sister Morgan will fight him to the bitter end for control of the crown—testing Arthur beyond imagination. Uncut. Stars Joseph Fiennes and Jamie Campbell Bower. 10 episodes. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Phase Four Films. **$7.95**

**DVD 4559762 1001 CLASSIC COMMERCIALS.** An entire history of America’s pop culture in its most entertaining form. Enjoy reminiscing about years gone by while watching all your favorite commercials. Presents unforgettable, exceptional, and memorable commercials from the likes of Pepsi-Cola, Coca-Cola, Castile soap, Tampax, Barbie, Marbelow, and Cheny. Sixteen hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 **$7.95**

**DVD 5772497 DOCTOR WHO—THE SEA DEVILS.** Fullscreen. From the Jon Pertwee years (1970-1974). Arrested after the events of Devil’s End, the Master has been incarcerated at a top secret prison on the coast of England. When the Doctor and Jo Grant pay a visit to their old enemy, they find him a reformed character. But can the sea of monsters reports in the area really be coincidence? 147 minutes. BBC. **$7.95**

**DVD 5842484 MISTER PEEPERS: Season 2.** Wally Cox stars as Mister Peeper, a shy science teacher at Jefferson Junior High. Joining him are friends like Harvey Weskett (Tony Randall), whose bluster and bravado more than makes up for Peppers’ timidity, and colleagues like the anxious Mrs. Gurney (Marion Lorne), plus a gaggle of mothers, girlfriends and relatives, all intent on guiding our guileless hero through life. Collects all 26 Season Two episodes. In B&W. Thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. S more Entertainment. **$9.98**

**$11.95**

**DVD 5860415 CHARLIE’S ANGELS: Season 1.** Fullscreen. The Original Angels—Kate Jackson, Farah Fawcett and Jaclyn Smith—star in this classic action series. The stories are set in the various millionaires’ suburbs of Townsend and the three gorgeous ladies he hires for his personal private investigation agency. This collection features all 23 original episodes from the first season. Over 19 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 **$3.95**

**DVD 5721172 CAPTAIN’S LOG: Star Trek—Fan Collective.** Widescreen. Fans voted online for their favorite captain’s episodes—and so did the captains themselves! William Shatner, Patrick Stewart, Kate Mulgrew, and Scott Bakula helped in compiling this set, each personally introducing his or her favorite adventure. Ten episodes include highlights from Star Trek: The Original Series, The Next Generation; Deep Space Nine; and Enterprise. CC. Thirteen hours on 5 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 **$6.95**

**DVD 5721237 KLINGON; Star Trek—Fan Collective.** Fullscreen. The result of a massive online poll, this action-packed collection highlights fan-favorite Klingon episodes from across the ages of Star Trek lore. Eleven episodes feature unforgettable moments from Enterprise: The Original Series: The Next Generation; Deep Space Nine; and Voyager. CC. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 **$9.95**

**DVD 586729X NY & BLUE: Season 11.** Widescreen. 15th Precinct are back with another season of the long-running cop drama hit. With an outstanding ensemble cast (Dennis Franz, Mark-Paul Gosselaar, Gordon Clapp, Charlotte Ross and others) and a storyline that keeps the viewers on edge, NY & BLUE continues the saga in grand and arresting style. Collects all 22 Season Eleven episodes. CC. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 **$27.95**

**DVD 5780522 NORTHERN EXPLORE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. This must-own anthology collects every episode from all six seasons of the groundbreaking and award-winning series. Join Dr. Joel Fleischman (Rob Morrow), Maggie (Janine Turner), Chris (John Corbett) and the rest of the quirky residents of Cicely, Alaska, as they show how life in a small, arctic town can bring big laughs, heartbreak and adventures. Packaged in a unique soft messenger bag case! Nearly 85 hours on twenty-six DVDs. Universal. **$99.95**

**DVD 4602102 THE BORDER: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Intensively imagined, highly skilled Department of Immigration and Customs Security (ICS) is the first to jump into the line of fire. Whether their mission is tracking suspected terrorists or checking up major money-laundering operations, these unconventional agents will have you on the edge of your seat. Includes all 13 Season One episodes of the hit drama series that explored the Canadian border. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 **$3.95**

**DVD 5861705 THE BEST OF COMEDY CENTRAL PRESENTS UNCENSORED II.** Fullscreen. All your favorite comedy modern classics hit the stage in side-splitting half-hour specials—each of them totally uncut! The line-up features Dave Attell, Mike Birbiglia, Frank Caliendo, Zach Galifianakis, Stephen Lynch, Patton Oswalt, Nick Swardson, and Daniel Tosh. CC. Nearly 3 hours. Adults only. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98 **$5.95**

**DVD 5867100 STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION: The Complete First Season.** Where no man has gone before with the complete first season of a beloved new chapter in the Star Trek saga. Join Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Commander William T. Riker, ground-breaking Canadian android Data, and the rest of the USS Enterprise crew in all 26 adventure-packed Season Seven episodes. Features over an hour of brand new featurettes. CC. Over 20 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. **$14.95**

**DVD 5833841 EMERGENCY! SEASON 4.** Fullscreen. Rush to the scene of danger with paramedics Roy DeSoto (Kevin Tighe) and John Gage (Randolph Mantooth), Nurse Dixie (Noelle Beck), and the heroic staff of Rampart General Hospital as they respond to L.A.’s most dire emergency calls. Collects all 22 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Eighteen hours on 5 DVDs. Universal. **$9.95**

**DVD 5857198 ELVIS: The Miniseries.** The best-selling Canadian author delivers a definitive performance in this acclaimed mini-series event that depicts Elvis from 1950s teen outcast to worldwide sensation, from Champagne Supernova, to comeback. Also features Caryn Manhein, Randy Quaid, Robert Patrick, and Rose McGowan. 173 minutes. Starz. **$6.95**

**DVD 5849950 WAITING FOR GOD: Season Five.** Five eight-episode mini-series are off the charts! The detectives must grow to be seasoned professionals—expected to grow old gracefully, enjoying their final years in peace, quiet, and comfort—but not if Tom (Graham Crowden) and Diana (Stephanie Cole) have anything to do with it. These shows were created and written by the award-winning Jonathan Coe. **$11.95**

**DVD 5860490 THE FLYING NUN: The Complete First and Second Seasons.** Fullscreen. Sister Bertrille, played by the glorious Charmian Carr, makes her TV debut. The Counter at Holy Ghost. Expected to grow old gracefully, enjoying their final years in peace, quiet, and comfort—but not if Tom (Graham Crowden) and Diana (Stephanie Cole) have anything to do with it. These shows were created and written by the award-winning Jonathan Coe. **$11.95**

**DVD 5849888 THE EDWARDIANS.** Fullscreen. England’s Edwardian period, between 1901 and the Great War, was an era of dramatic change and upheaval—a time of sweeping drama, intrigue and scandal that embodied in its characters, their progressive spirit and their colorful eccentricities. In this beguiling BBC series, those figures—from the philandering British statesman David Lloyd George (Anthony Hopkins) to the legendary writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (Nigel Davenport) —come to life. Also includes two B&W episodes. CC. Over 24 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 **$5.95**

**DVD 3643832 STAR TREK—THE NEXT GENERATION: The Complete Sixth Season.** Where no man has gone before with the complete sixth and final season of a beloved chapter in the Star Trek saga. Join Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Lieutenant Commander William T. Riker, humanoid android Data, and the rest of the USS Enterprise crew in all 26 adventure-packed Season Seven episodes. Features over an hour of brand new featurettes. CC. Over 20 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. **$14.95**
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**DVD 587989** KING OF COOL: The Best of The Dean Martin Variety Show. Boasting a special blend of music and comedy, the biggest names and a host of guest stars, Dean Martin’s variety show topped the ratings for most of its nine-year run. This huge set brings together the show’s greatest moments, featuring classic comedy routines from the likes of Mickey Rooney, Jack Benny, and Bob Hope, as well as musical performances by Sophia Loren, Marjorie Lord and Hans Conried, and many others. Over 10 hours on six DVDs. Time-Life. $21.95

**DVD 582303X NEWHART: The Complete Sixth Season.** Fullscreen. The inimitable Bob Newhart is back for another hilarious, biting season of comedy. In Season Six, Dick Loudon (Newhart) and his wife Joanna (Mary Frann) face a whole new batch of comic misadventures as they contend with running the Stardust Inn as well as the oddball natives of their quaint Vermont town. Collects all 24 Season Six episodes. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93 $23.95

**DVD 582476 MAKE ROOM FOR DADDY: Season 6.** Danny Thomas plays nightclub entertainer Danny Williams, a occasionally loud and cantankerous, but ultimately warm and soft-hearted father who is constantly being upstaged by his bratty but lovable kids. The ensemble cast includes Marjorie Lord and Hans Conried. Guest stars include Lucille Ball, Jack Benny, Tony Bennett, Bob Hope and Annette Funicello. In B&W. Over 12 hours on five DVDs. Time-Life. $46.99

**DVD 4624211 MAJOR CRIMES: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. It’s a whole new ballgame for LAPD’s top gun detectives as this crime solving series picks up where The Closer left off. The new leader is an old nemesis, Captain Sharon Raydor (Mary McDonnell), bringing to Major Crimes a new approach and plenty of lingering resentment over earlier investigations into the team. Collects all Season One episodes. English SDH. 120 minutes. Seven hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95

**DVD 4628539 DOCTOR WHO—THE WATERS OF MARS.** Fullscreen. From the Davros to the Daleks, Doctor Who fans can experience the Doctor’s companion (Lindsay Duncan) discover the last missing chapter from the classic series. Over 10 hours on five DVDs. B&W Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.98 $14.95

**DVD 5922515 BETTY BOOP: Volume 2.** From her first provocative song to her very last “Boop-Op-a-Doop,” the unstoppable, immensely popular Betty Boop has entertained and mesmerized animation for more than 75 years. Enjoy Boop at her best in unforgettable Betty Boop has managed to reign as queen of provocative song to her very last “Boop-Oop-a Doop,” the English SDH. 62 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $14.99 $12.99

**DVD 5911192 MCMILLAN & WIFE: Season One.** Fullscreen. This classic mystery favorite stars the dashing Rock Hudson as San Francisco’s newest police commissioner and Susan Saint James as his loyal and inquisitive wife, Sally. He may be a top-ranking official protecting one of America’s largest cities, but she’s the housewife with more than a few case-solving tricks up her sleeve! Collects all 22 episodes. Ten hours on 4 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.98 $11.95

**DVD 593222X MAYA ANGELOU: And Still I Rise.** Widescreen. Celebrates the prolific life of Dr. Maya Angelou—singer, dancer, poet and prolific writer. Follows her weaving her own words with rare and intimate archival photographs and videos. From her upbringing in the Depression-era South to her work with Malcolm X in Ghana to her triumphal speech for Bill Clinton as the journey through the life of an American icon. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**DVD 5932289 THE STORY OF CATS: NATURE. Widescreen. Join NATURE on an epic two-part event, journeying across the globe to track down the origins of these diverse creatures. From Asia to Africa and then into the Americas, it offers an in-depth look at the lives of cats and the environments they inhabit. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**DVD 5878498 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Series 6.** Widescreen. Oxford’s favorite detection team is back for the eighth and final series of the hit Masterpiece mystery, investigating the city’s most complex and intriguing crimes. With the help of Inspector Hathaway, who joins the team to witness the birth of her niece’s baby, and the new boss piling on the pressure, will Lewis finally decide to call time on his policing career? English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $24.99

**DVD 5721350 THE ABBOTT AND COSTELLO SHOW: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Collects the complete, riotous second season of the comedy hit, all collected on two DVDs. From the earliest, best-beloved routines like “Go Ahead and Back Up,” “Wall Street,” “Higher, Lower,” and much more, these 26 episodes are classic TV comedy like you remember. English SDH. Fullscreen. This documentary series takes us on a journey through the life of an American icon. Dr. Maya Angelou—singer, dancer, poet and prolific writer. Follows her weaving her own words with rare and intimate archival photographs and videos. From her upbringing in the Depression-era South to her work with Malcolm X in Ghana to her triumphal speech for Bill Clinton as the journey through the life of an American icon. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**DVD 5932300 TESLA: Visionary or Madman?** Widescreen. In his life, Tesla the great inventor—the seer of the future, the master of the new electricity—faced rejection of his ideas and the power of man against man. But his ideas and revolutionary ideas come into light here. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**DVD 5774489 9 MONTHS THAT MADE YOU.** Widescreen. This three-episode breakthrough series follows the gestation process, using state-of-the-art CGI to reveal the most exquisite details of a developing embryo. From conception to birth, see an incredible transformation from a single cell into a human being. Over 180 minutes. English SDH. $29.95

**DVD 2668033 MAUDE: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Emmy Award-winning actress and comedienne Bea Arthur returns as Maude Findlay in the spinoff of All in the Family that focuses on Maude’s (Bea Arthur) daily adventures at home with her fourth husband Walter (Bill Macy), her divorced daughter Christine (Vivian Pickles), and Carol’s son Phillip. Includes all 22 episodes from the first season. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

**DVD 3584717 MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. With their own family as well as the family as you join hard-working husband Al (Ed O’Neill), housework-hating wife Peg (Katey Sagal), sexy daughter Kelly (Christina Applegate), and chubby son Bud (David Faustino) for all 11 seasons (262 episodes in all) of the brilliantly tasteless, daringly raunchy, and devilishly clever comic series. Nearly 100 hours on twenty-one DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.95 $39.95

**DVD 5784418 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Two.** Fullscreen. Jim Rockford is back and better than ever in all 22 Season Two episodes of the celebrated detective hit. James Garner stars in his breakout role as the cool, calm and collected ex-con turned detective with eight Season One episodes. Collects all 32 Season Two episodes. Over 18 hours on four DVDs.PBS. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**DVD 5916720 THE PRACTICE: The Final Season.** Widescreen. The Emmy Award-winning legal drama’s final season pays the way for its acclaimed spin-off, Boston Legal. Ellenor (Caryn Manheim), Eugene (Steve Harris) and Jimmy (Michael Badalucco) are now in charge of the firm. In an attempt to rebuild their ranks, Ellenor hires an old friend, the enigmatic and ethically challenged Alan Shore (Julianna Margulies). All 22 Season Two episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93 $19.95

**DVD 2721198 THE PHYSICS OF LIGHT.** Widescreen. This documentary series goes back to the foundations of physics, from familiar theories like Newton’s Law of Gravity to the latest in scientific research, like string theory and M-theory. By connecting these studies with the media and everyday life, the series provides two worlds: one understanding not only of our immediate reality, but of the realities that lie beyond our perception. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 $34.95

**DVD 3651762 I DREAM OF JEANNIE: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. With a blink of her eye, the beautiful and crafty genie Jeannie (Barbara Eden) brings back all 193 charming episodes of the romantic and riotous TV classic. Meet Captain Anthony “Tony” Nelson, an astronaut who finds himself stranded in the land of magic and comedy in the belly of a bottle. In Color and B&W. Nearly 58 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98 $29.95

**DVD 5932246 THE NAZI GAMES: Berlin 1936.** Widescreen. The hit documentary series that chronicles the secret and suppressed Olympic Games from a bottle. In Color and B&W. Nearly 58 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98 $29.95

**DVD 5955357 DOC MARTIN: The Movies.** Widescreen. Before the hit British series launched in 2004, the two TV movies introduced the main character and the picturesque Cornish fishing village of Port Isaac (later called Portwenn). Martin Clunes stars as Dr. James Martin, a family doctor and his wise-cracking wife Louisa (Maria氧) who have the added responsibility of raising his young daughter (Emma Wick). This documentary program reveals how the Olympics, as we have come to know them, were shaped by the collaboration of interests between Hitler and ambitious Olympic planners in 1936 Berlin. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**DVD 1835335 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Jonathan Frakes (Star Trek: The Next Generation) is the do-gooding, helpful handyman—he’s an angel on a mission from God, traveling the country with ex-cop Mark Gordon (Victor French) to guide the lost and suffering back to the path to Heaven. Full of ever changing transformations, this set includes all 22 episodes of the celebrated series. Over 87 hours on twenty-three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 $39.95

**DVD 5921212 AFTER STONEHENGE.** Widescreen. Archeologists have suggested that while the ancient Egyptians were building pyramids, the people living in Western Europe were far less advanced. But the recent discovery of an ancient site changed everything. The secrets unveiled here tell a new story of Bronze Age life in Britain. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95
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**1920s Melbourne, the Honorable Phryne Fisher (Essie Davis) is a thoroughly modern woman operating in a mostly male world. In back alleys, jazz clubs, and shady neighborhoods, she takes on the most sinister criminals—even as she explores ancient ruins, celebrating timeless traditions, and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Eleven hours on 6 DVDs. PBS. Complete Series.**

**1890s Toronto, Detective William Murdoch (Craig Bierko) uses new forensic techniques to solve crimes as nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and this band of New England nutjobs is something, wait until you spin in this hit British series. Bucolic settings harbor macabre crimes as nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and assistant Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey) tackle five cases. Tainted Fruit, Market for Dead; and Murder on St. Malley’s Day. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**1920s Melbourne, the Honorable Phryne Fisher (Essie Davis) is a thoroughly modern woman operating in a mostly male world. In back alleys, jazz clubs, and shady neighborhoods, she takes on the most sinister criminals—even as she explores ancient ruins, celebrating timeless traditions, and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Eleven hours on 5 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $29.99**

**1920s Melbourne, the Honorable Phryne Fisher (Essie Davis) is a thoroughly modern woman operating in a mostly male world. In back alleys, jazz clubs, and shady neighborhoods, she takes on the most sinister criminals—even as she explores ancient ruins, celebrating timeless traditions, and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Eleven hours on 6 DVDs. PBS. Complete Series.**

**1890s Toronto, Detective William Murdoch (Craig Bierko) uses new forensic techniques to solve crimes as nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and assistant Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey) tackle five cases. Tainted Fruit, Market for Dead; and Murder on St. Malley’s Day. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**1890s Toronto, Detective William Murdoch (Craig Bierko) uses new forensic techniques to solve crimes as nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and assistant Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey) tackle five cases. Tainted Fruit, Market for Dead; and Murder on St. Malley’s Day. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**1920s Melbourne, the Honorable Phryne Fisher (Essie Davis) is a thoroughly modern woman operating in a mostly male world. In back alleys, jazz clubs, and shady neighborhoods, she takes on the most sinister criminals—even as she explores ancient ruins, celebrating timeless traditions, and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Eleven hours on 5 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $29.99**

**1920s Melbourne, the Honorable Phryne Fisher (Essie Davis) is a thoroughly modern woman operating in a mostly male world. In back alleys, jazz clubs, and shady neighborhoods, she takes on the most sinister criminals—even as she explores ancient ruins, celebrating timeless traditions, and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Eleven hours on 6 DVDs. PBS. Complete Series.**

**100% Quality**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**100% Quality**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**

**Tribal Leadership: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Tribal leadership is a critically important issue in our increasingly multicultural world. This series provides a fascinating look at a dozen different tribes, from the Hopi to the Haida to the Lakota. Fullscreen. English Subtitles. Four or more hours on 4 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.99**
Television & Radio

**Blu-ray**

- **597553** LOVEJOY: Complete Collection. Ian McShane exudes rakish charm as Lovejoy, "the James Bond of...$$.
- **597330** AGATHA CHRISTIE'S POIROT: Complete Cases Collection. Spanning 25 years and the entire Poirot canon, David Suchet's iconic portrayal of Agatha Christie's famous Belgian detective defines one of the greatest crime-solving series in TV history. Seventy episodes across 13 seasons, all collected here into one collectible box set, are rich with period detail and feature some of our finest stars, including Michael Fassbender, Irrfan Khan, Blake Chastain, Tim Curry, Lindsay Duncan, Hugh Bonneville, and many others. English SDH. 86 hours on thirty-three DVDs. Aom Media. Pub. at $349.99

- **597296** BUSTER KEATON: The Short Films Collection 1920-1923. Collected here is Keaton's first short film, one shot in a monumental set. Widely considered to be among Keaton's finest work, the 19 two-...$$.

- **595879** THE SUGARLAND EXPRESS. Widescreen. A 26-year-old Steven Spielberg co-wrote and directed this, his third feature film, a modern-day western about a lone mother (Coldine Goldwin) who helps her husband escape from prison and kidnaps a Texas state trooper, kicking off a wild police chase across the state. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal.

- **591679** PUMPKINHEAD II: Blood Wings. Widescreen. When five teenagers unwittingly resurrect a demon, nobody is safe from the creature's bloody rampage. But this monster is different. Inside its demonic form dwells the soul of a teen who died 20 years ago. Can the evil creature be killed without destroying the innocent boy trapped within? Stars Amy Doleriz, Soleil Moon Frye, and Linnea Quigley. Rated; 88 minutes. Universal. $$.

- **595047** THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY. Widescreen. Harry is dead and, while nobody really minds, everyone feels responsible. In Alfred Hitchcock's dark comedy, local residents who found Harry's corpse must determine not only how and why he was found, but also what he did before he died. Get a rare look at the quirky side of the Master of Suspense! Stars Edmund Gwenn, John Forsythe, and Shirley MacLaine. English. SDH. 100 minutes. Universal. $$.

- **57678X** LINCOLN. Widescreen. Daniel Day-Lewis delivers an Oscar-winning performance in Steven Spielberg's inspiring and revealing biopic drama, focusing on the 16th president's tumultuous final four months in office as he leads the Union to victory in the Civil War, unite the country and abolish slavery. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 150 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $20.00

- **593736** STALAG 17/ THE DIRTY DOZEN. Two of the greatest wartime thrillers: in one Blu-ray set, William Holden reunites with director Billy Wilder for Stalag 17, set in a notorious German prison camp. Lee Marvin stars in The Dirty Dozen as a tough-as-nails soldier who leads his band of misfits on a suicide mission against Nazi brat. Also includes the bonus sequel The Dirty Dozen: The Next Mission. English SDH. In Color and B&W. Six hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

- **595796** THE BIG COUNTRY. Widescreen. Legendary director William Wyler tangles up with an all-star cast for the sweeping tale of a ship’s captain who ventures west. On the open plains he finds jealousy, hatred and dangerous rivalries—hurldes must overcome if he is to save the woman who loves him. Stars Gregory Peck, Joanne Simon...$$.

- **595862** SPAR T A C U S. 50th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. The great adventure directed by the bold gladiator (Kirk Douglas) who led a triumphant Roman slave revolt. Filmed in glorious Technicolor, this action-packed spectacle won four Academy Awards including Best Cinematography, and features a cast of screen legends including Patricia Neal, Harry Morgan, Jean Simmons and others. English. SDH. Over 3 hours. Universal.

- **595834** GETTYSBURG: Director's Cut. Widescreen. Marking the 150th anniversary of the Civil War, Spielberg’s inspiring and revealing biopic...$$.

- **595024** E.T. THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL: Limited Edition Gift Set. Relive the adventure and magic of Steven Spielberg’s treasured classic with this collectible gift set. Includes novelization, four new prints, and new DVD...$$.

- **595822** DIAL M FOR MURDER 3D. Widescreen. Alfred Hitchcock's sat film adaptation of Frederick Koot's stage hit was originally shot in 3D, and this special Blu-ray box set introduces to the world 3D, eye-popping glory! In an award-winning performance, Grace Kelly plays a married woman in love with another man. Her husband (Robert Cummings) finds out and gets ready to take...$$.

- **595018** GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM. Widescreen. Robin Williams delivers another Oscar-winning performance in this...$$.

- **595831** JEREM I AH JOHNSON. Widescreen. Sourced by civilization, Jeremiah Johnson (Robert Redford) sets out to make a name for himself in the wild west. Also stars Forest Whitaker. English SDH. 121 minutes. Touchstone.

- **595732** PARANORMAN 3D. Widescreen. Small-town lawyer Sam Bowden (Gregory Peck) finds...$$.

- **595841** INHERENT VICE. Widescreen. Director Paul Thomas Anderson applies his penchant for style to an adaptation of Thomas Pynchon’s popular mystery novel. At the end of the 60s, Doc Sportello gets an unexpected visit from his ex-old lady, setting off a bizarre spree of anything anything he’s ever seen before. Stars Joaquin Phoenix, Josh Brolin, Reece Witherspoon, Maya Rudolph and others. Rated R. English SDH. 148 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

- **595765** ARN: THE KNIGHT TEMPLAR: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Based on the international best-selling Crusades trilogy by Jane Yolen, and starring brave knights, powerful queens and treacherous kings, Arn Magnusson (Joakim Natterqvist) is sent off to war as a Knight Templar as a penance for his sins. Collects the full series. Also stars Sophia Heleni and Stellan Skarsgard. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. E One. Pub. at $34.98 **$5.95**

- **591674** MOVIES 4 YOU: Timeless Westerns. Widescreen. Four exciting westerns from the 60s and 70s: Rio Conchos starring Richard Boone and Stuart Whitman (Not Rated); Take a Hard Ride starring Jim Brown and John Wayne; Butch & Sundance: The Early Years starring Tom Berenger and William Katt; and The Last Hard Men starring James Coburn and Charlton Heston (Rated). Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Timeless Media. $19.97.

- **592434** SHERLOCK JR/THREE AGES. As a shining jewel of fast-paced slapstick and a brilliant deconstruction of the filmmaking process Sherlock Jr. and Three Ages as a movie theater projectionist who dreams of becoming a super-sleuth and, in one breathtaking sequence, literally steps into the screen to break the fourth wall. Also stars: John Archer, Laurence Olivier, Scream Factory. English. SDH. 115 minutes. Universal.

- **595184** ROB ROY. Widescreen. When a harsh winter threatens the highlands, the last of the Scotts of Atholl, Rob Roy MacGregor (Leigh MacKenzie) is forced to borrow money from the less-than-noble Marquis of Montrose (John Hurt) to provide for his clan. But when Montrose’s henchman (Tim Roth) sets out to take the wealth for himself, Rob Roy leads into action to stop him. Also stars Jessica Lange. Rated R. 139 minutes. MGM. **$5.95**

- **597519** TABO O: The Ultimate Sin! Widescreen. One of the most significant and controversial erotic films ever made! When Barbara Scott’s (Karin Schubert) career goes south she seeks comfort with her friend Gina (Juliet Anderson). Gina leads Barbara into a world of suburban swingers—and down a road to a truly forbidden attraction. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 86 minutes. Adults only. Virgin Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 **$19.95**
Blu-ray

**Blu-ray 5958237: DOCTOR WHO: Series 6, Part 2. Widescreen.** The Doctor returns, along with new companions Amy and Rory, to face monsters, mysteries and adventures across all time and space. In seven Matt Smith/Karen Gillan episodes of the BBC sci-fi phenomenon, the Doctor sets himself and his companions in Silesia-Ade Женевя on the pirate-infested high seas of 1696, in a bubble universe on the edge of reality, and more. English SDH. Five hours on two Blu-rays. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 5958377: GRAVITY 3D. Widescreen.** Alfonso Cuaron’s stunning thriller is also one of 2013’s best films. An engineer on her first shuttle mission (Sandra Bullock) and a veteran astronaut (George Clooney) are on a routine spacecraft when disaster strikes. They’re alone in space, tethered to nothing but each other, and running out of oxygen. Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. 91 minutes. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 5972442: STEAMBOAT BILL, JR.** One of the silent comedy’s best Buster Keaton stars as William Canfield, Jr., a Boston collegian who returns to his deep-southern roots to reunite with his father, a crusty riverboat captain (Emest Toren). Engaged in a bitter rivalry with a riverboat king—also so happens to be the father of Willie ‘the Mystic Moonlight’ Byron). In B&W. 70 minutes. Kino. Pub. at **$34.95**

**Blu-ray 5955848: KING OF KINGS. Widescreen.** Rich in scale and brimming with notable performances, this is the moving story of Nazarene’s humble birth to his nomadic ministry, from teachings to the life of Christ, set against the tumult of Roman occupation. From the and brimming with notable performances, this is the moving story of Nazarene’s humble birth to his nomadic ministry, from teachings to the life of Christ, set against the tumult of Roman occupation. From the

**Blu-ray 5959020: DOCTOR WHO: SERIES 6, PART 2. Widescreen.** The truth about River Song is out and the time has come for the Doctor to face his demon projection, Clara. The Doctors, the Galaxy, the Doctor, Amy and Rory encounter the greatest war criminal in all of history. That’s just the beginning in six Matt Smith/Karen Gillan episodes. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 5955911: BONNIE AND CLYDE. Widescreen.** Warner Oland, Bela Lugosi, and Fay Dunaway star as Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker, two real-life Depression-era drifters who embark on a life of crime in search of fame. Also stars Gene Kelly, Van Heflin, anddan, the Doctor, Amy and Rory encounter the greatest war criminal in all of history. That’s just the beginning in six Matt Smith/Karen Gillan episodes. Over 4 70 minutes. Warner Bros. *Also stars**

**Blu-ray 5972418: BUSTER KEATON COLLECTION.** Brand new library of classics from the most influential comedian of the Golden Age of Stasie—both shorts and features. Featuring the peak of Keaton’s career. Includes silent masterpiece & the Saphead; Our Hospitality; The Navigator; Seven Chances; and Sherlock Jr. Three Ages, and more. In B&W. 6 hours. Shorts. In B&W. BLU-RAY. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 5822416: A FISTFUL OF DOLLA**RS, FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE.** The Man with No Name takes on two rival bands of smugglers in Sergio Leone’s sci-fi western! Features instrumental collection of his greatest hits. **$9.95**

**Blu-ray 7553072: THELONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings.** Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 3668010: DEEP RELAXATION.** Experience deep relaxation with scientifically designed music that sequentially boosts alpha and theta brainwaves to calm the mind. Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. 91 minutes. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray 5878756: FRANKIE LAINE: Sings 1’Believe’ and Other Great Hits.** Includes outtakes from the show. Tracks include classics like “Your Cheatin’ Heart,” “I Believe,” “Moonlight Gambler,” “Love Is a Golden Ring;” “The Wayward Wind;” “Rawhide;” “Answer Me;” “There Must Be a Reason;” “Strange Lady In Town;” and more. English SDH. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 5878909: THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE.** Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been On My Mind; Dear Mr. Hard Travelin’ Man. **$3.95**

**Blu-ray 3668005: LIGHT MY FIRE.** Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 3668004: THE WASP (Texas Radio and the Big Beat).** Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. **$3.95**

**Blu-ray 3668003: THE WAYWARD WIND.** Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 3668002: THERE MUST BE A REASON.** Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 3668001: STRANGE LADY IN TOWN.** Includes 3D and 2D versions. English SDH. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 5878770: FREDDY FENDER: On the Border.** Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before The Next Teardrop Falls, Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side of Life; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; Talk To Me; La Bamba; She’s About a Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Just a Little Bit; Breaking Up Is Hard To Do; and more. **$4.95**

**Blu-ray 5953161: THE BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52.** The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing jazz, gospel, doowop, and more. **$8.95**

**Blu-ray 5877254: THE WORLD’S MOST... RELAXING MUSIC.** Experience the mastery of classical music’s greatest in this three-CD set. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra presents milestones of the 20th-century American music landscape in the post-war era. **$13.95**

**Blu-ray 4552911: JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62.** One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 82-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature country: From Folsom Prison Blues to I Can’t Help It. **$13.95**

**Blu-ray 5931924: HANK WILLIAMS: Your Cheatin’ Heart.** Two CDs filled front to back with country standards: Hank Williams Jr.; Wild World Cold Heart; Ramblin’ Man; Honky Tonk Blues; Why Don’t You Make Up Your Mind; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Heart, Half As Much; A Hundred Ways; Heartbreak Highway; and more. Thirty-six tracks. **$6.95**

**Blu-ray 1833723: AMERICA’S NUMBER ONE OF THE 50S.** Every year since 1956, the dreams of a momentous decade, all in one amazing set! A whopping 124 tracks include Rodolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, Gene Autry’s Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, Nat King Cole’s live renditions of Brown Sugar, Gimme Shelter; Dead Flowers; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; Midnight Rambler; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and more. **$17.95**

Music Recordings

**DVD 187120X: HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY: Queen Live in Budapest.** One of the greatest rock bands in history tours 45 years of the Bard’s Festival Hall in Budapest. **$19.95**

**DVD 3614387: MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Forty-nine selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Hail, Caesar!; The Godfather; Gone With The Wind; and many more. **$17.95**

**DVD 5702488: THE ROLLING STONES: Ladies & Gentlemen.** Widescreen. Shot over four nights in 1971, this legendary show closes the Exile on Main Street 1972 tour to your living room. Restored and remastered, it remains one of the band’s finest performances ever. **$17.95**

**DVD 5905780: RAY CHARLES: Live in France 1961.** Touchstone. Last of 50 years, this legendary concert proves that the－from the 1961 Antibes Jazz Festival in France. Ray Charles is captured in his prime, playing with the original Raettes and by a quartet (including David “Fathead” Newman and Hank Crawford). **$17.95**

**DVD 5870785: SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE: The Picture.** From the 1992-93 season to the present, this series features highlights from the show. Tracks include classics like “I Want to Break Free,” Bohemian Rhapsody; We Will Rock You; We Are the Champions; and more. **$14.98**
**Music Recordings**

**DVD 2704145**
**ROCKTHOLOGY, VOLUME 4.** Experience hard rock and heavy metal like before with music videos, in-depth interviews, band history highlights, discographies and more! Volume Four features rock legends Queen, Thin Lizzy, Black Sabbath, the Doors, Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, and Deep Purple. 61 minutes. Image Entertainment. $2.95

**CD 5815832**
**ROCKARILLY RARITIES: 75 Obscure Cuts from the 1950s.** Two huge collections, The Rarities Rockabilly Album in the World. Volume Two and Underground Rockabilly, give fans an addictive, toe-tapping journey through this distinctive musical sub-genre. Includes by Esrol Hickey, Darrell Johnson, Danny Patton, Pat Faddy Holmes, David Ray, Hank Davis, and many others. Three CDs. Enchantment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**DVD 5823848**
**PAUL SIMON: Live from Philadelphia.** Fullscreen. This program features eleven tracks from 1980 Philadelphia concert, including Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard, Still Crazy After All These Years, One Trick Pony, 50 Ways To Leave Your Lover, Late in the Evening, The Boxer, and The Sound of Silence. 53 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $3.95

**CD 5878616**
**CANNED HEAT: Vintage.** Collects ten of the band’searliest tracks, featuring their original line-up, includes Rollin’ and Tumblin’ Part One; Big Road Blues; Spoonful; Got My Mojo Working; Pretty Thing; Louise; Rollin’; Can’t Let My Straight, and Tumblin’ Part Two. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 5707951**
**SUMMER THUNDERSTORM: The power and grace of music and nature meet in this 50-track set of nature recordings, by artists like Andrea Sanchez, Ormsby Mallet, and Peter Kater. Includes The Colorado National Monument, Ambleside, Aurora. Two CDs. Allegro. $4.95

**CD 5878918**
**LEADBELLY: You Don’t Know My Mind.** The voice of the deep south delivers 25 tracks of powerful and raw blues and folk. Includes Matchbox Blues; Midnight Special; Frankie and Albert, Take a Whiff on Me; C.C. Rider; Worried Blues; Noted Riddle Blues; On a Monday; Sweet Home Chicago. Two discs. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 5677926**
**JIM REEVES: I’ve Lived a Lot in My Time.** Eighteen tracks by a legend: I Love You More; Everywhere You Go; The Wind Up Urn; I’ve Lived a Lot in My Time; Make Believe; If Heartaches Are the Dances. Two CDs. Acrobat. $11.95

**CD 5677924**
**THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION 1922-43.** Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the complete content of four of his definitive LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer, An Evening With Tom Lehrer (Live), More of Tom Lehrer, and Tom Lehrer Recital. Two CDs. Acrobat. $13.95

**CD 5900808**
**BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances.** Known for their rare vitality and exuberance, the Hungarian Dances have done much to further the posthumous fame of Johannes Brahms (1833-1897). Here, Raymond Desseint conducts the Ensemble Amati in a rousing performance of these 21 masterworks. ANALEKTA. $3.95

**CD 5900088**
**A TREATY OF GOLDEN CLASSICS.** A host of great orchestras like the London Philharmonic and Vienna Symphony, conducted by someone from Leopold Stokowski to Sir Arrigo Pollicino, perform a series of classical compositions by your favorite composers: Rossini, Chopin, Bach, Mozart, Brahms, Strauss, Handel, Debussy, Bizet, Berlioz, and others. Four CDs. Boscot. $9.95

**DVD 5857019**
**AC/DC—NO BULL: The Directors Cut.** Renowned director David Mallet captures all the ferocity of AC/DC’s 1996 Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Plaza De Toros De Las Ventas bullfighting arena in Madrid, Spain. Completely re-edited, it features: 7 live AC/DC performances of their biggest hits in front of 55,000 fans in Madrid’s Plaza de Toros, and 51.5 Surround Sound, it features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck, You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Image Entertainment. $14.95

**CD 5795745**
**THE 4 SEASONS: 2nd Vault of Golden Hits.** Twelve essential tracks represent the 4 Seasons’ unforgettable best: Sherry; Walk Like a Man; Cinderella Girl; Stay; Alone (Why Must I Be Alone); Marlena; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; Big Girls Don’t Cry; Working My Way Back (Don’t Have To); The Night I Called You Mandy; Peaches en Grease; and Penny-O. Rhino. $7.95

**CD 5724910**
**THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE 1950’S.** Experience the sounds that defined ‘50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much content here that any fan’s hunger will be sated, with classics from all the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, and many others. Featuring over 100 classic tracks, profiling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams. $14.95

**CD 3551679**
**REST WELL: Music Designed for a Better Sleep.** This nighttime soundtrack is designed to help you fall asleep faster. These ten tracks include titles like Nocturnal Retreat; Drifting Off; Absolute Relaxation; Lost in Dreams; Gentle Awakening, and Dreams of Peace. Two CDs. Acrobat. $14.95

**DVD 5851748**
**BLACK OAK ARKANSAS: Live at Royal Albert Hall.** This 2-Disc DVD boxed set contains 55 tracks on the album and DVD video on the other. Contains: Introduction by Jim Dandy; Lord Have Mercy on My Soul; Real Boy; Hey! All; Back Door Man; Hot & Nasty; Hot Rod; Mutants of the Monster; Taxman; Jim Dandy; and Jail Bait. Audio side may not play in all DVD & CD players. More Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 5900585**
**JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels.** He’s a founding father of country music, influencing one of the most popular genres in the world. Here, 20 tracks, including some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched across the pages of music history. Includes in both Stereo and 5.1 Surround Sound, it features performances of Back in Black; Thunderstruck, You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 5878583**
**THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits.** All the top-tier treasures of this most popular vocal group come together in 18 tracks. If I Didn’t Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whispering Grass; My Blue Heaven (My Echo, My Shadow, My Beulah Lou, Me); To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**DVD 4542940**
**THE MESSIAH.** After the premiere of The Messiah in Dublin in 1742, the Dublin Journal couldn’t describe the joy and admiration felt by the audience. This magnificent work is performed in the prestigious setting of The Abbey of La Chaise Dieu, a superb architectural landmark in the Auvergne Hills of central France, one of Europe’s most beautiful locations. 140 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 5908890**
**JO STAFFORD: I Remember You.** Stafford performs with the crooner’s way of Tommy Dorsey and Paul Weston in 18 tracks. The title song joins renditions of Embraceable You; The Trolley Song; Blues in the Night; Let’s Just Pretend; Too Marvelous; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. $7.95

**DVD 7753048**
**CREECREDWATER REVIVAL:Bayou Country.** One rock’s greatest outfits delivers seven unforgettable classics: Born on the Bayou; Boogie Train; Good Golly Miss Molly; Penthouse Fauser; Proud Mary; and more. Acrobat. $6.95

**CD 5923042**
**THE FATS WALLER COLLECTION 1922-43.** This valuable 25-track collection traces Waller’s inimitable career, from his first recording in 1922 to just before his untimely death in 1943. Playing on both piano and organ, he’s joined by other greats from Eddie Condon to Adele Hall in standards like Honeysuckle Rose and Ain’t Misbehavin’. Acrobat. $6.95

**DVD 5861748**
**BLACK OAK ARKANSAS: Live at Royal Albert Hall.** This TwoDisc DVD boxed set contains 55 tracks on the album and DVD video on the other. Contains: Introduction by Jim Dandy; Lord Have Mercy on My Soul; Real Boy; Hey! All; Back Door Man; Hot & Nasty; Hot Rod; Mutants of the Monster; Taxman; Jim Dandy; and Jail Bait. Audio side may not play in all DVD & CD players. More Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 5932084**
**WOODY GUTHRIE: American Folk Legend.** Presents 42 tracks extracted from the core of one of the most important figures in folk. Three CDs include Pastures of Plenty; Ramblin’ Boy; Of Me; Do-Re-Mi; Massacre; Pretty Boy Floyd; Hard Travellin’ Buddy Gal; This Land Is Your Land; Buffalo Skinner; Chisholm Trail; and more. IMC Music Ltd. $6.95

**CD 5879088**
**SEGOVIA AND VIRTUOSOS: Two masters of the guitar, John Williams and Andres Segovia, offer their interpretations of classical compositions by Bach. Nineteen tracks. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 6519628**
**THE DANGO REINHAERT COLLECTION, 1935-46.** This 52-track collection covers the core of Dango Reinhardt’s distinctive career, memorably capturing a concentrated period of creative activity in Paris and London during the 1930s. An excellent introduction to one of the most innovative jazz guitarists of all time. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95
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**CD 5931797 ANDY WILLIAMS: This Is Gold.** Three CDs comprise 45 treasured favorites from a beloved performer. Includes memorable hits like Canadian Sunset, The Thing; Butterfly, Twilight Time; and Lonely Street, plus his interpretations of Unchained Melody, Blueberry Hill. I'm So Lonesome, I Could Cry and much more. Discs 3/Communications. $6.95

**DVD 5951046 MARY CARE! The Adventures of Widescreen.** Sung in high definition and recorded in digital surround sound, this large-scale, sold-out arena production is your all-access pass to Mary Cares' historic 2006 tour! This mesmerizing concert delivers rousing performances of 19 of her best, from Heartbreaker to Fantasy to Honey, and even joins special guests Boyz II Men for their record-breaking duet, One Sweet Day. 165 minutes on two DVDs. Red Envelope. $4.95

**CD 592510X CAL TJADER: Mamba Sangria.** Comprises the entirety of Plugs In and Solar Heat, two original late-60s albums by the king of Latin percussion. For the first time ever, Cal Tjader Eighteen tracks include Alonzo; Lady Madonna; Spooky; Morning Mist; Ode to Billy Joe; Never My Love; Mamba Sangria; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 5930446 MIKE SCOTT: Prescriptions for the Blues.** Ten tracks by one of the first great white blues guitarists to emerge in the early ’60s: Hully Gully; The Prisoners Song; Walkin’ the Fence; Girl; Ain’t Going to You; Donald’s Shuffle; Junko Partner; Knockin’ Myself Out; Women Lovin’ Each Other; Cherry Red; Prescription for the Blues; and You Must Have Jesus. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 4476089 WILD WEST HEROES.** Rounds up 15 huge Western themes, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly; Red River; The Big Country; The Magnificent Seven; Dances with Wolves; Hang ’Em High; A Fistful of Dollars; Two Mules for Sister Sara; Once upon a Time in the West; For a Few Dollars More; True Grit; Bonanza; and High Noon. 2 CDs. Overlook. $11.95

**CD 590689X THE LITTLE BOX OF BOSSA NOVA.** Two independently packaged collections made for one great night of that infectious Bossa Nova sound. Includes João Gilberto’s The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD; and Bossa Nova Brasilia/Bossa Nova USA, featuring the classic early cuts of Gilberto, Sergio Mendes, Sylvia Telles, Luiz Bonfa, Stan Getz, and other greats. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs & Bs.** Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentals that burgeoned in the wake of the Beatles, this massive 75-track set comprising the A & B sides of all of their singles in the U.K. and the U.S. from the period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It’s Every Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 5981975 JUDY GARLAND: Judy at Carnegie Hall/Garland at the Grove.** Three CDs bring together two legendary Garland performances, each blasting the singer’s voice to new heights. Remember why Judy stole the show with 37 live tracks like Puttin’ on the Ritz; Zing! Went the String of My Heart; Come Rain or Come Shine; and the Garland Overture (The Trolley Song; Over the Rainbow and Man That Got Away). IMC Music Ltd. $6.95

**DVD 3682884 TAYLOR SWIFT: Journey to Fearless.** Widescreen. Join Taylor Swift on her first headlining tour as she celebrates the success of her multi-platinum Riches, Fearless. Packed with 13 incredible live performances of favorites like You Belong with Me; Fifteen; Red; White and Blue; Worship; and more, plus rare home movies and revealing interviews with Taylor and her inner circle. 135 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 4598184 TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF THE JAPANESE GEISHA.** Twelve authentic pieces drawn from the classical and romantic figure of historic Japanese culture. Tracks include Autumn Sorrow; Moon Over Tokyo; Rakudan; Sakura; The Wind; Cherry Blossoms; Danse Macabre; Ode to the Rainbow; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; Somebody Loves Me; Fascinating Rhythm; Embraceable You; For All We Know; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 5908663 CHET BAKER: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957.** A master of the trumpet and a heralded classic jazz albums. Collected here are 138 tracks she’s known for: (Wish I Could) Hideaway; Born to Move; Hey Tonight; It’s Just a Temperament; Molina; and more. Acrobat. $3.95

**CD 59320050 TONY BENNETT: Best Of.** Gathers twenty tracks, including: Stranger in Paradise; Pings to the most: Since My Love Has Gone; While We’re Young; Here Comes That Heartache Again; Congratulations to Someone; Unexpected Fatigue; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.98 $3.95

**CD 596783X CLASSICAL POT POURRI, VOLUME 1: London Symphony Orchestra.** Join the London Symphony Orchestra as they perform The Ride of the Valkyries by Wagner; Prelude to “Carmen” Suite No. 1 by Bizet; Danse Macabre by Saint-Saëns; and more works by Chopin, Debussy, Offenbach, Schubert, Ravel, and Fryd. Eleven tracks. ABM. $3.95

**CD 5931780 CLASSICAL MUSIC PREP SCHOOL: Essential Music Everyone Wants to Know.** One diverse set takes listeners on a musical journey through the fundamentals of classical music. Disc One covers the Medieval, Renaissance & Baroque periods (1100-1700); Disc Two moves forward to the Classical & Early Romantic (1751-1825); Disc Three continues the Romantic period (1825-1890) and the 20th-Century Romantic & Contemporary periods (1896-1988). Telarc. $5.95

**CD 5923131 JUDY GARLAND: You Made Me Love You.** A startling document that defined glamour and style of both Hollywood and Garland’s unforgettable interpretations. Includes 16 of the tracks she’s known for: Somewhere over the Rainbow; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; Somebody Loves Me; Fascinating Rhythm; Embraceable You; For All We Know; and more. Acrobat. $3.95

**CD 5991849 MADONNA: The Promise of the Japanese Geisha.** Two independently packaged collections made for one great night of that infectious Bossa Nova sound. Includes João Gilberto’s The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD; and Bossa Nova Brasilia/Bossa Nova USA, featuring the classic early cuts of Gilberto, Sergio Mendes, Sylvia Telles, Luiz Bonfa, Stan Getz, and other greats. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**DVD 7615191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62.** This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country music legend’s debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the 43 top ten hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5924333 INSTRUMENTAL CARPENTERS.** Rediscover the greatest string quartets and duos beloved ’60s outfits, presented here in all-new instrumental compositions. Includes renditions of Close to You, For All We Know, Goodbye To Love;Oh, My Yesterday, Please Mr. Postman; Top of the World; We Only Just Begin; Superstar; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 3553620 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs 1956-62.** One of the most distinctive rock acts of the era, the Everly Brothers are celebrated through this massive 75-track set comprising the A & B sides of all of their singles in the U.K. and the U.S. from the period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It’s Every Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 4581299 JOHNNY MATHIS, 1957-62: The Complete US Singles As & Bs.** Running from his 1957 debut through to 1962, this huge collection highlights the foundations of Johnny Mathis’s monumental career. It includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful; Misty; Teacher Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone; Chances Are; It’s Not for Me to Say, Gina, and much more. Over 56 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99 $7.95

**DVD 4581296 FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight.** Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a livewire performance from their 2002 25th Anniversary Tour. In addition to live renditions of Double Vision; Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want To Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the road and behind the scenes. Eagle Vision. $14.95

**CD 3682886 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’S.** Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites with one jam-packed collection. Includes Gigi Gryce; The Pink Panter; Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Drivin’ Man by Max Roach; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; Black Eye Peas by Ramsey Lewis; and more. Six CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 5878500 THE AMAZING NINA SIMONE.** The transcendent vocalist performs in 11 tracks: Cotton Eyed Joe; Gorgy; Forbidden Fruit; Gin Mule; Ode to Mali; Porgy & Bess; Summertime; The Other Woman; Lili; Zina Jane; Work Song; You Can Have Him; and Exactly Like You. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 576226X GEORGE JONES: The Complete Collection 1960-1962.** One of classic country’s most gifted performers is highlighted in this extensive set, bringing together nine essential albums from his heyday. An astounding 130 tracks in all, including Standards of Hank Williams; The Fabulous Country Music Sound of George Jones; Sings Bob Wills; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** They were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from bluegrass to rock and beyond. Their recordings include live renditions of "Don't Let Me Down; Someone to Love; It's No Secret, Running Around the World; White Rabbit," and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE.** Cleared for Take Off. A 50’s performance of the complete Airplane. See beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the San Francisco Bay Area. Its line-up included frontman Paul Kantner, bassist Jack Casady, keyboardist Jorma Kaukonen, drummer Spencer Dryden, and guitarist Marty Balin. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 5936387 THE BROWNS.** The Complete As & Bs and 1954-62. Rediscover the distinctive harmonies that marked this family trio in 62 tracks from their early career. This collection comprises all their A and B sides, including hits like "Scarlet Ribbons;" "Little Town," and "Take a Chance; I Heard the Bluebirds Sing; The Old Lamplighter;" and The Three Bells. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 9908728 FRANKIE LAINE.** The Hits Collection 1947-61. Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 10, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 50 chart hit accrued by Laine over the course of some 14 years, including hits from Doris Day to Johnnie Ray. Includes one landmark classic like "That Lucky Old Sun; Mule Train; The Cry of the Wild Goose; I Believe; Hey Joe;" and more. Eighty tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5901553 LITTLE RICHARD.** The King of Rock ’n’ Roll. Thirty-three vibrant recordings from 1951 through 1962. Includes "Good Golly Miss Molly; Baby Face; Cherry Red; Groovy Little Suzie; Hound Dog;" and more. Synergy. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 9970814 AC/DC: San Diego Live at the Old Waldorf in San Francisco, CA.** This electrifying concert captures the young rockers in the midst of their meteoric rise to rock glory. They tear into nine of their first 14 live Wire. Hell Ain’t a Bad Place to Be; Kickin’ in the Teeth; The Jack; High Voltage;" and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 595040X AC/DC.** Black Ice. The rock gods are back in black with this rip-roaring 2008 album that includes Rock n Roll Train; Skies on Fire; It’s No Secret; Running Around the World; Whi te Rabbit; and more. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 5951758 GUITAR FOR STRESS RELIEF.** Lifescape. These beautiful solo acoustic guitar albums capture the soothing joy of a cup of coffee on a relaxed morning. Find serenity with 14 tracks like: First Light; New Beginning; Never Alone; Easy Breeze; The Path to the Beach; Sunshine on the Waves; and more. Mood Media.

**CD 5922041 RAY PRICE: The Complete Recordings 1951-1962.** This three-CD collection shines for Price’s first decade of recording. This three-CD collection shines for Price’s first decade of recording. He performs songs from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 studio records, three singles, and 14 tracks like "On the Road Again; Decibel; Stormy May Day; She" and more. Fifteen tracks. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5934896 JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933.** An enormous five-CD set compiles some six years’ worth of classic material from this American great. The Father of Country Music recorded in over 100 remastered tracks including The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I’m Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 5968062 JOSEF FELICIANO: His Greatest Hits.** Sixteen memorable classics, including "Light My Fire; Che Saro, Hi-Heel Sneakers; I Got a Woman; The Windmills of My Mind; Don’t Think Twice, It’s Alright; Masters of War; Work Song; I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight; Stay with Me; and more. Sphinx. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5970857 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981.** All five original Beach Boys—joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston—give a laid back July 4th show. They remind us why they came out as one of our greatest pop outfits by performing 25 of their best: "California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surfin’ USA; Barbara Ann; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5932355 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD RECORDING 1949-61.** Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1961. Includes solo country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK: Mule Train; Shogun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5975732 THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62.** Notable for its effortless fiddling and yodeling ability, country star Slim Whitman was in a class by himself. This value-priced 52-track collection offers up several of his chart hits, including classics like "Indian Love Call; Secret Love; Rose Marie; I’ll Take You Home Again Kathleen;" and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 5984268 BLACK & BLUE: The Laff Records Collection 1958-1962.** Compiles all eight albums released by this innovative saxophonist over four years, from his stunning debut to his final album with the Ornette Coleman Quartet. Over five hours of music are remastered to the highest standard possible in Something Else!!! Tomorrow is the Question!!! This Is Our Music; Free Jazz; A Collection of Four: Shape of Jazz to Come; Change of the Century; Ornette; and Ornette on Tenor. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99


**CD 5927359 ORNETTE COLEMAN: The Complete Albums Collection 1958-1962.** Compiles all eight albums released by this innovative saxophonist over four years, from his stunning debut to his final album with the Ornette Coleman Quartet. Over five hours of music are remastered to the highest standard possible in Something Else!!! Tomorrow is the Question!!! This Is Our Music; Free Jazz; A Collection of Four: Shape of Jazz to Come; Change of the Century; Ornette; and Ornette on Tenor. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
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★ CD 5846948 THE DEAN MARTIN COLLECTION, 1946-62. One of the most recognizable voices of the post-war era, Dean Martin's voice defined a generation. This 56-track set takes us back to his debut with singles released for Dimitroff and MCA. Capitol releases included Juke Box Friday Night, Don't Worry 'Bout Me, I Don't Care, New York; New York, Working Woman, Please Help Me, Blind Love, My Heart Belongs to You, Boogie Woogie Woman, Tomorrow Is Another Day, and so much more. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $19.99. 13.95.

★ CD 5817271 NINA SIMONE: Essential Original Album Series. Featuring well-known hits from My Baby Just Cares for Me to I Loves You Porgy, this three CD set assembles six complete albums from the early '50s through the '60s. More than 60 tracks make up the entirety of Little Blue Girl, Nina Simone Sings Ellington, Nina Simone at Town Hall, The Amazing Nina Simone, Nina Simone at Newport, and Forbidden Fruit. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.95. 21.95.

★ CD 5641760 ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZMEN: BLUES BY THE BEST ONE 1954-1957: The Complete Blue Note Collection. Experience the music of one of America's most respected jazz drummers and band leaders in this essential collection, compiling the complete track listings of eight classic albums: Horace Silver and the Jazz Messengers; A Night at Birdland Volumes 1, 2, and 3; All the Cate Bohemia Volumes 1 and 2; Ritual: The Modern Jazz Messengers; and Art Blakey and the Jazzmen. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $14.99. 11.95.


★ CD 5853273 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62. His career was tragically short, but Cochran still made a generous contribution to the rock 'n' roll explosion of the mid-'50s. The teenage heartsbeats shine in 57 tracks, including landmarks like C'Mon Everybody, Twenty Flight Rock, Summertime Blues, Three Steps to Heaven, and many more. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $11.95. 9.95.

★ CD 577957X THE BEST OF THE MCGUIRE SISTERS, 1953-62. Fifty-four tracks compile the prolific early career of this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones The Sound of Music and Sugartime, as well as other popular A and B sides from the period. Two CDs. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $16.99. 12.95.

★ CD 3607309 JIMMY REED: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1953-61. A hugely influential figure of the blues and R&B scene during the 1950s and early '60s, Reed is featured on these 54-track collection, featuring every A and B side he released from his debut in 1953 through to the first months of 1962. Two CDs. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $13.95. 10.95.

★ CD 577585X DON GIBBON: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1952-82. The influential country singer and songwriter is at his best in this 58-track selection, bringing together such memorable recording as I Can't Stop Loving You, O Lonesome Me, Sea of Heartbreak; and Blue Day, as well as a variety of A and B sides recorded for Columbia, MGM, and RCA over the course of a decade. Two CDs. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $16.99. 13.95.

★ DVD 5852050 THE FIRST HOT 100 OF THE 60S. Highlights a landmark in music history—the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that year's list. Includes hits like Everything Is Coming Up Roses, Stop, What's My Name, Tragic, and many more. DVD. Pub. at $17.95. 11.95.


★ DVD 5884447 BOBBY BLAND: The Singles Collection 1951-62. Bobby Bland was one of the best blues, R&B and soul singers of the post-war era, and this 56-track set, bringing together Bland's A and B sides recorded for Duke over a decade. Includes hits like Farther up the Road, I Pity the Fool, That's the Way I Love You, I'll Take Care of You; Don't Cry No More, Turn on Your Love Light; and Stormy Monday Blues. Two CDs. AcroBart. Pub. at $14.99. 11.95.

★ CD 5872847 ROLAND KIRK: Complete Recordings 1958-1969. Experience all the vitality and versatility of this tenor sax genius across eight of his classic albums, all in one set. Brings together Rudi's Five, Rise; Duke's Choice; The Heart of Saturday Night; and more. Two CDs. AcroBart. Pub. at $14.99. 11.95.

★ CD 3603806 TOM WAITS: ROUND MIDNIGHT. Waits brings his smoky tones to a swarthy 1975 broadcast, performing 16 tracks including Emotional Weather Report; Eggs and Sausage; Better Off Without A Wife; Semi-Square; Parts; The Ghosts of Saturday/The Heart of Saturday Night, New Coat of Paint; Warm Beer and Cold Women; Virginia Avenue; and more. Lifefield Media. Pub. at $14.99. 11.95.

★ CD 5880823 THE AMES BROTHERS HITS COLLECTION 1948-60. One of the most popular vocal groups to emerge just before the rise of rock 'n' roll, the Ames Brothers give us their best with more than 50 tracks, including all their Billboard Top 100 entries like Music, Music, Can Music, Can Anyone Explain Unedited; God Bless America; and much more. Two CDs. AcroBart. Pub. at $16.99. 12.95.

★ CD 592507X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1941. An astounding 91 tracks bring together every record the iconic vocal group recorded during 1941, featuring several of the biggest names of the swing era, from Artie Shaw's Frenesi to Glenn Miller's Chattanooga Choo Choo, it also includes classics by Jimmy Dorsey, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra and many others. Four CDs. AcroBart. Pub. at $24.99. 17.95.

★ CD 5934249 LIGHTFOOT: Did She Mention My Name. Re-issues 24 tracks performed by Mr. Lightfoot. The title track is joined by Wherefore and Why, The Last Time I Saw Her, Black Day in July, Magnificent Outpouring; Does He Love You; and many more. Bear Family. Pub. at $24.99. 17.95.

★ CD 5858683 A DECADE OF HITS THE 50S. The good old days coming back to life with a massive 75 track collection. Rediscover great 50’s gems like Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett, Rock and Roll Music by Bill Haley and His Comets; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; Wake Up Little Susie by The Everly Brothers; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and much, much more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99. 21.95.

★ CD 5810092 HERBIE MANN: Complete Recordings, Part One 1955-1957. One of the first musicians to bring the flute into the jazz mainstream, Herbie Mann is on full display in this collection, compiling his complete albums: Flamingo, The Herbie Mann—Sax Most Quaint; Herbie Mann Plays; Love and the Weather, Yardbird Suite, Flute Fraternity; Flute Flight; and Flute Souffle. Nearly 70 tracks on four CDs. EnLIGHTenment. Pub. at $39.99. 31.95.
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CD 5690906 THE FARON YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62. One of the country's most sensual male voices, and his entire repertoire. The set has recently received preservation and comes with a Full Frontal box cover. It's a great find for fans of Faron Young. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 2680673 JOAN BAEZ: Newport Folk Festival 1968. Presents 16 tracks from Joan Baez's 1968 Newport Folk Festival performance including: Carry It On; Gentle On My Mind; Maria Dolores; Prison Story; The Banks of Ohio; We Want Our Freedom Now; Suzanne; Swing Low; Chariot

CD 4528069 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and colleague's lesser-known material on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 5853257 CARL PERKINS: The Complete Singles & Albums 1955-62. Revisit the distinctive style and raw talent of Perkins' Rockabilly with 53 classics. This set comprises the A and B sides of all singles and albums track, from Movie Scene to Dearly Beloved, each

CD 5970822 AC/DC: Tokyo 1981. Hot on the heels of their record-shattering album Back in Black, these heavy metal titans command the stage in Japan, with their hit performing, 13-hour icon-numeric names like Hells Bells; Back in Black; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; Let There Be Rock; and You Shook Me All Night Long. Zip City.

CD 5970988 EDDIE LOCKJAW DAVIS: The Prestige Collection 1958-1961. Four CDs collect eight complete albums that Davis released as a bandleader on the Prestige label over the course of four years, during which Lockjaw's profound influence on the jazz sax, like the Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis Cookbook Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Every sax player's Holy Grail.

CD 590871X THE FOUR ACES: The Hits Collection 1951-59. This 52-track collection comprises all the top 10 hits of this widely popular vocal group, as well as a handful of bonus A sides and B sides, including the hit I'm Here since there's No One Else. All Access. Pub. at $11.99. $13.95

CD 2682573 KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-62. Comes from the very roots of country music, with 52 tracks by the legendary Kitty Wells. It's a great find for fans of Kitty Wells.

CD 5880955 SKEETER DAVIS AND THE DAVIS SISTERS: The Complete RCA Singles As & Bs 1953-63. Presents all of Skeeter Davis's A and B sides as recorded with the Davis Sisters and Skeeter Davis. It includes the hit I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know. Also includes her solo A and B sides from the same period, including the Top Five hits Set Him Free; I'm Falling Too; and The End of the World. Sixty-one tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95

CD 5872871 THEOLENIOUS MONK: The Classic Albums Collection 1957-61. Featuring collaborations with other jazz greats, this ten-album collection captures four years in the career of an icon. Includes the track listings for eight albums, including Thelonious Monk at the Left Bank; Thelonious at the Black Hawk; Thelonious at the Village Vanguard; and more. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

CD 5891174 HERBIE MANN: The Complete Blue Note Sessions Part 1. 1957-1958. One collection brings together eight albums by one of the first notable jazz flautists. Includes the entirety of Sultry Serenade; Flute's the Word; Thieves in the Moonlight; Great Ideas of Western Mann; Salute to the Flute; Herbie Mann with the Wessel Ick Trio—Just Wally!; and Mann in the Morning. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

CD 5867096 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Singles & UK Singles As & Bs, EPs & LPs 1956-62. Comprises every track released by Jerry Lee in the U.S. and U.K., whether as an A or B side of a single, or as an EP or LP track, from his 1956 debut through to 1962, by which time he had scored all his top 30 hits on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Great Balls of Fire; Don't Be Cruel; Frankly and Johnny; and more. Nearly 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

CD 5971151 THE JDOX COLLECTION 1939-62. Rediscover more than 100 classics from this beloved singer of the mid-20th century. Spanning five prolific decades, this collection features collaborations with legends like Tony Bennett, Joe Turner, Dinah Shore, Nat King Cole, and more. Twenty tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $17.95

CD 5762937 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: The Complete Albums Collection 1955-1958. Explore three prolycic years in the career of this respected jazz saxophonist. Eight complete albums: Porgy and Bess; Julian "Cannonball" Adderley; Julian "Cannonball" Adderley and Strings; In the Land of the Hi-Fi with Julian "Cannonball" Adderley; Sophisticated Swing; Cannonball's Enamel; Cannonball's MPH; The Other Cannonball; and more. Sixty-seven tracks on two CDs. Enlighten.
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**CD 5846501** HAMPTON HAWES: The Complete Albums Collection 1951-1959. Nearly 60 tracks introduce jazz fans to the career of a influential figure of hard-bop piano, comprising the complete track listings of eight monograph albums. $14.95

**CD 593432X** IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End. Reissues the rarest of the folk and folk-influenced music of these pioneer Canadian folk singers. Tracks include: More, Oftener Than Not; Creators of Rain; Summer Wages; Shades of Grey; Sudden Change. $11.95

**CD 5993842** THelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington CDs, including Saxophone Colossus; Sonny Boy; Sonny Rollins Plus 4; Tenor Quartet; Moving Out; Work Time; Riding Bird; Saxophone Colossus; Sonny Boy; Sonny Rollins Plus 4; Tenor Madness; and Tour De Force. Fifty-six tracks on 5 CDs. $14.95

**CD 5872855** SONNY ROLLINS: The Prestige Years. Widely regarded as one of the finest tenor saxophonists in jazz, Rollins shows his talent in the selection of ten essential albums: Thelonious Monk and Sonny Rollins; Sonny Rollins with the Modern Jazz Quartet; Moving Out; Work Time; Riding Bird; Saxophone Colossus; Sonny Boy; Sonny Rollins Plus 4; Tenor Madness; and Tour De Force. Forty-five tracks on 5 CDs. $11.95

**CD 5872866** THE THelonious Monk: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57. Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of that vast oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2; Thelonious Monk Trio; Monk; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. $14.95

**CD 5872898** YUSEF LATEEF: The Complete Recordings 1957-1959. The distinctive sound of this Grammy-winning musician is ensnared in a collection of eight complete albums: Jazz for the Thinker; Jazz Mood; Before Dawn: The Music of Yusef Lateef: The Sounds of Yusef, Jazz and the Sounds of Nature; Prayer to the East; Other Sounds; and Laid Back. Forty-five tracks on 4 CDs. $14.95

**CD 5890543** THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart entries to his name, piano maestro Roger Williams produced the music of some of the most famous and much loved artists of the 1950s, including Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, and, of course, his own famous Sun Valley Serenade. $11.95

**CD 5896932** BOB DYLAN’S GREENWICH VILLAGE: Sounds from the Scene in 1961. Fifty tracks celebrate and examine Greenwich Village’s most important year—one that shaped the future of folk and rock for generations to come. Includes tracks by The Crane Gang; The Weavers; Pete Seeger; 1962; Leonard Cohen; The Cafe Society Triangle; Bob Dylan. $13.95

**CD 5900701** SONNY ROLLINS: The Complete Blue Note, Riverside & Contemporary Collection. Four CDs are packed with more than five hours of music by this legend of jazz saxophone. Includes, in their entirety, eight albums: The Sound of Nylon; Out Of This World; There Will Never Be Another You; Sonny Rollins; The Newk’s Time; and, of course, (Don’t Fear) The Reaper. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5993920** GEORGE WASHINGTON COUNTY MUSIC LEGENDS: Selected Sides 1950-1959. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Includes rare titles like Gentleman Jim; I’m Gonna Love You All the Way; and, of course, On the Road. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5939072** ANITA O’DAY: The Early Years 1941-45. An artist who remained true to her jazz roots even as many of her peers moved toward popular music, Anita stands out as one of the most distinctive and influential artists in jazz. Twenty tracks from her early career. It includes most of the studio sides she recorded with the Stan Kenton and Gene Krupa Orchestras, as well as her work with the Nat King Cole Trio. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5942705** BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS 1950-1968. Four CDs collect Monroe recordings from the 1950s, when the bluegrass icon stood in defiantly ballad of King Cole, Stee Kenton, Oscar Peterson and others. This massive 109-track collection brings together and remasters multiple tracks derived from those and other collaborations. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 5970111** BLUE OYSTER CULT: Born to Be Wild. Encapsulating a maverick band on the cusp of international success, this 1977 concert comes from the tour for their first platinum album, Agents of Fortune. Eleven live tracks highlight BOC’s first major tour that came the last Days of May, E.T.I.: Born to Be Wild and, of course, (Don’t Fear) The Reaper. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5868002** MOSE ALLISON: The Complete Recordings 1951-1961. From the early days of modern jazz to the release of one of a rare jazz icon with this five-CD set, compiling the complete track listings for all eleven classic albums from the greatest years of Mose Allison’s career. $14.95

**CD 5883588** BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1956-1962. This massive collection of 87 jazz essentials collects nearly all the tracks from twelve unfortunably Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Ivy Hunters; Portrait In Jazz; Explorations; Sunday at the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Debbie; Undercurrent; Moonbeams; Interplay; Epistrophy; and Here’scents. Six CDs. $19.95

**CD 455292X** THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1939-62. Fifty-one recordings feature Kitty’s solo A and B sides, plus performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, and Artie Shaw. From the swing to the bop, Kitty’s unique voice is showcased in 51 tracks. Pub. at $13.95

**CD 5818370** THE BO DIDDLEY COLLECTION, 1955-62. One of the most distinctive and influential artists in the transition from blues and R&B through rock ‘n roll during the 1950s, Bo Diddley’s first few years of recording are celebrated in this massive set. Includes singles from his first seven albums, Go Bo Diddley; Have Guitar Will Travel; In the Spotlight; Bo Diddley Is a Gunslinger; Bo Diddley Is a Lover; and more. Eighty-four tracks on 2 CDs. $19.99

**CD 581846X** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1959. Brings together every record that appeared on the Top 20 of Billboard’s country chart. Includes classics by Stonewall Jackson (Life to Go); Ray Price (That’s What It’s Like to Be Lonesome); Johnny Cash (Johnny’s Prayer); Carl Smith (Pretty Boy Floyd); and many more. 100 tracks on four CDs. $24.99

**CD 5934095** COUNTRY & WESTERN PARADISE 1950. Brings together 28 hillbilly classics: Chattanoog Sho Boy Blue by Red Foley; Blue Canadian Rockies by Gene Autry; Long Gone Lonesome Blues by Faron Young; Have No Arms by Ernest Tubb; and much more. Includes an extended 71-page booklet with profiles on each artist and track. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

**CD 5942675** ANITA O’DAY: Selected Sides 1941-1962. With a superb voice and an exacting approach to her craft, Anita O’Day was sought out by the some of the biggest names of her time: Tony Pastor, George Shearing, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Duke Jordan, and more. For nearly 20 years, the maverick band on the cusp of international success, this 1977 concert comes from the tour for their first platinum album, Agents of Fortune. Eleven live tracks highlight BOC’s first major tour that came the last Days of May, E.T.I.: Born to Be Wild and, of course, (Don’t Fear) The Reaper. Pub. at $14.99
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Tubbs, Kitty Wells and his daughter Betty Tubbs, just about every track on these CDs is a Top 10 hit. twelve of them hitting Number One. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5957173** KINKY FREEDMAN: They Ain’t Makin’ Jews Like Jesus Anymore. This Jewish country star has no equal, and his inimitable blend of humor and musicality makes this 25-track collection a true joy. The title track is joined by Rapid City South Dakota; Popeye the Sailor Man; Homo Erectus; Before All Hell Clooney, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5927203** TONI BENNETT: The Singles Collection 1951-62. Ranking among the most popular, successful and highly-respected vocalists of the 20th century, Bennew’s sound continues to resonate for generations. Completed here are 76 tracks from his early career, including all of his U.S. and UK chart hits: I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Because of You; Cold Cold Heart, and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5818486** THE JOHN MCCORMACK COLLECTION, 1906-42. Highlights the early career of the beloved Irish tenor in a stunning 120 track collection, including his early acoustic recordings into the 1920s, through to his electric recordings up to the early ’40s. Filled with operatic pieces, Irish classics, waltz favorites, ballads and more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 4552873** ELMORE JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1951-62. Get acquainted with the brief but storied library of an influential figure in the blues, and close out with this 54-track collection. It features the A and B sides of every single he released from his debut on the Trumpet label, from Dust My Broom in 1937 to “Two Anna Lee in 1962. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**CD 5919312** MARIA CALLAS: Her Best Duets. The marvellous Callas performs alongside a variety of fellow opera stand-outs in this vast selection of live performances. Ten CDs feature duets with Frédéric Ker)(((error)), Tito Gobbi, Giuseppe di Stefano, Roland Panari, Richard Tucker, Mario del Monaco, Alfredo Kraus and others in pieces from Tosca, Ada, La Traviata, La Bohème, il Trovatore; Madame Butterfly and much more. Intense. $19.95 $13.95

**CD 5942954** JIMMY REED: Early Sides. Discover the early years of Hollywood’s favorite Singing Cowboy with John Coltrane. This four-CD collection compiles 24 highly coveted recordings made during the trip, documenting the extraordinary creative alchemy of a legendary partnership about to disintegrate. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**CD 5946550** THE WAY IT WAS: Let’s Dance the 60’s. It’s not easy to put together one of the most important albums of the 20th century, two CDs brings together unforgettable numbers from four influential musical classics. Featuring the likes of Jane铭, Robert Merri, Phil Bavaar and others, these 49 tracks include vocal and instrumental compositions from Brigadoon; Gigi; Paint Your Wagon; and My Fair Lady. Sepia. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 5990263** TOM T. HALL: Ballad of Homecoming: Twenty-three tracks make up the entirety of two complete Hall LPs. The two titles join That’s How I Got to Memphis; Cloudy Day; Name on the Rain; Highways; Forbidden Flowers; Ain’t Got the Time, The Carter Boys; I Miss a Lot of Trains; Shoeshine Man; Strawberry Farms, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5945677** BRADLEY KINCAID: Selected Sides 1927-1938. Once a National Barn Dance and Opry regular, Kincaid is now an undeservedly forgotten figure of classic guitar-driven country. Remastered here are 104 essential sides by the Kentucky musician, drawn from more than 20 years of his career. Four CDs include Goosberry Pie; Alter the Ball; On Top of Old Smoky and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 5912682** JOHN LEE HOOKER: 1949-62: The Modern, Chess Veet Jay Singles Collection. An astounding 101 tracks, this massive collection brings together the singles John Lee Hooker released under his own name on the Modern, Chess and VeetJay labels over more than a decade. Includes R&B hits like Boogie Chillin; Crackin King Snake; Hoko Blues; Boogie Boogie; I’m in the Mood; Boom Boom; Dimples; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5919371** RICHARD STRAUSS, PART II: Complete Recordings of the Operas. Composer Richard Strauss and conductor Karl Bohm shared a close friendship, ensuring rich performances of many of Strauss’s greatest operas. Collected here are the complete recordings of his four productions from the ’40s, emphasizing their collaboration. Includes Ariadne Auf Naxos; Elektra; Die Frau Ohne Schatten and Daphne; plus a bonus collection of other works conducted by Bohm. Ten CDs. Intense. $19.95 $13.95

**CD 5945853** WAYLON JENNINGS: The Restless Kid Live at JD’s. Re-issues 27 live tracks from the country-rock god, including covers and originals Just to Satify You; I Don’t Care; Girl from North Country; I Wonder Where You Are Tonight; Down Came the World; It Ain’t Me, Babe; The Streets of Laredo; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 5942653** GENNETT OLD TIME MUSIC AND CLASSIC COUNTRY RECORDINGS 1927-1934. Venturing back to a time when country music’s sound was just being developed and many influential figures in Appalachian music. Collected here are nearly 100 vintage tracks recorded on American soil, carrying on the American musical tradition. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5944175** WILF CARTER: Selected Sides 1933-1941. Also known as Montana Slim, Carter comes yodeling back to life with over 100 classic recordings, remastered for a new audience. Explore the roots of Canada’s first country star with Rodeo Cowboy; Yodeling the Skillet Lickers and Gid Tanner. Four CDs highlight Puckett’s imprint on the genre, including numbers by Paddy and His Wife; Don’t Let Your Deal Go Down; Frankie and Johnny; South of the Border; Railroad Boomer; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5942950** LIGHTNING’ HOPKINS: The Acoustic Years 1959-1960. A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar, Hopkins epitomizes the early days of folk music. Remastered for the highest sound quality, they include Penitentiary Blues; Bad Luck and Trouble; Come Go Home With Me; Got to Move Your Baby; and more. Includes multiple some tracks. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5943078** ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Ballads, Blue Songs, Hits and Jazz 1949-1956. The beloved performer’s smile comes with genre-spanning classics, drawn from nearly a decade of great music. Over 100 remastered tracks include The Four Winds and the Seven Seas; Rock Me, The Lady Is a Tramp; The Kid’s a Dreamer; I’m in the Mood for Love; You Are My Sunshine; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 5943206** NOEL COWARD: The Revue and War Years 1926-1952. Playwright, actor, singer of director, and cabaret artist—Noel Coward was a jack of all trades, and this set reveals why. Drawn from over 20 years of captures of four phases of his career: Early Days; Established Star; London Pride; and A Changing World. Includes many of Coward’s most beloved ballads, musical numbers, medleys and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95
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